
From:                                         Official Information
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 6 March 2019 12:04 p.m.
To:                                              
Subject:                                     Official Information request - correspondence between Lime e ScooterCo and the CCC
 
Dear ,
 
I refer to your official information request we received on 13 January 2019 requesting the following:
 
I request  copies of all correspondence to and from the Christchurch City Council and the Lime e Scooter company to date.
 
Extension of timeframe
On 8 February 2019, we extended the timeframe on our response to you by an additional 15 working days.
 
Council Response
The Council has decided to release this information to you with some information withheld under the following section of the LGOIMA:

-          7(2)(a) – to protect the privacy of natural persons
 
In the Council's view the reasons for withholding these details are not outweighed by public interest considerations in section 7(1) favouring their release.
 
The information can be accessed on the Council's website on the LGOIMA responses page under City Services and Transport:
 
https://ccc.govt.nz/the-council/request-information/lgoima-responses/
 
This information will be made available shortly.
 
You have the right to request the Ombudsman to review this decision. Complaints can be sent by email to info@ombudsman.parliament.nz, by fax to (04) 471 2254,
or by post to The Ombudsman, PO Box 10152, Wellington 6143.
 
Kind regards,
 
 
Sean Rainey
Senior Information Adviser and Privacy Officer
Office of the Chief Executive
Christchurch City Council
53 Hereford Street, Christchurch 8011
PO Box 73016, Christchurch 8154
 
 
 

https://ccc.govt.nz/the-council/request-information/lgoima-responses/
mailto:info@ombudsman.parliament.nz


From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Christchurch Lime Scooter Survey
Date: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:43:00 p.m.
Attachments: Christchurch E Scooter Trial DRAFT Survey 20181129.docx

Hi  and 
 
Really good to talk this morning.  Further to our discussion about the scooter survey, here’s what
we have planned.
 
Representative Sample
 
NZTA, Auckland Transport, Auckland Council and Christchurch City Council are joining up to run a
representative survey of 500 people each in Auckland and Christchurch.  We also want to do a
boost of Lime scooter users in case we don’t pick up enough of those in the representative
sample.
 
The representative sample (along with the Lime user booster) will provide quantifiable robust
data for each city, using standardised questions in each location.
 
Sampling Approach
 
We discussed this morning that Lime is not able to provide its email list directly to us or a
research company to manage survey distribution to users.  However, if your comms people give
approval, you will probably be able to send out individual (ie. unique) survey links (list produced
by research agency) which you would mail merge with your email list.  We thought it would
probably make sense to send the emails out in batches to random samples in Auckland and
Christchurch as the absolute maximum completed surveys we would need is n=500 in each city
(and probably only a few hundred in each city as we will pick up a number of users via the
random sample anyway) (to sit alongside our representative sample).  We can fine tune the
details re assumed response rates and number needing to be sent out once you have got
approval to go ahead.
 
Draft Questionnaire
 
We are currently in the process of agreeing the standardised questions across the cities and the
attached is the draft we are currently working with.
 
The opportunity for input into this is very, very tight (ie. by  end of Monday 3 Dec at the latest)
due to the deadlines for the project.
 
Christchurch Snowball Sample
 
Christchurch also intends to do a snowball sample using the same questionnaire.  We are going
to open the survey up to our Life in Christchurch panel of over 9,000 people (who can then send
a survey link on to other people) and will also promote the survey via the media so as many
people as possible complete it.  We will also want Lime to send the link out to all users (including
those who have only supplied a mobile number) (except for the people sent the links for the


Lime e-Scooter Trial Feedback



Christchurch City Council has granted a permit to the Lime e-scooter share company to operate a trial in Christchurch between 15 October 2018 and the end of February 2019.  A decision will then be made about whether to extend the permit for Lime beyond the trial period and whether to allow other e-scooter share companies to apply for permits to operate in the city.



WE WANT TO HEAR THE VIEWS OF USERS AND NON-USERS before the Council decides the future of shared e-scooters in Christchurch.



It will take about 7-10 minutes to give feedback.  All answers given will be made anonymous so no one will be identified.



You may see links to the survey in a number of different places as it will be available via Council email lists, to Lime e-scooter users, via social media and via the mainstream media.  Also family/whanau or friends may forward you the survey link.  Please only give feedback ONCE.  



Please give feedback within TWO weeks of getting this survey.



Email Collector Wording



Christchurch City Council has granted a permit to the Lime e-scooter share company to operate a trial in Christchurch between 15 October 2018 and the end of February 2019.  A decision will then be made about whether to extend the permit for Lime beyond the trial period and whether to allow other e-scooter share companies to apply for permits to operate in the city.



WE WANT TO HEAR THE VIEWS OF USERS AND NON-USERS before the Council decides the future of shared e-scooters in Christchurch.  



Click on the "Give Feedback Now" button at the bottom of this email. It will take about 7-10 minutes and all answers given will be made anonymous so no one will be identified.



You may see links to the survey in a number of different places as it will be available via Council email lists, to Lime e-scooter riders, via social media and via the mainstream media.  Also family/whanau or friends may send you the survey link.  Please only give feedback ONCE.  



WE ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO GIVE US FEEDBACK TOO: We want to hear from as many people as possible, so please pass it on by copying this web address into a new email: www.surveymonkey.com/r/XXXXX  



Note, the Give Feedback Now button below is unique to you so please don’t forward this message to others.



Please give feedback within TWO weeks of getting this survey.





Demographic Questions



To start, we want to know a little about you to help us better understand the views of different groups of people.



Where do you live? 

· Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula) 

· Elsewhere in Canterbury (eg. Rolleston, Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Lincoln, Tai Tapu) 

· Auckland

· Other parts of New Zealand 

· Outside New Zealand 



IF CHRISTCHURCH: Where do you live in Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula)?  (Suburb drop down)



IF ELSEWHERE IN CANTERBURY: Where do you live in Canterbury? (dropdown list of locations)



IF OTHER PARTS OF NEW ZEALAND OR OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND: Have you visited Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula) at any time since 15 Oct 2018?

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



IF OTHER PARTS OF NEW ZEALAND OR OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND: Thinking of potential future visits to Christchurch, do you think the presence of shared e-scooter schemes such as Lime would encourage visitors to spend extra time/nights in Christchurch?

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



Do you work in Christchurch? 

· Yes 

· No

IF YES: Where do you work in Christchurch? (Suburb drop down) 



Do you attend an education institution in Christchurch?  

· Yes 

· No



Where is your education institution located? (Suburb drop down)



What age group are you in? 

· Under 15 years

· 15-17 years

· 18-24 years

· 25-34 years

· 35-49 years

· 50-64 years

· 65-79 years

· 80 years and over



What is your total annual household income before tax?

· Loss

· No income

· Less than $10,000

· $10,001-$20,000

· $20,001-$30,000

· $30,001-$40,000

· $40,001-$50,000

· $50,001-$60,000

· $60,001-$70,000

· $70,001-$80,000

· $80,001-$90,000

· $90,001-$100,000

· $100,001-$150,000

· $150,001-$200,000

· More than $200,000

· Prefer not to say

· Don't know



Are you?

· Male

· Female

· Gender diverse



Do you have a long term disability lasting 6 months or more? (eg. difficulties with things such as seeing even with glasses, hearing even with a hearing aid, walking or climbing stairs, remembering or concentrating or self care, etc)  

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know



Road Rules / Laws for e-Scooters



Before looking at shared e-scooter use during the trial in Christchurch, we want your views on whether people understand the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters in New Zealand.  We will come back to safety issues near the end of the survey.



How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “The road rules / laws provide clear direction on what is legal and illegal in relation to e-scooter use in New Zealand” 

· Strongly agree

· Agree

· Neither agree nor disagree

· Disagree

· Strongly disagree

· Don’t know



Which of the following are currently OFFICIAL road rules / laws for operating e scooters in New Zealand? (ie. official government regulations not Lime’s terms and conditions) (select ALL that apply) 

· I don’t know what the road rules / laws are for riding e-scooters in New Zealand

· Riders must wear helmets when operating e-scooters

· Riders must be 18 years or older

· Riders must have a valid driver’s licence

· Riders are allowed to ride on footpaths

· Riders must not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk

· Riders must ride in a careful and considerate manner on footpaths

· Riders must give way to pedestrians and people using mobility devices on footpaths

· Riders are allowed to ride in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· Riders are not allowed to ride in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· On the road, riders must operate e-scooters as close as practicable to the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads)

· Riders must obey breath and blood alcohol limits while operating e-scooters

· The NZ Police can issue fines if e-scooter riders break e-scooter road rules / laws 

· The Christchurch City Council can issue fines if e-scooter riders break e-scooter road rules / laws / bylaws

· e-Scooters can be parked anywhere in public spaces

· None of the above are official road rules / laws for e-scooters in New Zealand



Have You Used a Lime e-Scooter in Christchurch?: (User / Non-User Designation)



We now want to know if you have used the Lime shared e-scooters in Christchurch during the trial



Have you downloaded the Lime e-scooter app to a smart phone or tablet? 

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know



IMAGE: 



Have you ridden a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch since the trial began there on 15 October 2018? 

· Yes  USER

· No  NON-USER



IMAGE:   



IF AUCKLAND RESIDENT: Have you ridden a shared e-scooter such as Lime in Auckland since the trial began on 15 October 2018?

Lime e-Scooter User Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think just about your experience riding Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October 2018



On average, how often have you ridden a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch since the trial began? (Count each separate journey where you tap on using the Lime app as a separate ride) 

· Once / one off only

· Less than once a week

· 2 times per week

· 3-6 times per week

· Once a day

· More than once a day

· Don’t know / can’t remember



How often have you been able to find easily a Lime e-scooter to rent when you have wanted to use one? 

· All of the time

· Most of the time

· Sometimes

· Rarely

· Never



The FIRST TIME you rode a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch, why did you try it? (select ALL that apply) 

· To save money on transportation / commuting costs

· To get around more easily or faster

· It looked like fun or was curious to try them out

· Had used an e-scooter somewhere else and wanted to try one in Christchurch too

· Other - specify



What are the MAIN trip types for which you have ridden a Lime e-scooter during the trial in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



During the Lime trial, have you ever used a Lime e-scooter to make a trip that you OTHERWISE WOULDN’T HAVE MADE AT ALL if an e-scooter hadn’t been available?

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



Thinking about your MOST RECENT Lime e-scooter trip in Christchurch, what were the MAIN reasons you chose to use a Lime e-scooter for that trip? (select up to THREE options)  

· Fastest and/or most efficient way to get there

· Less expensive than other ways to get there

· More fun to take an e-scooter to get there

· Walking related reasons (eg. didn’t want to walk there, destination too far to walk to)

· Car or other motor vehicle related reasons (eg. parking was a problem at my destination, didn’t want to take a car or had no car to get there)

· Bike or e-bike related reasons (eg. didn’t want to take a bike, had no bike to get there)

· Public transport related reasons (eg, didn’t want to take public transport, too far from bus stop/hub, public transport didn’t go to my destination or wasn’t available at time I wanted to go)

· Ride share such as Uber / taxi related reasons (eg. didn’t want to take one or not available)

· Other – specify



Thinking again about your MOST RECENT Lime e-scooter trip in Christchurch, if an e-scooter had NOT been available for that trip, how would you MOST LIKELY have made the trip? (select only ONE option) 

· Wouldn’t have made the trip

· Would have taken public transport (eg. bus)

· Would have been a PASSENGER in a personal car, motorcycle, or other motor vehicle

· Would have DRIVEN a personal car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle

· Would have ridden a bike or e-bike

· Would have walked

· Would have taken a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Would have taken a push foot scooter or skateboard

· Would have taken a mobility scooter or used a mobility device

· Other – specify



Where have you MAINLY ridden Lime e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· On the footpath

· In designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars) (show image)

· In separated cycle lanes/paths (those separated from cars) (show image)

· On the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads) (show image)

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· Other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Other – specify 





Which is/are your PREFERRED place/s to ride an e-scooter? (select ALL that apply) 

· On the footpath

· In a designated cycle lane painted on the road (those not separated from cars) (show image)

· In separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars) (show image)

· One the roadside where there is no marked cycle lane (show image)

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· Other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Other – specify



Since you started using Lime e-scooters in Christchurch, has your use of the following means of transport CHANGED as a DIRECT RESULT of using the shared e-scooters?

· Walking

· Cycling (including e-bikes)

· Driving or being a passenger in a personal car, motorcycle or other type of motor vehicle

· Using a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Using public transport (eg. bus)

· Using a push foot powered scooter or skateboard

· Using a mobility scooter or other mobility device



Matrix:

· No change (used about the same amount)

· Have used less often

· Have used more often

· Not applicable



Would any of the following things ENCOURAGE you to use shared e-scooters in Christchurch more often? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Trial being made permanent

· More scooters available to rent (eg. to ensure supply when I need one)

· e-Scooter rental price decreases

· More clarity or guidance about the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters

· Provision of shared helmets with the e-scooters

· Longer battery life / range (eg. so e-scooters can go further without needing to be recharged)

· Being allowed to ride e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Different e-scooter design (eg. shorter handlebar stems, e-scooters with seats) 

· Training or instruction on how to use e-scooters safely in urban environments



Would any of the following things DISCOURAGE you from using shared e-scooters in Christchurch more often? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Restricting the number of e-scooters available to rent to the current level or less

· e-Scooter rental price increases

· Compulsory ban on e-scooter use on footpaths 

· Compulsory speed restriction on footpaths 

· Compulsory helmet use when riding e-scooters 

· Continuation of ban on riding e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Lime enforcing its safety related terms and conditions of use (eg. age limits, helmet advisories, possession of a valid driver’s licence, etc)



Overall, during the e-scooter trial period, how satisfied or dissatisfied have you been with the following? 

· Cost and time efficiency of using a Lime e-scooter to get where you want to go

· Experience of actually riding a Lime e-scooter (eg. handling, steering or stopping, etc)

· Quality of Lime e-scooters (eg. condition of the e-scooter, quality of brakes, battery life / range, etc)

· Downloading and using Lime e-scooter app



Matrix: 

· Very satisfied

· Satisfied

· Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

· Dissatisfied

· Very dissatisfied

· Don’t know



Do you intend to use shared e-scooters if they are allowed to stay in Christchurch following the trial? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



IF DEFINITELY, PROBABLY OR MAYBE: What are you intending to use them for? (select ALL that apply)

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



IF DEFINITELY NOT OR PROBABLY NOT: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Have no interest in keeping using them

· Haven’t got the time to keep using them

· Too costly to use

· Too unsafe to use (eg. no helmet supplied, go too fast, witnessed or experienced crashes, injuries t riders and others, witnessed or experienced near misses, etc)

· Mobility and/or health reasons will keep me from using them

· Not enough available when I want to rent one

· Have bought or intend to buy my own e-scooter

· Don’t suit my transport needs (eg. travel with other people, carry things with me, can’t travel far enough on them, etc)

· Don’t feel confident to ride them / don’t know how to ride them

· Don’t know the road rules / laws for riding them

· Restrictions on where you can ride them (eg. can’t use in designated cycle lanes painted on roads)

· Prefer to walk or cycle 

· Prefer to use motorised transport (eg. car, motorcycle, public transport, ride share such as Uber / taxi, etc)

· Smartphone and/or mobile data related reasons (eg. using the e-scooter app)

· Weather conditions / terrain in Christchurch don’t suit their use (eg. too hot/cold to use, don’t work well on hills)

· Other – specify 

Non-User Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think about your experience as a person who hasn't used Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October 2018



Do you intend to try the Lime e-scooters during the trial period or if shared e-scooters are allowed to stay in Christchurch following the trial? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



IF DEFINITELY, PROBABLY OR MAYBE: Would any of the following things ENCOURAGE you to start using shared e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Trial being made permanent

· More scooters available to rent (eg. to ensure supply when I need one)

· e-Scooter rental price decreases

· More clarity or guidance about the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters

· Provision of shared helmets with the e-scooters

· Longer battery life / range (eg. so e-scooters can go further without needing to be recharged)

· Being allowed to ride e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Different e-scooter design (eg. shorter handlebar stems, e-scooters with seats) 

· Training or instruction on how to use e-scooters safely in urban environments



IF DEFINITELY NOT OR PROBABLY NOT: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Have no interest in trying them

· Haven’t got the time to try them

· Too costly to use

· Too unsafe to use (eg. no helmet supplied, go too fast, people crashing them, injuries to riders and others, people having near misses, etc)

· Mobility and/or health reasons stop me from using them

· Haven’t been able to find one available when I wanted to rent one

· Have bought or intend to buy my own e-scooter

· Don’t suit my transport needs (eg. travel with other people, carry things with me, can’t travel far enough on them, etc)

· Don’t feel confident to ride them / don’t know how to ride them

· Don’t know the road rules / laws for riding them

· Restrictions on where you can ride them (eg. can’t use in designated cycle lanes painted on roads)

· Prefer to walk or cycle 

· Prefer to use motorised transport (eg. car, motorcycle, public transport, ride share such as Uber / taxi, etc)

· Don’t have a smartphone with mobile data to use the e-scooter app or don’t know how to download or use the app

· Weather conditions / terrain in Christchurch don’t suit their use (eg. too hot/cold to use, don’t work well on hills)

· Other – specify



ALL NON-USERS EXCEPT DEFINITELY NOT TO Q 25: Would any of the following things DISCOURAGE you from starting to use shared e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Restricting the number of e-scooters available to rent to the current level or less

· e-Scooter rental price increases

· Compulsory ban on e-scooter use on footpaths 

· Compulsory speed restriction on footpaths 

· Compulsory helmet use when riding e-scooters 

· Continuation of ban on riding e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Lime enforcing its terms and conditions



e-Scooter Owner Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think about owning a personal e-scooter



Do you own a PERSONAL e-scooter in Christchurch? (ie. not a push foot powered scooter or a shared rental e-scooter) 

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Did you buy your own e-scooter BEFORE the Lime e-scooter trial began in Christchurch in October 2018? 

· Yes

· No



IF NO: Did trying or using a shared e-scooter either in Christchurch or somewhere else influence your decision to buy your own e-scooter? 

· Large influence

· Some influence

· Small influence

· No influence

· Don’t know



Did you use a coupon or code from somewhere that gave you a discount which encouraged you to purchase your OWN e-scooter? (eg. Mercury Energy $250 discount code) 

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



What are the MAIN trip types for which you use your own e-scooter in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



Since you started using your own e-scooter in Christchurch, has your use of the following means of transport CHANGED as a DIRECT RESULT of using your own e-scooter? 

· Walking

· Cycling (including e-bikes)

· Driving or being a passenger in a personal car, motorcycle or other type of motor vehicle

· Using a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Using public transport (eg. bus)

· Using a push foot powered scooter or skateboard

· Using a mobility scooter or other mobility device



Matrix:

· No change (use about the same amount)

· Have used less often

· Have used more often

· Not applicable



Lime Juicer Experience



The next few questions are for those who are Lime Juicers (a juicer is a person who is paid to collect, charge and deploy Lime e-scooters)



Are you currently or have you been at any time during the trial a Lime Juicer in Christchurch? 

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Have you given up juicing during the trial?

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Why have you given up juicing? (select ALL that apply)

· No time available to keep juicing / other commitments keep me from juicing 

· There is too much competition amongst juicers for the number of e-scooters available

· Collecting enough Lime e-scooters for charging takes too much time and effort

· The pay per e-scooter is too low once costs are taken out (eg. petrol, electricity, etc)

· Lime’s terms and conditions for juicers to be paid are too difficult (eg. ensuring they are on the streets by 7am, ensuring they are charged to at least 95%, placing only four in each specified location, ensuring handlebars turned on 45 degree angles, etc)

· e-Scooters are too difficult to collect and deploy for charging (eg. too big or heavy to transport, too dirty, etc)

· Other – specify



IF NO: How OFTEN do you juice Lime e-scooters?

· Everyday

· 3-6 times a week

· 2 times a week

· Once a week

· Less than once a week

· Once / one off only



IF NO: Do any of the following things apply to you as a Lime juicer? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply)

· I enjoy being a Lime juicer

· There is too much competition amongst juicers for the number of e-scooters available

· Collecting enough Lime e-scooters for charging takes too much time and effort

· I understand tax obligations associated with juicing

· The pay per e-scooter is too low once costs are taken out (eg. petrol, electricity, etc)

· Juicing provides some additional income to supplement my other income

· Juicing is viable as a main or only income source

· Lime’s terms and conditions for juicers to be paid are too difficult (eg. ensuring they are on the streets by 7am, ensuring they are charged to at least 95%, placing only four in each specified location, ensuring handlebars turned on 45 degree angles, etc)

· e-Scooters are too difficult to collect and deploy for charging (eg. too big or heavy to transport, too dirty, etc)

e-Scooter Safety Experience



For the next questions, we want your views on the safety of e-scooters for riders, pedestrians and other road users in Christchurch



Overall how safe or unsafe are Lime e-scooters for e-scooter RIDERS? 

· Very safe

· Fairly safe

· A bit unsafe

· Very unsafe

· Don’t know



IF VERY or FAIRLY SAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Limited risk of injury to riders (eg. they don’t go very fast)

· They require little or no experience to ride and operate

· The road rules / laws provide clear direction about how to ride them safely

· Riders are riding them safely or responsibly

· They can be used on footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They can be used in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· They can be used in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· They can be used on the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads)

· They can be used on shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, cycles and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway) 

· There is training and instructions available online showing people how to ride them safely

· Lime has safety related terms and conditions that riders must abide by

· Other – specify



IF VERY or A BIT UNSAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Risk of injury to riders (eg. go too fast, helmets not required to ride them)

· They require experience to ride and operate

· The road rules / laws don’t provide clear direction about how to ride them safely

· Riders are riding them dangerously or irresponsibly

· They can be used on footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They can’t be used in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· They can’t be used in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· They can be used on the edge of the roadway  (ie. on the sides of roads)

· They can be used on shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, cycles and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· They can be rented without any training or instruction on how to ride them safely

· Lime’s safety related  terms and conditions aren’t policed by Lime

· Other – specify



USERS: Have you worn a helmet when riding a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch during the trial? 

· Always

· Most of the time

· Sometimes

· Rarely

· Never

· Don’t know / can’t remember



Overall how safe or unsafe are PEDESTRIANS who are sharing footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace) with the e-scooters? 

· Very safe

· Fairly safe

· A bit unsafe

· Very unsafe

· Don’t know



If VERY or A BIT UNSAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply) 

· They shouldn’t be ridden on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas at all because they could hit or collide with pedestrians

· They are able to go too fast on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Riders not being considerate or safe around pedestrians putting them at risk

· e-Scooters are silent so pedestrians may not hear them coming

· Children can be unpredictable and may get hit by or collide with e-scooters on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Some people can be unsteady on their feet and/or use mobility aids and may more easily get hit by or collide with e-scooters on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Other - specify



Has the presence of Lime e-scooters in Christchurch made the following means of travel more easy or difficult to use?

· Walking (on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas)

· Cycling

· Using a mobility scooter or mobility device



Matrix:

· Much more difficult

· More difficult

· A little bit more difficult

· No more difficult

· Not applicable



NON-USERS: Which of the following safety related issues have you personally experienced (regardless of who was at fault) with Lime e-scooters during the trial? (select ALL that apply; leave blank if none apply)

· Have witnessed someone else fall off or crash a Lime e-scooter

· As a pedestrian, have just avoided being hit by or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a pedestrian, have been caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near me

· Have witnessed another person (including children) caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near them

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have hit or collided with a Lime e-scooter

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a cyclist, have hit or collided someone riding a Lime e-scooter

· As a cyclist, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)



USERS: Which of the following safety related issues have you personally experienced (regardless of who was at fault) with Lime e-scooters during the trial? (select ALL that apply; leave blank if none apply)

· As a rider, have fallen off or crashed a Lime e-scooter

· As a rider, have injured myself as a result of falling off or crashing

· As a rider, have sought medical treatment and/or made an ACC claim as a result of an injury caused by falling off or crashing

· As a rider, have just avoided falling off or crashing (ie. near miss)

· As a rider, have hit or collided with a pedestrian

· As a rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a pedestrian (ie. near miss)

· Have witnessed someone else fall off or crash a Lime e-scooter

· As a pedestrian, have just avoided being hit by or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a pedestrian, have been caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near me

· Have witnessed another person (including children) caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near them

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have hit or collided with a Lime e-scooter

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a cyclist, have hit or collided someone riding a Lime e-scooter

· As a cyclist, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)



Currently, there is no official speed restriction for operating e-scooters on footpaths or in other pedestrian areas. The road rules / law says riders must not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk, they must ride in a careful and considerate manner and must give way to pedestrians and people using mobility devices. What speed should e-scooters be restricted to on FOOTPATHS and in OTHER PEDESTRIAN AREAS such as City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc? 

· They shouldn’t be operated on footpaths or other pedestrian areas at all at any speed

· Up to 5 km/hr (about the same speed as a person walking)

· Up to 10 km/hr (about the same speed as a person jogging)

· Up to 15 km/hr (about the same speed as a person running fast)

· Up to 20 km/hr (about the same speed as a bike travelling at a reasonable amount of speed)

· There should be no speed restrictions at all (riders should be able to go at any speed the e-scooter can travel at) (or: riders should be able to decide what speed is safe for the conditions)



What proportion of Lime e-scooter riders do you think have been riding the e-scooters in a SAFE and/or RESPONSIBLE manner in the following locations? 

· On footpaths

· On the edge of roadways

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· In other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)



Matrix:

· All

· Most

· Some 

· Very few

· None

· Don’t know



Should riders have to watch a COMPULSORY short e-scooter safety and etiquette video BEFORE being allowed to rent a shared e-scooter? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



USERS: Would it have helped your e-scooter riding skills to have received instruction or training from Lime on how to use an e-scooter safely in an urban environment BEFORE renting one? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



USERS AND e-SCOOTER OWNERS: Thinking of the FIRST FEW TIMES you ever rode an e-scooter, how easy or difficult was it to: 

· Balance on the e-scooter as it was travelling along

· Stop or slow the e-scooter (eg. using the brakes and/or throttle)

· Navigate around pedestrians

· Navigate around other road users (eg. cars and bikes)

· Navigate around obstacles in the urban environment (eg. trees, bollards, power poles, signs, kerbs and berms, etc)



Matrix:

· Very easy

· Somewhat easy

· Somewhat difficult

· Very difficult

· Don’t know / can’t remember



USERS: During the trial, have you let a child or young person under the age of 18 ride on or operate a Lime e-scooter? (eg. let them to ride on the deck of an e-scooter you or someone else was operating, let them operate an e-scooter you or someone else rented or allowed them to use your or someone else’s credit card details to rent an e-scooter)

· Yes

· No



Other Questions



And finally, a few questions about using e-scooters and e-bikes and the impacts of shared e-scooters on Christchurch



IF NOT CURRENTLY e-SCOOTER OWNER: How likely are you to CONSIDER BUYING your OWN personal e-scooter for commuting? (eg. going to work, education or the usual places you visit)   May not need this Q as can get from Q25.2

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



In your opinion, have the Lime e-scooters had a POSITIVE EFFECT on Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know





IF DEFINITELY or MAYBE – Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· They are fun to use / see people happy and enjoying themselves while using them / they are getting people out and about in the city

· They are attracting people into the central city or encouraging people to spend time in the central city

· They are a great way for RESIDENTS to travel around the city

· They are a great way for VISITORS to Christchurch to travel around the city (including visiting parts of the city or sites they otherwise might not have gone to or allowing them to get to places they want to go more efficiently)

· They are encouraging people to visit or stay longer in Christchurch

· They provide a more enjoyable way to visit city sites and destinations than other forms of transport

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to cars, motorcycles or other motor vehicles

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to ride shares such as Uber / taxis

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to public transport (eg. bus)

· They are encouraging people to use public transport (eg. e-scooting to or from bus stops)

· They are getting people out of cars or other motor vehicles (eg. reducing traffic congestion)

· Other - specify



IF PROBABLY NOT or DEFINITELY NOT – Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· They have a negative impact on streetscapes and city sites (eg. parked everywhere or in unsuitable locations, block footpaths, look unattractive on the streets and at various sites, etc)

· They discourage people from using more active forms of transport such as walking or cycling

· They are discouraging visitors from visiting or spending time in Christchurch

· They are unsafe for riders to use

· They are unsafe for pedestrians when used on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They are unsafe for other road users when used on the edge of roadways

· Costs of injuries are met by taxpayers (eg. ACC claims)

· Come with compliance costs that are met by taxpayers and ratepayers (eg. policing bad behaviour or violations of road rules / laws / bylaws)

· Other - specify



Christchurch is currently running a trial of 700 Lime e-scooters in Christchurch from 15 October 2018 to the end of February 2019.  At the end of the trial, should e-scooter share companies be allowed by the Council to continue operating in Christchurch? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



What is the KEY WORD that comes to mind when you think of Lime e-scooters in Christchurch? 

Open text for word cloud



If there was a choice, would you PREFER to use a shared e-scooter or shared e-bike scheme in Christchurch?

· Wouldn’t use either / prefer neither

· Prefer to use a shared e-scooter

· Prefer to use a shared e-bike

· Equal preference



Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply) 



IF PREFER e-SCOOTERS

· Easier to ride or handle

· Easier to drop off and pick up as smaller than e-bikes

· Can ride on footpath where it is safer for riders

· Can go places e-bikes aren’t allowed to go (eg. pedestrian areas such as City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Don’t go as fast as e-bikes

· Helmets aren’t required

· Fewer road rules / laws than for e-bikes

· More shared e-scooters would be available to rent than e-bikes

· More fun to ride

· Don’t get as sweaty as you would on an e-bike

· Can carry a bag and/or other things more easily

· Other - specify



IF PREFER E-BIKES

· Easier to ride or handle

· Easier to drop off and pick up than e-scooters

· Can ride in separated cycle lanes/paths or designated cycle lanes painted on roads where it is safer

· Go faster than e-scooters

· Clearer road rules / laws than for e-scooters

· Have longer battery life / range (eg. can go further than e-scooters)

· Provide opportunities for exercise (eg. pedalling)

· Shared helmets are provided

· More e-bikes would be available to rent than e-scooters

· More fun to ride

· Can carry a bag and/or other things more easily

· Scooters of any type are for children and/or young people

· Other – specify



Other Comments



Have you got anything else you want to tell us about the Lime e-scooter trial, shared e-scooters or general e-scooter use in Christchurch? 

Open ended text



Panel Question



Do you consent for the Christchurch City Council to hold your email address for future feedback about shared e-scooters in the city, our services or issues that impact on Christchurch residents and visitors? Your survey responses will always be made anonymous.  The Council complies with the Privacy Act 1993. Any information you provide will be used for the sole purpose of contacting you about future feedback about our services and other issues impacting on Christchurch residents 

· Yes

· No



WEB COLLECTOR: Please enter your email address below:

Comment box (with email text validation)






Low Priority Questions – won’t be included in the survey



1. Which ethnic group/s do you belong to? (lower priority due to questionnaire time pressures)

· NZ European

· NZ Maori

· Cook Islands Maori

· Samoan

· Tongan

· Niuean

· Chinese

· Indian

· Other – specify



2. What is your HOUSEHOLD income? (lower priority due to questionnaire time pressures)



3. Which of the following are your USUAL forms of transport? (will this add any value to analysis – Q20 will tell us if people have changed their usual form of transport since using Lime e-scooters)

· Car, motorcycle or other type of motor vehicle

· Public transport (eg. bus, ferry, train)

· Walking

· Cycling (including e-bike)

· Ride share such as Uber or taxi

· e-Scooter share scheme (eg. Lime)

· Own e-scooter

· Push foot powered scooter or skateboard

· Mobility scooter or other mobility device

· Other – specify



4. How often have you combined riding a Lime e scooter with another form of transport (eg. walking and e-scooter; car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle and e-scooter [eg. park and ride], public transport and e-scooter, ride share such as Uber or taxi and e-scooter, etc)? (matrix) (can get some of this [without amount breakdown] from Q14)

· Never

· Once

· Less than once a week

· 2 times per week

· 3-6 times per week

· Once a day

· More than once a day



5. Would your perceptions of safety for RIDERS change if e-scooter speed was restricted to X km/hr on FOOTPATHS? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· No, they will always be unsafe for riders

· Yes, I would see them as slightly safer for riders 

· Yes, I would see them as much safer for riders

· Don’t know



6. Would your perceptions of safety for RIDERS change if there was a road rule / law making e-scooter riders wear a helmet? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· No, they will always be unsafe for riders

· Yes, I would see them as slightly safer for riders 

· Yes, I would see them as much safer for riders

· Don’t know



7. Should e-scooter riders be mandated by law to wear a helmet while operating an e-scooter? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know



8. Would your perceptions of safety for pedestrians who are sharing footpaths with e-scooters change if e-scooter speed was restricted to X km/hr on FOOTPATHS? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· No, they will always be unsafe for pedestrians if allowed on footpaths

· Yes, I would see them as much safer for pedestrians when e-scooters are used on footpaths

· Yes, I would see them as slightly safer for pedestrians on footpaths

· Don’t know



9. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· e-scooters should be allowed to travel up to 28 km/h on footpaths

· e-scooters should be allowed to travel up to 15km/hr on footpaths 

· or e-scooters should have their speed restricted to X on footpaths 

· e-scooters should NOT be allowed to travel on footpaths at all

· e-scooters should be allowed to travel in separated cycle lanes



10. Who should be policing the misuse of shared e-scooters by riders? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· Lime (or other e-scooter share companies)

· NZ Police

· The Christchurch City Council

· The public



11.  Should fines be issued by regulatory authorities for the misuse of e-scooters by riders? (can get more useful information from other safety questions)

· Yes

· No 

· Don’t know



12. Should the Council allow the number of e-scooters available for rental increase above 700 in Christchurch? (700 is the current number on the streets) (not sure if this specific question is that helpful compared to the positive and negative impacts questions eg. impact on the streetscape, etc and questions 21, 22, 25.1 and 25.2 asking about what would encourage/discourage use eg. not enough available / more needed)

· Definitely

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



13. Should there be more than one shared e-scooter company allowed to operate in Christchurch? (this is probably a local council regulatory decision??)

· Definitely

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



13.1. Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

If DEFINITELY or MAYBE: 

· Competition brings price reductions for consumers

· It is fair to let other operators into the e-scooter rental market

· Might encourage local e-scooter operators to set up in Christchurch

· More operators mean more shared e-scooters available making it easier to find an e-scooter when people want to rent them

· More e-scooters will increase the positive effects the e-scooters have on Christchurch (eg. source of fun and recreation, reduce traffic congestion, offer an alternative to other forms of transport for locals and visitors, cost effective or efficient means of transport, etc)

· Other – specify



13.2. Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

If PROBABLY NOT or DEFINITELY NOT: 

· Already too many shared e-scooters on the streets (eg. clutter)

· Confusion over which company owns which e-scooters (eg. confusion over who to complain to if there are problems)

· Different terms and conditions among different companies may cause confusion about rules of use

· Only enough business for one company to operate successfully

· More companies means more to regulate which will cost tax payers or ratepayers more

· May be difficult to police the quality of different companies

· More e-scooters will amplify the negative effects the e-scooters have on Christchurch

· Other - specify








Lime Database Version



Christchurch City Council has granted a public places trading permit to the Lime e-scooter share company to operate a trial in Christchurch between 15 October 2018 and the end of February 2019.  After the trial, a decision will be made about whether to extend the permit for Lime beyond the trial period and whether to allow other e-scooter share companies to apply for permits to operate in the city.



WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR VIEWS: Before the Christchurch City Council decides what the future of e-scooter share schemes will be in Christchurch, we want to hear the views of as many people as possible, both those who have used, and those who have not used, the Lime e-scooters during the trial period.



It should take between 7-10 minutes to give feedback.  



You may see links to the survey in a number of different places as it will be available via Council email lists, to Lime e-scooter riders, via social media and via the mainstream media.  Also family or friends may forward you the survey link.  Please only give feedback ONCE.  All answers given will be made anonymous so no one will be identified. 



Please give feedback within TWO weeks of getting this survey.



Demographic Questions



To start, we want to know a little about you to help us better understand the views of different groups of people.



Where do you live? 

· Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula) 

· Elsewhere in Canterbury (eg. Rolleston, Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Lincoln, Tai Tapu) 

· Auckland

· Other parts of New Zealand 

· Outside New Zealand 



IF CHRISTCHURCH: Where do you live in Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula)?  (Suburb drop down)



IF ELSEWHERE IN CANTERBURY: Where do you live in Canterbury? (dropdown list of locations)



IF OTHER PARTS OF NEW ZEALAND OR OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND: Have you visited Christchurch (including Banks Peninsula) at any time since 15 Oct 2018?

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



IF OTHER PARTS OF NEW ZEALAND OR OUTSIDE NEW ZEALAND: Thinking of potential future visits to Christchurch, do you think the presence of shared e-scooter schemes such as Lime would encourage visitors to spend extra time/nights in Christchurch?

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



Do you work in Christchurch? 

· Yes 

· No

IF YES: Where do you work in Christchurch? (Suburb drop down) 



Do you attend an education institution in Christchurch?  

· Yes 

· No



Where is your education institution located? (Suburb drop down)



What age group are you in? 

· Under 15 years

· 15-17 years

· 18-24 years

· 25-34 years

· 35-49 years

· 50-64 years

· 65-79 years

· 80 years and over



What is your total annual household income before tax?

· Loss

· No income

· Less than $10,000

· $10,001-$20,000

· $20,001-$30,000

· $30,001-$40,000

· $40,001-$50,000

· $50,001-$60,000

· $60,001-$70,000

· $70,001-$80,000

· $80,001-$90,000

· $90,001-$100,000

· $100,001-$150,000

· $150,001-$200,000

· More than $200,000

· Prefer not to say

· Don't know



Are you?

· Male

· Female

· Gender diverse



Do you have a long term disability lasting 6 months or more? (eg. difficulties with things such as seeing even with glasses, hearing even with a hearing aid, walking or climbing stairs, remembering or concentrating or self care, etc)  

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know



Road Rules / Laws for e-Scooters



Before looking at shared e-scooter use during the trial in Christchurch, we want your views on whether people understand the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters in New Zealand.  We will come back to safety issues near the end of the survey.



How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “The road rules / laws provide clear direction on what is legal and illegal in relation to e-scooter use in New Zealand” 

· Strongly agree

· Agree

· Neither agree nor disagree

· Disagree

· Strongly disagree

· Don’t know



Which of the following are currently OFFICIAL road rules / laws for operating e scooters in New Zealand? (ie. official government regulations not Lime’s terms and conditions) (select ALL that apply) 

· I don’t know what the road rules / laws are for riding e-scooters in New Zealand

· Riders must wear helmets when operating e-scooters

· Riders must be 18 years or older

· Riders must have a valid driver’s licence

· Riders are allowed to ride on footpaths

· Riders must not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk

· Riders must ride in a careful and considerate manner on footpaths

· Riders must give way to pedestrians and people using mobility devices on footpaths

· Riders are allowed to ride in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· Riders are not allowed to ride in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· On the road, riders must operate e-scooters as close as practicable to the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads)

· Riders must obey breath and blood alcohol limits while operating e-scooters

· The NZ Police can issue fines if e-scooter riders break e-scooter road rules / laws 

· The Christchurch City Council can issue fines if e-scooter riders break e-scooter road rules / laws / bylaws

· e-Scooters can be parked anywhere in public spaces

· None of the above are official road rules / laws for e-scooters in New Zealand



Have You Used a Lime e-Scooter in Christchurch?: (User / Non-User Designation)



We now want to know if you have used the Lime shared e-scooters in Christchurch during the trial



Have you downloaded the Lime e-scooter app to a smart phone or tablet? 

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know



IMAGE: 



Have you ridden a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch since the trial began there on 15 October 2018? 

· Yes  USER

· No  NON-USER



IMAGE:   



IF AUCKLAND RESIDENT: Have you ridden a shared e-scooter such as Lime in Auckland since the trial began on 15 October 2018?

Lime e-Scooter User Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think just about your experience riding Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October 2018



On average, how often have you ridden a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch since the trial began? (Count each separate journey where you tap on using the Lime app as a separate ride) 

· Once / one off only

· Less than once a week

· 2 times per week

· 3-6 times per week

· Once a day

· More than once a day

· Don’t know / can’t remember



How often have you been able to find easily a Lime e-scooter to rent when you have wanted to use one? 

· All of the time

· Most of the time

· Sometimes

· Rarely

· Never



The FIRST TIME you rode a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch, why did you try it? (select ALL that apply) 

· To save money on transportation / commuting costs

· To get around more easily or faster

· It looked like fun or was curious to try them out

· Had used an e-scooter somewhere else and wanted to try one in Christchurch too

· Other - specify



What are the MAIN trip types for which you have ridden a Lime e-scooter during the trial in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



During the Lime trial, have you ever used a Lime e-scooter to make a trip that you OTHERWISE WOULDN’T HAVE MADE AT ALL if an e-scooter hadn’t been available?

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



Thinking about your MOST RECENT Lime e-scooter trip in Christchurch, what were the MAIN reasons you chose to use a Lime e-scooter for that trip? (select up to THREE options)  

· Fastest and/or most efficient way to get there

· Less expensive than other ways to get there

· More fun to take an e-scooter to get there

· Walking related reasons (eg. didn’t want to walk there, destination too far to walk to)

· Car or other motor vehicle related reasons (eg. parking was a problem at my destination, didn’t want to take a car or had no car to get there)

· Bike or e-bike related reasons (eg. didn’t want to take a bike, had no bike to get there)

· Public transport related reasons (eg, didn’t want to take public transport, too far from bus stop/hub, public transport didn’t go to my destination or wasn’t available at time I wanted to go)

· Ride share such as Uber / taxi related reasons (eg. didn’t want to take one or not available)

· Other – specify



Thinking again about your MOST RECENT Lime e-scooter trip in Christchurch, if an e-scooter had NOT been available for that trip, how would you MOST LIKELY have made the trip? (select only ONE option) 

· Wouldn’t have made the trip

· Would have taken public transport (eg. bus)

· Would have been a PASSENGER in a personal car, motorcycle, or other motor vehicle

· Would have DRIVEN a personal car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle

· Would have ridden a bike or e-bike

· Would have walked

· Would have taken a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Would have taken a push foot scooter or skateboard

· Would have taken a mobility scooter or used a mobility device

· Other – specify



Where have you MAINLY ridden Lime e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· On the footpath

· In designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars) (show image)

· In separated cycle lanes/paths (those separated from cars) (show image)

· On the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads) (show image)

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· Other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Other – specify 





Which is/are your PREFERRED place/s to ride an e-scooter? (select ALL that apply) 

· On the footpath

· In a designated cycle lane painted on the road (those not separated from cars) (show image)

· In separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars) (show image)

· One the roadside where there is no marked cycle lane (show image)

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· Other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Other – specify



Since you started using Lime e-scooters in Christchurch, has your use of the following means of transport CHANGED as a DIRECT RESULT of using the shared e-scooters?

· Walking

· Cycling (including e-bikes)

· Driving or being a passenger in a personal car, motorcycle or other type of motor vehicle

· Using a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Using public transport (eg. bus)

· Using a push foot powered scooter or skateboard

· Using a mobility scooter or other mobility device



Matrix:

· No change (used about the same amount)

· Have used less often

· Have used more often

· Not applicable



Would any of the following things ENCOURAGE you to use shared e-scooters in Christchurch more often? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Trial being made permanent

· More scooters available to rent (eg. to ensure supply when I need one)

· e-Scooter rental price decreases

· More clarity or guidance about the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters

· Provision of shared helmets with the e-scooters

· Longer battery life / range (eg. so e-scooters can go further without needing to be recharged)

· Being allowed to ride e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Different e-scooter design (eg. shorter handlebar stems, e-scooters with seats) 

· Training or instruction on how to use e-scooters safely in urban environments



Would any of the following things DISCOURAGE you from using shared e-scooters in Christchurch more often? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Restricting the number of e-scooters available to rent to the current level or less

· e-Scooter rental price increases

· Compulsory ban on e-scooter use on footpaths 

· Compulsory speed restriction on footpaths 

· Compulsory helmet use when riding e-scooters 

· Continuation of ban on riding e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Lime enforcing its safety related terms and conditions of use (eg. age limits, helmet advisories, possession of a valid driver’s licence, etc)



Overall, during the e-scooter trial period, how satisfied or dissatisfied have you been with the following? 

· Cost and time efficiency of using a Lime e-scooter to get where you want to go

· Experience of actually riding a Lime e-scooter (eg. handling, steering or stopping, etc)

· Quality of Lime e-scooters (eg. condition of the e-scooter, quality of brakes, battery life / range, etc)

· Downloading and using Lime e-scooter app



Matrix: 

· Very satisfied

· Satisfied

· Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

· Dissatisfied

· Very dissatisfied

· Don’t know



Do you intend to use shared e-scooters if they are allowed to stay in Christchurch following the trial? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



IF DEFINITELY, PROBABLY OR MAYBE: What are you intending to use them for? (select ALL that apply)

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



IF DEFINITELY NOT OR PROBABLY NOT: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Have no interest in keeping using them

· Haven’t got the time to keep using them

· Too costly to use

· Too unsafe to use (eg. no helmet supplied, go too fast, witnessed or experienced crashes, injuries t riders and others, witnessed or experienced near misses, etc)

· Mobility and/or health reasons will keep me from using them

· Not enough available when I want to rent one

· Have bought or intend to buy my own e-scooter

· Don’t suit my transport needs (eg. travel with other people, carry things with me, can’t travel far enough on them, etc)

· Don’t feel confident to ride them / don’t know how to ride them

· Don’t know the road rules / laws for riding them

· Restrictions on where you can ride them (eg. can’t use in designated cycle lanes painted on roads)

· Prefer to walk or cycle 

· Prefer to use motorised transport (eg. car, motorcycle, public transport, ride share such as Uber / taxi, etc)

· Smartphone and/or mobile data related reasons (eg. using the e-scooter app)

· Weather conditions / terrain in Christchurch don’t suit their use (eg. too hot/cold to use, don’t work well on hills)

· Other – specify 

Non-User Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think about your experience as a person who hasn't used Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October 2018



Do you intend to try the Lime e-scooters during the trial period or if shared e-scooters are allowed to stay in Christchurch following the trial? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



IF DEFINITELY, PROBABLY OR MAYBE: Would any of the following things ENCOURAGE you to start using shared e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Trial being made permanent

· More scooters available to rent (eg. to ensure supply when I need one)

· e-Scooter rental price decreases

· More clarity or guidance about the official road rules / laws for using e-scooters

· Provision of shared helmets with the e-scooters

· Longer battery life / range (eg. so e-scooters can go further without needing to be recharged)

· Being allowed to ride e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Different e-scooter design (eg. shorter handlebar stems, e-scooters with seats) 

· Training or instruction on how to use e-scooters safely in urban environments



IF DEFINITELY NOT OR PROBABLY NOT: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Have no interest in trying them

· Haven’t got the time to try them

· Too costly to use

· Too unsafe to use (eg. no helmet supplied, go too fast, people crashing them, injuries to riders and others, people having near misses, etc)

· Mobility and/or health reasons stop me from using them

· Haven’t been able to find one available when I wanted to rent one

· Have bought or intend to buy my own e-scooter

· Don’t suit my transport needs (eg. travel with other people, carry things with me, can’t travel far enough on them, etc)

· Don’t feel confident to ride them / don’t know how to ride them

· Don’t know the road rules / laws for riding them

· Restrictions on where you can ride them (eg. can’t use in designated cycle lanes painted on roads)

· Prefer to walk or cycle 

· Prefer to use motorised transport (eg. car, motorcycle, public transport, ride share such as Uber / taxi, etc)

· Don’t have a smartphone with mobile data to use the e-scooter app or don’t know how to download or use the app

· Weather conditions / terrain in Christchurch don’t suit their use (eg. too hot/cold to use, don’t work well on hills)

· Other – specify



ALL NON-USERS EXCEPT DEFINITELY NOT TO Q 25: Would any of the following things DISCOURAGE you from starting to use shared e-scooters in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply) 

· Restricting the number of e-scooters available to rent to the current level or less

· e-Scooter rental price increases

· Compulsory ban on e-scooter use on footpaths 

· Compulsory speed restriction on footpaths 

· Compulsory helmet use when riding e-scooters 

· Continuation of ban on riding e-scooters in designated cycle lanes painted on roads

· Lime enforcing its terms and conditions



e-Scooter Owner Experience



For the next questions, we want you to think about owning a personal e-scooter



Do you own a PERSONAL e-scooter in Christchurch? (ie. not a push foot powered scooter or a shared rental e-scooter) 

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Did you buy your own e-scooter BEFORE the Lime e-scooter trial began in Christchurch in October 2018? 

· Yes

· No



IF NO: Did trying or using a shared e-scooter either in Christchurch or somewhere else influence your decision to buy your own e-scooter? 

· Large influence

· Some influence

· Small influence

· No influence

· Don’t know



Did you use a coupon or code from somewhere that gave you a discount which encouraged you to purchase your OWN e-scooter? (eg. Mercury Energy $250 discount code) 

· Yes

· No

· Don’t know / can’t remember



What are the MAIN trip types for which you use your own e-scooter in Christchurch? (select ALL that apply) 

· Just for fun/recreation with no destination in particular

· Combined with walking to or from a destination

· To visit specific sites such as parks or other sites of interest (eg. Mona Vale, Art Gallery, Canterbury Museum, Hagley Park, Port Hills, beaches, etc)

· To or from cafes, restaurants or bars or other social activities (eg. visiting friends or family, going to church or clubs) or sports activities

· To or from shopping or running errands

· To or from a bus stop/shelter or other form of public transport 

· To or from a car, motorcycle or other motor vehicle 

· To or from work

· To or from a work meeting / appointment

· To or from education (eg. university, polytechnic, training institute or school)

· To or from a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Other – specify



Since you started using your own e-scooter in Christchurch, has your use of the following means of transport CHANGED as a DIRECT RESULT of using your own e-scooter? 

· Walking

· Cycling (including e-bikes)

· Driving or being a passenger in a personal car, motorcycle or other type of motor vehicle

· Using a ride share such as Uber / taxi

· Using public transport (eg. bus)

· Using a push foot powered scooter or skateboard

· Using a mobility scooter or other mobility device



Matrix:

· No change (use about the same amount)

· Have used less often

· Have used more often

· Not applicable



Lime Juicer Experience



The next few questions are for those who are Lime Juicers (a juicer is a person who is paid to collect, charge and deploy Lime e-scooters)



Are you currently or have you been at any time during the trial a Lime Juicer in Christchurch? 

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Have you given up juicing during the trial?

· Yes

· No



IF YES: Why have you given up juicing? (select ALL that apply)

· No time available to keep juicing / other commitments keep me from juicing 

· There is too much competition amongst juicers for the number of e-scooters available

· Collecting enough Lime e-scooters for charging takes too much time and effort

· The pay per e-scooter is too low once costs are taken out (eg. petrol, electricity, etc)

· Lime’s terms and conditions for juicers to be paid are too difficult (eg. ensuring they are on the streets by 7am, ensuring they are charged to at least 95%, placing only four in each specified location, ensuring handlebars turned on 45 degree angles, etc)

· e-Scooters are too difficult to collect and deploy for charging (eg. too big or heavy to transport, too dirty, etc)

· Other – specify



IF NO: How OFTEN do you juice Lime e-scooters?

· Everyday

· 3-6 times a week

· 2 times a week

· Once a week

· Less than once a week

· Once / one off only



IF NO: Do any of the following things apply to you as a Lime juicer? (select ALL that apply; leave blank of none apply)

· I enjoy being a Lime juicer

· There is too much competition amongst juicers for the number of e-scooters available

· Collecting enough Lime e-scooters for charging takes too much time and effort

· I understand tax obligations associated with juicing

· The pay per e-scooter is too low once costs are taken out (eg. petrol, electricity, etc)

· Juicing provides some additional income to supplement my other income

· Juicing is viable as a main or only income source

· Lime’s terms and conditions for juicers to be paid are too difficult (eg. ensuring they are on the streets by 7am, ensuring they are charged to at least 95%, placing only four in each specified location, ensuring handlebars turned on 45 degree angles, etc)

· e-Scooters are too difficult to collect and deploy for charging (eg. too big or heavy to transport, too dirty, etc)

e-Scooter Safety Experience



For the next questions, we want your views on the safety of e-scooters for riders, pedestrians and other road users in Christchurch



Overall how safe or unsafe are Lime e-scooters for e-scooter RIDERS? 

· Very safe

· Fairly safe

· A bit unsafe

· Very unsafe

· Don’t know



IF VERY or FAIRLY SAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Limited risk of injury to riders (eg. they don’t go very fast)

· They require little or no experience to ride and operate

· The road rules / laws provide clear direction about how to ride them safely

· Riders are riding them safely or responsibly

· They can be used on footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They can be used in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· They can be used in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· They can be used on the edge of the roadway (ie. on the sides of roads)

· They can be used on shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, cycles and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway) 

· There is training and instructions available online showing people how to ride them safely

· Lime has safety related terms and conditions that riders must abide by

· Other – specify



IF VERY or A BIT UNSAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· Risk of injury to riders (eg. go too fast, helmets not required to ride them)

· They require experience to ride and operate

· The road rules / laws don’t provide clear direction about how to ride them safely

· Riders are riding them dangerously or irresponsibly

· They can be used on footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They can’t be used in separated cycle lanes/paths (ie. those separated from cars)

· They can’t be used in designated cycle lanes painted on roads (ie. those not separated from cars)

· They can be used on the edge of the roadway  (ie. on the sides of roads)

· They can be used on shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, cycles and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· They can be rented without any training or instruction on how to ride them safely

· Lime’s safety related  terms and conditions aren’t policed by Lime

· Other – specify



USERS: Have you worn a helmet when riding a Lime e-scooter in Christchurch during the trial? 

· Always

· Most of the time

· Sometimes

· Rarely

· Never

· Don’t know / can’t remember



Overall how safe or unsafe are PEDESTRIANS who are sharing footpaths and other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace) with the e-scooters? 

· Very safe

· Fairly safe

· A bit unsafe

· Very unsafe

· Don’t know



If VERY or A BIT UNSAFE: Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply) 

· They shouldn’t be ridden on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas at all because they could hit or collide with pedestrians

· They are able to go too fast on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Riders not being considerate or safe around pedestrians putting them at risk

· e-Scooters are silent so pedestrians may not hear them coming

· Children can be unpredictable and may get hit by or collide with e-scooters on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Some people can be unsteady on their feet and/or use mobility aids and may more easily get hit by or collide with e-scooters on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas

· Other - specify



Has the presence of Lime e-scooters in Christchurch made the following means of travel more easy or difficult to use?

· Walking (on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas)

· Cycling

· Using a mobility scooter or mobility device



Matrix:

· Much more difficult

· More difficult

· A little bit more difficult

· No more difficult

· Not applicable



NON-USERS: Which of the following safety related issues have you personally experienced (regardless of who was at fault) with Lime e-scooters during the trial? (select ALL that apply; leave blank if none apply)

· Have witnessed someone else fall off or crash a Lime e-scooter

· As a pedestrian, have just avoided being hit by or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a pedestrian, have been caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near me

· Have witnessed another person (including children) caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near them

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have hit or collided with a Lime e-scooter

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a cyclist, have hit or collided someone riding a Lime e-scooter

· As a cyclist, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)



USERS: Which of the following safety related issues have you personally experienced (regardless of who was at fault) with Lime e-scooters during the trial? (select ALL that apply; leave blank if none apply)

· As a rider, have fallen off or crashed a Lime e-scooter

· As a rider, have injured myself as a result of falling off or crashing

· As a rider, have sought medical treatment and/or made an ACC claim as a result of an injury caused by falling off or crashing

· As a rider, have just avoided falling off or crashing (ie. near miss)

· As a rider, have hit or collided with a pedestrian

· As a rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a pedestrian (ie. near miss)

· Have witnessed someone else fall off or crash a Lime e-scooter

· As a pedestrian, have just avoided being hit by or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a pedestrian, have been caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near me

· Have witnessed another person (including children) caught off guard, startled or frightened by a Lime e-scooter being ridden near them

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have hit or collided with a Lime e-scooter

· As a car or other motor vehicle driver/rider, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)

· As a cyclist, have hit or collided someone riding a Lime e-scooter

· As a cyclist, have just avoided hitting or colliding with a Lime e-scooter (ie. near miss)



Currently, there is no official speed restriction for operating e-scooters on footpaths or in other pedestrian areas. The road rules / law says riders must not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk, they must ride in a careful and considerate manner and must give way to pedestrians and people using mobility devices. What speed should e-scooters be restricted to on FOOTPATHS and in OTHER PEDESTRIAN AREAS such as City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc? 

· They shouldn’t be operated on footpaths or other pedestrian areas at all at any speed

· Up to 5 km/hr (about the same speed as a person walking)

· Up to 10 km/hr (about the same speed as a person jogging)

· Up to 15 km/hr (about the same speed as a person running fast)

· Up to 20 km/hr (about the same speed as a bike travelling at a reasonable amount of speed)

· There should be no speed restrictions at all (riders should be able to go at any speed the e-scooter can travel at) (or: riders should be able to decide what speed is safe for the conditions)



What proportion of Lime e-scooter riders do you think have been riding the e-scooters in a SAFE and/or RESPONSIBLE manner in the following locations? 

· On footpaths

· On the edge of roadways

· On shared paths (eg. shared by pedestrians, bikes and other users such as those found in city parks, Coastal Pathway)

· In other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)



Matrix:

· All

· Most

· Some 

· Very few

· None

· Don’t know



Should riders have to watch a COMPULSORY short e-scooter safety and etiquette video BEFORE being allowed to rent a shared e-scooter? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



USERS: Would it have helped your e-scooter riding skills to have received instruction or training from Lime on how to use an e-scooter safely in an urban environment BEFORE renting one? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



USERS AND e-SCOOTER OWNERS: Thinking of the FIRST FEW TIMES you ever rode an e-scooter, how easy or difficult was it to: 

· Balance on the e-scooter as it was travelling along

· Stop or slow the e-scooter (eg. using the brakes and/or throttle)

· Navigate around pedestrians

· Navigate around other road users (eg. cars and bikes)

· Navigate around obstacles in the urban environment (eg. trees, bollards, power poles, signs, kerbs and berms, etc)



Matrix:

· Very easy

· Somewhat easy

· Somewhat difficult

· Very difficult

· Don’t know / can’t remember



USERS: During the trial, have you let a child or young person under the age of 18 ride on or operate a Lime e-scooter? (eg. let them to ride on the deck of an e-scooter you or someone else was operating, let them operate an e-scooter you or someone else rented or allowed them to use your or someone else’s credit card details to rent an e-scooter)

· Yes

· No



Other Questions



And finally, a few questions about using e-scooters and e-bikes and the impacts of shared e-scooters on Christchurch



IF NOT CURRENTLY e-SCOOTER OWNER: How likely are you to CONSIDER BUYING your OWN personal e-scooter for commuting? (eg. going to work, education or the usual places you visit)   May not need this Q as can get from Q25.2

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



In your opinion, have the Lime e-scooters had a POSITIVE EFFECT on Christchurch since the trial began on 15 October? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know





IF DEFINITELY or MAYBE – Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· They are fun to use / see people happy and enjoying themselves while using them / they are getting people out and about in the city

· They are attracting people into the central city or encouraging people to spend time in the central city

· They are a great way for RESIDENTS to travel around the city

· They are a great way for VISITORS to Christchurch to travel around the city (including visiting parts of the city or sites they otherwise might not have gone to or allowing them to get to places they want to go more efficiently)

· They are encouraging people to visit or stay longer in Christchurch

· They provide a more enjoyable way to visit city sites and destinations than other forms of transport

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to cars, motorcycles or other motor vehicles

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to ride shares such as Uber / taxis

· They are a more cost effective and/or efficient alternative to public transport (eg. bus)

· They are encouraging people to use public transport (eg. e-scooting to or from bus stops)

· They are getting people out of cars or other motor vehicles (eg. reducing traffic congestion)

· Other - specify



IF PROBABLY NOT or DEFINITELY NOT – Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply)

· They have a negative impact on streetscapes and city sites (eg. parked everywhere or in unsuitable locations, block footpaths, look unattractive on the streets and at various sites, etc)

· They discourage people from using more active forms of transport such as walking or cycling

· They are discouraging visitors from visiting or spending time in Christchurch

· They are unsafe for riders to use

· They are unsafe for pedestrians when used on footpaths and in other pedestrian areas (eg. City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· They are unsafe for other road users when used on the edge of roadways

· Costs of injuries are met by taxpayers (eg. ACC claims)

· Come with compliance costs that are met by taxpayers and ratepayers (eg. policing bad behaviour or violations of road rules / laws / bylaws)

· Other - specify



Christchurch is currently running a trial of 700 Lime e-scooters in Christchurch from 15 October 2018 to the end of February 2019.  At the end of the trial, should e-scooter share companies be allowed by the Council to continue operating in Christchurch? 

· Definitely

· Probably

· Maybe

· Probably not

· Definitely not

· Don’t know



What is the KEY WORD that comes to mind when you think of Lime e-scooters in Christchurch? 

Open text for word cloud



If there was a choice, would you PREFER to use a shared e-scooter or shared e-bike scheme in Christchurch?

· Wouldn’t use either / prefer neither

· Prefer to use a shared e-scooter

· Prefer to use a shared e-bike

· Equal preference



Why did you say that? (select ALL that apply) 



IF PREFER e-SCOOTERS

· Easier to ride or handle

· Easier to drop off and pick up as smaller than e-bikes

· Can ride on footpath where it is safer for riders

· Can go places e-bikes aren’t allowed to go (eg. pedestrian areas such as City/Cashel Mall, The Square, Victoria Square, The Terrace, etc)

· Don’t go as fast as e-bikes

· Helmets aren’t required

· Fewer road rules / laws than for e-bikes

· More shared e-scooters would be available to rent than e-bikes

· More fun to ride

· Don’t get as sweaty as you would on an e-bike

· Can carry a bag and/or other things more easily

· Other - specify



IF PREFER E-BIKES

· Easier to ride or handle

· Easier to drop off and pick up than e-scooters

· Can ride in separated cycle lanes/paths or designated cycle lanes painted on roads where it is safer

· Go faster than e-scooters

· Clearer road rules / laws than for e-scooters

· Have longer battery life / range (eg. can go further than e-scooters)

· Provide opportunities for exercise (eg. pedalling)

· Shared helmets are provided

· More e-bikes would be available to rent than e-scooters

· More fun to ride

· Can carry a bag and/or other things more easily

· Scooters of any type are for children and/or young people

· Other – specify



Other Comments



Have you got anything else you want to tell us about the Lime e-scooter trial, shared e-scooters or general e-scooter use in Christchurch? 

Open ended text



Panel Question



Do you consent for the Christchurch City Council to hold your email address for future feedback about shared e-scooters in the city, our services or issues that impact on Christchurch residents and visitors? Your survey responses will always be made anonymous.  The Council complies with the Privacy Act 1993. Any information you provide will be used for the sole purpose of contacting you about future feedback about our services and other issues impacting on Christchurch residents 

· Yes

· No



WEB COLLECTOR: Please enter your email address below:

Comment box (with email text validation)
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representative booster above) and to juicers so we get as much feedback from them as possible.
 
We will give the representative survey a one week head start on our snowballed version but
intend to be infield on 13 December to allow enough time for survey completes pre-Christmas.
 
Timelines
 
Timelines for getting this across the line are very tight!
 

·         Feedback on survey questions: Monday 3 December
·         Representative survey and Lime user booster infield: approx. Thursday 6 December
·         Christchurch snowball survey infield: Thursday 13 December

 
Looking forward to hearing back from you soon.
 
Regards, 
 
Team Leader - Monitoring and Research
Performance Management Unit

Web  www.ccc.govt.nz
 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73015, Christchurch, 8154
 



From:                              , 
Sent:                               Tuesday, 18 December 2018 3:38 p.m.
To:                                  
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi
 
I’m not sure if  is away at the moment but I haven’t heard back from him.  Auckland does now want to send a survey out to Auckland users.  Do you know if

 is around or can you assist with someone else who can help get this underway??
 
Thanks,
 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 18 December 2018 11:08 a.m.
To: 
Subject: RE: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi 
 
Have you got a promo code for Auckland that you can send through to me so I can get that loaded into their survey before you send out the link??
 
Many thanks, 
 

From:  
Sent: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:19 p.m.
To: '
Subject: RE: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi 
 
Auckland has decided that they now do want to have a snowball sample of Lime users in Auckland as their representative sample isn’t going to capture enough
users of e-scooters!
 
So can you please send out the survey link below to all those who have used the e-scooters in Auckland since the trial began: 
 
http://t2.ktrmr.com/secs.aspx?i.project=D426V&s=Gen24&id=1&chk=na&rs=1&aar=1&wave=1&pid=auto
 
Note, the above survey link is DIFFERENT to the Christchurch survey link - so that the right location is included in the two surveys (thanks for sending the
Christchurch one out already!).
 
Before sending that survey out to Auckland users, can you please give me a promo code and I’ll get that added into the end of their survey.  I will then let you
know when you are good to go to push it out to your users
 
Many thanks, 
 
From:  
Sent: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:06 p.m.
To: 
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 

,
 
Can you confirm that you were able to swap in LIMECHCH1 as the promo code? I want to make sure that's tidied away before sending out.
 
Thanks,
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 4:11 PM > wrote:

Apologies, . I thought we were all set to go, but apparently we already have a code out with LIMECHC - can you swap in LIMECHCH1 instead?
 
Thank you,
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 3:12 PM  wrote:

I'll be sure to do that, thank you!
 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__t2.ktrmr.com_secs.aspx-3Fi.project-3DD426V-26s-3DGen24-26id-3D1-26chk-3Dna-26rs-3D1-26aar-3D1-26wave-3D1-26pid-3Dauto&d=DwMGaQ&c=zdK58V2JKULZdB8nuBRpog&r=LVRGowY7p1lsli21xh0rniXW3aw5KoaWS6vE9aEUeVk&m=hq6uTwI-gwaW9G7E2MS2DFL96z6nUCiiqYqp_9qwJIM&s=VrtjNfXvOIsPThnP2lEaR6NZstOC6WsjbshlKRQrAgE&e=


Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 3:11 PM > wrote:

Excellent. You're good to go now . The survey is open now and ready for responses from Lime users!

Just a reminder to put something in the message that goes out to them that says something along the lines of: ‘thanks to Lime users who have already
completed the Council survey you don’t need to do so again; this is a link for those who haven’t yet given feedback’

Thanks for making this happen,

Regards, 

________________________________
From:   [
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:56 a.m.
To: , 
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Yes, correct. Feel free to drop the quotes if you think they are confusing. We haven't heard any complaints about them, though.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 2:54 PM ,  < <mailto: >> wrote:
Thanks . Just setting that up now. Just to be clear: the promo code is: LIMECHCH - ie. it doesn't need the quotation marks "xxx"??
________________________________
From:   [ <mailto: >]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:34 a.m.
To: , 
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Here's the text:

Thank you for completing our survey! Your responses have been recorded.

As a token of our appreciation, please enter the promo code

"LIMECHCH"

in the Lime app to receive 2 ride unlock credits.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 2:32 PM ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Hi 

I can’t access that content. Can you please send me the text in the email body.

Thanks, 

From:   [mailto: <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:13 a.m.
To: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Hi ,

I've linked to our end-of-survey message just below.



[Image removed by sender.] Christchurch Snowball Survey End-of-Survey
Message<https://docs.google.com/a/limebike.com/document/d/1pe69JzQhiBYgL476Pca0bID7sQtN-1csMDf0GG-P9so/edit?usp=drive_web>

Thank you for your help.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:55 AM ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Excellent – thanks . I look forward to hearing from you soon.

From:   [mailto: <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 8:51 a.m.
To: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Thank you for creating a new survey link and for all of the additional information, , that's very helpful. Great to know that this should only be focused on
Christchurch.

I am still working with our team to create the promo code - there's a new person in that role, so it's taking longer than usual. I've just asked them for an ETA.
It's a generic code, so it will work just fine in a default end-of-survey message.

Once I have the promo code in hand, I will send along our end-of-survey message. I'll wait to hear confirmation from you that you've updated the message
before sending it out to our users.

Thanks,

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:22 AM ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Hi 

Thanks for organising this. Can you please give me some more detail about the promo code so I can add some promo code text in as a custom thank you at
the end of the survey. To achieve this, I have set up a completely new survey form for the Lime sample.

Because it is a new survey form, the URL I sent through yesterday is no longer the one to use. Instead the survey link for your users will be:
https://www.research.net/r/ccclime

We don’t have the ability to include in the survey unique promo codes for each respondent so it would need to be a generic one with instructions for how to
use it (recognising that it can’t be used outside NZ).

We have already had users complete the survey via our other link which went public yesterday so it might be worth saying in your message something along
the lines of ‘thanks to Lime users who have already given the Council feedback you don’t need to do so again; this is a link for those who haven’t yet given
feedback’.

Before you push the survey link out to your users, can you please let me know what I need to add re the promo code as I have only set up a placeholder at
present.

The survey is only to go to those who have used the e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began (including those from other parts of NZ and overseas). I
am still sorting out with Auckland Transport what will happen re their surveying.

Thanks, 

From: 
<mailto
Sent: Thursday, 13 December 2018 3:38 p.m.
To:   < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>; , 
< <mailto: ><mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Hi ,

https://docs.google.com/a/limebike.com/document/d/1pe69JzQhiBYgL476Pca0bID7sQtN-1csMDf0GG-P9so/edit?usp=drive_web
https://www.research.net/r/ccclime


I'm looping in @ <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >> now to answer your question.

, are you able to create a custom end of survey message that we can list promo codes as a thanks for completing the survey?

Cheers,

[Image removed by sender.]<https://www.li.me/>

City Launcher - ANZ

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 1:50 PM   < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Great, that's useful information - I won't just restrict to Kiwis. The only hiccup that creates is that the promo code won't work for non-locals, as they will be
set to only work in Christchurch and Auckland, respectively.

Can you confirm that they will be able to send out a custom end-of-survey message on our behalf, with our promo codes listed?

I am pulling out our sample for distribution, and am working on our recruitment message and end-of-survey messages. Should have everything ready to go
soon, just waiting to hear back on their capability to customize the end-of-survey message.

Thanks,

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 2:38 PM 

Hi 

Please see the link, and some detail from our council stakeholder in Christchurch below.

Let me know if you want to have a chat.

Cheers,

Error! Filename not specified.<https://www.li.me/>

City Launcher - ANZ

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Date: Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:36 AM
Subject: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
To: 

Hi 

https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4
https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4


Thanks so much for agreeing to send out a link to our Lime e-scooter survey to your users. Just to confirm, we are keen for it to be sent out to all people
(including those from other parts of NZ and overseas) who have used the Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began. We are keen to hear the
experience of visitors (as well as locals) as they are very important to the city’s economy and vibrancy.

The survey link to send out is: www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters<http://www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters>><http://www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters>

Can you please let me know when the link has been sent out so I can monitor progress.

Thanks again for your help. I know it is a busy time for you!

Regards, 

Team Leader - Monitoring and Research
Performance Management Unit

　　　　

Email　 <mailto: ><mailto: <mailto: >>　　　　
Web　　www.ccc.govt.nz<http://www.ccc.govt.nz><http://www.ccc.govt.nz/>

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73015, Christchurch, 8154
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From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Monday, 3 December 2018 10:12 a.m.
To:                                               
Cc:                                               
Subject:                                     RE: Christchurch Lime Scooter Survey
 
Hi  and 
 
Is there any word yet about whether you will be able to provide us with access to Lime users??  We are aiming to go infield on Thursday or Friday this week.
 
Regards, 
 
From: ,  
Sent: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:43 p.m.
To: '

Cc: 
Subject: Christchurch Lime Scooter Survey
 
Hi 
 
Really good to talk this morning.  Further to our discussion about the scooter survey, here’s what we have planned.
 
Representative Sample
 
NZTA, Auckland Transport, Auckland Council and Christchurch City Council are joining up to run a representative survey of 500 people each in Auckland and
Christchurch.  We also want to do a boost of Lime scooter users in case we don’t pick up enough of those in the representative sample.
 
The representative sample (along with the Lime user booster) will provide quantifiable robust data for each city, using standardised questions in each location.
 
Sampling Approach
 
We discussed this morning that Lime is not able to provide its email list directly to us or a research company to manage survey distribution to users.  However, if
your comms people give approval, you will probably be able to send out individual (ie. unique) survey links (list produced by research agency) which you would
mail merge with your email list.  We thought it would probably make sense to send the emails out in batches to random samples in Auckland and Christchurch as
the absolute maximum completed surveys we would need is n=500 in each city (and probably only a few hundred in each city as we will pick up a number of
users via the random sample anyway) (to sit alongside our representative sample).  We can fine tune the details re assumed response rates and number needing
to be sent out once you have got approval to go ahead.
 
Draft Questionnaire
 
We are currently in the process of agreeing the standardised questions across the cities and the attached is the draft we are currently working with.
 
The opportunity for input into this is very, very tight (ie. by  end of Monday 3 Dec at the latest) due to the deadlines for the project.
 
Christchurch Snowball Sample
 
Christchurch also intends to do a snowball sample using the same questionnaire.  We are going to open the survey up to our Life in Christchurch panel of over
9,000 people (who can then send a survey link on to other people) and will also promote the survey via the media so as many people as possible complete it. 
We will also want Lime to send the link out to all users (including those who have only supplied a mobile number) (except for the people sent the links for the
representative booster above) and to juicers so we get as much feedback from them as possible.
 
We will give the representative survey a one week head start on our snowballed version but intend to be infield on 13 December to allow enough time for
survey completes pre-Christmas.
 
Timelines
 
Timelines for getting this across the line are very tight!
 

·         Feedback on survey questions: Monday 3 December
·         Representative survey and Lime user booster infield: approx. Thursday 6 December
·         Christchurch snowball survey infield: Thursday 13 December

 
Looking forward to hearing back from you soon.
 
Regards, 
 
Team Leader - Monitoring and Research
Performance Management Unit
DDI　　  
Email　   　　　　 
Web　　www.ccc.govt.nz
 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73015, Christchurch, 8154
 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/


From:                              , 
Sent:                               Monday, 24 December 2018 7:38 a.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Thanks heaps !
 
Regards, 
 
From:   ] 
Sent: Sunday, 23 December 2018 2:47 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
I finally got the survey out!!
 
Merry Christmas!
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Wed, Dec 19, 2018 at 2:12 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi 
 
Okay, we’ll keep the promo code as is – you are right, people will really like getting a promo code and we’ll tell them it works for Lime scooters in Auckland! 
Thanks for all your help on this.
 
We are now go to go at this end.  The promo code has been added to the survey.  So as soon as you are ready, please push out the survey to Auckland Lime
users.
 
Here’s the Auckland survey link again:
 
http://t2.ktrmr.com/secs.aspx?i.project=D426V&s=Gen24&id=1&chk=na&rs=1&aar=1&wave=1&pid=auto
 
Hope you have a relaxing Christmas.
 
Regards, 
 
From:   [mailto: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 December 2018 6:10 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Let's leave it as-is. I agree it would be better as LIMEAKL, but I don't want to trouble our promo team again with something so minor. Our riders won't care
about the code name, they'll be happy to have 2 free unlocks!
 
Tahnks,
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 1:38 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi 
 
Is there any possibly it could be LIMEAKL as it is for the people who have used the scooters in Auckland so they would be confused by a promo code
referring to ChCh – which is what Christhcurch is known as.
 
Thanks, 
 
From:   [mailto: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 December 2018 10:23 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Great timing, I just got the code back. It's LIMECHCH2.
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:48 AM ,  < > wrote:

http://t2.ktrmr.com/secs.aspx?i.project=D426V&s=Gen24&id=1&chk=na&rs=1&aar=1&wave=1&pid=auto


Hi 
 
I have spoken to our research company here and they are finishing for Christmas on Friday midday NZ time.  Hopefully you will be able to supply me with
the Auckland promo code by tomorrow so I can get that loaded before the research company heads off on the Christmas break.
 
Regards, 
 
From: ,  
Sent: Wednesday, 19 December 2018 7:05 a.m.
To: '  ' < >
Cc:
Subject: RE: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi 
 
Thanks for this. I understand and will work in with you on that timing.  Ideally if you could get the promo code to me as soon as you are able to, then I can
get the survey loaded and ready to go from our end before Christmas and then when you are ready with the rest, it can just happen at your end.
 
Regards, 
 
From:   [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 19 December 2018 4:53 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: FW: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi ,
 
I had a very busy day yesterday and will have another booked day today. 
 
We are happy to work with you on this, and I will do my best to get this sent out as soon as possible. Realistically, though, I may not be able to get the
promo code, sample, and messaging set up in time before the Christmas holiday. I hope a survey distribution around Dec 27th or so will serve your
purposes.
 
As soon as I have a promo code for Auckland, I will send it your way.
 

 
On Mon, Dec 17, 2018 at 6:38 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi Matt
 
I’m not sure if  is away at the moment but I haven’t heard back from him.  Auckland does now want to send a survey out to Auckland users.  Do
you know if  is around or can you assist with someone else who can help get this underway??
 
Thanks, 
 
From: ,  
Sent: Tuesday, 18 December 2018 11:08 a.m.
To: '  ' < >
Subject: RE: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi 
 
Have you got a promo code for Auckland that you can send through to me so I can get that loaded into their survey before you send out the link??
 
Many thanks, 
 

From: ,  
Sent: Monday, 17 December 2018 1:19 p.m.
To: '  ' < >
Subject: RE: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 
Hi 
 
Auckland has decided that they now do want to have a snowball sample of Lime users in Auckland as their representative sample isn’t going to capture
enough users of e-scooters!
 
So can you please send out the survey link below to all those who have used the e-scooters in Auckland since the trial began: 
 
http://t2.ktrmr.com/secs.aspx?i.project=D426V&s=Gen24&id=1&chk=na&rs=1&aar=1&wave=1&pid=auto
 
Note, the above survey link is DIFFERENT to the Christchurch survey link - so that the right location is included in the two surveys (thanks for sending
the Christchurch one out already!).
 
Before sending that survey out to Auckland users, can you please give me a promo code and I’ll get that added into the end of their survey.  I will then

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__t2.ktrmr.com_secs.aspx-3Fi.project-3DD426V-26s-3DGen24-26id-3D1-26chk-3Dna-26rs-3D1-26aar-3D1-26wave-3D1-26pid-3Dauto&d=DwMGaQ&c=zdK58V2JKULZdB8nuBRpog&r=LVRGowY7p1lsli21xh0rniXW3aw5KoaWS6vE9aEUeVk&m=hq6uTwI-gwaW9G7E2MS2DFL96z6nUCiiqYqp_9qwJIM&s=VrtjNfXvOIsPThnP2lEaR6NZstOC6WsjbshlKRQrAgE&e=


let you know when you are good to go to push it out to your users
 
Many thanks, 
 
From:   ] 
Sent: Saturday, 15 December 2018 1:06 p.m.
To: ,  < >

Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link
 

,
 
Can you confirm that you were able to swap in LIMECHCH1 as the promo code? I want to make sure that's tidied away before sending out.
 
Thanks,
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 4:11 PM   < > wrote:

Apologies, . I thought we were all set to go, but apparently we already have a code out with LIMECHC - can you swap in LIMECHCH1
instead?
 
Thank you,
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 3:12 PM   < > wrote:

I'll be sure to do that, thank you!
 

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager
 
 
On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 3:11 PM ,  < > wrote:

Excellent. You're good to go now . The survey is open now and ready for responses from Lime users!

Just a reminder to put something in the message that goes out to them that says something along the lines of: ‘thanks to Lime users who have
already completed the Council survey you don’t need to do so again; this is a link for those who haven’t yet given feedback’

Thanks for making this happen,

Regards, 

________________________________
From:   [
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:56 a.m.
To: , 
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Yes, correct. Feel free to drop the quotes if you think they are confusing. We haven't heard any complaints about them, though.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 2:54 PM ,  < <mailto: >> wrote:
Thanks . Just setting that up now. Just to be clear: the promo code is: LIMECHCH - ie. it doesn't need the quotation marks "xxx"??
________________________________
From:   [ <mailto: >]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:34 a.m.
To: , 
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Here's the text:

Thank you for completing our survey! Your responses have been recorded.



As a token of our appreciation, please enter the promo code

"LIMECHCH"

in the Lime app to receive 2 ride unlock credits.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 2:32 PM ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Hi 

I can’t access that content. Can you please send me the text in the email body.

Thanks, 

From:   [mailto: <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 11:13 a.m.
To: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Hi ,

I've linked to our end-of-survey message just below.

[Image removed by sender.] Christchurch Snowball Survey End-of-Survey
Message<https://docs.google.com/a/limebike.com/document/d/1pe69JzQhiBYgL476Pca0bID7sQtN-1csMDf0GG-P9so/edit?usp=drive_web>

Thank you for your help.

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:55 AM ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Excellent – thanks . I look forward to hearing from you soon.

From:   [mailto: <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>]
Sent: Friday, 14 December 2018 8:51 a.m.
To: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Thank you for creating a new survey link and for all of the additional information, , that's very helpful. Great to know that this should only be
focused on Christchurch.

I am still working with our team to create the promo code - there's a new person in that role, so it's taking longer than usual. I've just asked them
for an ETA. It's a generic code, so it will work just fine in a default end-of-survey message.

Once I have the promo code in hand, I will send along our end-of-survey message. I'll wait to hear confirmation from you that you've updated the
message before sending it out to our users.

Thanks,

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:22 AM ,  < <mailto: >

https://docs.google.com/a/limebike.com/document/d/1pe69JzQhiBYgL476Pca0bID7sQtN-1csMDf0GG-P9so/edit?usp=drive_web


<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Hi 

Thanks for organising this. Can you please give me some more detail about the promo code so I can add some promo code text in as a custom
thank you at the end of the survey. To achieve this, I have set up a completely new survey form for the Lime sample.

Because it is a new survey form, the URL I sent through yesterday is no longer the one to use. Instead the survey link for your users will be:
https://www.research.net/r/ccclime

We don’t have the ability to include in the survey unique promo codes for each respondent so it would need to be a generic one with instructions
for how to use it (recognising that it can’t be used outside NZ).

We have already had users complete the survey via our other link which went public yesterday so it might be worth saying in your message
something along the lines of ‘thanks to Lime users who have already given the Council feedback you don’t need to do so again; this is a link for
those who haven’t yet given feedback’.

Before you push the survey link out to your users, can you please let me know what I need to add re the promo code as I have only set up a
placeholder at present.

The survey is only to go to those who have used the e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began (including those from other parts of NZ and
overseas). I am still sorting out with Auckland Transport what will happen re their surveying.

Thanks, 

From: 
<mailto:
Sent: Thursday, 13 December 2018 3:38 p.m.
To:   < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>; , 
< <mailto: ><mailto: <mailto: >>>
Subject: Re: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Hi ,

I'm looping in @ <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >> now to answer your question.

, are you able to create a custom end of survey message that we can list promo codes as a thanks for completing the survey?

Cheers,

[Image removed by sender.]<https://www.li.me/>

City Launcher - ANZ

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

On Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 1:50 PM   < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>> wrote:
Great, that's useful information - I won't just restrict to Kiwis. The only hiccup that creates is that the promo code won't work for non-locals, as
they will be set to only work in Christchurch and Auckland, respectively.

Can you confirm that they will be able to send out a custom end-of-survey message on our behalf, with our promo codes listed?

I am pulling out our sample for distribution, and am working on our recruitment message and end-of-survey messages. Should have everything
ready to go soon, just waiting to hear back on their capability to customize the end-of-survey message.

Thanks,

 
Lime - Policy Research Manager

https://www.research.net/r/ccclime
https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4


On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 2:38 PM 

Hi 

Please see the link, and some detail from our council stakeholder in Christchurch below.

Let me know if you want to have a chat.

Cheers,

Error! Filename not specified.<https://www.li.me/>

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: ,  < <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>>
Date: Thu, Dec 13, 2018 at 11:36 AM
Subject: Lime e-Scooter Survey Link

Hi 

Thanks so much for agreeing to send out a link to our Lime e-scooter survey to your users. Just to confirm, we are keen for it to be sent out to all
people (including those from other parts of NZ and overseas) who have used the Lime e-scooters in Christchurch since the trial began. We are
keen to hear the experience of visitors (as well as locals) as they are very important to the city’s economy and vibrancy.

The survey link to send out is: www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters<http://www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters>><http://www.ccc.govt.nz/scooters>

Can you please let me know when the link has been sent out so I can monitor progress.

Thanks again for your help. I know it is a busy time for you!

Regards, 

Team Leader - Monitoring and Research
Performance Management Unit
DDI　　 　　　　　　

Email　 <mailto: >
<mailto: <mailto: >>　　　　
Web　　www.ccc.govt.nz<http://www.ccc.govt.nz><http://www.ccc.govt.nz/>

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73015, Christchurch, 8154
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From:                                         
Sent:                                           Thursday, 10 January 2019 10:36 a.m.
To:                                               
Subject:                                     RE: South Island Lantern Festival 21-24 Feb
 
PM sounds great! Thanks a lot!
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 10:30 AM
To: '
Subject: RE: South Island Lantern Festival 21-24 Feb
 
Awesome, morning or afternoon? I’ll arrange a meeting room here at CCC
 
Cheers

 

From:
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 10:29 a.m.
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: South Island Lantern Festival 21-24 Feb
 
Hi .
 
Thanks very much for your email. Definately keen to get together and talk through how we can help each other out! How does Tuesday next week suit you?
 
Cheers
 

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
From:
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 9:56 AM
To: 
Subject: South Island Lantern Festival 21-24 Feb
 
Morning 
 
RE: SPARKS 2019 / South Island Lantern Festival (SILF) 2019
 
I am part of the Christchurch City Council Events team and we operate multiple events throughout the CBD annually. As a team we are keen to see how we can
make LIMES work at all of our events.
 
The first event we would like to discuss is SPARKS 16 Feb, based in Hagley Park - Marc Royal is the event lead and the South Island Lantern Festival 21-24 Feb,
based in the CBD along the new River Precinct including Victoria Square. I am leading the production team for SILF 2019 on behalf of ChristchurchNZ. Both events
attract a high number of attendees and so we have a few plans we would like to discuss on how we can incorporate LIMES into both events.
 
Kind Regards

 

Event Co-ordinator
Events Production Team

Christchurch City Council
HSBC Tower, 62 Worcester Boulevard, Christchurch
PO Box 73054, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email 
 

 
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986


From:                              Dalziel, Lianne
Sent:                               Monday, 29 October 2018 7:14 a.m.
To:                                 
Subject:                          Fwd: Lime scooters
 
Hi 
I said I would forward this on.  has written to the Press as well. I thought you had restricted the age but it appears it’s not enforced.  I’m very relaxed about them
still and I’ve even had a go myself now. But kids are vulnerable. Surely with modern technology you can enforce the age. 
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Dalziel, Lianne 
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2018 6:48 PM

Cc: Cotter, Pauline
Subject: Re: Lime scooters
 
Thanks for that. My comments were a few days ago. I saw heaps being used around town today and 99% were age appropriate riders and were cautious about
pedestrians and traffic. That being said in the last 2 days I’ve also seen some youngsters out and about and agree that is an issue. I will raise it with the company.
They want people to be safe and are very open to such an approach. I contacted them as soon as I’d heard from the Press. Thanks again. 
 
Get Outlook for iOS

On Sat, Oct 27, 2018 at 4:22 PM +1300,  wrote:

Hello Lianne,

I read your reported comment that you had not received any complaints regarding Lime scooters, so perhaps mine is the first.

I have just had an encounter with a young boy of perhaps ten or so riding one flat out on the shared pathway alongside Innes Road, not far from QE 2 Drive. He
probably would have been going at full speed, and luckily was coming towards me. I stopped him and told him you had to be eighteen to ride one and he said
politely that he would wait there for his sister who was following behind. When I saw her and she confirmed she was the sister I was astounded to see that she was
obviously not eighteen either, but was probably fourteen or fifteen. She admitted she was not eighteen when I pointed out you had to be.

Something must be done now about this situation before serious damage is done to an innocent party. One person's fun is going to turn into another person's
misery.

Sincerely,

 

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
https://aka.ms/o0ukef


From:                              Dalziel, Lianne
Sent:                               Saturday, 8 September 2018 10:26 a.m.
To:                                   
Subject:                          Fwd: Thanks from Lime!
 
Great to meet you even if it was from the other end of the table. Looking forward to the launch. I hope the trial goes well.  Lianne
 
Lianne Dalziel
Mayor of Christchurch

 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 3:33 p.m.
To: MayorsMessages <MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz>
Subject: Thanks from Lime!
 
Hi Mayor Dalziel,
 
I wanted to send you a personal note thanking you for your support of Lime in Christchurch at yesterday's meeting.
 
We're pleased with the council's reaction, and are looking forward to working closely with the council, your office, and staff to determine how best this program will
work in Christchurch.
 
If you have any further questions, or issues arise, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly.
 
Best, 
 
--

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                              
Sent:                               Sunday, 11 November 2018 3:04 p.m.
To:                                   MayorsMessages
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Lime Safety update
 
Dear Lianne,
 
Firstly, I want to assure you that New Zealand’s fleet is not affected by the issues described below but we feel that you should be aware of them.
 
A couple of weeks ago Lime received reports that the baseboard of some of our original scooters, manufactured by Okai, could break. I’m
writing today with an update to share both what we’ve learned about Okai’s scooter breakage and what we’re doing to correct the problem.
 
It’s important that we remain open and transparent, which is why we’re proactively sharing today’s update to ensure you, our riders and
communities we serve have the facts and understand what we’re doing to ensure the safety of our riders.
 
We are actively looking into these reports and working cooperatively with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and the relevant
authorities internationally as our investigation continues. Here at Lime, safety is our highest priority and that’s why we’ve made the decision to
immediately decommission all Okai scooters in the global fleet and will no longer purchase any equipment from Okai.
 
The vast majority of Lime’s fleet is manufactured by other companies and decommissioned Okai scooters are being backfilled with better
scooters from other manufacturers, so riders should not experience any real service disruption. Those scooters are being replaced with newer,
more advanced scooters considered best in class for safety. For those cities that are heavily impacted, we’re already making arrangements to
get replacements on the ground as soon as possible.
 
The safety of our riders and the Lime community is our highest priority, and we will continue to hold our equipment manufacturers and ourselves
to the highest possible standard. We also believe that consumers and the communities we serve play a critical role in creating a culture of safety
in micromobility. Our Respect the Ride campaign, launched just this week, is intended to foster this goal. This comprehensive safety and
education initiative takes a 360-degree approach to advancing safety and includes a variety of campaign activities designed to engage and
educate riders, cities and the industry around safe riding behavior. To learn more about Respect the Ride, please click here.
 
Please do not hesitate if you have any questions. I’d be happy to speak with you further.
 
 
Best, 
 
Mitchell
 

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy APAC 

Your ride anytime
 

https://www.li.me/blog/lime-s-gen-3-electric-scooter-transform-micro-mobility
https://www.li.me/respect-the-ride
http://www.limebike.com/


From:                              
Sent:                               Friday, 18 January 2019 9:48 a.m.
To:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Lime Scooters meeting with Mayor Dalziel
 
Hi ,
 
Running 5 or so late. 
 
Cheers 
 
On Tue, 15 Jan 2019 at 11:52 am,  wrote:

Great - thanks!
 
From:  [mailto:
Sent: Tuesday, 15 January 2019 11:51 a.m.

To: 
Subject: Re: Lime Scooters meeting with Mayor Dalziel
 
Hi ,
 
Toby Sun - CEO 

 Regional General Manager APAC
- Regional Government Relations Direcotr APAC
 City Launcher NZ 

 
On Tue, 15 Jan 2019 at 11:47 am,  wrote:

Hi 
 
Are you able to confirm exactly who from Lime is attending this meeting.  I had thought it was just you and Toby but I see the invitation has been forwarded
to the following people:
 

 
Could you please confirm the full names and titles of the additional attendees? We need this information for our Visitor Management System.
 
Many thanks
 

 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 14 January 2019 1:55 p.m.

To: 
Subject: Re: Lime Scooters meeting with Mayor Dalziel
 
Thanks so much. Can you re send the meeting invite?
 
 
 
On Mon, 14 Jan 2019 at 1:54 pm, wrote:

Hi 
 
10.00am actually suits us better so that's fine.
 

 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 14 January 2019 1:41 p.m.
To: 
Subject: Re: Lime Scooters meeting with Mayor Dalziel



 
Hi , 
 
Sorry to be a pain. Can we do 10am instead? I promise this is the last change. 
Best, 
 

 

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy APAC 

Your ride anytime
 
 
 
On Mon, Jan 14, 2019 at 9:41 AM  wrote:

Sounds great!
 
 
Thank
You!
 
On Mon, 14 Jan 2019 at 9:37 am, > wrote:

 
On arrival please go to Ground Floor Reception and a member of the Mayor's Office will come to meet you.
 
 
Kind regards
 
 

Executive Assistant to the Mayor (Acting)
Christchurch City Council

     
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Regards,

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy, APAC

Sent from my iPhone
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From:                              
Sent:                               Thursday, 10 January 2019 3:02 p.m.
To:                                  
Subject:                          RE: Meeting with Mayor Lianne Dalziel
 
Hi 
 
We will need to check with the Mayor as to whether she is comfortable with the scooter ride idea.
 
In the meantime I will send at meeting invitation for 11.00 - 11.30am.
 

 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 2:48 p.m.
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Mayor Lianne Dalziel
 
Hi ,
 
Thanks for coming back  to me. Perhaps we go for 45mins if possible? 
 
Toby would also like to have a scoot with the Mayor if she was open to this. 
 
It would he ever so helpful if you were to send a invite for sure. 
 
On Thu, 10 Jan 2019 at 12:22 pm, ,   wrote:

Dear 
 

  conveyed your request for a meeting with the Mayor for you and Lime CEO Toby Sun on Thursday 17 January. The 11.00am time requested on that
date is fine and I am assuming that 30 minutes will be sufficient.
 
Would you like me to send an Outlook calendar invitation?
 
 
Kind regards
 
 

Executive Assistant to the Mayor (Acting)
Christchurch City Council

     
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Regards,

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy, APAC

Sent from my iPhone

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
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From:                              
Sent:                               Sunday, 16 December 2018 8:25 p.m.
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re:  
 
Hi Guys, 
 
Would you have a chance this week for a quick call to explain this? 
 
Best, 
 

 

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy APAC 

Your ride anytime
 
 
On Tue, Dec 11, 2018 at 7:55 AM  wrote:

Hi ,
 
Thank you for the quick response. 
 
Looping in our ANZ Director of Government Affairs  who can provide a bit more context and help coordinate on our end. 
 
Thanks!
 

 
On Tue, 11 Dec 2018 at 7:47 am, wrote:

Hi ,
 
My colleague   alerted me that you had asked for your Chief of Government Affairs   to have a chat with Mayor Dalziel this week.  Are
you able to tell me what he would like to discuss and the likely duration of the call?  There is a possibility we could schedule the call for tomorrow afternoon.
 
Best - 
 

Senior Private Secretary
Mayor's Office

Web ccc.govt.nz

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street
PO Box 73016, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:                              
Sent:                               Tuesday, 11 December 2018 9:55 a.m.
To:                                   
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re:  
 
Hi ,
 
Thank you for the quick response. 
 
Looping in our ANZ Director of Government Affairs, who can provide a bit more context and help coordinate on our end. 
 
Thanks!
 

 
On Tue, 11 Dec 2018 at 7:47 am,  wrote:

Hi ,
 
My colleague  alerted me that you had asked for your Chief of Government Affairs   to have a chat with Mayor Dalziel this week.  Are you
able to tell me what he would like to discuss and the likely duration of the call?  There is a possibility we could schedule the call for tomorrow afternoon.
 
Best - 
 

Senior Private Secretary
Mayor's Office

Web ccc.govt.nz

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street
PO Box 73016, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:                              Dalziel, Lianne
Sent:                               Thursday, 25 October 2018 12:27 p.m.
To:                                   
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Thanks from Lime!
 
Should have some time today depending on when Council ends - copying  
 
Get Outlook for iOS

On Thu, Oct 25, 2018 at 12:25 PM +1300,  wrote:

Hi Mayor Dalziel,
 
Thanks so much for your email. I've spoken with   from CCC, and   from NZTA this morning, and we're discussing our options of
how to proceed.
 
Happy to jump on a call with you today, or meet with you in person if you are available!
 
Best,
 
On Thu, Oct 25, 2018 at 11:40 AM > wrote:

Hi 
The Press has just asked me to respond to Auckland Mayor, Phil Goff, who has ordered an urgent report into e-scooter safety.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/108097101/Auckland-Mayor-orders-urgent-scooter-safety-probe-after-councillor-almost-hit.  I’m wondering if we should be
having a chat about protocols around pedestrian areas.  I see people having fun every day on them, so I would hate to see poor judgement by some bring about
a curtailment for everyone else.

Lianne Dalziel
Mayor of Christchurch
________________________________
From: Dalziel, Lianne 
Sent: Saturday, September 8, 2018 10:25 AM
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Thanks from Lime!

Great to meet you even if it was from the other end of the table. Looking forward to the launch. I hope the trial goes well.  Lianne

Lianne Dalziel
Mayor of Christchurch
________________________________

From: Cameron Swanson [mailto:
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 3:33 p.m.
To: MayorsMessages <MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz>
Subject: Thanks from Lime!

Hi Mayor Dalziel,

I wanted to send you a personal note thanking you for your support of Lime in Christchurch at yesterday's meeting.

We're pleased with the council's reaction, and are looking forward to working closely with the council, your office, and staff to determine how best this program
will work in Christchurch.

If you have any further questions, or issues arise, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly.

Best,

--
[https://www.dropbox.com/s/c28ak25vjb8vd1u/Lime-logo-100-01.jpg?raw=1]

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.<mailto:

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/108097101/Auckland-Mayor-orders-urgent-scooter-safety-probe-after-councillor-almost-hit
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From:                              Dalziel, Lianne
Sent:                               Thursday, 25 October 2018 11:40 a.m.
To:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Thanks from Lime!
 
Hi 
The Press has just asked me to respond to Auckland Mayor, Phil Goff, who has ordered an urgent report into e-scooter safety.  
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/108097101/Auckland-Mayor-orders-urgent-scooter-safety-probe-after-councillor-almost-hit.  I’m wondering if we should be
having a chat about protocols around pedestrian areas.  I see people having fun every day on them, so I would hate to see poor judgement by some bring about a
curtailment for everyone else.
 
Lianne Dalziel
Mayor of Christchurch

From: Dalziel, Lianne 
Sent: Saturday, September 8, 2018 10:25 AM
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Thanks from Lime!
 
Great to meet you even if it was from the other end of the table. Looking forward to the launch. I hope the trial goes well.  Lianne
 
Lianne Dalziel
Mayor of Christchurch

 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 3:33 p.m.
To: MayorsMessages <MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz>
Subject: Thanks from Lime!
 
Hi Mayor Dalziel,
 
I wanted to send you a personal note thanking you for your support of Lime in Christchurch at yesterday's meeting.
 
We're pleased with the council's reaction, and are looking forward to working closely with the council, your office, and staff to determine how best this program will
work in Christchurch.
 
If you have any further questions, or issues arise, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly.
 
Best, 
 
--

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.

 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/108097101/Auckland-Mayor-orders-urgent-scooter-safety-probe-after-councillor-almost-hit
mailto:MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                              
Sent:                               Friday, 7 September 2018 3:33 p.m.
To:                                   MayorsMessages
Subject:                          Thanks from Lime!
 

Copy forwarded to LD 071650 Sep 18
NFA– DS

 
Hi Mayor Dalziel,
 
I wanted to send you a personal note thanking you for your support of Lime in Christchurch at yesterday's meeting.
 
We're pleased with the council's reaction, and are looking forward to working closely with the council, your office, and staff to determine how best this program will
work in Christchurch.
 
If you have any further questions, or issues arise, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly.
 
Best, 
 
--

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.
 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                              
Sent:                               Wednesday, 24 October 2018 2:46 p.m.
To:                                   
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          RE: Lime Scooters at CHCH Hospital
 
Thanks for the update  –could you let us know who you spoke with at the hospital. That’ll help the people that came to me about it connect the dots.
 
Thanks,

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management

 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 6:35 p.m.
To: >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Lime Scooters at CHCH Hospital
 
Sorry - misread this. I'm meeting with the hospital you mentioned tomorrow morning. 
 
See you on November 2!
 
On Tue, Oct 23, 2018 at 3:05 PM wrote:

Thanks for passing along this feedback, . We’ll come prepared to discuss this during our meeting.
 
Also, I believe the meeting is set for tomorrow. I’ll be out of the country next week. 
 
On Tue, Oct 23, 2018 at 3:02 PM wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope all’s well.
 
Looking forward to meeting properly next week on the data side of things, but in the meantime I thought I’d pass on some more immediate feedback from the
Canterbury District Health Board. They have serious concerns about Lime scooters being parked on their property, especially because of the risk of them
blocking key access points for ambulances etc. Pedestrians area are of course at a premium for them, due to the massive foot traffic across the grounds and the
absolute need for accessibility for a wide variety of users.
 
Long story short, they don’t want the scooters parked on their property.
 
I suggested that the issue of parking on their site would presumably be driven by customers rather than your team, but did note that I’d make contact with you
to ensure that Juicers are not stationing scooters on hospital grounds.
 
Also, I suggest that the hospital is added to the “red” area in your map, to make it clear that parking isn’t allowed on their premises. They’re right by the Botanic
Gardens, so you could potentially just extend that area.
 
I’m sure some quick action on this one will help their acceptance of the scooters and, more importantly, avoid any safety issues.
 
Happy to pass your comments on, but  would be the contact to speak to on this
 
Regards,
 

 

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management
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From:                              
Sent:                               Tuesday, 6 November 2018 6:45 p.m.
To:                                   s
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Lime user counts
 
Hi ,
 
The 34,000 number (which is now up to 36k) is our active user base - so everyone that has taken at least 1 trip in Christchurch.
 
Auckland has 53,000 riders. 
 
On Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 6:04 PM > wrote:

Hi 

Just one question I didn't get to yesterday -
I assume that you base the user counts on the number of users who have logged a ride in a city, or is it based on the address from signing up (if that's asked for).
It'd be good to know for tomorrow as the 34,000 chch chch users you mentioned is a key stat.

Also, are you able to tell us the number of Auckland lime users? No problems if not, it'd just be an interesting comparison to the 34k in chch.

Thanks

Get Outlook for iOS<https://aka.ms/o0ukef>

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

--

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.
 

https://aka.ms/o0ukef
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                              
Sent:                               Tuesday, 6 November 2018 3:43 p.m.
To:                                   
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Scooters for events
 
Hey ,
 
Thanks for sending this through! I've just added it to my calendar, and we'll make sure to have some scooters available there. 
 
Best, 
 
On Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 1:58 PM  wrote:

Hi ,
 
Hope your day’s going well.
 
I was speaking to our events team earlier, and we were interested in whether Lime were considering stationing scooters around North Hagley Park, following the
Christmas in the Park event, which ends just after 10pm. It’s a huge annual event in CHCH, so could be a time of high demand.
 
https://www.coke.co.nz/christmas-in-the-park
 
My understanding is that this is later than your usual timing for collecting scooters. It’d of course involve reallocating them in a different way than usual (although I
suspect many people will take scooters inbound).
 
If that’s a space that Lime is interested in being in, I’d be happy to provide further detail.

Cheers,

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

 
--

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.
 

https://www.coke.co.nz/christmas-in-the-park
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                              
Sent:                               Friday, 16 November 2018 8:01 p.m.
To:                                  
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: survey
 
Hi ,
 
Shame to have missed you at the conference! It was an insightful few days.
 
So as to not double up, have you determined a set of shortlist / draft questions? If so, it'd be great to see them: that way I can fill in any gaps that appear from our
perspective but I'm sure they'll be sufficiently comprehensive. 
 
Thanks for checking in - appreciate it.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Thu, Nov 15, 2018 at 9:49 AM  wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope you all had a good time at Trafinz –I was there at the first day and spoke with a couple of your colleagues.
 
Just on the community survey that we touched on in our meeting last week –can you let us know if there are any particular aspects of the trial that you would be
interested in capturing.
 
Our focus is of course primarily from a perspective of informing policy (and is broader than e-scooters), but if there’s anything related you would like covered (eg.
how your customers are following your user rules) etc let us know. We’ll be covering off factors on general perceptions for users and non-users, as well as specific
safety factors.
 
Regards,

 

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

 
--

City Launcher

Your ride anytime
 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
http://www.limebike.com/
























From:
To: city@li.me; business@li.me
Subject: FAO  
Date: Monday, 12 November 2018 6:13:00 p.m.
Attachments: image007.jpg

Botanic Gardens letter re scooter use.doc
image002.jpg
image004.jpg
image006.jpg

Dear 
 
I would be grateful for your help in supporting us to keep Lime Scooter users and other members of
the public safe while they are enjoying the Christchurch Botanic Gardens. Please find attached a
letter. I am grateful for your help
 
Best wishes
 
 

IMG_7453

Director of Botanic Gardens and Garden Parks

 

DDI
Mobile
Email
Web

Christchurch Botanic Gardens
Rolleston Avenue, Christchurch 8013
Mail to PO Box 73054, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email

 
 

mailto:city@li.me
mailto:business@li.me






12 November 2018

United States


Dear,

I am writing in the hope that you can help me with a request. Since the recent introduction of the lime scooters in our city, we have had a number of significant near-misses between your scooters and pedestrians in the Christchurch Botanic Gardens. As we receive over 1.3 million visitors per year, this is a major concern for us. I am sure you will appreciate that visitors to our Botanic Gardens behave differently in this space compared to the high-street.

The Gardens themselves are legislated as a ‘passive’ recreation area and we do not allow vehicles other than service vehicles and mobility scooters. Our specialist advisers have informed us that the Lime electric scooters are vehicles and, as such, are not permitted to be ridden in the Gardens alongside bikes and other vehicles. We will be putting up signage to this effect, but it would help us greatly if you could assist by preventing the scooters from working in the Gardens. We are aware that you can GPS lock the scooters and do so at the boundaries of Christchurch. I would be grateful for your response to my concerns and a possible time line of locking the scooters from the Gardens. Thank you very much for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely

Director Christchurch Botanic Gardens and Garden Parks

Parks Unit

Citizens and Community 


Christchurch City Council











From:                              
Sent:                               Friday, 11 January 2019 7:27 p.m.
To:                                   
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: scooters in the city
 
Hi ,
 
Thanks for reaching out. I appreciate your concerns regarding pedestrian interaction with scooters in the Gardens. We have implemented a no-parking zone which
prevents people from ending their trip in the gardens, this should help mitigate riding in the area. That said, at this stage, we are unable to GPS lock scooters at the
boundary of the gardens, as if they are being ridden, this poses a safety risk for riders. We are considering, and will be working on new features in our product soon,
that may be able to moderate the speed of scooters in certain areas. Although, this is something that is not currently available.
 
In the meantime, we think that having signage at the gate to prevent riding is a good mitigating factor. We will also look to implement in-app messaging to those riders
that enter the gardens, warning them that it is private property prohibiting the use of scooters.
 
I trust this will help mitigate issues. Please get in touch should you have any further questions, or issues continue to persist.
 
Best,
 

Launch - ANZ

We're hiring!

 
 
On Thu, Jan 3, 2019 at 10:28 AM > wrote:

Dear 
 
I am writing in the hope that you can help me concerning the lime scooters in Christchurch. I wrote to Richard Cole in November with no response but have now
been given your e-mail so I hope that a more local contact would be able to help us.
 
Are you the right person to help with excluding the scooters from the Gardens? It would really help us to get the scooters locked out of the Gardens and it would
help to show to our customers that we are able to respond to their concerns by managing the scooters in the various spaces.
 
I look forward to hearing from you
 
Thank you
 

 
 
============================================================
 

 
Lime

 
 
 
Dear ,
 
I am writing in the hope that you can help me with a request. Since the recent introduction of the lime scooters in our city, we have had a number of significant
near-misses between your scooters and pedestrians in the Christchurch Botanic Gardens. As we receive over 1.3 million visitors per year, this is a major concern
for us. I am sure you will appreciate that visitors to our Botanic Gardens behave differently in this space compared to the high-street.
 
The Gardens themselves are legislated as a ‘passive’ recreation area and we do not allow vehicles other than service vehicles and mobility scooters. Our specialist
advisers have informed us that the Lime electric scooters are vehicles and, as such, are not permitted to be ridden in the Gardens alongside bikes and other
vehicles. We will be putting up signage to this effect, but it would help us greatly if you could assist by preventing the scooters from working in the Gardens. We
understand that the vehicles can be GPS locked and do so at the boundaries of Christchurch. I would be grateful for your response to my concerns and a possible
time line of locking the scooters from the Gardens. Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
 
 
Yours sincerely
 

https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.li.me&umid=c123233f-1b2d-4979-ae17-e713734c62c6&auth=b380106472b5fff68349f93fd87f72741f9e3142-b26d5ca6c8dd2d7524fb4c9b6de599a81393ebaf
https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fjobs.lever.co%2flimebike%3flever%2dvia%3dCEsG4At0Y4&umid=c123233f-1b2d-4979-ae17-e713734c62c6&auth=b380106472b5fff68349f93fd87f72741f9e3142-8ee847e75eb74a5a00496eb21c3e0a405381a9f6


 
 

Metrosideros umbellata Southern Rata

Director of Botanic Gardens and Garden Parks

 

DDI
Mobile
Email
Web

Christchurch Botanic Gardens
Rolleston Avenue, Christchurch 8013
Mail to PO Box 73054, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email

 
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.
Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/


From:                                        
Sent:                                           Friday, 11 January 2019 10:06 a.m.
To:                                               
Cc:                                             
Subject:                                     support with scooters in the Botanic Gardens
 
Dear 
 
I am hoping you might be able to help me. I run the Botanic Garden and Garden Parks for the City Council and we have had issues with scooter use in the Botanic
Gardens. We have added signage to exclude them, as the riding of any vehicles in this space is not permitted. I wrote to   in November and 

 more recently but have not heard anything from them. I believe you have just started and hope that you can help us to find a solution for this. We have a
number of complaints about the lime scooters so it will not only help us to enforce our by laws and aid the enjoyment and safety of our 1.4 million customers but
also it would reduce the number of dissatisfied customers, who I imagine are mostly residents of Christchurch. For me and my team, we could see from the first
day that riding the lime scooters through the Gardens is not going to work as the risk to visitors is far too high because our customers do not use the Gardens like
they do a Highstreet or other street scape. With Lime hoping to have an extension to their license I hope this is something that is in your interest.
 
I look forward to hearing from you. Below a copy of the emails I sent.
 

 
 
 
Dear 
 
I am writing in the hope that you can help me concerning the lime scooters in Christchurch. I wrote to   in November with no response but have now
been given your e-mail so I hope that a more local contact would be able to help us.
 
Are you the right person to help with excluding the scooters from the Gardens? It would really help us to get the scooters locked out of the Gardens and it would
help to show to our customers that we are able to respond to their concerns by managing the scooters in the various spaces.
 
I look forward to hearing from you
 
Thank you
 

 
 
============================================================
 

Lime

United States
 
 
 
Dear ,
 
I am writing in the hope that you can help me with a request. Since the recent introduction of the lime scooters in our city, we have had a number of significant
near-misses between your scooters and pedestrians in the Christchurch Botanic Gardens. As we receive over 1.3 million visitors per year, this is a major concern
for us. I am sure you will appreciate that visitors to our Botanic Gardens behave differently in this space compared to the high-street.
 
The Gardens themselves are legislated as a ‘passive’ recreation area and we do not allow vehicles other than service vehicles and mobility scooters. Our
specialist advisers have informed us that the Lime electric scooters are vehicles and, as such, are not permitted to be ridden in the Gardens alongside bikes and
other vehicles. We will be putting up signage to this effect, but it would help us greatly if you could assist by preventing the scooters from working in the
Gardens. We understand that the vehicles can be GPS locked and do so at the boundaries of Christchurch. I would be grateful for your response to my concerns
and a possible time line of locking the scooters from the Gardens. Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
 
 
Yours sincerely
 

 
 
 



Metrosideros umbellata Southern Rata

Director of Botanic Gardens and Garden Parks

 

DDI
Mobile
Email
Web

Christchurch Botanic Gardens
Rolleston Avenue, Christchurch 8013
Mail to PO Box 73054, Christchurch, 8154

Please consider the environment before printing this email

 
 



From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 26 September 2018 1:21 p.m.
To:                                               '  '
Subject:                                     Additional documentation
Attachments:                          Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf
 
Hi ,
 
Just and update, we’ve had a request to site the documentation below. You should have received some advice from Bell Gully about obligations under the Health
and Safety at Work Act and have some processes and procedures in place for below.
 
In the operational plan you’ve provided it isn’t an explicit response to these requirements, so could you please provide this documentation separately.
 
Best,
-
               

 
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 



From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Thursday, 10 January 2019 9:30 a.m.
To:                                               ' '
Cc:                                               , 
Subject:                                     Christchurch Lantern Festival
 
Hi ,
 
We haven’t formally met yet but I understand that Mat McNeill is teeing up an introduction meeting next week. 

I hope you had a relaxing break and are settling in to your new role. 

I’d like to introduce you to   in our events tem. She would like to coordinate with you about the South Island Lantern Festival on the last weekend of
February. It’s typically one of the busiest events for the central city, attracting up to 40,000 people each night. It would be good to put you in touch to discuss some
of the plans for managing the crowds and transport this year.

Amanda, I’ll leave it to you from here.
 
Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

https://www.christchurchnz.com/whats-on/south-island-lantern-festival/


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 24 September 2018 10:39 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Christchurch Launch Map
 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1X2urgwSfNnNHKSGLPQmvv9qKKzDGrJnP&ll=-43.51894558783396%2C172.6135579043489&z=12

 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1X2urgwSfNnNHKSGLPQmvv9qKKzDGrJnP&ll=-43.51894558783396%2C172.6135579043489&z=12
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Monday, 15 October 2018 4:15 p.m.
To:                                               '  '
Subject:                                     Dashboard Access
 
Hi ,
 
I understand NZTA have or are about to approach you separately about access. We figured that would make the most sense and to have a separate NDA for each
organisation.
 
For CCC’s access, the staff accessing it will be:
 
Myself 

 
I presume we’ll get an email with login instructions?
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 



From: , 
To: "  ";
Cc: " .
Subject: Data and reporting and check in

Hi All,

Updating this meeting and moving to Monday to discuss monitoring and the Survey we’ll be looking to issue.  

The meeting room is on the second floor immediately to the right of the escalator as you come up. 

Any trouble finding it just give me a call, 

Best, 
-

This is just a placeholder checking to evaluate some of the data before we report to the transport committee in early November. 

Hopefully we’ll have access to the dashboard by then but I imagine we won’t have much to report at this point. It would be good to see if we can
look at any of the data or reporting from your CRM about Christchurch based inquiries, we can compare this with the more general comments
and complaints we’ve received through our contact centre. 

We are also considering sending out a survey to residents and just wanting to touch base to see if you were planning anything similar. 



From: , 
To: "  "; , 
Cc: " . "
Subject: Data and reporting checkin

Hi , 

This is just a placeholder checking to evaluate some of the data before we report to the transport committee in early November. 

Hopefully we’ll have access to the dashboard by then but I imagine we won’t have much to report at this point. It would be good to see if we can
look at any of the data or reporting from your CRM about Christchurch based inquiries, we can compare this with the more general comments
and complaints we’ve received through our contact centre. 

We are also considering sending out a survey to residents and just wanting to touch base to see if you were planning anything similar. 



From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Thursday, 11 October 2018 5:15 p.m.
To:                                               '  '
Subject:                                     FW: Trafinz Conference details to pass on to Limes guys
 
Hi ,
 
This a link  wanted to pass on.
 
 
From: ,  
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 4:25 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Trafinz Conference details to pass on to Limes guys
 
Hi , please pass on this link to the guys.  The Trafinz conference is all about people and safe and sustainable  transport.
 
https://www.trafinzconference.co.nz/
 
I know the conference organisers so would be more than happy to refer them.
 
 
 
Ngā mihi
 

 
Community Travel Advisor - Road Safety
Travel Demand Management, City Services

Web: www.ccc.govt.nz
Christchurch City Council
Te Hononga, (Civic Offices), 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73014, Christchurch, 8154
 
 

https://www.trafinzconference.co.nz/
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/


From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Friday, 26 October 2018 2:38 p.m.
To:                                               '  '; '
Cc:                                               
Subject:                                     FW: Transport Liaison Group - November 7th
 
Hi ,
 
There is a group of business owners, citizens and interest groups that meets regularly to discuss the city’s transport projects.
 
I gave the group a bit of an update on the pilot before it launched and there was quite a bit of interest.
 
Would you be interested in giving a short presentation to the group? It’s on November 7th usually at 5:30pm
 
There are usually have about 12 people in attendance.
 
Some of the members include:

·         The Automobile Association
·         Spokes (Cycling Advocacy Group)
·         ChristchurchNZ
·         Canterbury District Health Board
·         Otakaro Ltd
·         The Terrace (Anthony Gough)
·         Ballantynes (Central city dpt store)
·         The Christchurch Casino
·         Several other small business owners and local residents

 
From:
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 2:13 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Transport Liaison Group - November 7th
 
Hi ,
 
Are you able to come along to the TLG in November to update on the Scooter Pilot.
 
Regards
 

Project Manager- Transport
City Services

Web: www.ccc.govt.nz
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73011, Christchurch, 8154
Please consider the environment before printing this email
 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/


From: , 
To:
Cc:
Subject: Introductions: Lime x CCC
Attachments: ~WRD000.jpg

image001.jpg
image002.jpg
image001.jpg

Hi , 

Yes we can make this for a quick intro. 

I’ve extended the invite to  and Steffan as well. 

 

Best, 

-

 

_____ _ _______
From:   [mailto: .  <mailto: . > ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 27 November 2018 10:49 p.m.
To: ,  <  <mailto: > >
Cc:   <  <mailto: > >;   < .  <mailto: . > >
Subject: Introductions: Lime x CCC

 

Hi ,

 

As mentioned on the call, i'd love to come in for a quick meeting to introduce you to   and  . 

 

Are you still well placed for a 10am catch up on Thursday? 

 

Please do bring along any one else that comes to mind.

 

Best,

 

 

-- 

 

City Launcher

.  <mailto: . > 

Your ride anytime <http://www.limebike.com/> 

 

 







From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 10 October 2018 4:42 p.m.
To:                                               '  '
Subject:                                     Launch and Operation Details
 
Hi ,
 
Just following up from the call, Probably no need for a meeting, as we’re really just after the dashboard but also confirming 1 &2
 

1.       Local Ops Manager for the time being will be yourself, this won’t be shared but will be kept on file internally.
2.       As per the operational plan the general Contact number will be 0800 467 001 and contact email will be support@li.me  
3.       Monitoring Dashboard login details, this will be accessed by either myself or one of the analysts in the transport unit. Would be good to understand how to

obtain access.
 
In the next couple of weeks it would be good to check in regarding:
 

4.       Lime locations – If there any more locations to suggest and or where they are being placed by chargers.  
5.       Future comms and messaging about parking locations and behaviours

Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

mailto:support@li.me


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Tuesday, 18 December 2018 11:19 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                    
Subject:                          Lime - Christchurch Operations Manager -  
 
Hi ,
 
I hope you are well. Thought I'd get in touch to let you know we have on-boarded our new Operations Manager, , over the past week. is headed
off on holiday over the festive period from this weekend until Monday 7th January.
 
During that time, we will have our Melbourne Operations Manager,  , supporting our operation the ground.
 
I think it would be worth arranging a meeting in the new year for introductions and a catch up. In the meantime, please do not hesitate getting in touch with us should you
need anything.
 
Best wishes,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

.
We're hiring!

 

https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4


From:  
To: , 
Subject: Lime | Christchurch
Date: Sunday, 19 August 2018 6:26:35 p.m.
Attachments: Lime-S Christchurch Operational Plan.pdf

Lime Fact Sheet.pdf
Lime Overview.pdf

Hi ,

It was great meeting with you last week, and hearing of Christchurch's transit plans. 

We have solidified our strategy for the New Zealand market since then, and I'd love to
continue the conversation with you and any other stakeholders. 

Attached is the operational plan for Christchurch that I previously mentioned, as well as a
bit of literature about Lime's culture and the numbers behind it. 

If it helps to set up another meeting to discuss next steps, let me know when is convenient
for you, and I will make myself available. In the meantime, please don't hesitate to reach
out with any questions.

Best,

-- 
 

Launch, New Market Development

Your ride anytime.

mailto:cameron.swanson@limebike.com
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Introduction to Lime 
 
Lime was founded on the notion that mobility can be smart, equitable, and fun. By 
connecting cities, and improving the way people experience first and last mile 
transportation, we aim to leave future generations with a cleaner, healthier planet. 
 
Lime is the first and only shared smart mobility solution provider that has a multimodal fleet, 
which includes Lime-Classic (1, 3 and 8 speed); Lime-E (electric-assist bike), and Lime-S 
(electric scooters). Lime can be found in major cities like: Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Dallas, San Diego, Berlin, Paris, and many others. Lime is currently in over 100 cities and 
campuses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lime was founded in January of 2017 in San Mateo, CA. We launched Greensboro, North 
Carolina in June 2017 with 125 dock-free pedal bikes. The following 14 months saw rapid 
geographical expansion, unprecedented funding ($467M, to date), and meticulous product 
development.  
 
We have seen an incredible lineup of investors, including Silicon valley’s revered Andreessen 
Horowitz, Google Ventures, and Uber -- all of whom support our dream of making equitable 
and sustainable transportation a reality for the world.   
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Local Contact Information 
 
We always hire local, and our city structure consists of a General Manager, one or two 
Operations Managers, and 10-15+ Operations Specialists and Mechanics.  
 
On the country-level, we will have multiple supporting roles based in Auckland. 
 
While we work on setting up the local team, feel free to reach out to the below contacts with 
any questions. 
 
 
 
Cameron Swanson 
Launcher 
cameron.swanson@li.me 
+64 27 223 6266 
 
 
Hank Rowe 
Launcher 
hank@li.me 
+64 21 140 5021 
 
 
Anthony Fleo 
Regional General Manager - AU 
anthony@li.me 
+1 972 672 4071   
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City References 
 
We maintain strong relationships with every city we operate in, and always cooperate with 
the regulations in place, or work to develop relevant regulations. Below are three cities 
willing to vouch for our strong operation. 
 
 
City of Seattle, WA, USA 
Department of Transportation  
Evan Corey 
evan.corey@seattle.gov 
+1 206 472 3905 
 
 
City of Portland, OR, USA 
Portland Bureau of Transportation 
Steve Hoyt-McBeth 
steve.hoyt-mcbeth@portlandoregon.gov 
+1 503 459 7916 
 
 
City of Paris, FR 
Head of Transportation, Cabinet of the Mayor 
Caroline Daude 
caroline.daude@paris.fr 
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Parking Operations 
Morning Deployment 


Each morning, our deployment staff will have a team 
huddle about where to deploy, and how to do so in the least 
disruptive manor.  
 
A few principles that we follow: 
 


❏ Deploy in groups no larger than 4 (unless in 
designated parking areas with high volume) 


❏ Always deploy in the ‘street furniture’ zone of 
the foot path 


❏ Complete functionality check upon each drop 
off  


 
 


Daytime Patrol 


Each day, during the busiest hours of operation, we will send out patrol, either on foot or on 
scooter, to monitor all corners of our zone, and address issues as they arise. This team will 
have a number of duties, that includes: 
 


❏ Clean-up and organize scooters 
❏ Complete light repairs in-field 
❏ Report back scooters that need to be picked up 
❏ Assist customers that appear in-need 
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Rebalancing Operations 
 
As our service scales, it will begin to complement and grow AT’s public transportation 
options. We’ve seen that 80%+ of trips begin or end around a public transit hub, which 
means, depending on the time of day, we will move scooters towards or away from these 
hubs.  
 


Morning 


As Christchurch wakes up, our scooters will primarily be located in the outer reaches of town 
and residential neighborhoods - connecting riders with transit systems that would have 
otherwise been inaccessible. 
Throughout the morning, we will rebalance back to these areas in order to meet the same 
SLA for each wave of commuters.  
 


Mid-Day 


During the day is when the most organic rebalancing occurs, as there is not a tidal shift of 
commuters. We take a hands off approach, and rely mostly on foot patrol during this time. 
 


Evening 


For evening rush hour, we ensure scooters surround commercial hubs and office parks, and 
follow the same strategy as the morning - ensuring each wave of commuters has a scooter if 
they would like one. 
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Repair Operations 
 
We will know when a scooter needs maintenance through the following ways: 
 


❏ A report is received through the in-app function that allows customers to 
indicate to us when a scooter is having a maintenance issue 


❏ A rider calls or emails our customer service center informing us that a scooter is 
in need of maintenance support 


❏ As our team retrieves scooters each night, the team identifies maintenance 
issues that require attention 


 
Our approach to maintenance, cleaning and repair of scooters is multi-faceted. We ensure 
that scooters are touched on a daily basis and that there are protocols in place to address 
issues promptly. 
 
First, if a scooter has two low-star trip ratings, it is automatically put into maintenance mode, 
which means it’s flagged for our operations team to take a closer look at that particular 
scooter and try and identify the reason for receiving low ratings. An in-app report from a user 
also automatically puts that scooter into maintenance mode. Our field patrol teams also 
ensure that each time they touch a scooter it is in proper working condition. 
 
Second, all scooters are wiped down and cleaned 
before redeployment each day, while basic 
maintenance tasks (such as tightening down tubes) 
are completed before each deployment as well. We 
work to keep scooters in operable condition and 
replace parts as needed. This ensures that the 
lifespan of a scooter is extended for as long as 
possible. Our batteries have a lifespan of more than 
300 charges, and any that malfunction or are beyond 
repair are sent back to our manufacturing partner for 
additional R&D. 
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Charging Operations 
 
Our scooters are charged through 2 different streams: juicers & in our warehouse. We know 
when scooters need to be charged through the battery percentage display within our 
operations app.  
 
 


Juicer 


Our Juicer Program is a network of independent contractors that are paid to retrieve, 
charge, and redeploy scooters each night/morning. They are given 4-8 chargers, use their 
own vehicle, and charge the scooters at their home or business. Juicers are paid on a 
per-scooter basis, and the bounty increases for scooters that were not found the previous 
night.  
 
 


Warehouse 


While we strive for 100% retrieval of scooters by juicers, we don’t always hit the mark. In this 
case, we send out our team of full-time operations specialists to collect the remaining 
scooters. We will do a complete sweep of the city each night, meaning scooters are not left 
out 24/7 unattended to.   
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Scooter Breakdown & Safety Certifications 
 


 
 
 


Manufacturer  Ninebot (Segway) 


Dimensions (L x W x H)  1030 x 480 x 1130 mm 


Wheel Set  8” Solid tire, front wheel electronic brake 
+ rear wheel friction brake 


Frame Material  Aluminum Alloy 


Weight  12.38 kg 


Max Speed  27 kph 


Battery Range  48 Kilometers 


Max Slope  15% 


Recommended Operating 
Temp 


~10-40 degrees celsius 


Motor  Front wheel drive, 300 watts FOC Motor 
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Scooter Breakdown & Safety Certifications cont. 
 
Full safety inspection reports are available for every version of scooter that we deploy. The 
primary related certificates are listed below. 
 


● International Organization of Standardization 
ISO 12100:2010, Safety of machinery 


 
● China National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment 


CNAS IB0078, Identification and Classification for Transport of Goods 
 


● ESHR 2009 
Essential Health & Safety Requirements 


 
● EN 60204-1:2006+A1:2009+AC:2010 


Safety of Machinery - Electrical Equipment of Machines 
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Customer Service 
 
Our customer service team works around the clock responding to customer requests, and 
escalating issues that require on the ground attention. Riders are able to reach our CS team 
via a multitude of channels, which include: 
 


❏ In-App messages 
❏ Email 
❏ Phone 
❏ Twitter 


 
When a customer raises an issue, our remote team will 
attempt to resolve remotely. If the issue involves a 
mechanical failure on the scooter, we will immediately take 
that scooter out of service, and dispatch a specialist to 
inspect it in-person. 
 
The ways to reach us are listed on the app, on our website, 
and on the scooter itself. 
 
Phone: +64 800 467 001 
Email: support@li.me 
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Geofencing & Deployment Plan 
 
Our operational boundary stretches as far west as the airport, across to Marine Parade in the 
east, which will provide underserved communities access to sustainable transit solutions 
that were previously unavailable.  
 


Geofence 


The geofence is visible to the end user, and requires them to park within our boundaries. If 
they attempt to end their trip outside of the boundary, they will receive a notification that a 
potential charge could be incurred.  
 


No Parking Zones 


No parking zones can be implemented by the operations manager, and work in the same 
way as the main geofence. We will place no parking zones over sacred sites, inaccessible 
areas, and at the request of private property owners. 
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Proposed Scheme Size 
 
We propose having a 700-scooter fleet for the first three months, as a pilot program, 
followed by a dynamic cap of 1,500. We recognize that this is a sizeable number, however, 
feel it is necessary in Christchurch with its expansive and diverse topography.  
 
Our proposed dynamic cap offers quite a bit of flexibility for the city, by allowing adjustment 
of the cap, based on attainment of certain KPIs, such as: 
 


❏ Trips per scooter per day 
❏ Fleet health 
❏ Complaints per month 
❏ Other metrics as requested and needed 


 
During the pilot, Christchurch Council will have full visibility of the program’s successes and 
failures. We will be held accountable to meet predetermined and agreed upon standards. 
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Data Sharing 
Each city is able to designate access to an insights dashboard, with provides a 
comprehensive overview of scooter and bike movement in the city at any given time. 
 
In addition to the visual dashboard, Christchurch Council will be able to download a csv of 
raw anonymized trip data. 
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Insurance 
 
Lime holds policies covering a wide variety of exposures, and will indemnify the City of 
Christchurch on our general liability policy of NZ $1,000,000. 
 
We are currently insured through: GMGS Risk Management & Insurance Services 
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Terms & Conditions 
* Updated T&C can always be found at: https://www.li.me/user-agreement 
**Below version will be updated to inlcude the NZ Cycling Rules: 
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/roadcode/cyclist-code/about-cycling/rules/ 
  


Last Updates to Our User Agreement & Terms of Service: June 11, 2018. 


PLEASE READ EACH PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY. IT SETS FORTH THE 
LEGALLY BINDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR YOUR USE OF THE SERVICES (DEFINED 
BELOW). BY ACCESSING AND/OR USING OUR SERVICES, YOU AGREE TO BE LEGALLY BOUND 
BY THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONDITIONS OF 
USE STATED HEREIN, INCLUDING THE ARBITRATION AND CLASS ACTION WAIVER PROVISIONS, 
DO NOT USE THE SERVICES. 


IMPORTANT NOTICE: THIS AGREEMENT IS SUBJECT TO BINDING ARBITRATION AND A WAIVER 
OF CLASS ACTION RIGHTS AS FURTHER DETAILED IN SECTION 2 BELOW. BY AGREEING TO 
ARBITRATE, EACH PARTY IS GIVING UP ITS RIGHT TO GO TO COURT AND HAVE ANY DISPUTE 
HEARD BY A JUDGE OR JURY. BY AGREEING TO WAIVE CLASS ACTION RIGHTS, EACH PARTY 
AGREES THAT EACH MAY BRING CLAIMS AGAINST THE OTHER ONLY IN YOUR OR OUR 
INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY, AND NOT AS A PLAINTIFF OR CLASS MEMBER IN ANY PURPORTED 
CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING OR AS AN ASSOCIATION. 


This User Agreement & Terms of Service (collectively, the “Agreement”) is a legally binding 
agreement between you (“You,” “Your,” or “User”) and Neutron Holdings, Inc., doing business as 
LimeBike, and doing business as Lime (“Lime,” “We,” “Us,” or “Our”). This Agreement states the 
material terms and conditions that governs Your use of Our Services. 


Our Services are comprised of the following: 


1) Our Bike Share bicycle parking locations (“Locations”); 


2) Our Bike Share bicycles (“Bike”), electric bicycles (“Lime-E”), and electric scooters 
(“Lime-S”). Lime-E and Lime-S are collectively referred to as “E-vehicles.” Bikes and 
E-vehicles are collectively referred to as “Products;” 


3) All other related equipment, maintenance, charging of the E-vehicles, personnel, mobile 
applications, other software and information provided or made available by Us; and 


4) Use of Our website, available at  www.li.me (including any versions optimized for viewing 
on a wireless or tablet Device), Our mobile application (the “App”) and any interactive 
features, and/or other services that We make available and that post a link to this 
Agreement. 


This Agreement, together with all updates, supplements, additional terms, and all of Our rules 
and policies collectively constitute this “Agreement” between You and Us. 
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We agree to allow You to rent the Products, subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise indicated, all monetary values set forth in this Agreement shall be deemed to 
be denominated in U.S. dollars. 


In some instances, both this Agreement and separate guidelines, rules, or terms of use, setting 
forth additional or different terms and/or conditions will apply to Your use of the Services (in each 
such instance, and collectively, “Additional Terms”). The Additional Terms are incorporated into 
this Agreement by this reference. To the extent there is a conflict between this Agreement and 
any Additional Terms, this Agreement will control unless the Additional Terms expressly state 
otherwise. By using the Services, You acknowledge and accept the Lime  Privacy Policy, and 
consent to the collection and use of Your data in accordance with that Privacy Policy. 


1. RENTAL AND USE OF PRODUCTS.  


1.1. You are the Sole User of the Services : Subject to Section 1.3 below regarding the 
limited use of Bikes by minors, You certify and expressly agree that You are the sole 
renter and You are responsible for compliance with all terms and conditions contained 
in this Agreement. You understand that when You activate a Product, the Product must 
be used ONLY BY YOU. You must not allow others to use a Product that You have 
activated. 


1.2. You are At Least 18 Years Old : You represent and certify that You are at least 18 years 
old, and that You have a valid driver’s license. 


1.3. Minor Use of Bikes : You may allow a minor who is at least 16 years of age to use a 
BIKE ONLY, subject to the following conditions: 


1.3.1. You are the minor’s parent or legal guardian; 


1.3.2. You assume full financial and/or any other responsibility for any and all misuse, 
consequences, claims, demands, causes of action, losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
fees, costs and expenses, penalties, attorneys’ fees, judgments, suits and/or 
disbursements of any kind, or nature whatsoever, whether foreseeable or 
unforeseeable, and whether known or unknown, as a result of the minor’s use of the 
Bike and/or any of the Services; 


1.3.3. You expressly guarantee, represent, and warrant that You and the minor are 
bound by this Agreement and all of the terms herein; 


1.3.4. You expressly guarantee, represent, and warrant that You will supervise the 
minor at all times while the minor is using the Bike; 


1.3.5. You expressly guarantee, represent, and warrant that You have conducted the 
requisite safety check of the Bike prior to use, and that You will constantly monitor 
the Bike while the minor is riding to ensure safety; 


1.3.6. You expressly guarantee, represent, and warrant that the minor is wearing a 
Snell, CPSC, ANSI or ASTM approved helmet that has been properly sized, fitted and 
fastened according to the manufacturer’s instructions at all times while riding the 
Bike; and 
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1.3.7. You expressly guarantee, represent, and warrant that You have explained all 
applicable laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances to the minor, including any and 
all rules regarding parking and traffic laws. 


OPERATION OR USE OF ANY E-VEHICLES BY ANY MINOR IS EXPRESSLY PROHIBITED. IF 
YOU ALLOW A MINOR TO USE AN E-VEHICLE BY ACTIVATING IT THROUGH YOUR 
ACCOUNT, YOU SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL MISUSE, CONSEQUENCES, 
CLAIMS, DEMANDS, CAUSES OF ACTION, LOSSES, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES, INJURIES, 
FEES, COSTS AND EXPENSES, PENALTIES, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, JUDGMENTS, SUITS 
AND/OR DISBURSEMENTS OF ANY KIND, OR NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER 
FORESEEABLE OR UNFORESEEABLE, AND WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN. 


1.4. You are a Competent Operator : You represent and certify that You are familiar with 
the operation of the Product, and You are reasonably competent and physically fit to use 
the Product. By choosing to ride a Product, You assume all responsibilities and risks for 
any injuries and/or medical conditions, as detailed further below. You are responsible for 
determining whether conditions, including rain, snow, hail, ice or electrical storms, 
and/or any other conditions, whether caused by the weather or otherwise, make it 
dangerous to operate a Product. You are advised to adjust Your riding behavior and 
braking distance to suit all conditions and variables, including weather and traffic. 


1.5. Products are the Exclusive Property of Lime : You agree that the Products, and any 
Lime equipment attached thereto, at all times, remain the exclusive property of Lime. 
You must not dismantle, write on, or otherwise modify, repair or deface any Products, or 
any part of any of the Products, or any other Lime equipment in any way. You must not 
write on, peel, or otherwise modify or deface any sticker on a Products in any way. You 
must not use any Products for any advertising or commercial purpose. 


1.6. Only Use Products Where Allowed : You expressly agree that You will only use the 
Products in areas where the Products are allowed. You agree that You will not use any 
Products in any restricted areas (such as cities that prohibit certain Products), and You 
assume all responsibility and liability for any operation of any Product in any restricted 
area, including any fines or fees as a result of Your use of any of the Products in any 
restricted areas. Lime reserves the right to charge You up to $50, in Lime’s sole and 
absolute discretion, if You use any of the Products in any restricted areas. 


1.7. Compliance with Laws : You agree to follow all laws, rules, regulations, and/or 
ordinances pertaining to the use, riding and/or operation of the Products, including 
those pertaining to the Products in the area where You are operating the Products, 
including, without limitation, helmet laws. 


YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE AND LIABLE FOR ANY VIOLATION OF ANY LAWS, 
RULES, REGULATIONS, AND/OR ORDINANCES WHILE USING THE SERVICES, 
INCLUDING IMPROPER RIDING AND/OR PARKING, AND YOU AGREE THAT YOU ARE 
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE AND LIABLE FOR ANY AND ALL CONSEQUENCES, CLAIMS, 
DEMANDS, CAUSES OF ACTION, LOSSES, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES, INJURIES, COSTS AND 
EXPENSES, PENALTIES, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, JUDGMENTS, SUITS, FEES (INCLUDING 
IMPOUNDING FEES CHARGED BY ANY LOCAL GOVERNMENT) AND/OR 
DISBURSEMENTS OF ANY KIND, OR NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER FORESEEABLE 
OR UNFORESEEABLE, AND WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN, AS A RESULT OF USING 
ANY OF THE SERVICES. 
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1.8. Payment of Fines and Fees : You agree to pay any fines, fees, penalties, impounding 
charges, and/or any other charges incurred by Lime, that result from You parking any 
Product improperly, or as a result of You violating any law, rule, regulation, and/or 
ordinance while using the Services. 


1.9. Prohibited Acts : YOU EXPRESSLY CERTIFY AND AGREE THAT YOU WILL NOT: 


1.9.1. Operate any Product in violation of any laws, rules, regulations, and/or 
ordinances, including any and all rules pertaining to riding any Products on sidewalks 
and/or parking Products. 


1.9.2. Operate any Product while carrying any briefcase, backpack, bag, or other item if 
it impedes Your ability to operate safely the Product. 


1.9.3. Use any cellular telephone, text messaging Device, portable music player, and/or 
any other Device that may distract You from safely operating any Product. 


1.9.4. Operate any Product while under the influence of any alcohol, drugs, 
medication, and/or any other substance that may impair Your ability to safely operate 
any Product. 


1.9.5. Carry any other person on any of the Products. 


1.9.6. Use locking mechanisms other than those provided by Lime. 


1.9.7. Park any Product in a manner that does not strictly comply with all applicable 
laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances. You expressly agree that You are 
responsible for becoming familiar with any and all applicable laws, rules, regulations, 
and/or ordinances in the location that You are operating any Product. 


1.9.8. Park or place any Product in a manner that prevents Lime from accessing it. If 
You violate this Section, Lime may charge You up to $450, in Our sole and absolute 
discretion. 


1.10. Products are Intended for Only Limited Types of Use : You agree that You will not 
use any Product for racing, mountain riding, stunt, or trick riding. You agree that You will 
not operate and/or use any Products on unpaved roads, through water (beyond normal 
urban riding), or in any location that is prohibited, illegal and/or a nuisance to others. You 
agree that You will not use any Products for hire or reward, nor use any Products in 
violation of any law, rule, regulation, and/or ordinance. 


1.11. Weight and Cargo Limits : You must not exceed the maximum weight limit for any 
Products (300 pounds) or the cargo carrier/basket on any Products (15 pounds), and You 
must not otherwise use the cargo carrier improperly with regard to type of contents or 
any visual obstruction or riding impediment. You acknowledge that the front 
carrier/basket and/or back basket of any Product is intended for light goods only, and 
that You will not carry people or animals anywhere on any Product. 


1.12. No Tampering : You must not tamper with, attempt to gain unauthorized access to, 
or otherwise use any Services in a manner that does not comply with this Agreement. 
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1.13. Reporting of Damage or Crashes : You must report any accident, crash, damage, 
personal injury, stolen or lost Product to Lime as soon as possible. If a crash involves 
personal injury, property damage, or a stolen Product, You shall file a report with the 
local police department within 24 hours. 


1.14. Assumption of Liability by You : YOU AGREE THAT YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE 
AND LIABLE FOR ANY MISUSE, CONSEQUENCES, CLAIMS, DEMANDS, CAUSES OF 
ACTION, LOSSES, LIABILITIES, DAMAGES, INJURIES, FEES, COSTS AND EXPENSES, 
PENALTIES, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, JUDGMENTS, SUITS AND/OR DISBURSEMENTS OF ANY 
KIND, OR NATURE WHATSOEVER, WHETHER FORESEEABLE OR UNFORESEEABLE, 
AND WHETHER KNOWN OR UNKNOWN, AS A RESULT OF USING ANY OF THE 
SERVICES. 


1.15. You are Responsible for Product Damage; Vandalism : You agree to return any 
Product to Lime in the same condition in which such Product was rented. You agree 
that You will be responsible for the cost of repairing and/or replacing any Product that 
You damage and/or cause damage to. You will not be responsible for normal wear and 
tear of the Products. If You vandalize any Product, You shall be liable for up to $600 for 
each Bike, $2,000 for each Lime-E, and $1,500 for each Lime-S, in Lime’s sole and 
absolute discretion. 


1.16. Availability and Usage of E-vehicles : You agree and acknowledge that E-vehicles 
may not be available at all times. E-vehicles require periodic charging of batteries in 
order to operate. You agree to use and operate E-vehicles safely and prudently and 
comply with all restrictions and requirements associated with E-vehicles, as set forth in 
any all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances. You understand and agree 
to the following: 


1.16.1. The level of charge power remaining in the E-vehicle will decrease with use of 
the E-vehicle (over both time and distance), and that as the level of charge power 
decreases, the speed and other operational capabilities of the E-vehicle may decrease 
(or cease in their entirety). 


1.16.2. The level of charging power in the E-vehicle at the time You initiate the rental or 
operation of E-vehicle is not guaranteed and will vary with each rental use. 


1.16.3. The rate of loss of charging power during the use of the E-vehicle is not 
guaranteed and will vary based on the E-vehicle, road conditions, weather conditions 
and/or other factors. 


1.16.4. It is Your responsibility to check the level of charge power in the E-vehicle and 
to ensure that it is adequate for the ride before initiating operation of the E-vehicle. 


1.16.5. Lime does not guarantee the distance and/or time that You may operate any 
E-vehicle before it loses charging power completely. The E-vehicle may run out of 
charging power and cease to operate at any time during Your rental of the E-vehicle, 
including before reaching Your desired destination. 


2. ARBITRATION; CLASS ACTION WAIVER; DISPUTE RESOLUTION. 


2.1. Dispute Resolution : Certain portions of this Section 2 are deemed to be a “written 
agreement to arbitrate” pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act. You and Lime expressly 
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agree and intend that this Section 2 satisfies the “writing” requirement of the Federal 
Arbitration Act. This Section 2 can only be amended by mutual agreement. 


2.2. Informal Resolution of Disputes and Excluded Disputes : If any controversy, 
allegation, or claim arises out of or relates to the Services, the Content, Your 
User-Submissions, this Agreement, or any Additional Terms, whether heretofore or 
hereafter arising (collectively, “Dispute”), or to any of Lime’s actual or alleged intellectual 
property rights (an “Excluded Dispute”), then You and Lime agree to send a written 
notice to the other providing a reasonable description of the Dispute or Excluded 
Dispute, along with a proposed resolution of it. Our notice to You will be sent to You 
based on the most recent contact information that You provide us. But if no such 
information exists or if such information is not current, then We have no obligation 
under this Section 2.1. Your notice to us must be sent to: Lime, 2121 S. El Camino Real, 
Suite B-100, San Mateo, California 94403 (Attn: Legal Department). For a period of sixty 
(60) days from the date of receipt of notice from the other party, Lime and You will 
engage in a dialogue in order to attempt to resolve the Dispute or Excluded Dispute, 
though nothing will require either You or Lime to resolve the Dispute or Excluded 
Dispute on terms with respect to which You and Lime, in each of our sole discretion, are 
not comfortable. 


2.3. Binding Arbitration : If We cannot resolve a Dispute as set forth in Section 2 (or agree 
to arbitration in writing with respect to an Excluded Dispute) within sixty (60) days of 
receipt of the notice, then ANY AND ALL DISPUTES ARISING BETWEEN YOU AND LIME 
(WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, LAW, STATUTE, RULE, REGULATION, ORDINANCE, 
TORT INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, FRAUD, ANY OTHER INTENTIONAL TORT OR 
NEGLIGENCE, COMMON LAW, CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION, RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR, 
AGENCY AND/OR ANY OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY), WHETHER ARISING 
BEFORE OR AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT, MUST BE RESOLVED 
BY FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION. THIS INCLUDES ANY AND ALL DISPUTES BASED 
ON ANY PRODUCT, SERVICE OR ADVERTISING CONNECTED TO THE PROVISION OR 
USE OF THE SERVICES. The Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”), not state law, shall govern 
the arbitrability of all disputes between Lime and You regarding this Agreement (and 
any Additional Terms) and the Services, including the “No Class Action Matters” Section 
below. BY AGREEING TO ARBITRATE, EACH PARTY IS GIVING UP ITS RIGHT TO GO TO 
COURT AND HAVE ANY DISPUTE HEARD BY A JUDGE OR JURY. Lime and You agree, 
however, that State or federal law shall apply to, and govern, as appropriate, any and all 
claims or causes of action, remedies, and damages arising between You and Lime 
regarding this Agreement and the Services, whether arising or stated in contract, 
statute, common law, or any other legal theory, without regard to State’s choice of law 
principles. 


2.4. Applicability of JAMS Rules and Location of Arbitration : A Dispute will be resolved 
solely by binding arbitration in accordance with the then-current Commercial 
Arbitration Rules of the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services Inc. (“JAMS”) using 
JAMS’ streamlined Arbitration Rules and Procedures, or by any other arbitration 
administration service that You and an officer or legal representative of Lime consent to 
in writing. If an in-person arbitration hearing is required, then it will be conducted in the 
“metropolitan statistical area” (as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau) where You are a 
resident at the time the Dispute is submitted to arbitration. You and Lime will pay the 
administrative and arbitrator’s fees and other costs in accordance with the applicable 
arbitration rules; but if applicable arbitration rules or laws require Lime to pay a greater 
portion or all of such fees and costs in order for this Section 2 to be enforceable, then 
Lime will have the right to elect to pay the fees and costs and proceed to arbitration. The 
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arbitrator or arbitration panel, as the case may be, will apply and be bound by this 
Agreement and any Additional Terms, and will determine any Dispute according to 
applicable law and facts based upon the record and no other basis, and will issue a 
reasoned award. All issues are for the arbitrator to decide, including arbitrability. This 
arbitration provision shall survive termination of this Agreement or the Services. You can 
obtain JAMS procedures, rules, and fee information as follows: JAMS: 800.352.5267 and 
http://www.jamsadr.com. 


2.5. Arbitrator’s Decision : The Arbitrator will render a written decision within the time 
frame specified in the JAMS Rules. Judgment on the arbitration award may be entered 
in any court having competent jurisdiction to do so. The Arbitrator may award 
declaratory or injunctive relief only in favor of the claimant and only to the extent 
necessary to provide relief warranted by the claimant's individual claim. The Arbitrator’s 
decision shall be final and binding on all parties. The prevailing party in the arbitration 
shall be entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees and costs, as long as the Arbitrator 
includes such an award of attorneys’ fees and costs in the written decision. 


2.6. Limited Time to File Claims : TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE 
LAW, IF YOU OR LIME WANT TO ASSERT A DISPUTE (BUT NOT AN EXCLUDED DISPUTE) 
AGAINST THE OTHER, THEN YOU OR LIME MUST COMMENCE IT (BY DELIVERY OF 
WRITTEN NOTICE AS SET FORTH HEREIN) WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR AFTER THE DISPUTE 
ARISES OR IT WILL BE FOREVER BARRED. Commencing means, as applicable: (a) by 
delivery of written notice as set forth herein; (b) filing for arbitration with JAMS as set 
forth herein; or (c) filing an action in state or Federal court. 


2.7. Injunctive Relief : The foregoing provisions of this Section 2 will not apply to any legal 
action taken by Lime to seek an injunction or other equitable relief in connection with, 
any loss, cost, or damage (or any potential loss, cost, or damage) relating to the Services, 
any Content, Your User Submissions and/or Lime’s intellectual property rights (including 
those that Lime may claim are in dispute), Lime’s operations, and/or Lime’s Products 
and/or Services. 


2.8. No Class Action Matters : YOU AND LIME AGREE THAT EACH MAY BRING CLAIMS 
AGAINST THE OTHER ONLY IN YOUR OR ITS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY, AND NOT AS A 
PLAINTIFF OR CLASS MEMBER IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE 
PROCEEDING OR AS AN ASSOCIATION. Disputes will be arbitrated only on an individual 
basis and will not be joined or consolidated with any other arbitrations or other 
proceedings that involve any claim or controversy of any other party. There shall be no 
right or authority for any Dispute to be arbitrated on a class action basis or on any basis 
involving Disputes brought in a purported representative capacity on behalf of the 
general public, or other persons or entities similarly situated. But if, for any reason, any 
court with competent jurisdiction holds that this restriction is unconscionable or 
unenforceable, then our agreement in Section 2 to arbitrate will not apply and the 
Dispute must be brought exclusively in court. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this Section 2, any and all issues relating to the scope, interpretation and enforceability 
of the class action waiver provisions contained herein (described in this “No Class Action 
Matters” section), are to be decided only by a court of competent jurisdiction, and not by 
the arbitrator. The arbitrator does not have the power to vary these class action waiver 
provisions. 


2.9. Federal and State Courts in San Mateo County, California : Except where arbitration 
is required above or with respect to the enforcement of any arbitration decision or 
award, any action or proceeding relating to any Dispute or Excluded Dispute arising out 
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of or related to this Agreement, any Product, and/or any of the Services, may only be 
instituted in state or Federal court in San Mateo County, California. Accordingly, You and 
Lime consent to the exclusive personal jurisdiction and venue of such courts for such 
matters. 


2.10. Small Claims Matters Are Excluded from Arbitration Requirement : 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, either You or Lime may bring a qualifying claim or 
Dispute (but not Excluded Disputes) in small claims courts of competent jurisdiction. 


3. PAYMENT AND FEES. 


3.1. Fees : You may use the Products on a pay per ride basis or as otherwise in 
accordance with the pricing described in the App. In each case, fees and other charges 
may be subject to applicable taxes and other local and/or state government charges, 
which may be charged and collected by Lime. Lime will charge Your credit card or debit 
card (collectively, Your “Card”) or other agreed payment methods the amount of the fees 
as described in this Agreement. 


3.2. Promo Codes : Promo codes (“Discounts”) are one-time offers and can only be 
redeemed via the App. Lime reserves the right to modify or cancel Discounts at any 
time. Discounts are limited to one per customer and account and may not be combined 
with other offers. Discounts are non-transferable and may not be resold. 


3.3. Maximum Rental Time and Charges : Maximum rental time is 24 hours. You agree 
that You will deactivate the Product rental within 24 hours of time that rental of the 
Product began. You may then rent again. You agree that You are solely responsible for 
being aware of any elapsed time related to timely locking any Product. The maximum 
charge is $50 for any Bike, and $200 for any E-vehicle, all based on a 24-hour period. 
After return of the Product, You will be charged the accumulated rental charges, or the 
maximum 24-hour charge; whichever is less. Products not returned (locked and a ride 
concluded) within 48 hours will be considered lost or stolen, and You may be charged 
up to $600 for each Bike, $2,000 for each Lime-E, and $1,500 for each Lime-S, and a 
police report may be filed against You. We may also charge a service fee of $25, in Our 
sole discretion, for rentals in excess of 24 hours where the Product is not considered lost 
or stolen. 


3.4. Valid Credit Card or Debit Card : You must input a valid Card number and expiration 
date before You will be registered to use the Services. You represent and warrant to 
Lime that You are authorized to use any Cards You furnish to Lime. You authorize Lime 
to charge the Card for all fees incurred by You. All fees are subject to applicable sales 
taxes and other local government charges, which may be charged and collected by 
Lime. If You dispute any charge on Your Card account, then You must contact Lime 
within 10 business days from the end of the month with the disputed charge, provide to 
Lime all trip information that is necessary to identify the disputed charge, such as the 
date of the trip and the approximate starting and ending times. You agree to 
immediately inform Lime of all changes relating to Your Card. 


3.5. Pick Up Fees : If You are unable to return any Product to a valid area (  i.e., You 
deactivate a Product on private property, a locked community, and/or any other 
unreachable area), and request that the Product be picked up by Lime, then We, in Our 
sole and absolute discretion, may charge You a pick-up fee up to $120. If any Product 
accessed under Your account is abandoned without notice, You will be responsible for 
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all fees until the Product is recovered and deactivated, plus a service charge of up to 
$120.00, to recover the Product. Fees are subject to change in Lime’s sole and absolute 
discretion, and without notice to You. 


4. TERMS APPLICABLE TO SUBSCRIPTIONS AND AUTORENEWALS. 


4.1. Generally : To purchase access and use of any subscriptions offered through the 
Services, You must be at least eighteen (18) years of age or the applicable age of majority 
in Your jurisdiction of residence. Prior to the purchase and/or rental of any Products or 
Services, You must provide us with a valid Card number and associated payment 
information including all of the following: (i) Your name as it appears on the Card, (ii) 
Your Card number, (iii) the Card type, (iv) the date of expiration, and (v) any activation 
numbers or codes needed to charge Your Card or otherwise use a valid gift card. By 
submitting that information to us or our third party credit card processor, You agree 
that You authorize us and/or our processor to charge Your Card at our convenience but 
within thirty (30) days of Card authorization. For any product or service that You order on 
the Services, You agree to pay the price applicable (including any sales taxes and 
surcharges) as of the time You submit the order. Lime will automatically bill Your Card or 
other form of payment submitted as part of the order process for such price. We may 
offer a number of membership plans, including special promotional plans or 
memberships with differing conditions and limitations. Any materially different terms 
from those described in this Agreement will be disclosed at Your sign-up or in other 
communications made available to You. Some promotional memberships are offered by 
third parties in conjunction with the provision of their own products and services. We 
are not responsible for the products and services provided by such third parties. We 
reserve the right to modify, terminate or otherwise amend Our offered membership 
plans. 


4.2. Subscription Term & Termination : Except in the event of a free trial offer, Your 
subscription will commence as of the date Your payment for a subscription is received 
by Lime. Your subscription will continue in full force for the length of the term You 
specifically purchased or on a month-to-month term until such time as You cancel the 
subscription as further explained below (the “Subscription Term”). In the event that You 
cancel a subscription in the middle of Your Subscription Term, You will not be entitled to 
receive a refund for the unused portion of the remainder of that Subscription Term. 
Lime will have the right, upon written notice to You, to terminate this Agreement, and 
suspend Your access to their subscription, if: (a) You fail to pay Lime any amount due 
under this Agreement; and/or (b) You materially breach any term or condition of this 
Agreement. Lime shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and suspend Your 
access to the subscription with or without cause, upon thirty (30) days written notice to 
You in which case You will no longer be charged for access to the subscription. Upon the 
expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason, Your access to, and use of, 
their subscription will terminate. 


4.3. Free Trials/Promotional Offerings : We may offer promotional trial subscriptions to 
access the Services for free for a limited time or at special discounted prices. If You sign 
up for a trial use, Your rights to use the Services are limited by the terms of such trial and 
will terminate or renew on the terms of Your trial arrangement and/or any applicable 
Additional Terms. Please be aware that when You sign up for a free trial, You will be 
required to provide Your Card number and Lime will confirm Your Card is valid. When 
We process Your Card, some credit card companies may place a temporary hold on Your 
account for Your first payment. Please contact Your Card company if You have 
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questions. Please note that We do not provide price protection or refunds in the event of 
a price drop or promotional offering. 


ONCE YOUR FREE TRIAL ENDS, WE OR A THIRD PARTY PAYMENT PROCESSOR WILL 
BEGIN BILLING YOUR DESIGNATED PAYMENT METHOD ON A RECURRING BASIS FOR 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION (PLUS ANY APPLICABLE TAXES AND OTHER CHARGES), UNLESS 
YOU CANCEL YOUR SUBSCRIPTION PRIOR TO THE END OF YOUR FREE TRIAL. IF YOUR 
FREE TRIAL ENDS AND YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BEGINS, YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WILL 
AUTORENEW AND YOU WILL BE BILLED ON A RECURRING BASIS FOR YOUR EACH 
SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD UNLESS YOU CANCEL. INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANCELING YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU WILL 
NOT RECEIVE A NOTICE FROM US THAT YOUR FREE TRIAL HAS ENDED OR THAT THE 
PAID PORTION OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION HAS BEGUN. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
MODIFY OR TERMINATE FREE TRIALS AT ANY TIME, WITHOUT NOTICE AND IN OUR 
SOLE AND ABSOLUTE DISCRETION. 


4.4. Auto-Renewal of Subscription Membership : Your subscription to the Services will 
automatically renew at the end of Your Subscription Term continuously and indefinitely 
without action by You, and the subscription membership fee will be charged to You at 
the time of renewal. Once Your membership fee has been paid You will be entitled to all 
privileges included in the membership until the membership is cancelled by You as set 
forth in the paragraph below. By providing Your payment method information for Your 
subscription, You are agreeing to pay a subscription fee (and any applicable taxes and 
service fees (collectively, “Fees”), that will automatically renew, at the then current rate, 
unless You cancel prior to the expiration of the current Subscription Term. The Fees will 
be charged to Your original payment method automatically at the beginning of Your 
Subscription Term, and at the beginning of each renewal Subscription Term thereafter 
on the calendar day corresponding to the commencement of Your current Subscription 
Term, unless You cancel Your subscription, or Your account is suspended or terminated 
pursuant to this Agreement. The renewal Subscription Term will be the same length as 
Your initial Subscription Term unless otherwise disclosed to You at the time of sale. The 
rate for the renewal Subscription Term will be the then current subscription-rate. The 
Fees charged to Your payment method may vary from Subscription Term to 
Subscription Term due to changes in Your subscription plan or applicable taxes, and You 
authorize Lime to charge Your payment method for these amounts. Lime reserves the 
right to change the pricing of subscription at any time. In the event of a price change, 
Lime will post the new pricing on the Services and attempt to notify You in advance by 
sending an email to the address You have registered for Your account. You agree that 
We may change the pricing We charge You for Your subscription and any 
Products/Services offered in Your subscription package by providing You with notice 
through an electronic communication from us and You agree that all agreements, 
notices, disclosures, and/or any other communications that We provide to You 
electronically satisfy any legal requirement that such communications be in writing. You 
consent to our ability to change our pricing and the details of our subscription packages 
through an electronic communication to You. If You do not wish to accept a price or 
subscription package change made by us, You may cancel Your subscription as 
described below, otherwise You will be deemed to have consented to the 
price/subscription package change and authorize Lime to charge the new Fees to Your 
payment method. If there are any discrepancies in billing, You hereby waive Your right 
to dispute such discrepancies if You do not notify Lime within sixty (60) days after they 
first appear on an account statement. 
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4.5. Cancellation of Subscription Membership : You have the right to cancel Your 
subscription membership at any time upon notice to Lime. To cancel Your subscription 
membership: open Your wallet in the Lime App, and click "Manage," then click "Cancel 
Membership." There are no refunds or credits for partial months. Cancellation of initial 
membership any time after purchase will result in forfeiture of the membership fee. To 
avoid a late cancellation fee or forfeiture of the membership renewal fee, membership 
should be cancelled prior to the end of the then current Subscription Term. Upon 
cancellation, You will lose access to the areas of the Services designated for subscription 
members only. This could include any credit and other data and analyses that have been 
displayed during Your subscription membership. 


4.6. Methods of Payment, Credit Card Terms and Taxes : All payments to Lime are made 
through a third party payment processor(s). We accept any and all methods of payment 
that Our third party payment processor(s) accept. We currently do not accept cash, 
personal or business checks or any other payment form, although in the future We may 
change this policy. Your Card issuer agreement governs Your use of Your designated 
Card, and You must refer to that agreement and not this Agreement to determine Your 
rights and liabilities as a cardholder. You represent and warrant that You will not use any 
Card or other form of payment unless You have all necessary legal authorization to do 
so. YOU, AND NOT LIME, ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYING ANY UNAUTHORIZED 
AMOUNTS BILLED TO YOUR CREDIT CARD BY A THIRD PARTY. You agree to pay all fees 
and charges incurred in connection with Your purchases (including any applicable 
taxes) at the rates in effect when the charges were incurred. Unless You notify Lime of 
any discrepancies within sixty (60) days after they first appear on Your Card statement, 
You agree that they will be deemed accepted by You for all purposes. If Lime does not 
receive payment from Your Card issuer or its agent, You agree to pay all amounts due 
upon demand by Lime or its agents. Sales taxes, or other taxes, customs, import/export 
charges, or similar governmental charges are not included in the price of the products. 
You are responsible for paying any such taxes or charges imposed on Your purchases, 
including, but not limited to, sales, use or value-added taxes. Lime shall automatically 
charge and withhold the applicable tax for orders to be delivered to addresses within 
and any states or localities that it deems is required in accordance with our order policy 
in effect at the time of purchase. 


4.7. Refund Policy : All purchase transactions made through the Services are subject to 
Lime’s return policy in effect at the time of purchase. Currently, Lime’s refund policy is to 
not offer any refunds for any subscriptions purchased through the Services, except in 
Lime’s sole and absolute discretion. 


4.8. Order Acceptance Policy : Your receipt of an electronic or other form of order 
confirmation does not signify our acceptance of Your order, nor does it constitute 
confirmation of our offer to sell. Lime reserves the right at any time after receipt of Your 
order to accept or decline Your order for any reason. Lime further reserves the right any 
time after receipt of Your order, without prior notice to You, to supply less than the 
quantity You ordered of any item. Your order will be deemed accepted by Lime upon 
our delivery of Products and/or Services that You have ordered. We may require 
additional verifications or information before accepting any order. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, You agree that, if We cancel all or a portion of Your order or if We provide You 
less than the quantity You ordered, Your sole and exclusive remedy is either that: (a) We 
will issue a credit to Your Card account in the amount charged for the cancelled portion 
or the quantity not provided (if Your Card has already been charged for the order); or (b) 
We will not charge Your Card for the cancelled portion of the order or the quantity not 
provided. Do not assume that a cancellation or change of an order You have placed with 
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Lime has been effected until You receive a confirmation from Lime via email or the 
Services. As stated above, You will be responsible for, and Your Card or third-party 
payment account may be charged for, the payment of all fees associated with orders 
already processed or shipped before Your cancellation/change request or a request to 
terminate Your account was received. 


4.9. No Responsibility to Sell Mispriced Products or Services : We do our best to describe 
every item, product or service offered on the Services as accurately as possible. However, 
We are human, and therefore We do not warrant that specifications or pricing on the 
Services is complete, accurate, reliable, current, or error-free. In the event of any errors 
relating to the pricing or specifications of any item, product or service, Lime shall have 
the right to refuse or cancel any orders in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion. If We 
charged Your credit card or other account prior to cancellation, We will issue a credit to 
Your account in the amount of the charge. Additional terms may apply. If a product You 
purchased from Lime is not as described, Your sole remedy is to return it in unused 
condition, complete and undamaged, in the original packaging. 


4.10. Modifications to Prices or Billing Terms : The purchase and/or rental of Products 
and/or Services is subject to availability. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES DISPLAYED ON THE 
SERVICES MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES AND MAY BE SUBSTITUTED OR 
DISCONTINUED AT ANY TIME. LIME RESERVES THE RIGHT, AT ANY TIME, TO CHANGE 
ITS PRICES AND BILLING METHODS FOR SERVICES, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY UPON 
POSTING ON THE SERVICES OR BY ELECTRONIC DELIVERY TO YOU. 


4.11. Account Registration And Security : You understand that You will need to create an 
account to have access to the Services. You will: (a) provide true, accurate, current and 
complete information about You as prompted by the Services’ registration or 
subscription page (such information being the “Registration Data”) and (b) maintain and 
promptly update the Registration Data to keep it true, accurate, current and complete. If 
You provide any information that is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, or 
Lime has reasonable grounds to suspect that such information is untrue, inaccurate, not 
current or incomplete, Lime has the right to suspend or terminate Your account and 
refuse any and all current or future use of the Services (or any portion thereof). You are 
entirely responsible for the security and confidentiality of Your password and account. 
Furthermore, You are entirely responsible for any and all activities that occur under Your 
account. You will not share Your account information or Your user name and password 
with any third party or permit any third party to logon to the Services using Your 
account information. You agree to immediately notify us of any unauthorized use of 
Your account or any other breach of security of which You become aware. You are 
responsible for taking precautions and providing security measures best suited for Your 
situation and intended use of the Services. We have the right to provide Your billing, 
account, Content or use records, and related information under certain circumstances 
(such as in response to legal responsibility, lawful process, orders, subpoenas, or 
warrants, or to protect our rights, customers or business, or in some cases, as a result of 
mandatory data sharing with governments). Please note that anyone able to provide 
Your personally identifiable information will be able to access Your account so You 
should take reasonable steps to protect this information. 


5. RELEASES; DISCLAIMERS; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY; ASSUMPTION OF RISK. 


5.1. Releases : “Claims” means, collectively, and without limitation, any and all claims, 
injuries, demands, liabilities, disputes, causes of action (including statutory, contract, 
negligence, or other tort theories), proceedings, obligations, debts, liens, fines, charges, 
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penalties, contracts, promises, costs, expenses (including attorneys’ fees, whether 
incurred pre-litigation, pre-trial, at trial, on appeal, or otherwise), damages of any kind 
whatsoever (including consequential, compensatory, or punitive damages), or losses 
(whether known, unknown, asserted, unasserted, fixed, conditional, or contingent) that 
arise from or relate to (a) any of the Services, including any of the Products, equipment 
or related information, and/or (b) Your use of any of the foregoing. “Released Persons” 
means, collectively Lime and all of its owners, managers, affiliates, employees, agents, 
representatives, successors, and assigns, and (ii) every sponsor of any of the Services and 
all of the sponsor’s owners, officers, directors, affiliates, employees, agents, 
representatives, successors, and assigns. In exchange for being allowed to use any of the 
Services, and other equipment or related information provided by Lime, You (acting for 
You and for all of Your family, heirs, agents, affiliates, representatives, successors, and 
assigns) hereby fully and forever release and discharge all Released Persons for any and 
all Claims that You have or may have against any Released Person. Such releases are 
intended to be general and complete releases of all Claims. The Released Persons may 
plead such releases as a complete and sufficient defense to any Claim, as intended third 
party beneficiaries of such releases. You expressly agree to indemnify, release and hold 
harmless Released Persons from all liability for any such property loss or damage, 
personal injury or loss of life, regardless of the cause, whether based upon breach of 
contract, breach of warranty, active or passive negligence or any other legal theory, in 
consideration for using any of the Services. 


5.2. Waiver of California Civil Code Section 1542 : You expressly agree and acknowledge 
that You may discover facts or law different from, or in addition to, the facts or law that 
You know or believe to be true with respect to the Claims and the Released Persons. 
Nonetheless, You expressly agree and acknowledge that Section 5.1 above shall be and 
remain effective in all respects notwithstanding such different or additional facts or the 
discovery of them. You expressly agree and acknowledge that all rights under California 
Civil Code Section 1542 are expressly waived. California Civil Code Section 1542 provides: 


 


A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES 
NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING 
THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM OR HER MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED 
HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR. 


6. DISCLAIMERS. 


6.1. Disclaimer of Warranties : TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, AND WITH 
RESPECT TO YOUR USE OF ANY OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, OR RELATED 
EQUIPMENT, LIME AND ALL OTHER RELEASED PERSONS DISCLAIM ALL EXPRESS AND 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 


6.2. Services Provided As-Is : ALL OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, AND RELATED 
EQUIPMENT ARE PROVIDED “AS IS”, “AS AVAILABLE” AND “WITH ALL FAULTS” (AND 
YOU RELY ON THEM SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK). 
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Therefore, to the fullest extent permissible by law, the Released Persons hereby disclaim 
and make no representations, warranties, endorsements, or promises, express or 
implied, as to: 


6.2.1. the Services (including the Products, the Content, the equipment rented 
through the Services, and the User Submissions); 


6.2.2. the functions, features, or any other elements on, or made accessible through, 
the Services; 


6.2.3. any instructions offered or referenced at or linked through the Services; 


6.2.4. security associated with the transmission of Your User Submissions transmitted 
to Lime via the Services; 


6.2.5. whether the Services or the servers that make the Services available are free 
from any harmful components (including viruses, Trojan horses, and other 
technologies that could adversely impact Your Device(s)); 


6.2.6. whether the information (including any instructions) on the Services is accurate, 
complete, correct, adequate, useful, timely, or reliable; 


6.2.7. whether any defects to or errors on the Services will be repaired or corrected; 


6.2.8. whether Your access to the Services will be uninterrupted; 


6.2.9. whether the Services will be available at any particular time or location; and 


6.2.10. whether Your use of the Services is lawful in any particular jurisdiction. 


EXCEPT FOR ANY SPECIFIC WARRANTIES PROVIDED HEREIN OR IN ADDITIONAL 
TERMS PROVIDED BY A RELEASED PERSON, RELEASED PERSONS HEREBY FURTHER 
DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR 
MISAPPROPRIATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES, TITLE, 
CUSTOM, TRADE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, SYSTEM INTEGRATION, AND FREEDOM FROM 
COMPUTER VIRUS. 


LIME AND ALL OTHER RELEASED PERSONS DO NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT THAT 
ANY OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, OR RELATED EQUIPMENT WILL BE IN GOOD 
REPAIR OR ERROR-FREE, AND DELAYS, OMISSIONS, INTERRUPTIONS, OR 
INACCURACIES COULD EXIST WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, 
AND/OR RELATED EQUIPMENT. 


Some jurisdictions limit or do not allow the disclaimer of implied or other warranties so 
the above disclaimers may not apply to the extent such jurisdictions’ laws are applicable. 
However, in those jurisdictions, Lime expressly disclaims any and all warranties to the 
fullest extent permitted by applicable law. 


7. LIMITED LIABILITY OF LIME; ASSUMPTION OF RISK BY YOU. 
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7.1. Limited Liability : YOU HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT, EXCEPT AS MAY 
OTHERWISE BE LIMITED BY LAW, LIME AND ALL OTHER RELEASED PERSONS ARE NOT 
RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, INCLUDING THOSE THAT ARISE OUT OF OR 
RELATE TO (A) ANY RISK, DANGER, OR HAZARD DESCRIBED IN THIS AGREEMENT, (B) 
YOUR USE OF, OR INABILITY TO USE, ANY OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, AND/OR 
RELATED EQUIPMENT, (C) YOUR BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR YOUR 
VIOLATION OF ANY LAW, RULE, REGULATION, AND/OR ORDINANCE, INCLUDING 
RIDING ON SIDEWALKS AND/OR PARKING, (D) ANY NEGLIGENCE, MISCONDUCT, 
AND/OR OTHER ACTION AND/OR INACTION BY YOU, (E) YOUR FAILURE TO WEAR A 
SNELL, CPSC, ANSI OR ASTM APPROVED HELMET THAT HAS BEEN PROPERLY SIZED, 
FITTED AND FASTENED ACCORDING TO THE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS WHILE 
USING ANY PRODUCT, AND/OR (F) ANY NEGLIGENCE, MISCONDUCT, AND/OR OTHER 
ACTION OR INACTION OF ANY THIRD PARTY. 


7.2. Waiver of Claims : YOU HEREBY WAIVE ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, INCLUDING THOSE 
BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STATUTORY, AND/OR OTHER 
GROUNDS, EVEN IF LIME OR ANY OF THE OTHER RELEASED PERSONS HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH CLAIMS. 


7.3. Maximum Liability to Lime : THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF LIME AND ALL OTHER 
RELEASED PERSONS FOR ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, INCLUDING THOSE BASED IN 
CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STATUTE, OR OTHER GROUNDS, IS 
LIMITED TO THE SUM OF $100. 


7.4. Assumption of Risk by You : YOU HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT YOUR 
USE OF ANY OF THE SERVICES, PRODUCTS, AND/OR RELATED EQUIPMENT, IS AT YOUR 
SOLE AND INDIVIDUAL RISK, AND THAT LIME IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL 
CONSEQUENCES, CLAIMS, DEMANDS, CAUSES OF ACTION, LOSSES, LIABILITIES, 
DAMAGES, INJURIES, FEES, COSTS AND EXPENSES, PENALTIES, ATTORNEYS’ FEES, 
JUDGMENTS, SUITS AND/OR DISBURSEMENTS OF ANY KIND, OR NATURE 
WHATSOEVER, WHETHER FORESEEABLE OR UNFORESEEABLE, AND WHETHER 
KNOWN OR UNKNOWN. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU 
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH YOUR USE OF THE SERVICES, 
PRODUCTS, AND/OR RELATED EQUIPMENT, AND THAT YOU ASSUME SUCH RISK. 


7.4.1. You are solely and fully responsible for the safe operation of the Products at all 
times. 


7.4.2. You agree that the Products are machines that may malfunction, even if the 
Products are properly maintained, and that such malfunction may cause injury. 


7.4.3. You agree that riding the Products involves many obvious and not-so-obvious 
risks, dangers, and hazards, which may result in injury or death to You or others, as 
well as damage to property, and that such risks, dangers, and hazards cannot always 
be predicted or avoided. 


7.4.4. You agree that such risks, dangers, and hazards are Your sole responsibility, 
including, but not limited to, choosing whether to wear a helmet other protective 
gear. Lime advises You to wear a Snell, CPSC, ANSI or ASTM approved helmet that has 
been properly sized, fitted and fastened according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
at all times while using any of the Products, whether required by law or not. You 
expressly understand and agree that it is solely Your responsibility to determine 
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whether You are required to wear a helmet in the particular jurisdiction in which You 
are using the Products. If You do not wear a Snell, CPSC, ANSI or ASTM approved 
helmet that has been properly sized, fitted and fastened according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions, You do so at Your own risk. 


7.4.5. You agree that if Your use of any of the Services, Products, and/or related 
equipment causes any injury or damage to another person or property, then You will 
be liable for any and all consequences, claims, demands, causes of action, losses, 
liabilities, damages, injuries, fees, costs and expenses, penalties, attorneys’ fees, 
judgments, suits and/or disbursements of any kind, or nature whatsoever, whether 
foreseeable or unforeseeable, and whether known or unknown. 


8. INDEMNIFICATION. 


8.1. Indemnification : You agree to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Released 
Persons from and against any and all consequences, claims, demands, causes of action, 
losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, fees, costs and expenses, penalties, attorneys’ fees, 
judgments, suits settlements, and/or disbursements of any kind, or nature whatsoever, 
whether foreseeable or unforeseeable, and whether known or unknown, that directly or 
indirectly arise from or are related to any claim, suit, action, demand, or proceeding 
made or brought against any Released Person, or on account of the investigation, 
defense, or settlement thereof, arising out of or in connection with, whether occurring 
heretofore or hereafter: (i) Your use or misuse of the Services, Products, and/or related 
equipment, (ii) Your User Submissions; (iii) Your use of the Services and Your activities in 
connection with the Services; (iv) Your breach or alleged breach of this Agreement or 
any Additional Terms; (v) Your violation or alleged violation of any laws, rules, regulations, 
codes, statutes, ordinances, or orders of any governmental or quasi-governmental 
authorities in connection with Your use of the Services (including the Products) or Your 
activities in connection with the Services; (vi) information or material transmitted 
through Your Device(s), even if not submitted by You, that infringes, violates, or 
misappropriates any copyright, trademark, trade secret, trade dress, patent, publicity, 
privacy, or other right of any person or entity; (vii) any misrepresentation made by You; 
and (viii) the Released Persons’ use of the information that You submit to Us (including 
Your User Submissions) (all of the foregoing, “Claims and Losses”). You will cooperate as 
fully required by the Released Persons in the defense of any of the foregoing. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Released Persons retain the exclusive right to settle, 
compromise, and pay any and all Claims and Losses. Released Persons reserve the right 
to assume the exclusive defense and control of any Claims and Losses. You will not settle 
any Claims and Losses without, in each instance, the prior written consent of an officer 
of a Released Persons. 


9. TERM AND TERMINATION. 


9.1. Term : The term of this Agreement begins when You first use the Services, and the 
term ends 10 years after You last use the Services; provided, however, that Your personal 
financial responsibility under this Agreement expires one year after You last use the 
Services. 


9.2. Termination by Lime : At any time and from time to time, and without Your consent, 
Lime may unilaterally terminate Your right to use the Services, in Lime’s sole and 
absolute discretion and without any notice or cause. You may terminate Your use of the 
Services at any time; provided, however, that (i) no refund will be provided by Lime, (ii) 
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the term of this Agreement continues in accordance with this Agreement, and (iii) You 
may still be charged any applicable fees in accordance with this Agreement. 


9.2.1. This Agreement remains in full force and effect, in accordance with its terms and 
conditions, after any termination of Your right to use any of the Services, regardless of 
how the Agreement is terminated. 


10. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION; PRIVACY POLICIES. 


10.1. Information Kept According to Privacy Policy : All personally identifiable information 
that is held by Lime and pertains to You, including all names, addresses, phone 
numbers, email addresses, Card numbers, and/or pass numbers, will be kept by Lime in 
accordance with its  Privacy Policy; provided, however, that (i) if there is any situation 
where You are unable to communicate personal information to the appropriate 
authorities, then Lime may, in Our sole and absolute discretion, provide Your name, 
address, phone number, and other information to such authorities, (ii) if Lime receives a 
subpoena from any court or other authority, then Lime will provide all requested 
information in accordance with applicable law, and (iii) Lime may disclose aggregate 
and other data about You in accordance with applicable law, including, without 
limitation, general latitude and longitude data for Your addresses (provided this would 
not allow any individual’s address to be separately identified). In addition, Lime may 
disclose individual data to a third party upon Your express permission and consent (e.g. 
enrollment in a study). 


10.2. Reservation of Rights : We reserve the right, without any limitation, to: (i) investigate 
any suspected breaches of the Services’ security or information technology or other 
systems or networks; (ii) investigate any suspected breaches of this Agreement and any 
Additional Terms; (iii) investigate any information obtained by us in connection with 
reviewing law enforcement databases or complying with criminal laws; (iv) involve and 
cooperate with law enforcement authorities in investigating any of the foregoing 
matters; (v) prosecute violators of this Agreement and any Additional Terms; and (vi) 
discontinue the Services, in whole or in part, or, except as may be expressly set forth in 
any Additional Terms, suspend or terminate Your access to it, in whole or in part, 
including any user accounts or registrations, at any time, without notice, for any reason 
and without any obligation to You or any third party. Any suspension or termination will 
not affect Your obligations to us under this Agreement or any Additional Terms. Upon 
suspension or termination of Your access to the Services, or upon notice from us, all 
rights granted to You under this Agreement or any Additional Terms will cease 
immediately, and You agree that You will immediately discontinue use of the Services. 
The provisions of this Agreement and any Additional Terms, which by their nature 
should survive Your suspension or termination will survive, including the rights and 
licenses You grant to us in this Agreement, as well as the indemnities, releases, 
disclaimers, and limitations on liability and the provisions regarding jurisdiction, choice 
of law, no class action, and mandatory arbitration. 


11. TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND AGREEMENT TO BE CONTACTED. 


11.1. You acknowledge that telephone calls to or from Lime may be monitored and 
recorded and You agree to such monitoring and recording. 


11.2. You verify that any contact information provided to Lime, including but not limited 
to, Your name, email address, and Your mobile telephone number is true and accurate. 
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You verify that You are the current subscriber or owner of any telephone number that 
You provide to us. Should any of Your contact information change, including Your 
telephone number, You agree to notify us immediately by calling Customer Service at 
(888) LIME-345, emailing support@limebike.com, texting (888)-546-3345 (or by texting 
STOP to a text message from Lime prior to changing Your number). You agree to 
indemnify, defend, and hold Lime harmless from and against any and all claims, losses, 
liability, costs, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) arising from failure to 
update Your contact information (including Your telephone number), Your voluntary 
provision of a telephone number that is not Your own, and/or from Your violation of any 
federal, state, or local law, regulation, or ordinance, including but not limited to the 
Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”). 


11.3. By voluntarily providing Your telephone number(s) to Lime, You expressly agree to 
receive prerecorded voice messages and/or autodialed calls or text messages related to 
special offers, Your account, any transaction with us, and/or Your relationship with Lime. 
These telephone calls and text messages may include, but are not necessarily limited to, 
for example, changes to Your account, verification codes, information in connection with 
a bike or scooter rental, equipment updates, promotions, and updated payment 
information. Consent to receive automated marketing calls/texts is not a condition of 
any rental or purchase. You may receive marketing calls or text messages even if Your 
telephone number is registered on any state or federal Do Not Call list. You 
acknowledge that You may incur a charge for calls or text messages by Your telephone 
carrier and that Lime is not responsible for these charges. 


11.4. You agree that Lime may obtain, and You expressly agree to be contacted at, email 
addresses, mailing addresses, and phone numbers provided by You directly or obtained 
through other means. You agree to receive automated calls and text messages even if 
You cancel Your account or terminate Your relationship with us, except if You opt-out. 
You may opt-out of text messages by replying STOP to any text message. You consent 
to receive an additional text message confirming Your opt-out request. For help, text 
HELP. To opt-out of automated telephone calls (but not text messages), call (888) 
LIME-345 or email support@limebike.com. Please allow up to thirty (30) days to process 
any opt-out request. It is Your sole obligation to notify Lime that You do not want to 
receive calls or text messages by following the instructions in this Section. You waive any 
rights to bring claims for unauthorized, unsolicited, or undesired calls or text messages 
by failing to opt-out immediately and in accordance with these opt-out instructions. 
Please note that if You opt out of automated calls/texts, we reserve the right to make 
non-automated calls/texts to You. Your obligations under this Section shall survive 
termination of these Terms. 


12. ADDITIONAL TERMS OF USE. 


12.1. Safety Check : Before each use of any Product, You shall conduct a basic safety 
inspection of the Product, which includes inspecting the following: (i) trueness of the 
wheels; (ii) safe operation of all brakes and lights; (iii) proper attachment of the seat, 
pedals, and basket; (iv) good condition of the frame; (v) sufficient of battery charge 
power; and (vi) any sign of damage, unusual or excessive wear, or other mechanical 
problem or maintenance need. You agree not to ride the Product if there are any 
noticeable issues, and to immediately notify customer service to alert Lime of any 
problems. 


12.1.1. If at any time, whether prior to, during, or after riding any Product, You discover 
any defect or notice any other potentially unsafe condition on any Product, no matter 
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how slight, You must not use the Product, or, if You are already riding the Product, 
You must immediately cease riding when it is safe to do so. 


12.1.2. You agree to immediately report the defect or condition to Lime. 


12.1.3. If You do not strictly comply with the aforementioned requirements, You shall 
be totally and completely liable for any and all consequences, claims, demands, 
causes of action, losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, fees, costs and expenses, 
penalties, attorneys’ fees, judgments, suits settlements, and/or disbursements of any 
kind, or nature whatsoever, whether foreseeable or unforeseeable, and whether 
known or unknown, and You shall indemnify and hold harmless Lime for the same. 


12.2. Lost or Stolen Products : If a Product is not returned within 48 consecutive hours, 
then the Product may be deemed lost or stolen, in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion, 
and a police report may be filed against You with local authorities. The data generated 
by the Services’ computer is conclusive evidence of the period of use of the Products by 
You. You must report any disappearance or theft of any Product to Lime immediately or 
as soon as possible. 


12.3. Helmets; Safety : Lime advises You to wear a helmet at all times while using any of 
the Services, Products, and/or related equipment, whether required by law or not. 


12.3.1. Lime recommends that You wear a Snell, CPSC, ANSI or ASTM approved helmet 
that has been properly sized, fitted and fastened according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 


12.3.2. If wearing a helmet is required by the laws, rules, regulations and/or ordinances 
applicable to the area in which the Product is operated, You agree to comply with 
such laws and regulations at all times. 


12.3.3. You agree that neither Lime nor the Released Persons are liable for any injury or 
death suffered by You while using the Services, whether or not You are wearing a 
helmet at the time of injury. 


12.3.4. You expressly acknowledge and agree that You may need to take additional 
safety measures or precautions not specifically addressed in this Agreement, and You 
expressly acknowledge and agree that determining whether You must do so is Your 
sole responsibility - not Lime’s responsibility. 


12.4. Routes : You agree that Lime does not provide or maintain places to ride the 
Products, and that Lime does not guarantee that there will always be a safe place to ride 
any particular Product. Roads, bicycle lanes, and routes may become dangerous due to 
weather, traffic, and/or other hazards outside of Lime’s control. Lime shall not be liable 
for any of the foregoing, without limitation. You are solely responsible for choosing a 
responsible and safe route. You must obey all laws at all times in choosing a route, and it 
is Your sole responsibility to be familiar with the applicable laws, rules, regulations, 
and/or ordinances of the jurisdiction in which You are using Lime’s Services and/or 
Products. 


12.5. Limitations on Rental . You agree that Lime is not a common carrier. Alternative 
means of public and private transportation are available to the general public and to 
You individually. Lime provides the Services and Products only as a convenience, and 
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such rental availability is intended to be used only by those persons who are able and 
qualified to operate the Products on their own and who have agreed to all terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. 


12.6. Limitation on Availability of Services : Lime makes every effort to provide the 
Services 365 days per year, but We do not guarantee that the Services will be available at 
all times, as force majeure events or other circumstances might prevent Lime from 
providing the Services. Access to the Services is also conditioned on the availability of 
Products. Lime does not represent or warrant the availability of any Services or the 
availability of any Products at any time. You agree that Lime may require You to return a 
Product at any time 


12.7. License to Image and Likeness : For good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, You do hereby knowingly, voluntarily, 
and irrevocably: (1) give Your full and unconditional consent to Lime and its affiliates, 
successors, and assigns to use at any time and from time to time, without any 
restriction, Your appearance and voice in photographs, videos, and other recordings 
related to Your use of the Services, on all websites and for all press, promotional, 
advertising, publicity, and other commercial purposes, including all formats and media, 
whether now known or hereafter devised, throughout the world and in perpetuity; (2) 
grant to Lime and its affiliates, successors, and assigns (a) the right to photograph, 
videotape, and otherwise record Your appearance and voice related to Your use of the 
Services, at any time and from time to time, (b) all rights, copyrights, title, and interests 
in the results of such photographs, videos, and other recordings, as a work for hire for 
copyright purposes, and (c) the right to use, reproduce, exhibit, distribute, transmit, alter, 
and exploit, at any time and from time to time and as Lime may decide in its sole and 
absolute discretion, such photographs, videos, and other recordings, or any component 
thereof, and all related merchandising, promotions, advertising, and publicity; and (3) 
waive, release, and discharge Lime and all Released Persons from all Claims that You 
have or may have for any libel, defamation, invasion of privacy, right of publicity, 
infringement of copyright, or violation of any right granted by You in this paragraph. 


12.8. Access License : Subject to Your strict compliance with this Agreement and the 
Additional Terms, Lime grants You a limited, revocable, non-exclusive, non-assignable, 
non-transferable license to download (temporary storage only), display, view, use, play, 
and/or print one copy of the Content (excluding source and object code in raw form or 
otherwise, other than as made available to access and use to enable display and 
functionality) on a personal computer, mobile phone or other wireless Device, or other 
Internet enabled Device (each, a “Device”) for Your personal, non-commercial use only. 
This license does not include any resale or commercial use of the Services or its 
contents; any collection and use of any product listings, descriptions, or prices; any 
derivative use of the Services or their contents; any downloading or copying of account 
information for the benefit of another merchant; or any use of data mining, robots, or 
similar data gathering and extraction tools. Except as expressly permitted herein, the 
Services and/or any portion of the Services may not be reproduced, sold, resold, visited 
or otherwise exploited for any purpose without Lime’s express written consent. Any 
unauthorized use automatically terminates the permissions and/or licenses granted by 
Us to You. The foregoing limited license: (i) does not give You any ownership of, or any 
other intellectual property interest in, any Content, and (ii) may be immediately 
suspended or terminated for any reason, in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion, and 
without advance notice or liability. 
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12.9. Copyright and Ownership : All of the content featured or displayed on the Services, 
including, without limitation, text, graphics, photographs, images, moving images, 
sound, and illustrations (“Content”), is owned by Lime, its licensors, vendors, agents 
and/or its Content providers. All elements of the Services, including, without limitation, 
the general design and the Content, are protected by trade dress, copyright, moral 
rights, trademark and other laws relating to intellectual property rights. The Services 
may only be used for the intended purpose for which such Services is being made 
available. Except as permitted by copyright law, You may not modify any of the 
materials and You may not copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, 
publish, license, create derivative works from, transfer or sell any information or work 
contained on the Services. Except as authorized under the copyright laws, You are 
responsible for obtaining permission before reusing any copyrighted material that is 
available on the Services. You shall comply with all applicable domestic and 
international laws, statutes, ordinances and regulations regarding Your use of the 
Services. The Services, its Content and all related rights shall remain the exclusive 
property of Lime or its licensors, vendors, agents, and/or its Content providers unless 
otherwise expressly agreed. You will not remove any copyright, trademark or other 
proprietary notices from material found on the Services. 


12.10. Trademarks/No Endorsement : All trademarks, service marks and trade names of 
Lime used herein (including but not limited to: LimeBike name, LimeBike corporate 
logo, Lime name, Lime corporate logo, the Services name, the Services design, and/or 
any logos) (collectively “Marks”) are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lime or its 
affiliates, partners, vendors or licensors. You may not use, copy, reproduce, republish, 
upload, post, transmit, distribute, or modify Lime trademarks in any way, including in 
advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of materials on the Services, without 
Lime’s prior written consent. You shall not use Lime’s name or any language, pictures or 
symbols which could, in Lime’s judgment, imply Lime’s endorsement in any (i) written or 
oral advertising or presentation, or (ii) brochure, newsletter, book, or other written 
material of whatever nature, without prior written consent. 


12.11. Solicited Submission Policy : Where Lime has specifically invited or requested 
submissions or comments, Lime encourages You to submit content (e.g., comments to 
blog posts, participation in communities, tips, etc.) to Lime that they have created for 
consideration in connection with the Site (“User Submissions”). User Submissions 
remains the intellectual property of the individual user. By posting content on our Site, 
You expressly grant Lime a non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, fully 
paid-up, worldwide, fully sub-licensable right and license to use, reproduce, modify, 
adapt, publish, translate, create derivative works from, distribute, transmit, perform and 
display such content and Your name, voice, and/or likeness as contained in Your User 
Submission, in whole or in part, and in any form throughout the world in any media or 
technology, whether now known or hereafter discovered, including all promotion, 
advertising, marketing, merchandising, publicity and any other ancillary uses thereof, 
and including the unfettered right to sublicense such rights, in perpetuity throughout 
the universe. Any such User Submissions are deemed non-confidential and Lime shall 
be under no obligation to maintain the confidentiality of any information, in whatever 
form, contained in any User Submission. 


12.12. Inappropriate User Submissions : Lime does not encourage, and does not seek, 
User Submissions that result from any activity that: (i) may create a risk of harm, loss, 
physical or mental injury, emotional distress, death, disability, disfigurement, or physical 
or mental illness to You, to any other person, or to any animal; (ii) may create a risk of any 
other loss or damage to any person or property; or (iii) may constitute a crime or tort. 
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You agree that You have not and will not engage in any of the foregoing activities in 
connection with producing Your User Submission. Without limiting the foregoing, You 
agree that in conjunction with Your submission, You will not inflict emotional distress on 
other people, will not humiliate other people (publicly or otherwise), will not assault or 
threaten other people, will not enter onto private property without permission, will not 
impersonate any other person or misrepresent Your affiliation, title, or authority, and will 
not otherwise engage in any activity that may result in injury, death, property damage, 
and/or liability of any kind. Lime will reject any User Submissions in which Lime believes, 
in its sole and absolute discretion, that any such activities have occurred. If notified by 
You of a submission that allegedly violates any provision of this Agreement, Lime 
reserves the right to determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, if such a violation has 
occurred, and to remove any such submission from the Services at any time and without 
notice. 


12.13. Inappropriate Material : You are prohibited from using the Services to post or send 
any unlawful, infringing, threatening, defamatory, libelous, obscene, pornographic or 
profane material or any material that infringes or misappropriates third party 
intellectual property or could constitute or encourage conduct that would be 
considered a criminal offense or otherwise violate any law. You further agree that 
sending or posting unsolicited advertisements or “spam” on or through the Services is 
expressly prohibited by this Agreement. In addition to any remedies that We may have 
at law or in equity, if We determine, in Our sole and absolute discretion, that You have 
violated or are likely to violate the foregoing prohibitions or any applicable rules or 
policies linked to in these Agreement, We may take any action We deem necessary to 
cure or prevent the violation, including, without limitation, banning You from using the 
Services and/or the immediate removal of the related materials from the Services at any 
time without notice. We will fully cooperate with any law enforcement authorities or 
court order or subpoena requesting or directing us to disclose the identity of anyone 
posting such materials. 


12.14. Access and Interference : You agree that You will not use any robot, spider, scraper 
or other automated means to access the Services for any purpose without our express 
written permission. Additionally, You agree that You will not: (i) take any action that 
imposes, or may impose, in Our sole and absolute discretion an unreasonable or 
disproportionately large load on our infrastructure; (ii) interfere or attempt to interfere 
with the proper working of the site or any activities conducted on the Services; or (iii) 
bypass any measures We may use to prevent or restrict access to the Services. 


12.15. Right to Takedown Content : Except as disclosed in our Privacy Policy, We will not 
monitor, edit, or disclose the contents of Your e-mail or Content posted to the Services 
unless required in the course of normal maintenance of the Services and its systems or 
unless required to do so by law or in the good-faith belief that such action is necessary 
to: (1) comply with the law or comply with legal process served on Lime or the Services; 
(2) protect and defend the rights or property of Lime, the Services, or the users of the 
Services; or (3) act in an emergency to protect the personal safety of our users, the 
Services, or the public. Users shall remain solely responsible for the content of their 
messages and Lime shall have no obligation to prescreen any such content. However, 
We shall have the right in Our sole and absolute discretion to edit, refuse to post or 
remove any material submitted to or posted on the Services at any time without notice. 
Without limiting the foregoing, We shall have the right to remove any material that We 
find to be in violation of the provisions hereof or otherwise objectionable, and the 
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additional right to deny any user who fails to conform to any provision of these 
Agreement access to the Services or any part thereof. 


12.16. User Published Content : User published Content and User Submissions do not 
represent the views of Lime or any individual associated with Lime, and We do not 
control this Content. In no event shall You represent or suggest, directly or indirectly, 
Lime’s endorsement of user published Content. Lime does not vouch for the accuracy or 
credibility of any user published Content on our Services or User Submissions published 
through our Services, and do not take any responsibility or assume any liability for any 
actions You may take as a result of reviewing any such user published Content or User 
Submission. Through Your use of the Services and Services, You may be exposed to 
Content that You may find offensive, objectionable, harmful, inaccurate or deceptive. 
There may also be risks of dealing with underage persons, people acting under false 
pretense, international trade issues and foreign nationals. By using our Services, You 
assume all associated risks. 


12.17. Third Party Links : From time to time, the Services may contain links to websites 
that are not owned, operated or controlled by Lime or its affiliates. All such links are 
provided solely as a convenience to You. If You use these links, You will leave the 
Services. Neither We nor any of our respective affiliates are responsible for any content, 
materials or other information located on or accessible from any other website. Neither 
We nor any of our respective affiliates endorse, guarantee, or make any representations 
or warranties regarding any other websites, or any content, materials or other 
information located or accessible from any other websites, or the results that You may 
obtain from using any other websites. If You decide to access any other websites linked 
to or from the Services, You do so entirely at Your own risk. 


12.18. Transactional Partners : In some cases, We partner with another company to 
co-promote their services within our Services. In these cases, You are transacting directly 
with the other party. On those pages or locations, the transactional partners’ brand is 
clearly visible and their Agreement are posted. When using these partner pages, You are 
bound by the partner Agreement in addition to remaining bound by this Agreement. 
When there is a conflict between this Agreement and the partner’s agreement, Our 
Agreement will prevail. 


12.19. Termination : You or We may suspend or terminate Your right to use of the 
Services at any time, for any reason or for no reason. We may also block Your access to 
our Services in the event that (a) You breach these Agreement; (b) We are unable to 
verify or authenticate any information You provide to us; or (c) We believe that Your 
actions may cause financial loss or legal liability for You, our users or us. 


12.20. Representations and Warranties : You represent that You are over the age of 18, 
have the right and authority to enter into this Agreement, are fully able and competent 
to satisfy the terms, conditions, and obligations herein, and Your use of the Services is 
and will be in compliance with all applicable laws. You represent that You have read, 
understood, agree with, and will abide by the terms of this Agreement. In addition, You 
represent and warrant that Your User Submissions and all elements thereof are (a) 
owned or controlled solely and exclusively by You, You have prior written permission 
from the rightful owner of the content included in Your User Submissions, or You are 
otherwise legally entitled to grant Lime all of the rights granted herein; and (b) Lime’s 
use of Your User Submissions as described or contemplated herein do not and will not 
infringe on the copyrights, trademark rights, publicity rights or other rights of any 
person or entity, violate any law, regulation or right of any kind whatsoever, or otherwise 
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give rise to any actionable claim or liability, including, without limitation, rights of 
publicity and privacy, and defamation. Furthermore, You shall be solely responsible for 
Your own User Submissions and the consequences of posting or publishing them. 


12.21. Wireless Features : The Services may offer certain features and services that are 
available to You via Your wireless Device. These features and services may include the 
ability to access the Services’ features and upload content to the Services, receive 
messages (including text and SMS messages) from the Services, and download 
applications to Your wireless Device (collectively, “Wireless Features”). Standard 
messaging, data, and other fees may be charged by Your carrier to participate in 
Wireless Features. Fees and charges may appear on Your wireless bill or be deducted 
from Your pre-paid balance. Your carrier may prohibit or restrict certain Wireless 
Features and certain Wireless Features may be incompatible with Your carrier or 
wireless Device. You should check with Your carrier to find out what plans are available 
and how much they cost. Contact Your carrier with questions regarding these issues. 
You confirm that You are the current subscriber and/or customary user of the mobile 
number registered with the Services and authorized to incur any message or data 
charges that may be charged by Your carrier. You are strictly prohibited from registering 
a mobile number that is not Your own. If We discover that any information provided is 
false or inaccurate, We may hold, suspend or terminate Your access to the Services at 
any time. Your participation in the Services are completely voluntary. 


12.21.1. You agree that as to the Wireless Features for which You are registered, We 
may send communications to Your wireless Device regarding us or other parties. 
Further, We may collect information related to Your use of the Wireless Features. If 
You have registered via the Services for Wireless Features, then You agree to notify us 
of any changes to Your wireless contact information (including phone number) and 
update Your accounts on the Services to reflect the changes. 


12.21.2. You must notify Lime immediately of any breach of security or unauthorized 
use of Your mobile phone. Although Lime will not be liable for Your losses caused by 
any unauthorized use of Your mobile Device, You may be liable for the losses of Lime 
or others due to such unauthorized use. 


12.22. Force Majeure : Neither Lime nor You shall be responsible for damages or for 
delays or failures in performance resulting from acts or occurrences beyond their 
reasonable control, including, without limitation: fire, lightning, explosion, power surge 
or failure, water, acts of God, war, revolution, civil commotion or acts of civil or military 
authorities or public enemies: any law, order, regulation, ordinance, or requirement of 
any government or legal body or any representative of any such government or legal 
body; or labor unrest, including, without limitation, strikes, slowdowns, picketing, or 
boycotts; inability to secure raw materials, transportation facilities, fuel or energy 
shortages, or acts or omissions of common carriers. 


12.23. General : This Agreement and any Additional Terms will be governed by and 
construed in accordance with, and any Dispute and Excluded Dispute will be resolved in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of California, without regard to its conflicts of law 
provisions. A printed version of this Agreement will be admissible in judicial and 
administrative proceedings based upon or relating to this Agreement to the same 
extent and subject to the same conditions as other business documents and records 
originally generated and maintained in printed form. When You communicate with us 
electronically, such as via e-mail and text message, You consent to receive 
communications from us electronically. Please note that We are not obligated to 
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respond to inquiries that We receive. You agree that all agreements, notices, disclosures, 
and other communications that We provide to You electronically satisfy any legal 
requirement that such communications be in writing. These Agreement set forth the 
entire understanding and agreement between us with respect to the subject matter 
hereof. We do not guarantee continuous, uninterrupted or secure access to our Services, 
and operation of the Services may be interfered with by numerous factors outside of our 
control. If any provision of these Agreement is held to be invalid or unenforceable, such 
provision shall be struck and the remaining provisions shall be enforced. You agree that 
this Agreement and all incorporated agreements may be automatically assigned by 
Lime in Our sole and absolute discretion. Headings are for reference purposes only and 
in no way define, limit, construe or describe the scope or extent of such section. Our 
failure to act with respect to a breach by You or others does not waive our right to act 
with respect to subsequent or similar breaches. All sections which by their context 
ought to survive this Agreement shall survive any termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. To the extent permitted by applicable law, You agree to waive, and You 
hereby waive, any applicable statutory and common law that may permit a contract to 
be construed against its drafter. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement or any 
Additional Terms, (i) no failure or delay by You or us in exercising any of rights, powers, or 
remedies under will operate as a waiver of that or any other right, power, or remedy, and 
(ii) no waiver or modification of any term of this Agreement or any Additional Terms will 
be effective unless in writing and signed by the party against whom the waiver or 
modification is sought to be enforced. You are responsible for obtaining and 
maintaining all Devices and other equipment and software, and all internet service 
provider, mobile service, and other services needed for Your access to and use of the 
Services and You will be responsible for all charges related to them. Lime controls and 
operates the Services from its U.S.-based offices in the U.S.A., and Lime makes no 
representation that the Services is appropriate or available for use beyond the U.S.A. If 
You use the Services from other locations, You are doing so on Your own initiative and 
are responsible for compliance with applicable local laws regarding Your online conduct 
and acceptable content, if and to the extent local laws apply. The Services may describe 
products and services that are available only in the U.S.A. (or only parts of it) and are not 
available worldwide. We reserve the right to limit the availability of the Services and/or 
the provision of any content, program, product, service, or other feature described or 
available on the Services to any person, entity, geographic area, or jurisdiction, at any 
time and in Our sole and absolute discretion, and to limit the quantities of any content, 
program, product, service, or other feature that We provide. You and We disclaim any 
application to this Agreement of the Convention on Contracts for the International Sale 
of Goods. 


12.24. Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) Notice : In operating the Services, We 
may act as a “services provider” (as defined by DMCA) and offer services as online 
provider of materials and links to third party websites. As a result, third party materials 
that We do not own or control may be transmitted, stored, accessed or otherwise made 
available using the Services. Lime has in place certain legally mandated procedures 
regarding allegations of copyright infringement occurring on the Services. Lime has 
adopted a policy that provides for the immediate removal of any content or the 
suspension of any user that is found to have infringed on the rights of Lime or of a third 
party, or that has otherwise violated any intellectual property laws or regulations, or any 
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If You believe any material available via 
the Services infringe a copyright, You should notify us using the notice procedure for 
claimed infringement under the DMCA (17 U.S.C. Sect. 512(c)(2)). We will respond 
expeditiously to remove or disable access to the material claimed to be infringing and 
will follow the procedures specified in the DMCA to resolve the claim between the 
notifying party and the alleged infringer who provided the Content. Our designated 
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agent (i.e., proper party for notice) to whom You should address infringement notices 
under the DMCA is copyrightagent@LimeBike.com and cc contact@limebike.com. 


12.24.1. Please provide the following notice: 


12.24.1.1. Identify the copyrighted work or other intellectual property that You claim 
has been infringed; 


12.24.1.2. Identify the material on the Services that You claim is infringing, with 
enough detail so that We may locate it on the Services; 


12.24.1.3. A statement by You that You have a good faith belief that the disputed 
use is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; 


12.24.1.4. A statement by You declaring under penalty of perjury that (a) the above 
information in Your notice is accurate, and (b) that You are the owner of the 
copyright interest involved or that You are authorized to act on behalf of that 
owner; 


12.24.1.5. Your address, telephone number, and email address; and 


12.24.1.6. Your physical or electronic signature. 


12.24.2. We may give notice to our users of any infringement notice by means of a 
general notice on any of our Services, electronic mail to a user’s e-mail address in our 
records, or by written communication sent by first-class mail to a user’s physical 
address in our records. If You receive such an infringement notice, You may provide 
counter-notification in writing to the designated agent that includes the information 
below. To be effective, the counter-notification must be a written communication 
that includes the following: 


12.24.2.1. Your physical or electronic signature; 


12.24.2.2. Identification of the material that has been removed or to which access 
has been disabled, and the location at which the material appeared before it was 
removed or access to it was disabled; 


12.24.2.3. A statement from You under the penalty of perjury, that You have a good 
faith belief that the material was removed or disabled as a result of a mistake or 
misidentification of the material to be removed or disabled; and 


12.24.2.4. Your name, physical address and telephone number, and a statement 
that You consent to the jurisdiction of a Federal District Court for the judicial 
district in which Your physical address is located, or if Your physical address is 
outside of the United States, for any judicial district in which We may be found, 
and that You will accept service of process from the person who provided 
notification of allegedly infringing material or an agent of such person. 
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12.25. Updates to Terms : AS OUR SERVICES EVOLVE, THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
UNDER WHICH WE OFFER SERVICES MAY BE MODIFIED. AS SUCH, YOU EXPRESSLY 
AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING: 


12.25.1. We may cease offering the Services under the terms or Additional Terms for 
which they were previously offered. 


12.25.2. Each time You use the Services You are entering into a new agreement with 
us on the then applicable terms and conditions. 


12.25.3. You agree that we may notify You of any updated terms by posting a link to 
the then current version of this Agreement on the App, the Services, and/or in any 
other reasonable manner of notice which we elect. 


12.25.4. Your use of the Services after such notice constitutes Your going forward 
agreement to the revised agreement. 


12.25.5. You will review the posted user agreement/terms of service and any 
applicable Additional Terms each time You use the Services. 


12.25.6. You agree that the revised Agreement will be effective as to new use and 
transactions as of the time that We post them, or such later date as may be specified 
in them or in any other notice to You. 


12.25.7. This Agreement (and any applicable Additional Terms) that applied when You 
previously used the Services will continue to apply to such prior use (i.e., changes and 
additions are prospective only) unless mutually agreed. 


12.25.8. In the event any notice to You of new, revised or Additional Terms is 
determined to be insufficient, the prior agreement between You and Us shall 
continue until sufficient notice to establish a new agreement occurs. 


12.25.9. You should frequently check the App, the home page, and the e-mail You 
associated with Your account for notices, all of which You agree are reasonable 
manners of providing You notice. 


12.25.10. You can reject any new, revised or Additional Terms by discontinuing use of 
the Services and related services. 


12.26. Additional Assistance . If You do not understand any of the foregoing Agreement 
or if You have any questions or comments, We invite You to contact Us 
atcontact@limebike.com and cc  dwei@limebike.com. By signing-up for the Services, 
You agree that: (i) We may give You notices of important matters by prominently 
posting notice on the home page of the Services or in another reasonable manner We 
determine in Our sole and absolute discretion; and (ii) We may contact You and send 
You communications by postal mail and e-mail at the addresses provided in Your 
account. These communications may include marketing communications about the 
Services as well as other promotional offers unrelated to the Services and You consent to 
receive these communications from us even if You previously indicated to us that You 
no longer wanted to receive communications from us. Your sign-up to the Services will 
serve as Your express agreement to receive these marketing and similar 
communications from us. You may prospectively modify certain types of email 
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communications that You receive from us relating to the Services by following the 
instructions contained within such emails. Such changes will only impact our email 
communications to the extent described in the modification process. You agree to 
promptly notify us if You change Your e-mail or mailing address by updating Your 
account. 


12.27. Copyright Notice : All design, graphics, text selections, arrangements, and all 
software are Copyright © 2018, Neutron Holdings, Inc. and its related companies or its 
licensors. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 


12.28. Terms Applicable For Apple iOS : If You are accessing or using our Services through 
a Device manufactured and/or sold by Apple, Inc. (“Apple”, with such a Device herein 
referenced as an “Apple Device”): 


12.28.1. To the extent that You are accessing the App through an Apple Device, You 
acknowledge that this Agreement entered into between You and Lime and, that 
Apple is not a party to this Agreement other than as third-party beneficiary as 
contemplated below. 


12.28.2. Any license(s) granted to You in this Agreement is subject to the permitted 
Usage Rules set forth in the Apple App Store Terms and Conditions 
(see:http://www.apple.com/legal/itunes/us/terms.html ) and any third party terms of 
agreement applicable to the App. 


12.28.3. You acknowledge that Lime, and not Apple, is responsible for providing the 
App and Content thereof. 


12.28.4. You acknowledge that Apple has no obligation whatsoever to furnish any 
maintenance or any support services to You with respect to the App. 


12.28.5. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Apple will have no other 
warranty obligation whatsoever with respect to the App. 


12.28.6. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, and subject to the terms in 
this Agreement, You acknowledge that, solely as between Apple and Lime, Lime and 
not Apple is responsible for addressing any claims You may have relating to the App, 
or Your possession and/or use thereof, including, but not limited, to: (i) product 
liability claims, (ii) any claim that the App fails to conform to any applicable legal or 
regulatory requirement; and (iii) claims arising under consumer protection or similar 
legislation. 


12.28.7. Further, You agree that if the App, or Your possession and use of the App, 
infringes on a third party’s intellectual property rights, You will not hold Apple 
responsible for the investigation, defense, settlement and discharge of any such 
intellectual property infringement claims. 


12.28.8. You acknowledge and agree that Apple, and Apple’s subsidiaries, are 
third-party beneficiaries of this Agreement, and that, upon Your acceptance of the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement, Apple will have the right (and will be 
deemed to have accepted the right) to enforce this Agreement against You as a 
third-party beneficiary thereof. 
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12.28.9. When using the App, You agree to comply with any and all third-party terms 
that are applicable to any platform, website, technology or service that interacts with 
the App. 


12.28.10. You represent and warrant that: (i) You are not located in a country that is 
subject to a U.S. Government embargo or that has been designated by the U.S. 
Government as a “terrorist supporting” country; and (ii) You are not listed on any U.S. 
Government list of prohibited or restricted parties. 


12.29. Google Maps : The map data that We provide to You in our App is based on the 
current map information available to us which may be provided by a third party such as 
through the incorporation of the Google Maps API, and may be inaccurate or 
incomplete. If You utilize map functionality We make available through our App, You 
acknowledge and agree to be bound by Google, Inc.’s Google Maps/Google Earth 
Additional Terms of Service, available at https://maps.google.com/help/terms_maps.html 
. 


12.30. California Consumer Rights : Residents of California are entitled to the following 
specific consumer rights information: You may contact the Complaint Assistance Unit of 
the Division of Consumer Services of the Department of Consumer Affairs by mail at: 
400 R St., Suite 1080, Sacramento, California, 95814, or by telephone at (916) 445-1254. 
Their website is located at:  http://www.dca.ca.gov. 


ACCEPTANCE OF AGREEMENT 


I certify that I am at least 18 years old, and that I have read and expressly agree to the terms and 
conditions set forth in this Agreement, including specifically, the arbitration and class action 
waiver provisions. 


OR 


I certify that I am the parent and/or legal guardian of the minor User, who is at least 16 years old, 
and that I am at least 18 years old. I have read, and I expressly agree to, the terms and conditions 
set forth in this Agreement, including specifically, the arbitration and class action waiver 
provisions. I authorize use of the Services by the minor User through my account. I will supervise 
and ensure that the minor User complies with all of the terms set forth in this Agreement and I 
expressly agree to indemnify and hold Lime harmless against any and all misuse, consequences, 
claims, demands, causes of action, losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, fees, costs and expenses, 
penalties, attorneys’ fees, judgments, suits and/or disbursements of any kind, or nature 
whatsoever, whether foreseeable or unforeseeable, and whether known or unknown, as a result 
of the minor’s use of the Bike and/or any of the Services. I further expressly guarantee the minor’s 
acceptance of the terms of this Agreement, and I will be responsible for any breach of the above 
representations, warranties and/or this Agreement, and/or any attempt of the minor to disaffirm 
this Agreement. 
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ABOUT LIME: 
Lime is the first and only shared smart mobility solution provider that has a multimodal fleet, 
which includes Lime-Classic (1, 3 and 8 speed); Lime-E (electric-assist bike), and Lime-S 
(electric scooters).  
 
Lime can be found in major cities like: Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, San Diego, 
Berlin, Paris, and many others. Lime is currently in over 70 markets.  
 
Lime is revolutionizing mobility in cities and campuses by empowering residents with a 
greener, more efficient, and affordable transportation option that also improves urban 
sustainability. By partnering with local key stakeholders and systematically deploying a fleet 
of  smart-bikes and scooters that are enabled with GPS, wireless technology, and 
self-activating locks, Lime is changing urban mobility by making the first and last mile faster, 
cheaper, and healthier for riders.  
 
Funded by Silicon Valley’s leading firms, Lime is based in San Francisco, CA and Amsterdam.. 
Learn more at www.limebike.com. 
 
ABOUT THE COMPANY 


● Executives include: 
○ Toby Sun. CEO, Co-founder 
○ Brad Bao. Co-founder & Executive Chairman 
○ Li Fan. VP of Engineering 
○ Scott Kubly. Chief Programs Officer 
○ Caen Contee. VP of Marketing, Business Development, and Int’l Expansion 
○ Andrew Savage. VP of Government Relations 
○ DJ Wei. VP of Operations 
○ Rosemarie Carbone. Head of People 
○ Scot Mollot. Head of Finance 


 
● Headquartered in California: office is currently located at One Sansome in San 


Francisco.  
● $12 million in first funding round led by A16z  
● $50 million in second funding round led by U.S.-based Coatue Management. Other 


new investors joining this round include GGV Capital, Franklin Templeton 
Investments, Section 32 (led by Bill Maris, founder and ex-CEO of Google Ventures), 
AME Cloud Ventures (led by Jerry Yang Co-Founder of Yahoo!), and Stanford-StartX 
Fund. Previous investors, including Andreessen Horowitz and DCM Ventures, also 
participated in the round. 


● $70 million in Series B+ funding. Previous investors, including Andreessen Horowitz 
and NGP Capital, and Decent Capital also participated in this round. U.S.-based Fifth 
Wall closed the round, along with Rainbow Technology Co., Ltd. 


● $335 million in Series C funding. New investors include Alphabet, IVP, Atomico, Uber, 
GV, and Fidelity Management and Research Company. Our existing investors, 
Andreessen Horowitz, Coatue, Fifth Wall and GIC, Singapore Sovereign Wealth Fund 
also participated in the round. 
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NUMBERS AT A GLANCE: 


● $467M funding to date 
● 250+ Employees  
● 80+ US and European Markets 
● Over 6M rides achieved 
● All of the above, done in about 13 months.  


 
LIME NEWS: 


Bloomberg | July 9, 2018 
Uber Will Rent Scooters Through Its App in Partnership With Lime 
 
Business Insider | July 9, 2018 
Uber, Alphabet, and top VCs just poured $335 million into scooter startup Lime — here's 
why one investor thinks it's the future of commuting 
 
New York Times | June 6, 2018 
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Electric Scooters 
 
TechCrunch | May 1, 2018 
Lime partners with Segway to build electric scooters 
 
Smart Cities Dive | May 16, 2018 
From new name to new services, Lime makes a splash in May 
 
Fast Company | May 18, 2018 
Lime is the first bike share to reach a Native American community 
 
Conde Nast Traveler | April 11, 2018 
Scooter Sharing Is the Unlikely Trend That'll Reshape the Way We Travel 
 
Dallas News | May 17, 2018 
How can those bike shares make money? This LimeBike investor explains it to you 
 
Cheddar | April 19, 2018 
LimeBike Wants You to Scoot to Work 
 
Bloomberg | May 24, 2018 
Scooter Startups Have Launched a Revolution. Can They Control It? 


 
Silicon Valley Business Journal | June 6, 2018 
Dockless scooter 'unicorn' hires Lyft veteran to smooth relations with regulators 


 
Bloomberg | May 24, 2018 
Lime, a scooter-sharing company, is racing to stay ahead of competitors and critics. 
 
Bloomberg | May 10, 2018 
Lime is developing low-speed, small electric vehicles 
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/06/technology/how-i-learned-to-stop-worrying-and-love-electric-scooters.html

https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/01/lime-partners-with-segway-to-build-electric-scooters/

https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/lime-new-name-services-bike-scooter-segway-2018/523656/

https://www.fastcompany.com/40574748/lime-is-the-first-bikeshare-to-reach-a-native-american-community

https://www.cntraveler.com/story/scooter-sharing-is-the-unlikely-trend-that-will-reshape-the-way-we-travel

https://www.dallasnews.com/business/business/2018/05/17/limebike-investor-says-company-impressive-growth-trajectory

https://cheddar.com/videos/limebike-wants-you-to-scoot-to-work

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-24/startups-have-started-a-scooter-revolution-can-they-control-it
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-10/this-scooter-sharing-company-wants-to-fill-the-streets-with-transit-pods





 


 
Washington Post | March 13, 2018 
First the dockless bikes, now scooters. 
 
Austin360 | March 13, 2018 
What’s the trendiest way to get around SXSW? An electric scooter 
 
CNN Headline News | April 20, 2018 
Call it a scooter revolution 
 
CityLab | March 16, 2018 
I Have Seen the Future of Urbanism and It's a Scooter 
 
CNN Tech | June 21, 2018 
Thousands of electric scooters to hit Paris streets 
 
Financial Times | June 20, 2018 
Lime picks Paris for European e-scooter sharing launch 


 
 


Major announcements: 
Emily Warren Lifts Lime’s Policy Game To The Next Level 
 
With PayNearMe, Lime Takes Industry Lead On Transportation Equity 
 
LA Scooters: Lime Brings Multimodal Fleet to Santa Monica 
 
Lime's Next Chapter In Smart Mobility Backed By GV And Uber 
 
Lime In NYC: Dock-Free Bikes Bring Smart Mobility To The Rockaways 
 


### 
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Helping Communities        
With Smart Mobility 
With a Subsidy-Free, multimodal transportation network 
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How Lime is Changing the 
Way Cities Move


Lime is Revolutionizing Urban Mobility 
by leading the country in first and last 
mile transportation solutions.


● More efficient, affordable and healthier 
transportation


● Complements existing transit options, 
reducing congestion and freeing up 
parking


● Supports more vibrant local economies
● Reduces pollution caused by short, 


inefficient local trips
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With cutting edge IoT technology and no stations, we can 
scale a flexible fleet to serve the entire community using 
data to maximize potential program ridership. We cover all 
of the costs of equipment, operations and rider outreach.


Lime is 
revolutionizing 
urban mobility with 
smart, multimodal 
transportation 
solutions that are 
free to cities.
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What sets
Lime apart


● No funding required to operate and expand 
our service


● American company that’s well-funded by top 
Bay Area investment firms means we’re  a 
stable, long-term provider


● Complements city mobility objectives
● Equitable mobility option for low- and 


moderate- income riders
● Advanced dock-free technology allows our 


fleet to be widely available to the community
● Simple, more affordable pricing makes smart 


urban mobility more universally accessible
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Find available rides on our live GPS map


Unlock with QR code or plate number


Lock the back wheel (for bikes) or in- app 
(for scooters) to end the ride


Easily & safely track & pay for each ride


It’s Easy to 
Locate, Unlock, 
Ride and Pay


New technology allows us to create a 
seamless smart mobility experience
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Hop on and ride! 
Smaller and more agile than a 
bike, Lime-S electric scooters 
are a convenient new  mobility 
option that let you zip around 
the city pedal-free.
They require minimal parking 
space and are incredibly fun to 
ride! 


MAX RANGE:


60 kilometers


MAX SPEED: 


23.8 km/h 


PRICE FOR USERS:


NZ $1 unlocking fee
NZ $0.30/minute to ride


 


Lime-S
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Electric Scooters
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Community members can earn 
money charging Lime scooters!


1) Juicers sign up through our app 
2) Every evening, Juicers reserve 


scooters for charging
3) Juicers retrieve scooters and 


charge them overnight
4) Juicers return scooters to 


designated locations in the 
morning - and get $$!
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Lime Juicers
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Why go electric?
Lime-E senses the torque being put on 
the pedals and adds just the right boost 
to help you get where you’re going 
quickly and effortlessly. 
No strain. No sweat. Just a simple, cost 
effective way to turn the last mile into 
the last several miles even over the 
hilliest urban terrain.


Lime-E
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Electric Assist Bikes


MAX RANGE:


100 kilometers


MAX SPEED: 


23.8 km/h 


PRICE FOR USERS: 


NZ $1 basic unlocking fee
NZ $0.30/minute to ride
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Solar Panel charges battery supply
Smart IoT Technology 3G/GPS-enabled, mobile 
app-synced smart lock
Safety-Tested Wider tires, drum brakes, bright color, lights 
and frame load tested with 880 lbs and CPSC/ISO certified
Maintenance-Free Airless tires and durable parts to 
withstand elements and frequent use
Easy to Ride Lighter frame for easier use


LimeBike 
Smart Pedal Bikes


Our specially designed bikes
are CPSC and ISO certified and 
safe and comfortable to ride.
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Follow Local 
Regulations & 
Ride Safely


Lime puts safety first
Follow all traffic laws and regulations


Wear a helmet and watch for obstructions


Park responsibly and do not block 
entrance ramps or pedestrian walkways


Do not ride on sidewalks
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Managing 
Dock Free 
Operations


Operations Our operations team actively manages 
our smart mobility fleet, rebalancing bikes and  
scooters and responding to any support calls.


Customer Service We maintain 24 hour customer 
service and respond to urgent issues within 2 hours 
during regular business hours.


On-the-ground team led by a 
local General Manager


Fleet management Our team will rebalance 
under-utilized bikes and scooters to meet higher 
demand and ensure equitable service distribution.


Maintenance We cover all maintenance and 
routine checks of equipment.
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Our Approach to 
Smart Parking


● Educate riders on legal parking 
regulations


● In-app instructions on how & where to 
park


● Geo-fence existing legal parking areas in 
our app


● Reward riders for parking properly
● Partner with cities to develop more bike- 


and scooter-friendly parking
● Our operations team will respond to 


parking concerns


Available 
Bikes & 
Scooters


Recommended 
Parking Spots
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● Free of docking stations, the optimal smart mobility 
program can be designed based on usage and actual 
rider demand data


● We estimate having 1 bike or scooter per 100 
residents to serve the entire community


● We share our data with cities for smarter mobility 
planning


● We support existing public transit, with 40% of our 
rides starting and finishing near transit stops


We use data
to make urban 
mobility smarter
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We Invest in Your 
Community
Lime engages with local businesses, schools, officials and 
associations to nurture long-lasting partnerships. We leverage:
● local press 
● street teams and events
● social media
● and online ads 


to educate, promote and empower local champions and enable the 
change we all want to see.
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How Do We Help 
Cities Lead the Smart 
Mobility Revolution?


Design a smart mobility program using in-app
data to ensure service to entire community
Integrate bikes and scooters with mobility priorities
Share our data from usage to enhance mobility 
planning
Work with local partners to ensure effective and 
enhanced local parking solutions
Phased-in integration and the ability to deploy
future phases at no-cost
Public education and promotion to ensure wide 
adoption
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Experienced 
Team at Lime


Experienced Local Team
● US-based company and HQd in 


Silicon Valley


● Experienced team in tech, local and 


federal government


Financial Stability
● Backed by Tier-1 Silicon Valley VC 


Firms including Andreessen Horowitz, 


Google Ventures (GV), and Uber.


● Nearly half a billion in financing gives 


us the unique ability to invest in 


technology and equipment to lay the 


groundwork for successful programs


● Self-sustaining and well-documented 


long-term financial model
16







From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 17 October 2018 11:06 a.m.
To:                                               '  '
Cc:                                               
Subject:                                     Lime API
 
Hi ,
 
I think I mentioned this briefly (and I know you were in discussions with   at NZTA about their mobility marketplace app), but we would be keen to
progress the possibility of having access to the Lime API to display scooter locations in the City’s Smart View Portal.
https://smartview.ccc.govt.nz/#travel
 
We would love to display the scooter locations in the ‘on the go’ portal which includes a map of bus routes, stops, cycle paths, cycle parking, even cycling heat maps
from Strava.
 

 (cc’d) is the Smart City’s programme manager and would be able to review and approve any documentation of terms for the API use.
 
I understand that requests of this nature are thoroughly scrutinised by Lime’s head office, but I believe having the locations displayed in the Council’s portal would
help illustrate the scooters as part of the city’s range of transport options.
 
Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

https://smartview.ccc.govt.nz/#travel


From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 9 January 2019 12:34 p.m.
To:                                              
Cc:                                                
Subject:                                     Lime MDS Feed for Christchurch City
 
Hi ,
 
We’re working with both Lime and Ride Report on the monitoring of a three month trial and believe it would be beneficial to compare the MDS feed with the data
auditing feed we are currently seeing. We’ve had some initial conversations with  on this but I don’t believe it has progressed, as we now have access to the
analytics dashboard.
 
Is it possible to share the MDS feed to the Ride Report Dashboard for Christchurch?

Kind Regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 



From:                              
Sent:                               Sunday, 11 November 2018 3:05 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                    ;  ;
Subject:                          Lime Safety update
 
Dear ,
 
Firstly, I want to assure you that New Zealand’s fleet is not affected by the issues described below but we feel that you should be aware of them.
 
A couple of weeks ago Lime received reports that the baseboard of some of our original scooters, manufactured by Okai, could break. I’m
writing today with an update to share both what we’ve learned about Okai’s scooter breakage and what we’re doing to correct the problem.
 
It’s important that we remain open and transparent, which is why we’re proactively sharing today’s update to ensure you, our riders and
communities we serve have the facts and understand what we’re doing to ensure the safety of our riders.
 
We are actively looking into these reports and working cooperatively with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission and the relevant
authorities internationally as our investigation continues. Here at Lime, safety is our highest priority and that’s why we’ve made the decision to
immediately decommission all Okai scooters in the global fleet and will no longer purchase any equipment from Okai.
 
The vast majority of Lime’s fleet is manufactured by other companies and decommissioned Okai scooters are being backfilled with better
scooters from other manufacturers, so riders should not experience any real service disruption. Those scooters are being replaced with newer,
more advanced scooters considered best in class for safety. For those cities that are heavily impacted, we’re already making arrangements to
get replacements on the ground as soon as possible.
 
The safety of our riders and the Lime community is our highest priority, and we will continue to hold our equipment manufacturers and ourselves
to the highest possible standard. We also believe that consumers and the communities we serve play a critical role in creating a culture of safety
in micromobility. Our Respect the Ride campaign, launched just this week, is intended to foster this goal. This comprehensive safety and
education initiative takes a 360-degree approach to advancing safety and includes a variety of campaign activities designed to engage and
educate riders, cities and the industry around safe riding behavior. To learn more about Respect the Ride, please click here.
 
Please do not hesitate if you have any questions. I’d be happy to speak with you further.

 
Best, 
 

 

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy APAC 

Your ride anytime
 

https://www.li.me/blog/lime-s-gen-3-electric-scooter-transform-micro-mobility
https://www.li.me/respect-the-ride
http://www.limebike.com/


From:  
To: , 
Subject: Lime T&C
Date: Saturday, 1 September 2018 7:18:01 a.m.
Attachments: 23203330-Lime User Agreement (NZ) draft 29.08.18.DOCX

See attached, the latest terms and conditions revision.


NZ draft 29.08.18





User Agreement & Terms of Service

 Customer Service Contact Information:

		Email:

		Call:

		Text:



		[insert email address]

		[insert number]

		





Last Updates to Our User Agreement & Terms of Service: [insert date].

PLEASE READ EACH PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY. IT SETS FORTH THE LEGALLY BINDING TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR YOUR USE OF THE SERVICES (DEFINED BELOW). THE USE OF OUR SERVICES IS SUBJECT TO YOUR PRIOR EXPRESS ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

This User Agreement & Terms of Service (collectively, the “Agreement”) is a legally binding agreement between you (“You,” “Your,” or “User”) and [Lime Network B.V.], doing business as LimeBike, and doing business as Lime (“Lime,” “We,” “Us,” or “Our”). We are a limited company, registered in the [Netherlands Chamber of Commerce Business Register. Our registered company number is 72024100, and our registered office is at Amsterdam (The Netherlands).  Our VAT registration number is 858950509.]  	Comment by Bell Gully: Is this correct for NZ?

This Agreement states the material terms and conditions that governs Your use of Our Services.

Our Services are comprised of the following:

1) Our electric bicycles (“Lime-E”), [and electric scooters (“Lime-S”)]. Lime-E and [Lime-S] are collectively referred to as “Products;”

2) All other related equipment, maintenance, charging of the Products, personnel, mobile applications, other software and information provided or made available by Us; and

3) Use of Our website, available at www.limebike.com (including any versions optimized for viewing on a wireless or tablet device), Our mobile application (the “App”) and any interactive features, and/or other services that We make available and that post a link to this Agreement.

This Agreement, together with all updates, supplements, additional terms, and all of Our rules and policies collectively constitute this “Agreement” between You and Us.

We agree to allow You to rent the Products, subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein. Unless otherwise indicated, all monetary values set forth in this Agreement shall be deemed to be denominated in New Zealand Dollars (NZD)Euros.

In some instances, both this Agreement and separate guidelines, rules, or terms of use, setting forth additional or different terms and/or conditions will apply to Your use of the Services (in each such instance, and collectively, “Additional Terms”). Such Additional Terms will be provided to You for your express acceptance. To the extent there is a conflict between this Agreement and any Additional Terms, this Agreement will prevailcontrol unless the Additional Terms expressly state otherwise. 



1. RENTAL AND USE OF PRODUCTS.

1.1. You are the Sole User of the Services : You certify and expressly agree that You are the sole renter and You are responsible for compliance with all terms and conditions contained in this Agreement. You understand that when You activate a Product, the Product must be used ONLY BY YOU. You must not allow others to use a Product that You have activated.

1.2. You are At Least 18 Years Old : You represent and certify that You are at least 18 years old. Operation or use of any Products by any minor is expressly prohibited.

1.3. You are a Competent Operator : You represent and certify that You are familiar with the operation of the Product, and You are reasonably competent and physically fit to use the Product. By choosing to ride a Product, You assume all responsibilities and risks for any injuries and/or medical conditions, as detailed further below. You are responsible for determining whether conditions, including rain, snow, hail, ice or electrical storms, and/or any other conditions, whether caused by the weather or otherwise, make it dangerous to operate a Product. You are advised to adjust Your riding behaviour and braking distance to suit all conditions and variables, including weather and traffic.

1.4. Products are the Exclusive Property of Lime : You agree that the Products, and any Lime equipment attached thereto, at all times, remain the exclusive property of Lime. You must not dismantle, write on, or otherwise modify, repair or deface any Products, or any part of any of the Products, or any other Lime equipment in any way. You must not write on, peel, or otherwise modify or deface any sticker on the Products in any way. You must not use any Products for any advertising or commercial purpose.

1.5. Only Use Products Where Allowed : You expressly agree that You will only use the Products in areas where the Products are allowed. You agree that You will not use any Products in any restricted areas (such as cities that prohibit certain Products and, in the case of Lime-S, on the roads), and You assume all responsibility and liability for any operation of any Product in any restricted area, including any fines or fees as a result of Your use of any of the Products in any restricted areas.  Please carefully review any applicable Additional Terms which identify the relevant restrictions in the city you are using the Product.  Lime reserves the right to charge You up to a maximum of [$●][€50], if You use any of the Products in any restricted areas. If You leave the Products outside of the authorized area, Lime reserves the right to charge You a €100 retrieval fee of up to [$●], at Lime’s sole and absolute discretion.

1.6. Compliance with Laws : You agree to follow all laws, by-laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances pertaining to the use, riding and/or operation of the Products, including those pertaining to the Products in the area where You are operating the Products, including, without limitation, helmet laws.  You can find information on road user rules that apply to your use of Lime-E and Lime-S in the back of this Agreement at Appendix 1.

You are solely responsible and liable for any violation of any laws, by-laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances while using the Services, including improper riding and/or parking, and you agree that you are solely responsible and liable for any and all consequences, claims, demands, causes of action, losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, costs and expenses, penalties, lawyers’ fees, judgments, fees (including impounding fees charged by any local government) and/or disbursements of any kind, or nature whatsoever, whether foreseeable or unforeseeable, and whether known or unknown, as a result of any such violation while usingyour use of any of the Services.

1.7. Payment of Fines and Fees : You agree to pay any fines, fees, penalties, impounding charges, and/or any other charges incurred by Lime, that result from You parking any Product improperly, or as a result of You violating any law, by-law, rule, regulation, and/or ordinance while using the Services.



1.8. Prohibited Acts : You expressly certify and agree that you will not:

1.8.1. Operate any Product in violation of any laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances, including any and all rules pertaining to riding any Products on sidewalks and/or parking Products.

1.8.2. Operate any Product while carrying any briefcase, backpack, bag, or other item if it impedes Your ability to operate safely the Product.

1.8.3. Use any cellular telephone, text messaging device, portable music player, and/or any other device that may distract You from safely operating any Product.

1.8.4. Operate any Product while under the influence of any alcohol, drugs, medication, and/or any other substance that may impair Your ability to safely operate any Product.

1.8.5. Carry any other person on any of the Products.

1.8.6. Use locking mechanisms other than those provided by Lime.

1.8.7. Park any Product in a manner that does not strictly comply with all applicable laws, by-laws, rules, and/or regulations. You expressly agree that You are responsible for becoming familiar with any and all applicable laws, rules, and/or regulations in the location that You are operating any Product.

1.8.8. Park or place any Product in a manner that prevents Lime from accessing it. If You violate this Section, Lime may charge You an amount for the loss to Lime occurred from Lime being unable to access the Product and rent such Product to other Users, up to a maximum of [$●][€390], in Our sole and absolute discretion.

1.9. Products are Intended for Only Limited Types of Use : You agree that You will not use any Product for racing, mountain riding/ biking, stunt, or trick riding. You agree that You will not operate and/or use any Products on unpaved roads, through water (beyond normal urban riding), or in any location that is prohibited, illegal and/or a nuisance to others. You agree that You will not use any Products for hire or reward, nor use any Products in violation of any law, by-law, rule, regulation, and/or ordinance.

1.10. Weight and Cargo Limits : You must not exceed the maximum weight limit for any Products ([136 KG]) or the cargo carrier/basket on any Products ([7 KG]), and You must not otherwise use the cargo carrier improperly with regard to type of contents or any visual obstruction or riding impediment. You acknowledge that the front carrier/basket and/or back basket of any Product is intended for light goods only, and that You will not carry people or animals anywhere on any Product.	Comment by Bell Gully: Lime to confirm weights

1.11. No Tampering : You must not tamper with, attempt to gain unauthorized access to, or otherwise use any Services in a manner that does not comply with this Agreement.

1.12. Reporting of Damage or Crashes : You must report any accident, crash, damage, personal injury, stolen or lost Product to Lime as soon as possible. If a crash involves personal injury, property damage, or a stolen Product, You shall file a report with the local police department within 24 hours.

1.13. You are Responsible for Product Damage : You agree to return any Product to Lime in the same condition in which such Product was rented. You agree that You will be responsible for the cost of repairing and/or replacing any Product that You damage and/or cause damage to. You will not be responsible for normal wear and tear of the Products. If You vandalize any Product, You shall be liable for the costs of all repairs up to a maximum of [$●][€1,720] for each Lime-E, [and [$●]€1,290 for each Lime-S,] in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion.

1.14. Availability and Usage of Products : You agree and acknowledge that Products may not be available at all times. Products require periodic charging of batteries in order to operate. You agree to use and operate Products safely and prudently and comply with all restrictions and requirements associated with Products, as set forth in any all applicable laws, by-laws,  rules, regulations, and/or ordinances. You understand and agree to the following:

1.14.1. The level of charge power remaining in the Product will decrease with use of the Product (over both time and distance), and that as the level of charge power decreases, the speed and other operational capabilities of the Product may decrease (or cease in their entirety).

1.14.2. The level of charging power in the Product at the time You initiate the rental or operation of Product is not guaranteed and will vary with each rental use.

1.14.3. The rate of loss of charging power during the use of the Product is not guaranteed and will vary based on the Product, road conditions, weather conditions and/or other factors.

1.14.4. It is Your responsibility to check the level of charge power in the Product and to ensure that it is adequate for the ride before initiating operation of the Product.

1.14.5. Lime does not guarantee the distance and/or time that You may operate any Product before it loses charging power completely. The Product may run out of charging power and cease to operate at any time during Your rental of the Product, including before reaching Your desired destination.

2.  SAFETY

2.1. Safety Check : You agree not to ride the Product if there are any noticeable issues, and to immediately notify customer service to alert Lime of any problems.

2.1.1. If at any time, whether prior to, during, or after riding any Product, You discover any defect or notice any other potentially unsafe condition on any Product, no matter how slight, You must not use the Product, or, if You are already riding the Product, You must immediately cease riding when it is safe to do so.

2.1.2. You agree to immediately report the defect or condition to Lime.

2.2. Lost or Stolen Products : If a Product is not returned within 48 consecutive hours, then the Product may be deemed lost or stolen, in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion, and a police report may be filed against You with local authorities. The data generated by the Services’ computer is conclusive evidence of the period of use of the Products by You. You must report any disappearance or theft of any Product to Lime immediately or as soon as possible.

2.3. Helmets; Safety : You acknowledge and accept that You must wear a helmet that complies with one of the following standards (a “Permitted Helmet”)CE-marked helmet at all times while using any of the Services, Products, and/or related equipment, whether required by law or not:a	Comment by Bell Gully: We assume the intention is to require that scooter riders wear a helmet even though e-scooters are currently not permitted on NZ roads.  Please confirm.

a) ASTM F1447-2006;

b) AS/NZS 2063:2008;

c) NZS 5439;

d) AS 2063.2;

e) Snell B90;

f) Snell B95; or

g) European standard EN 1078.ny of the Services, Products, and/or related equipment, whether required by law or not.

2.3.1.  You must wear a Permitted HelmetCE-marked helmet that has been properly sized, fitted and fastened according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.3.2. If wearing a helmet is required by the laws, rules, regulations and/or ordinances applicable to the area in which the Product is operated, You agree to comply with such laws and regulations at all times.

2.3.3. You expressly acknowledge and agree that You may need to take additional safety measures or precautions not specifically addressed in this Agreement, and You expressly acknowledge and agree that determining whether You must do so is Your sole responsibility - not Lime’s responsibility.

2.4. Routes : You agree that Lime does not provide or maintain places to ride the Products, and that Lime does not guarantee that there will always be a safe place to ride any particular Product. Roads, bicycle lanes, and routes may become dangerous due to weather, traffic, and/or other hazards outside of Lime’s control. Lime shall not be liable for any of the foregoing, without limitation. You are solely responsible for choosing a responsible and safe route. You must obey all laws at all times in choosing a route, and it is Your sole responsibility to be familiar with the applicable laws, by-laws, rules, regulations, and/or ordinances of the jurisdiction in which You are using Lime’s Services and/or Products.

2.5. Limitations on Rental : You agree that Lime is not a common carrier. Alternative means of public and private transportation are available to the general public and to You individually. Lime provides the Services and Products only as a convenience, and such rental availability is intended to be used only by those persons who are able and qualified to operate the Products on their own and who have agreed to all terms and conditions of this Agreement.

3. PAYMENT AND FEES.

3.1. Fees : You may use the Products on a pay per ride basis or as otherwise in accordance with the pricing described in the App. Once you have registered and set up an account with us, Products may be used by clicking on the payment method you wish to use and then following the prompts that will appear on-screen. You may check and correct any input errors in your payment up until the point at which you submit your payment to us by clicking the "Pay" button or otherwise  agreeing to an obligation to pay for the Products or subscription. Charges [include] GSTVAT.  Lime will charge Your credit card or debit card (collectively, Your “Card”) or other agreed payment methods the amount of the fees as described in this Agreement. After you have paid for the Products or subscription, you will receive an order confirmation from us by email, when the contract between you and us will be formed ("Confirmation").

3.2. Promo Codes : Promo codes (“Discounts”) are one-time offers and can only be redeemed via the App. Lime reserves the right to modify or cancel Discounts at any time. Discounts are limited to one per customer and account and may not be combined with other offers. Discounts are non-transferable and may not be resold.

3.3. Maximum Rental Time and Charges : Maximum rental time is 24 hours. You agree that You will deactivate the Product rental within 24 hours of the time that rental of the Product began. You may then rent that or any other Product again. You agree that You are solely responsible for being aware of any elapsed time related to timely locking any Product. The maximum charge is [$●][€175] for any Product, all based on a 24-hour period. After the return of the Product, You will be charged the accumulated rental charges, or the maximum 24-hour charge; whichever is less. Products not returned (locked and a ride concluded) within 48 hours will be considered lost or stolen, and You may be charged up to [$●][€1,720] for each Lime-E][, and [$●]€1,290 for each Lime-S,] being the replacement cost, and a police report may be filed against You. We may also charge a service fee of [$●][€25], in Our sole discretion, for rentals in excess of 24 hours where the Product is not considered lost or stolen.	Comment by Bell Gully: These amounts should reflect the actual replacement cost 

3.4. Valid Credit Card or Debit Card : You must input a valid Card number and expiration date before You will be registered to use the Services. You confirm that you are authorized to use any Cards you provide to us. You authorize Lime to charge the Card for all fees incurred by You. If You dispute any charge on Your Card account, then You must contact Lime within 10 business days from the end of the month with the disputed charge, provide to Lime all trip information that is necessary to identify the disputed charge, such as the date of the trip and the approximate starting and ending times. You agree to immediately inform Lime of all changes relating to Your Card.

3.5. Pick Up Fees : If You are unable to return any Product to a valid area ( i.e., You deactivate a Product on private property, a locked community, and/or any other unreachable area), and request that the Product be picked up by Lime, then We, in Our sole and absolute discretion, may charge You a pick-up fee of up to a maximum of [$●][€105]. If any Product accessed under Your account is abandoned without notice, You will be responsible for all rental chargesfees until the Product is recovered and deactivated, plus a service charge of up to a maximum of[$●][€150.00], to recover the Product. Fees are subject to change in Lime’s sole and absolute discretion, however changes to any such amounts will be notified to you beforehand and if there are any increases, You will then have the right to terminate this Agreement.  If you do, we will give you a pro-rated refund of the advance charges already paid by you, based on the unexpired portion of the current subscription periodand without notice to You..

3.6 Cancellation: You normally have the right to cancel a contract within 14 days after the date we send you a Confirmation. However, you expressly acknowledge and agrees that, whether you pay for the Products on a pay per ride basis or as part of a subscription, if you use the Products within the 14-day period, you will have no right to change your mind and cancel (or claim any refund) under the consumer contracts applicable regulations once it has happened. If you cancel before then (and within the 14-day period), you will receive a full refund of the charges paid for the Service in accordance with our refunds policy (see below). 	Comment by Bell Gully: There is no cooling off period or automatic entitlement to a refund in NZ for consumes who change their mind about a product or services except in the case of unsolicited sales.  Accordingly, Lime could delete this reference to a 14 day cooling off period if it wishes.

To exercise your right of withdrawal, you must inform Us at support@limebike.com of your decision to withdraw from the Agreement by means of an unambiguous notification (for example, letter sent by post, [fax] or e-mail). You can use the withdrawal form attached to this Agreement. 

3.7 Refunds: If you cancel a payment within the 14-day cooling-off period set out in section 3.6 above, we will process any refund due to you as soon as possible and, in any case, within 14 days after you notify us of cancellation. If you received any promotional or other discount when you paid, any refund will only reflect the amount you actually paid. Refunds are made using the same method originally used by you to pay for your purchase, unless agreed otherwise.

4. TERMS APPLICABLE TO SUBSCRIPTIONS AND AUTORENEWALS.

4.1. Generally : To purchase access and use of any subscriptions offered through the Services, You must be at least eighteen (18) years of age or the applicable age of majority in Your jurisdiction of residence. Prior to the purchase and/or rental of any Products or Services, You must provide us with a valid Card number and associated payment information including all of the following: (i) Your name as it appears on the Card, (ii) Your Card number, (iii) the Card type, (iv) the date of expiration, and (v) any activation numbers or codes needed to charge Your Card or otherwise use a valid gift card. By submitting that information to us or our third party credit card processor, You agree that You authorize us and/or our processor to charge Your Card at our convenience but within thirty (30) days of Card authorization. For any Product subscription that You order on the Services, You agree to pay the price applicable (including any GSTsales taxes and surcharges) as of the time You submit the subscription. Lime will automatically bill Your Card or other form of payment submitted as part of the subscription process for such subscription price. We may offer a number of membership plans, including special promotional plans or memberships with differing conditions and limitations. Any materially different terms from those described in this Agreement will be disclosed at Your sign-up or in other communications made available to You, for your acceptance. Some promotional memberships may be offered by third parties in conjunction with the provision of their own products and services. We are not responsible for the products and services provided by such third parties. We reserve the right to modify, terminate or otherwise amend Our offered membership plans.



4.2. Subscription Term & Termination : Except in the event of a free trial offer, Your subscription will commence as of the date Your payment for a subscription is received by Lime. Your subscription will continue in full force for the length of the subscription term You specifically purchased or on a month-to-month term and will automatically renew until such time as You cancel the subscription (the “Subscription Term”). By providing Your payment method information for Your subscription, You are agreeing to pay a subscription fee (and any applicable taxes and service fees (collectively, “Fees”), that will automatically renew, at the then current rate, unless You cancel prior to the expiration of the current Subscription Term. The Fees will be charged to Your original payment method automatically at the beginning of Your Subscription Term, and at the beginning of each renewal Subscription Term thereafter on the calendar day corresponding to the commencement of Your current Subscription Term, unless You cancel Your subscription, or Your account is suspended or terminated pursuant to this Agreement.

In the event that You cancel a subscription in the middle of Your Subscription Term, You will not be entitled to receive a refund for the unused portion of the remainder of that Subscription Term. 

4.3. Changes to Subscription Fees : Lime reserves the right to change the pricing of subscription at any time, subject to notifying You with a sufficient prior notice. In the event of a price change, Lime will post the new pricing on the Services and notify You in advance by sending an email to the address You have registered for Your account. You consent to our ability to change our pricing and the details of our subscription packages through an electronic communication to You. If You do not wish to accept a price or subscription package change made by us, You may cancel Your subscription before the changes come into effect as described below, in which case we will give you a pro-rated refund of the advance charges already paid by you, based on the unexpired portion of the then-current subscription period . If you do not cancel Your subscription, You will be deemed to have consented to the price/subscription package change and authorize Lime to charge the new Fees to Your payment method.

4.4. Cancellation of Subscription Membership : You have the right to cancel Your subscription membership at any time upon notice to Lime. To cancel Your subscription membership: open Your wallet in the Lime App, and click "Manage," then click "Cancel Membership." There are no refunds or credits for partial months. Cancellation of initial membership any time after purchase will result in forfeiture of the membership fee. To avoid a late cancellation fee or forfeiture of the membership renewal fee, membership should be cancelled prior to the end of the then current Subscription Term. Upon cancellation, You will lose access to the areas of the Services designated for subscription members only. This could include any credit and other data and analyses that have been displayed during Your subscription membership. Do not assume that a cancellation or change of an order You have placed with Lime has been effected until You receive a confirmation from Lime via email or the Services.	Comment by Bell Gully: What about in the case of a subscription term that is longer than one month?  Does the user get a refund for any whole months remaining?	Comment by Bell Gully: Why would a late cancellation fee be imposed.  What would be the amount of this fee?  What costs is Lime seeking to cover via the imposition of this fee?  Suggest clarify or otherwise delete.	Comment by Bell Gully: This appears to leave the user exposed.  What else can the user do if no confirmation is forthcoming (to avoid the situation where the membership rolls over while the user is waiting to receive a confirmation email?)  
Suggest either delete or include an instruction to the user to send a cancellation email if the confirmation email is not receive within [1] hour of clicking “Cancel Membership”.


4.5. Cancellation by Us : Lime will have the right, upon written reasonable notice to You, to terminate this Agreement, and suspend Your access to the subscription, if: (a) You fail to pay Lime any amount due under this Agreement; and/or (b) You materially breach any term or condition of this Agreement. Lime shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and suspend Your access to the subscription with or without cause, upon thirty (30) days written notice to You in which case You will no longer be charged for access to the subscription. Upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason, Your access to, and use of, the subscription will terminate.

You agree that, if We cancel your rental of Products and/or your subscription, Your sole and exclusive remedy is either that: (a) We will issue a credit to Your Card account in the amount charged for the fees you have already paid in connection with the Products or subscription but which you have not been able to use (if Your Card has already been charged) ; or (b) We will not charge Your Card. 

4.6. Free Trials/Promotional Offerings : We may offer promotional trial subscriptions to access the Services for free for a limited time or at special discounted prices. If You sign up for a trial use, Your rights to use the Services are limited by the terms of such trial and will terminate or renew on the terms of Your trial arrangement and/or any applicable Additional Terms. Please be aware that when You sign up for a free trial, You will be required to provide Your Card number and Lime will confirm Your Card is valid. When We process Your Card, some credit card companies may place a temporary hold on Your account for Your first payment. Please contact Your Card company if You have questions. Please note that We do not provide price protection or refunds in the event of a price drop or other promotional offering.

Once your free trial ends, we or a third party payment processor will begin billing your designated payment method on a recurring basis for your subscription, unless you cancel your subscription prior to the end of your free trial. If your free trial ends and your subscription begins, your subscription will autorenew and you will be billed on a recurring basis for your each subscription until you cancel. Instructions for cancelling your membership subscription are described above. Please note that you will not receive a notice from us that your free trial has ended or that the paid portion of your subscription has begun.

4.7. Modifications to Prices or Billing Terms : The purchase and/or rental of Products and/or Services is subject to availability. Products and Services displayed on the LimeBike App [and/or website]services may not be available at all times in the area which you are located and may be substituted with a Product or Service (as applicable) of at least the same quality or discontinued at any time. Lime reserves the right, at any time, to change its prices and billing methods for services, subject to your cancellation rights set out in section 4.3.

 4.8. Account Registration And Security : You understand that You will need to create an account to have access to the Services. You will: (a) provide true, accurate, current and complete information about You as prompted by the Services’ registration or subscription page (such information being the “Registration Data”) and (b) maintain and promptly update the Registration Data to keep it true, accurate, current and complete. If You provide any information that is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, or Lime has reasonable grounds to suspect that such information is untrue, inaccurate, not current or incomplete, Lime has the right to suspend or terminate Your account and refuse any and all current or future use of the Services (or any portion thereof). You are entirely responsible for the security and confidentiality of Your password and account. Furthermore, You are entirely responsible for any and all activities that occur under Your account. You will not share Your account information or Your user name and password with any third party or permit any third party to log-on to the Services using Your account information. You agree to immediately notify us of any unauthorized use of Your account or any other breach of security of which You become aware. You are responsible for taking precautions and providing security measures best suited for Your situation and intended use of the Services. Please note that anyone able to provide Your personally identifiable information will be able to access Your account so You should take reasonable steps to protect this information.

5. LIMITED LIABILITY OF LIME; ASSUMPTION OF RISK BY YOU.

5.1. Limited Liability : Nothing in these terms shall limit or exclude our liability to you:

5.1.1	for death or personal injury caused by our negligence;

5.1.2	for fraudulent misrepresentation; 

5.1.3	for any other liability that, by law, may not be limited or excluded. 

Subject to paragraphs 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, to the extent permitted by law, Our liability to you under or in connection with this Agreement must not exceed the net amount paid by You to Us under this Agreement.

To the extent permitted by law, under no circumstances shall we be liable to You under or in connection with this Agreement for indirect or consequential losses.

5.2. Risk: You acknowledge that accidents can happen when you are operating the Product and you assume all risk in relation to the operation of the Product and Your use of it except to the extent this Agreement otherwise expressly provides.

5.3. Application of the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 and the Fair Trading Act 1986: These limitations do not however limit any rights you may have under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 or Fair Trading Act 1986.



6. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION.

6.1	We may, from time to time, with or without prior notice, temporarily suspend the operation of any Service (in whole or in part) for repair or maintenance work or in order to update or upgrade any contents, features or functionality.

6.2	We may, at our discretion, with or without prior notice, terminate this Agreementany contract or suspend and/or terminate any Service and/or your use of your account in the event that: 

6.2.1	you have materially breached any of th provision of this Agreementese terms; 

6.2.2	you fail to pay any correctly billed charges when due; or 

6.2.3	you become insolvent or make composition with your creditors, or are subject to any event or proceedings which are equivalent or substantially similar under any applicable jurisdiction.

6.3	If you have breached this Agreementese terms, we may take such action as we deem appropriate. Such a breach by you may result in our taking, with or without notice, all or any of the following actions:

6.3.1	issue of a warning to you;

6.3.2	immediate, temporary or permanent withdrawal of your right to use any Service or Products;

6.3.3	legal proceedings against you for reimbursement of all recoverable loss and damage resulting from the breach; and/or

6.3.4	disclosure of all relevant information to law enforcement authorities as we reasonably feel is necessary.

The responses described above are not limited, and we may take any other action we deem appropriate.

6.4	Upon termination of your rental of Products, your subscription or your account, for any reason (including where, in accordance with these terms, you cancel or do not renew your subscription): 

6.4.1	all rights granted to you under these terms will immediately cease;

6.4.2	you must promptly discontinue all use of the relevant Service and/or Products; and

6.4.3	you must pay us all outstanding amounts that you owe us.

7. CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION; PRIVACY POLICIES.

Information Kept According to Privacy Policy : All personally identifiable information that is held by Lime and pertains to You, including all names, addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, Card numbers, and/or pass numbers, will be kept by Lime in accordance with its Privacy Policy, which it is important You read. You will be deemed to have accepted the terms of the Privacy Policy upon entry into of this Agreement. The Privacy Policy details how We collect and deal with Your personal information.

8.  TERMS OF USE.

8.1. Limitation on Availability of Services : Lime makes every effort to provide the Services 365 days per year, but We do not guarantee that the Services will be available at all times, as force majeure events (as set out at section 8.15) or other circumstances might prevent Lime from providing the Services. Access to the Services is also conditioned on the availability of Products. Lime does not represent or warrant the availability of any Services or the availability of any Products at any time. You agree that Lime may require You to return a Product at any time.

8.2. Access License : Subject to Your strict compliance with this Agreement and the Additional Terms, Lime grants You a limited, revocable, non-exclusive, non-assignable, non-transferable license to download (temporary storage only), display, view, use, play, and/or print one copy of the Content (as defined in clause 8.3 below) (excluding source and object code in raw form or otherwise, other than as made available to access and use to enable display and functionality) on a personal computer, mobile phone or other wireless other Internet enabled Device (each, a “Device”) for Your personal, non-commercial use only. This license does not include any resale or commercial use of the Services or its contents; any collection and use of any product listings, descriptions, or prices; any derivative use of the Services or their contents; any downloading or copying of account information for the benefit of another merchant; or any use of data mining, robots, or similar data gathering and extraction tools. Except as expressly permitted herein, the Services and/or any portion of the Services may not be reproduced, sold, resold, visited or otherwise exploited for any purpose without Lime’s express written consent. Any unauthorized use automatically terminates the permissions and/or licenses granted by Us to You. The foregoing limited license: (i) does not give You any ownership of, or any other intellectual property interest in, any Content, and (ii) may be immediately suspended or terminated for any reason, in Lime’s sole discretion, and without advance notice or liability.

8.3. Copyright and Ownership : All of the content featured or displayed on the Services, including, without limitation, text, graphics, photographs, images, moving images, sound, and illustrations (“Content”), is owned by Lime, its licensors, vendors, agents and/or its Content providers. All elements of the Services, including, without limitation, the general design and the Content, are protected by copyright, moral rights, trademark and other laws relating to intellectual property rights. The Services may only be used for the intended purpose for which such Services is being made available. Except as permitted by copyright law, You may not modify any of the materials and You may not copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, publish, license, create derivative works from, transfer or sell any information or work contained on the Services. Except as authorized under the applicable copyright laws, You are responsible for obtaining permission before reusing any copyrighted material that is available on the Services. You shall comply with all applicable domestic and international laws, by-laws, statutes, ordinances and regulations regarding Your use of the Services. The Services, its Content and all related rights shall remain the exclusive property of Lime or its licensors, vendors, agents, and/or its Content providers unless otherwise expressly agreed. You will not remove any copyright, trademark or other proprietary notices from material found on the Services.

8.4. Trademarks/No Endorsement : All trademarks, service marks and trade names of Lime used herein (including but not limited to: LimeBike name, LimeBike corporate logo, Lime name, Lime corporate logo, the Services name, the Services design, and/or any logos) (collectively “Marks”) are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lime or its affiliates, partners, vendors or licensors. You may not use, copy, reproduce, republish, upload, post, transmit, distribute, or modify Lime trademarks in any way, including in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of materials on the Services, without Lime’s prior written consent. You shall not use Lime’s name or any language, pictures or symbols which could, in Lime’s judgment, imply Lime’s endorsement in any (i) written or oral advertising or presentation, or (ii) brochure, newsletter, book, or other written material of whatever nature, without prior written consent.

8.5. Solicited Submission Policy : Where Lime has specifically invited or requested submissions or comments, Lime encourages You to submit content (e.g., comments to blog posts, participation in communities, tips, etc.) to Lime that they have created for consideration in connection with the Site (“User Submissions”). User Submissions remains the intellectual property of the individual user. By posting content on our Site, You expressly grant Lime a non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, fully paid-up, worldwide, fully sub-licensable right and license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate, create derivative works from, distribute, transmit, perform and display such content and Your name, voice, and/or likeness as contained in Your User Submission, in whole or in part, and in any form throughout the world in any media or technology, whether now known or hereafter discovered, including all promotion, advertising, marketing, merchandising, publicity and any other ancillary uses thereof, and including the unfettered right to sublicense such rights, in perpetuity. Any such User Submissions are deemed non-confidential and Lime shall be under no obligation to maintain the confidentiality of any information, in whatever form, contained in any User Submission.

8.6. Inappropriate User Submissions : Lime does not encourage, and does not seek, User Submissions that result from any activity that: (i) may create a risk of harm, loss, physical or mental injury, emotional distress, death, disability, disfigurement, or physical or mental illness to You, to any other person, or to any animal; (ii) may create a risk of any other loss or damage to any person or property; or (iii) may constitute a crime or tort. You agree that You have not and will not engage in any of the foregoing activities in connection with producing Your User Submission. Without limiting the foregoing, You agree that in conjunction with Your submission, You will not inflict emotional distress on other people, will not humiliate other people (publicly or otherwise), will not assault or threaten other people, will not enter onto private property without permission, will not impersonate any other person or misrepresent Your affiliation, title, or authority, and will not otherwise engage in any activity that may result in injury, death, property damage, and/or liability of any kind. Lime will reject any User Submissions in which Lime believes, in its sole and absolute discretion, that any such activities have occurred. If notified by You of a submission that allegedly violates any provision of this Agreement, Lime reserves the right to determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, if such a violation has occurred, and to remove any such submission from the Services at any time and without notice.

8.7. Inappropriate Material : You are prohibited from using the Services to post or send any unlawful, infringing, threatening, defamatory, obscene, pornographic or profane material or any material that infringes or misappropriates third party intellectual property or could constitute or encourage conduct that would be considered a criminal offense or otherwise violate any law. You further agree that sending or posting unsolicited advertisements or “spam” on or through the Services is expressly prohibited by this Agreement. In addition to any remedies that We may have at law or in equity, if We determine, in our sole and absolute discretion, that You have violated or are likely to violate the foregoing prohibitions or any applicable rules or policies linked to in this Agreement, We may take any action We deem necessary to cure or prevent the violation, including, without limitation, banning You from using the Services and/or the immediate removal of the related materials from the Services at any time without notice. We will fully cooperate with any law enforcement authorities or court order or subpoena requesting or directing us to disclose the identity of anyone posting such materials.

8.8. Access and Interference : You agree that You will not use any robot, spider, scraper or other automated means to access the Services for any purpose without our express written permission. Additionally, You agree that You will not: (i) take any action that imposes, or may impose, in Our sole and absolute discretion an unreasonable or disproportionately large load on our infrastructure; (ii) interfere or attempt to interfere with the proper working of the site or any activities conducted on the Services; or (iii) bypass any measures We may use to prevent or restrict access to the Services.

8.9. Right to Takedown Content : Except as disclosed in our Privacy Policy, We will not monitor, edit, or disclose the contents of Your e-mail or Content posted to the Services unless required in the course of normal maintenance of the Services and its systems or unless required to do so by law or in the good-faith belief that such action is necessary to: (1) comply with the law or comply with legal process served on Lime or the Services; (2) protect and defend the rights or property of Lime, the Services, or the users of the Services; or (3) act in an emergency to protect the personal safety of our users, the Services, or the public. Users shall remain solely responsible for the content of their messages and Lime shall have no obligation to prescreen any such content. However, We shall have the right in Our sole and absolute discretion to edit, refuse to post or remove any material submitted to or posted on the Services at any time without notice. Without limiting the foregoing, We shall have the right to remove any material that We find to be in violation of the provisions hereof or otherwise objectionable, and the additional right to deny any user who fails to conform to any provision of this Agreement access to the Services or any part thereof.

8.10. User Published Content : User published Content and User Submissions do not represent the views of Lime or any individual associated with Lime, and We do not control this Content. In no event shall You represent or suggest, directly or indirectly, Lime’s endorsement of user published Content. Lime does not vouch for the accuracy or credibility of any user published Content on our Services or User Submissions published through our Services, and do not take any responsibility or assume any liability for any actions You may take as a result of reviewing any such user published Content or User Submission. Through Your use of the Services and Services, You may be exposed to Content that You may find offensive, objectionable, harmful, inaccurate or deceptive. There may also be risks of dealing with underage persons, people acting under false pretense, international trade issues and foreign nationals. 

8.11. Third Party Links : From time to time, the Services may contain links to websites that are not owned, operated or controlled by Lime or its affiliates. All such links are provided solely as a convenience to You. If You use these links, You will leave the Services. Neither We nor any of our respective affiliates are responsible for any content, materials or other information located on or accessible from any other website. Neither We nor any of our respective affiliates endorse, guarantee, or make any representations or warranties regarding any other websites, or any content, materials or other information located or accessible from any other websites, or the results that You may obtain from using any other websites. If You decide to access any other websites linked to or from the Services, You do so entirely at Your own risk.

8.12. Transactional Partners : In some cases, We partner with another company to co-promote their services within our Services. In these cases, You are transacting directly with the other party. On those pages or locations, the transactional partners’ brand is clearly visible and their aAgreement isare posted. When using these partner pages, You are bound by the partner aAgreement in addition to remaining bound by this Agreement. When there is a conflict between this Agreement and the partner’s agreement, Our Agreement will prevail.

8.13. Representations on User Submissions: You represent and warrant that Your User Submissions and all elements thereof are (a) owned or controlled solely and exclusively by You, You have prior written permission from the rightful owner of the content included in Your User Submissions, or You are otherwise legally entitled to grant Lime all of the rights granted herein; and (b) Lime’s use of Your User Submissions as described or contemplated herein do not and will not infringe on the copyrights, trademark rights, publicity rights or other rights of any person or entity, violate any law, regulation or right of any kind whatsoever, or otherwise give rise to any actionable claim or liability, including, without limitation, rights of publicity and privacy, and defamation. Furthermore, You shall be solely responsible for Your own User Submissions and the consequences of posting or publishing them.

8.14. Wireless Features : The Services may offer certain features and services that are available to You via Your wireless Device. These features and services may include the ability to access the Services’ features and upload content to the Services, receive messages (including text and SMS messages) from the Services, and download applications to Your wireless Device (collectively, “Wireless Features”). Standard messaging, data, and other fees may be charged by Your carrier to participate in Wireless Features. Fees and charges may appear on Your wireless bill or be deducted from Your pre-paid balance. Your carrier may prohibit or restrict certain Wireless Features and certain Wireless Features may be incompatible with Your carrier or wireless Device. You should check with Your carrier to find out what plans are available and how much they cost. Contact Your carrier with questions regarding these issues. You confirm that You are the current subscriber and/or customary user of the mobile number registered with the Services and authorized to incur any message or data charges that may be charged by Your carrier. You are strictly prohibited from registering a mobile number that is not Your own. If We discover that any information provided is false or inaccurate, We may hold, suspend or terminate Your access to the Services at any time. Your participation in the Services isare completely voluntary.

8.15. Force Majeure : Neither Lime nor You shall be responsible for damages or for delays or failures in performance resulting from acts or occurrences beyond their reasonable control, including, without limitation: fire, lightning, explosion, power surge or failure, water, acts of God, war, revolution, civil commotion or acts of civil or military authorities or public enemies: any law, order, regulation, ordinance, or requirement of any government or legal body or any representative of any such government or legal body; or labour unrest, including, without limitation, strikes, slowdowns, picketing, or boycotts; inability to secure raw materials, transportation facilities, fuel or energy shortages, or acts or omissions of common carriers.

8.16. Governing LawGeneral : This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of New Zealand.  You consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of New Zealand for the purposes of hearing and determining all disputes under, or in connection with, this Agreement.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the country where you resided as of the date of entry into this Agreement.  You consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the country where you resided at the time of entering into this Agreement. 

8.17. Dispute Resolution : In the event of any dispute, difference or questions arising out of, or in connection with, this Agreement (a “dispute”) a party must, as soon as reasonably practicable, give the other party notice of that dispute. The parties must then use their best efforts to resolve the dispute through good faith negotiations and informal dispute resolution techniques within [30] calendar days of the date of the dispute notice. Lime will make available for a meeting a representative with authority to settle the dispute.  Nothing in this clause 8.17 will preclude either party from taking immediate steps to seek urgent interlocutory or injunctive relief before a New Zealand court. The European Online Dispute Resolution platform http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/ provides information about alternative dispute resolution which may be of interest and we are required to inform you that you may use it if there is a dispute that cannot be resolved between you and us. 	Comment by Bell Gully: We note the UK version did not stipulate an escalation process – Lime to confirm if it wishes to proceed as drafted, or whether to delete this requirement to attempt to resolve the dispute by informal means prior to resorting to the courts.

8.18. Entire Agreement: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties concerning the subject matter of the Agreement, and supersedes and cancels any previous agreements (whether written or oral) between the parties.

8.19. Severability: If any provision of this Agreement is illegal, invalid or unenforceable then:

a) where that provision can be modified to give it a valid and enforceable operation of a partial nature, it must be modified to minimum extent necessary to achieve that result; and

b) in the other case the provision must be severed from his Agreement, in which event the remaining provisions of this Agreement operate as if the severed provision had not been included.

8.20. Updates to Terms : As our Services evolve, the terms and conditions under which we offer services may be modified, provided that we will not, unless you agree, make any changes in respect of any Services you have already paid for that would significantly reduce the type or level of service you receive (except if we need to do so for security, legal or regulatory reasons). We will always give you as much notice as we reasonably can of such significant changes on the understanding that you have the option of accepting them or cancelling a subscription without penalty, in which case, you should notify us that you wish to cancel your subscription before the changes come into effect, and we will give you a pro-rated refund of the advance charges already paid by You, based on the unexpired portion of the then-current subscription period (see Section 4.4 Cancellation of Subscription). If you do not cancel your subscription before the date on which the changes come into effect (which we will notify to you), this will mean that you have accepted them.

8.19. Contact Us: . If You have any questions or comments on this Agreement or our Services, We invite You to contact Us at contact@limebike.com and cc legal@limebike.com. 

8.20. Terms Applicable For Apple iOS : If the App that you download, access and/or use is downloaded from the App Store operated by Apple Inc. ("Apple"):	Comment by Bell Gully: We have not made any comment on these Apple and Google terms as we assume that Lime is required to pass these terms through to its users on a “word for word” basis.

· your licence to use the App is limited to a non-transferable licence to use the App on an Apple-branded device owned or controlled by you and as permitted by Apple’s usage rules published in its App Store terms of service, except that the App may be accessed, acquired and used by other accounts associated with you via Family Sharing or volume purchasing;

· you acknowledge and agree that:

· Apple has no obligation at all to provide any support or maintenance services in relation to the App. If you have any maintenance or support questions in relation to the App, please contact us, not Apple, using the Contacting us details in these terms;

· we, not Apple, are responsible for responsible for addressing any claims of you or any third party relating to the App or your possession and/or use of the App, including (i) product liability claims, (ii) any claim that the App fails to conform to any applicable legal or regulatory requirement, and (iii) claims arising under consumer protection or similar legislation; 

· in the event of any failure of the App to conform to any applicable warranty, you may notify Apple, and Apple will refund the purchase price for the App to you; 

· to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Apple will have no other warranty obligations whatsoever with respect to the App, and any other claims, losses, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses attributable to any failure to conform to any warranty will be our sole responsibility and we are solely responsible for any product warranties, whether express or implied by law, to the extent not effectively disclaimed;

· in the event of any claim by a third party that your possession or use (in accordance with these terms) of the App infringes any intellectual property rights, Apple will not be responsible or liable to you in relation to that claim; and

· although these terms are entered into between you and us (and not Apple), Apple and its subsidiaries are third party beneficiaries of these terms and, upon your acceptance of these terms, Apple Inc. (and will be deemed to have accepted the right) to enforce these terms against you as a third party beneficiary thereof;

· you represent and warrant that:

· you are not, and will not be, located in any country that is the subject of a United States Government embargo or that has been designated by the United States Government as a "terrorist supporting" country; and

· you are not listed on any United States Government list of prohibited or restricted parties; and

· you must comply with any applicable third party terms of agreement when using the App, such as your mobile phone provider's data usage agreement.

8.21.: Terms Applicable For Google

If the App that you download, access and/or use is downloaded from Google Play:

You are allowed unlimited reinstalls of the App without any additional fee, provided that if the App is removed from Google Pay due to (a) an allegation of infringement, or actual infringement, of any third party Intellectual Property Right; (b) an allegation of, or actual violation of, third party rights; or (c) an allegation or determination that such Product does not comply with applicable law (collectively "Legal Takedowns") then the App will be removed from all portions of Google Play and you will no longer have a right or ability to reinstall the App. 

You may also be able to claim a refund from Google for purchases made in the App if you qualify under the Google Play refund policy at https://support.google.com/googleplay/answer/2479637?p=play_refund. 

We grant to the User a nonexclusive, worldwide, and perpetual license to perform, display, and use the App. The "User" means you and may also include, but is not limited to, a family group and family members whose accounts are joined together for the purpose of creating a family group. Family groups on Google Play will be subject to reasonable limits designed to prevent abuse of family sharing features. 

8.22. Google Maps : The map data that We provide to You in our App is based on the current map information available to us which may be provided by a third party such as through the incorporation of the Google Maps API, and may be inaccurate or incomplete. If You utilize map functionality We make available through our App, You acknowledge and agree to be bound by Google, Inc.’s Google Maps/Google Earth Additional Terms of Service, available at https://maps.google.com/help/terms_maps.html .



ACCEPTANCE OF AGREEMENT

I certify that I am at least 18 years old, and that I have read and expressly agree to the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.














Model Withdrawal Form 

If You wish to withdraw from this Agreement, please fill in the form below and send it back to Us at the following address (please complete):

		Model Withdrawal Form



To : LimeBike

Address: [please complete]

Fax: [please complete]

E-Mail: [please complete]



Hereby I/we (*) withdraw from the Agreement concluded by me/us (*) for the provision of the following Products (or Services) :

Products/Services order on : 

Ordered on (*) / received on (*):

Name(s) of the consumer(s):

Address of the consumer(s):

Signatures of the consumer(s) (only in case of notification on paper)

Date:

(*) Delete as applicable.”









Appendix 1: Road Safety Rules

Further to your general obligation under clause 1.6 to comply with all applicable laws, you must comply with the applicable provisions from the Land Transport (Road User) Rule 2004 when riding a Lime-E or a Lime-S on the road network in New Zealand.  You can find a copy of the Road User Rule here:

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2004/0427/latest/DLM302188.html

If you are riding a Lime-E, to help you understand how the Land Transport (Road User) Rule 2004 applies to you, you should read the New Zealand Transport Agency’s Code for Cyclists.  This Code for Cyclists explains cycle related rules using plain English:

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/roadcode/cyclist-code/docs/cycle-code-2016.pdf

If you are riding a Lime-S then those provisions of the Land Transport (Road User) Rule 2004 that are of particular relevance to you are set out below:



· General requirements

· 1.7 General responsibilities of road users  

· (1) A road user must comply with the applicable provisions of the Road User Rules.

· (2) A road user must comply with every reasonable direction given by an enforcement officer for the safe and efficient regulation of traffic, even if the road user may contravene a provision of this rule by complying with the direction.

· Traffic signs and signals

· 3.1 General requirements about places controlled by traffic control devices  

· (1) Subject to subclauses (2) and (3), if traffic at any place is controlled by a traffic control device, a person (including a pedestrian) using the road at that place must comply with the instructions given by that traffic control device that apply to them.

· (2) If traffic signs have been installed at a place controlled by traffic signals, then, in so far as the instructions given by the traffic signals are inconsistent with those given by the traffic signs, a person (including a pedestrian) using the road at that place must comply with the instructions given by the traffic signs that apply to them and not those given by the traffic signals.

· (3) If at any time the traffic at any place at which a traffic control device is installed is controlled by an enforcement officer, the officer’s directions override any instruction that may be given by the traffic control device.

· 3.2 Traffic signals in form of disc  

· (2) While a green signal in the form of a disc is the only signal displayed, pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal may enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a flashing or steady red standing human figure symbol.

· (4) While a steady yellow signal in the form of a disc is displayed,—

· (b) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal must not enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol.

· (5) While a steady red signal in the form of a disc is displayed or 2 alternately flashing red signals in the form of a disc are displayed,—

· (b) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal or signals must not enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol.

· 3.3 Traffic signals in form of arrow  

· (1) While a green signal in the form of an arrow is displayed,—

· (b) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal must not enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol.

· (2) While a yellow signal in the form of an arrow is displayed,—

· (b) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal must not enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol.

· (3) While a red signal in the form of an arrow is displayed,—

· (b) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices facing the signal must not enter the roadway unless a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol.

· 3.5 Traffic signals in form of standing or walking human figure  

· (1) While a special signal for pedestrians indicates a flashing or steady red standing human figure symbol, pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices who are using the footpath and facing the signal must not enter the roadway.

· (2) While a special signal for pedestrians indicates a green walking human figure symbol, pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices may,—

· (a) if facing the signal, enter the roadway to cross towards the signal; and

· (b) if a “Pedestrians May Cross Diagonally During Cross” sign is installed, enter the roadway to cross towards the signal or to the diagonally opposite corner of the controlled area.

· Stopping and Parking

· 6.14 Parking on footpaths or cycle paths  

· (1) A driver or person in charge of a vehicle must not stop, stand, or park the vehicle on a footpath or on a cycle path.

· (3) Nothing in subclause (1) prevents a person from stopping, standing, or parking a cycle, mobility device, or wheeled recreational device on a footpath if doing so does not unreasonably obstruct any other user of the footpath.

· Driver Responsibility

· 7.1 Riding dangerously  

· (1) A person must not ride in or on a vehicle, or in or on an object conveyed on a vehicle, in a manner or position that may be liable to cause injury to that person.

· 7.3 Unsafe vehicles and loads  

· (1) A driver must not operate a vehicle in a condition or manner that causes or is liable to cause—

· (a) injury to any person or animal; or

· (b) annoyance to any person; or

· (c) damage to any property; or

· (d) distraction to the driver.

· 7.3A Ban on use of mobile phones while driving  

· (1) A driver must not, while driving a vehicle,—

· (a) use a mobile phone to make, receive, or terminate a telephone call; or 

· (b) use a mobile phone to create, send, or read a text message; or

· (c) use a mobile phone to create, send, or read an email; or

· (d) use a mobile phone to create, send, or view a video message; or

· (e) use a mobile phone to communicate in a way similar to a way described in any of paragraphs (b) to (d); or

· (f) use a mobile phone in a way other than a way described in any of paragraphs (a) to (e).

· 7.4 Noise 

· (1) A driver must not operate a vehicle that creates noise that, having regard to all the circumstances, is excessive. 

· (2) A person must not create by any means (for example, a car stereo) within or on a vehicle any noise that, having regard to all the circumstances, is excessive.

· 7.22 Ridden and driven animals  

· A road user must exercise due care towards—

· (a) a person—

· (i) moving animals on a road; or

· (ii) riding an animal on a road; and

· (b) that person’s animals.

· Level Crossings

· 9.1 General requirements for level crossings  

· (1) A person approaching or crossing a level crossing must keep a vigilant lookout for any approaching rail vehicle using the railway line.

· (2) A driver must give way to a rail vehicle using the railway line that is approaching and within 800 m of the level crossing.

· (3) A person must not walk or attempt to walk across a level crossing when there is a risk of that person being involved in a collision with a rail vehicle using the railway line.

· (4) A person must not ride, drive, or attempt to ride or drive a vehicle or animal on or across a level crossing when there is a risk of that vehicle or animal being involved in a collision with a rail vehicle using the railway line.

· Rules relating to wheeled recreational devices

· 11.1 Use of footpath and roadway  

· (3) A pedestrian or driver of a mobility device or a wheeled recreational device using the roadway must remain as near as practicable to the edge of the roadway.

· (4) A driver of a mobility device or wheeled recreational device on a footpath—

· (a) must operate the device in a careful and considerate manner; and

· (b) must not operate the device at a speed that constitutes a hazard to other footpath users.

· (5) A person using a wheeled recreational device on a footpath must give way to pedestrians and drivers of mobility devices.

· 11.1A Use of shared path  

· (1) This clause applies to a path that—

· (a) may be a cycle path, a footpath, or some other kind of path; and

· (b) may be used by some or all of the following persons at the same time:

· (i) pedestrians:

· (ii) cyclists:

· (iii) riders of mobility devices:

· (iv) riders of wheeled recreational devices. 

· (2) A person using the path—

· (a) must use it in a careful and considerate manner; and

· (b) must not use it in a manner that constitutes a hazard to other persons using it.

· (3) A rider of a cycle, mobility device, or wheeled recreational device on the path must not operate the cycle or device at a speed that constitutes a hazard to other persons using the path.

· (4) If a sign or marking on the path gives priority to pedestrians or cyclists, the following rules apply on the path:

· (a) pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices must give priority to cyclists if the sign or marking gives priority to cyclists:

· (b) cyclists must give priority to pedestrians, riders of mobility devices, and riders of wheeled recreational devices if the sign or marking gives priority to pedestrians:

· (c) no user may unduly impede the passage of any other user, whatever priority the sign or marking gives.

· 11.4 Crossing roadway  

· (1) A pedestrian or rider of a mobility device or wheeled recreational device who crosses a roadway elsewhere than on a pedestrian crossing or at a school crossing point must, whenever possible, cross at right angles to the kerb or side of the roadway.

· (2) This clause does not apply at an intersection controlled by traffic signals if the pedestrian or rider is complying with a notice, sign, or marking maintained by the road controlling authority and indicating that such persons may or should cross otherwise than at right angles.

· 11.5 Entering crossings  

· A pedestrian or a rider of a mobility device or wheeled recreational device must not suddenly enter a pedestrian crossing when an approaching vehicle is so close to the pedestrian crossing that the driver of the vehicle is unable to give way to the pedestrian or the driver or rider of the device.

· 11.6 Loitering on crossings or roadways  

· A pedestrian or rider of a mobility device or wheeled recreational device must not remain on the roadway, including a pedestrian crossing or school crossing point, longer than is necessary for the purpose of crossing the roadway with reasonable dispatch.

· 11.9 Towing restrictions  

· (2) A rider of a cycle, moped, or wheeled recreational device must not permit that vehicle to be towed by another vehicle.
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From:  
To: MayorsMessages
Cc: , ;  ;  
Subject: Lime Year End Report 2018
Date: Thursday, 20 December 2018 3:41:24 p.m.
Attachments: Lime_Year-End Report_2018.pdf

Dear Lianne, 

As micromobility expands from pedal and e-assist bikes to electric scooters and transit
pods, cities around the world are embracing this exciting new approach to personal
transportation. Lime’s Year-End Report offers a detailed look at the global impact of bike
and scooter sharing, pulling from in-depth survey analyses and data sourced from more
than 25,000,000 trips worldwide. It’s our hope that these insights will shine a light on the
benefits of micromobility, and demonstrate Lime’s commitment to transparency and policy
collaboration.

I would like to take this opportunity to organise a meeting with you early in the new year
to talk through the report and discuss key takeaways. 

T  you for your continued support. 

Best, 

 
Director of Government Affairs and Strategy APAC 
(M)    
Your ride anytime

mailto:MayorsWebMessages@ccc.govt.nz
http://www.limebike.com/
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Introduction
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2018 was a landmark year for Lime. 


As micro mobility has expanded from pedal and e-assist bikes to electric 


scooters and transit pods, cities around the world have begun to adapt to and 


embrace this exciting new approach to personal transportation.


Lime’s Year-End Report offers a detailed look at the global impact of bike and 


scooter sharing, pulling from in-depth survey analyses and data sourced from 


more than 26,000,000 trips worldwide.


The insights drawn from this report are shared to help enable a more thorough 


public understanding of the benefits of micro mobility, and to demonstrate 


Lime’s commitment to transparency and policy collaboration. 


Thank you as always for your continued trust and support as we look ahead  


to another great year of growth and innovation in 2019.







Getting Here
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By the Numbers
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Education and Impact
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In October of 2018, Lime launched our Lime Green initiative to 


encompass the full range of our sustainability efforts. This included 


establishing the industry’s first 100% carbon-free electric fleet and 


the creation of an internal Head of Sustainability.


Through our partnership with NativeEnergy, Lime is proud to be 


investing in new renewable energy projects as we lead the way 


forward in smart, sustainable micro mobility.


On November 6th, 2018, the Lime To The Polls campaign became the most 


successful free-ride initiative in our history. One out of every ten trips made 


on election day took advantage of the LIMETOVOTE18 discount code, 


offered to help get riders to and from their polling places free of charge. 


Lime is proud to be the first micro mobility company to facilitate increased 


voter turnout, and we’re taking what we’ve learned from this campaign to 


develop new ways of supporting meaningful civic engagement. 


Lime Green


Lime to 
the Polls
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As 2018 draws to a close, Lime is expanding our fleet offering to 


include car sharing. This exciting step in the evolution of micro 


mobility allows us to serve more riders in more communities, and 


reduces the necessity of personal car ownership.


LimePods are being piloted in Seattle before we look to launch  


the program in other global markets in 2019.


Respect The Ride is Lime’s global safety initiative promoting 


education and responsible ridership. Launched in the US on 


November 5th, the Respect The Ride pledge was signed over 


75,000 times in its first 5 days alone. 


As the campaign has expanded into Europe and beyond, we’re 


moving forward with our commitment to distribute 250,000 free 


helmets to micro mobility riders around the world.


Respect 
The 
Ride


LimePods
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Los Angeles 
Metro Area, CA 
(US)
From Watts to Santa Monica, Lime is helping people avoid 


traffic in a city known worldwide for car congestion. Two  


in five riders in Los Angeles report using Lime to replace 


travel by car, a mode shift statistic that ranks near the top  


of the list worldwide.


Angelenos are also cruising for longer distances: on average, 


more than five miles per person. This puts them second only 


to Paris in terms of miles traveled per unique rider.
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NYC 
Staten Island and 
The Rockaways 
(US)
Dock free micro mobility is transforming New York’s 


outermost boroughs. In Staten Island and the Rockaways, 


one in four riders report using Lime to access public 


transit, helping them better navigate the country’s most 


populous city. 


Even more encouraging are the demographic numbers. 


40% of Lime riders in NYC identify as female, compared 


with about 25% of NYC’s docked bikeshare riders, 


and 70% identify as a non-white race or ethnicity. This 


demonstrates the potential of micro mobility to bridge 


traditional gender and racial gaps in cycling.
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Austin, TX (US)


Lime electric scooters have found a new home in the Texan 


capital of cool and quirky. With 40% of riders using Lime to 


replace a trip by car, Austinites are increasingly opting for 


two wheels instead of four.


Viewed through a small business lens, Austin’s robust 


ridership is particularly encouraging. More than two in 


five people report using Lime to travel to or from dining  


or entertainment venues during their most recent trip.
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Seattle, WA (US)
Seattle continues to set bike sharing records. In the past 


17 months, Emerald City riders have taken more than two 


million trips on Lime e-assist and pedal bikes, marking the 


first time a US market has reached this historic milestone. 


The city recently broke even more new ground as the first 


market to pilot LimePods. With Lime car and bike sharing 


available, Seattle residents will have even more ways to 


reduce their dependence on personal vehicles.
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Atlanta, GA (US)
Lime scooters rolled into the ATL in late June and already 


the program is showing results. An increasing number of 


Atlantans are opting for two wheels instead of four, with 


37% of riders using Lime to replace their most recent  


trip by car.


The city’s increasing push to create bike lanes and 


complete streets is likely a reason why so many riders 


(two in five) report using Lime to commute to school 


or work.
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Kansas City, MO  
(US)
In just three months, micro mobility users in the City of 


Fountains have already racked up tens of thousands of miles 


on Lime electric scooters. Equally as eye-opening is the 


percentage of KC riders who report using Lime to replace 


a recent trip by automobile: two in five. 


Similar to cities like Austin, micro mobility users in Kansas 


City have shown a tendency to use Lime products to 


frequent area businesses. More than half of them report 


traveling to or from dining or entertainment venues during 


their most recent trip.


31,000


54%


15%


30%


40%
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Paris, France (EU) 
Paris continues to set global records for its micro mobility 


usage. In less than six months the city has already 


accumulated more than 2 million Lime electric scooter 


rides, and nearly half of all riders surveyed report using 


Lime to commute to either school or work. 


Partnerships with the Asia Now Art Fair and Paris Fashion 


Week during which Lime stood out with a Stella McCartney 


collaboration, as well as exclusive service to the city’s La 


Defense business sector, have helped solidify Lime’s place  


in modern Parisian living.


315,000


2,000,000
25%


22%


45%
O F  L I M E  R I D E R S  I N  PA R I S  R E P O R T E D 
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Lisbon, Portugal 
(EU) 


Lime has worked hand in hand with officials in Lisbon to craft 


a solution that fits the city’s unique transit needs, and it’s 


paying off. In just two months, 53,000 riders in the Portuguese 


capital have traveled on Lime electric scooters.


Perhaps most striking is the number of riders here who report 


using Lime to commute to or from work and school. At 57%, 


Lisbon is the highest-rated city in this category. 


53,000


57%


9%


21%


27%
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Auckland, 
New Zealand (AU)
Lime launched in Auckland on October 15, just in time for 


summer in the southern hemisphere. Since then, more than 


100,000 Auckland riders have tried Lime electric scooters, 


and nearly a quarter report using the service to replace  


a recent trip by car.


Similar to European cities like Paris and Lisbon, Auckland 


riders are using micro mobility to supplement their 


commutes. A lot. More than 50% of riders report taking 


Lime electric scooters to work or school on their most 


recent trip.


105,000
22%18%


21%56%
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 5 October 2018 1:20 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Media Event | Launch Day
 
Hi ,
 
T s again for working so diligently on getting our permit issued for Christchurch! It's greatly appreciated.
 
As I mentioned on the phone, we'll have a media event / scooter demonstration on the day of launch at 11am, and I would love for you, and any other members of staff,
to attend. 
 
It will be from 11am-12pm on Monday, Oct 15, and will take place on the edge of North Hagley Park (at the corner of Salisbury St & Park Terrace). There will be a
few representatives from Lime (including myself), as well as some press, and we will have scooters available for rides.
 
Let me know if you (or any others) are able to attend. Hope to see you there!
 
Best,
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                         , 
Sent:                                           Thursday, 11 October 2018 11:41 a.m.
To:                                               '  '
Cc:                                             
Subject:                                     Media Release
 
Hi ,
 
Just wondering if you are free for a catchup for 20mins today? Just keen to walk through some comms stuff.
 
Happy to come to you.
 
Best,  
-

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 



From:                              , 
Sent:                               Monday, 19 November 2018 2:15 p.m.
To:                                    
Subject:                          Mysterious Lime Bike
 
Hi ,

Sounds like an error in the data feed. This is the ghost bike I noticed a few days ago. It's still in the same place.



Get Outlook for Android
 

https://aka.ms/ghei36


From: , 
To: "  "
Cc: Trading and Events
Bcc:
Subject: Permit and Invoice
Date: Monday, 8 October 2018 3:07:00 p.m.
Attachments: 18 1026115 E-Scooter Permit signed- Lime Technology.pdf

TG696 - Mobile and Travelling Shop Permit Fee Request - Lime - Lime Technology Limited.pdf

Hi ,
 
Please find attached is the permit and fee for public trading.  The remittance advice for the fee is

down the bottom, payable by the 20th. 

The permit is forward dated as being issued on the 15th of October and is valid for three months.
 
Best regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

mailto:tradingandevents@ccc.govt.nz



 


 
 


 


PERMIT TO TRADE IN A PUBLIC PLACE 
 


 
 
 


OPERATOR NAME: LIME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 


 


Trading as “Lime” 


 


  c/- Claymore Partners Limited, Level 2, Claymore House, 63 


Fort Street, Auckland 1010, NZ 
 
 


UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 AND THE CHRISTCHURCH 
CITY COUNCIL PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008.  


 


Lime Technology Limited, NZBN 9429046973979, IS LICENSED AS AN OPERATOR (“OPERATOR”) 
OF SHARED PUBLIC E-SCOOTERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRADING IN A PUBLIC PLACE: 


 


 Selling, hiring, and or displaying no more than [700] electrically assisted kick scooters                 


(“E-Scooters”) (“Operation”). 


 


AND MUST COMPLY WITH THE CONDITIONS SET OUT IN APPENDIX A. 


 


ACTIVITY AREA: Defined public places as set out in Appendix B 


 


HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours per day 7 days per week 
 
NOTE:  Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 Clause 11 provides in part that:  


 
11. PERMIT MAY BE ALTERED, SUSPENDED OR CANCELLED  
(1) The Council, on giving reasonable notice to the permit holder, may alter the terms and conditions of the 


permit in the event of a change to any circumstances of the permit holder, or the public place.  


(2) The Council may suspend or cancel any permit given under clause 6 or 7 in the following cases:  


(a) without notice if:  


(i) urgent action is required to protect the public from unhygienic, unsafe or hazardous conditions 


in the public place where the permit applies;  


(ii) urgent works are required in the public place where the permit applies;  


(iii) any terms and conditions of the permit are breached, where the period covered by the permit is 


3 days or less. 
 


APPROVED BY: 


David Adamson 


General Manager  


City Services 


SIGNATURE: 


 
DATE OF 


ISSUE:   


15
th


 OCTOBER 2018 EXPIRY 


DATE: 


15
th


 JANUARY 2019 


TRIM# 18/1026115 PERMIT# 18/1026115 
 
This certificate is issued to the operator named hereon and is non-transferable subject to condition 34 of 


Appendix A. 







APPENDIX A: TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRADING IN PUBLIC PLACES PERMIT 


 


CHRISTCHURCH CITY PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008 


TRADING AND EVENTS IN PUBLIC PLACES POLICY 2010 


 


Purpose and intent 


1. The purpose and intent of these terms and conditions are to ensure the management of public places and 


to provide reasonable controls to protect the health and safety, the general public from nuisance, while 


meeting customer expectations and supporting the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch 


Area. 


Permit Fee 


2. The permit fee of $136.00 is payable on 15th October 2018 


Duration of the Permit 


3. This Permit shall commence on the Date of Issue and, unless terminated sooner in accordance with the 


terms of this Permit, shall continue until the Expiry Date. 


4. Immediately following expiry or the earlier termination of this Permit, the Operator will immediately 
remove all E-Scooters from Council land. 


5. As per Clause 11(2) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008, the Council may 


suspend or cancel this Permit on the basis of a breach of these terms and conditions. 


6. If the Operator breaches any of the conditions within this Permit and fails to remedy the breach within 10 


working days after receipt of written notice requesting remedy of the breach, the Council may in its sole 
discretion and by providing 48 hours written notice to the Operator suspend or cancel the Permit.  See 


clause 11(2)(b)(ii) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008.  


General 


7. This Permit is valid for a maximum of 700 E-Scooters at any one time during the Term.  


8. The Council may review and amend these terms and conditions at any time as necessary as per clause 


11(1) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 (or any subsequent bylaw in amendment 
of, or in substitution to, this bylaw). 


9. The Operation shall only be operated within the area defined in Appendix B. 


Location and placement of E-Scooters 


10. For the purposes of this Permit, E-Scooters must not be parked or allowed to remain on or in 


inappropriate locations including, without limitation: 


a. on footpaths that are narrow; 


b. where they could pose a safety hazard;  


c. being left on their side, where they could interfere with pedestrian access generally or inhibit 


access; or 


d. any other areas identified by a Council officer, in their discretion, to be an inappropriate 


location.  


11. Mistreatment of E-Scooters through vandalism will not be considered as an inappropriate location (under 


clause 10 of this Permit) for the purposes of reporting under the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in 


Appendix C requirements. However, the Operator will seek to address any issues raised under this clause 


13 by the Council within the required timeframes. 


12. To deliver on the expectations of the Council to ensure the management of public places and the delivery 


of the expected support for the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch Area, the Operator 


will target the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in Appendix C. 







13. The Operator must ensure E-Scooters are collected each night and effectively redistributed to avoid 


excessive build up during the day and provide Council with a retrieval, rebalancing, relocation and 


redistribution plan to meet the Operation and Parking KPIs and set out in Appendix C. 


Use of E-Scooters  


14. The Operator will educate customers about safety checks, responsible riding and correct parking, 


including the impacts of poor placement to the general public. 


15. The Operator will also make best efforts to inform riders that they can incur penalties for breaching any 


law, regulation, standard or applicable rule including, by way of example, unauthorised use of special 


vehicle lanes, or operating a vehicle inconsiderately. 


16. When used in parks and reserves, E-Scooters must not be used or ridden in a manner that is or might be 


dangerous to the public or to any person. 


17. The Operator will procure that E-Scooter users ride safely and carefully and be considerate of all other 


road and footpath users, ensuring that: 


a. when on the road, users must keep as close as possible to the edge of the roadway; and 


b. when on the footpath, users must: 


i. not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk; and 


ii. always give way to pedestrians and drivers of mobility vehicles. 


Safety and maintenance  


18. The Operator must ensure that: 


a. each E-Scooter meets the definition of a wheeled recreational device that is designed in the style 


of a traditional push scooter, with a footboard, two wheels not exceeding 355mm in diameter, a 


long steering handle and an electric auxiliary propulsion motor with maximum power output not 


exceeding 300W; and  


b. each E-Scooter has: 


i. a working bell; 


ii. A steady or flashing rear-facing red light(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 


200 metres; and 


iii. a white or yellow headlight(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 200 metres; 


c. the design, performance and assembly of each E-Scooter complies with appropriate standards; 


and 


d. each E-Scooter is regularly inspected and maintained to ensure it is compliant.  


19. The Operator must provide the ability for users as well as the general public to report safety and 


maintenance issues with the E-Scooters.  This must include a publicly displayed New Zealand contact 


phone number and email address on each E-Scooter which is to be monitored during the hours of 


operation.   


20. The Operator must also provide Council with the contact number of an individual who can respond in 


case of emergencies or major incidents 24hours a day.  


21. The Operator commits to meeting the Safety and Maintenance KPIs set out in Appendix D. 


 


 


 


 







Reporting 


22. To enable better integration with public and shared modes of transportation across the city, the permit 


holder must maintain a documented Application Program Interface (API).  


23. The Operator will provide raw non-identifiable information to the Council on a monthly basis subject to 


Council introducing measures agreeable to the Operator to protect its commercially sensitive 


information. 


Privacy 


24. All personal information must be collected, processed and stored in accordance with the requirements of 


the Privacy Act 1993. 


Miscellaneous 
25. This Permit is non-transferable.  Within 14 days of any change in the Operator or the Operation, the 


Operator must apply to the Council to have the change noted and pay any required fee.  A new permit may 


then be issued with the updated information. 


26. The Operator shall carry adequate, sufficient and suitable public liability and professional indemnity 
insurance for an amount not less than $1,000,000 and will provide evidence of this to the Council if 


requested. 


27. The conditions of this Permit replace the general conditions for a mobile trading permit and the Council’s 


General Conditions for a mobile trading permit do not apply.   


 







APPENDIX B: DEFINED ACTIVITY AREA FOR SERVICE 
 
 


Geo-fenced operational area 
 


 


 
 


Note that the defined area for service does not include any private land or land not administered or operated 


by Council such as land owned and operated by Christchurch International airport limited (CIAL) or the 
University of Canterbury.  


 


Note that the defined activity area for service also does not include any area defined as schedule 2 of the 
Parks and Reserves Bylaw 2016 – Christchurch Botanic Gardens.  
  







APPENDIX C: OPERATION AND PARKING KPIS 
 
 


Operations and Parking KPIs 


Condition Minimum 


Response 


Reporting 


Measure 


Target Stretch 


goal 


Incorrectly parked or 


nuisance 


(i.e. where an E-


Scooter is parked in 


an inappropriate 


location, but where it 


is not causing an 


unreasonable 


hazard). 


Resolved within 


1 day of being 


notified. 


 


 


Number of 


incorrect parking or 


nuisance issues 


reported per month. 


 


85% of all 


incidents 


responded 


to within 


timeframe. 


100% of all 


incidents 


responded 


to within 


timeframe. 


Outside defined 


activity area in 


Appendix B. 


Relocated 


within 1 day of 


being notified. 


Number of E-


Scooters parked in 


out of service area. 


 


85% of all 


incidents 


responded 


to within 


agreed 


timeframe. 


100% of all 


incidents 


responded 


to within 


agreed 


timeframe. 


 
  







APPENDIX D: SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE KPIS 
 
 


Safety and Maintenance KPIs 


Condition Minimum 


Response 


Reporting 


measure 


Base 


Expectation 


Stretch 


Goal 


Dangerous or 


hazardously 


placed E-


Scooters (e.g. 


on a roadway, 


up a tree, in a 


river, etc.). 


Resolved within 2 


business hours of 


being notified.. 


Number of 


reported 


hazardously or 


dangerously 


placed E-


Scooters per 


month. 


80% of all 


incidents 


responded to  


within 


timeframe. 


100% of all 


incidents 


responded to  


within 


timeframe. 


Unsafe or faulty 


E-Scooters  


(e.g. brake fault, 


light out, etc.). 


Deactivated 
immediately (upon 


verification) 


Recovered 1-5 


days (depending 


on severity). 


Number of 


reported unsafe 


or faulty E-


Scooters per 


month.  


80% of all 


incidents 


responded to  


within 


timeframe. 


100% of all 


incidents 


responded to  


within 


timeframe. 


Safety 


inspections. 


Must be inspected 


daily.  


Number of E-


Scooters 


inspected per 


month. 


80% of fleet 


inspected 


daily. 


100% of fleet 


inspected 


daily. 


 
  







APPENDIX E: REPORTING INFORMATION 
 
 


Reporting measure Format Description 


Number of registered users Dashboard  


Total number of rides per month Dashboard  


Average distance covered per trip Dashboard  


Average time of trip Dashboard  


Start and end trip location data Dashboard  


Overlay of deployment locations 


with demand “hot spots” 


Dashboard  


Heat map of use, e.g. routes Dashboard  


Number of faults reported per 


month 


Dashboard and/or manual 


report 


 


 
 


 












From: , 
To:  
Subject: Quick Phone Call

Perfect, 

 

T s , I have a spreadsheet and a bit of an action register that I’m keeping track of what work is underway and how it’s progressing. 
Started with  then last updated it with . 

 

Just want to run through that over the phone. 

 

Cheers, 

 

_____ ______
From:   [mailto: .  <mailto: . > ] 
Sent: Friday, 7 December 2018 11:44 a.m.
To: ,  <  <mailto: > >
Subject: Re: Quick Phone Call

 

Hi  

 

Hope you’re well - of course. We can have a call on Tuesday if that suits?

 

Let me know a time. 

 

P.s will send you that data spreadsheet today. 

 

Cheers,

On 7 Dec 2018, at 10:23 am, ,  <  <mailto: > > wrote:

 Hi , 

  

 Do you have time for a call early next week, just want to understand a few things before updating the Committee on Wednesday. 
 
 Best, 

  

  

 Policy Planner - Transport Team
 Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

 DDI:    

 Mobile:   

 Email:  <mailto: > 

 Christchurch City Council
 Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
 PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154

  

 **********************************************************************
 This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
 solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

 The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
 and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
 If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the



From:                                           < . >
Sent:                                           Thursday, 10 January 2019 10:39 a.m.
To:                                               , 
Cc:                                               , ;  
Subject:                                     RE: Christchurch Lantern Festival
 
Hi ,
 
T s for the introduction. Yes he is and looking forward to meeting you shortly!
 
I will tie up with Amanda in the mean time – very interested in engaging to support local events.
 
 
T s for your time
 

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
From: , 
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 9:29 AM
To: 
Cc: , 
Subject: Christchurch Lantern Festival
 
Hi ,
 
We haven’t formally met yet but I understand that Mat McNeill is teeing up an introduction meeting next week. 

I hope you had a relaxing break and are settling in to your new role. 

I’d like to introduce you to   in our events tem. She would like to coordinate with you about the South Island Lantern Festival on the last weekend
of February. It’s typically one of the busiest events for the central city, attracting up to 40,000 people each night. It would be good to put you in touch to discuss
some of the plans for managing the crowds and transport this year.

Amanda, I’ll leave it to you from here.
 
Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.
Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
https://www.christchurchnz.com/whats-on/south-island-lantern-festival/
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 3 December 2018 10:41 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                    ;  ; , ; , 
Subject:                          Re: Christchurch Lime Scooter Survey
 
Hi 
 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
 
We have pushed the survey request to HQ, and are currently waiting back on what we can do. It has been mentioned on our side, that we have just recently done a
survey with our riders in Auckland and Christchurch, and that pushing another so soon is not desirable. However, I have pushed the draft survey questions to our
colleagues, to see if there is any overlap with what we have gathered already.
 
Given we have limited notice on this, it makes it a little more challenging to get something sorted. I'll do my best and will update you soon with the response.
 
Best,

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 10:12 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi  and 
 
Is there any word yet about whether you will be able to provide us with access to Lime users??  We are aiming to go infield on Thursday or Friday this week.
 
Regards, 
 
From: ,  
Sent: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:43 p.m.
To: ' .  < . >; ' . ' < . >; ' . ' < . >
Cc: ,  < >; ,  < . '
<
Subject: Christchurch Lime Scooter Survey
 
Hi  and 
 
Really good to talk this morning.  Further to our discussion about the scooter survey, here’s what we have planned.
 
Representative Sample
 
NZTA, Auckland Transport, Auckland Council and Christchurch City Council are joining up to run a representative survey of 500 people each in Auckland and
Christchurch.  We also want to do a boost of Lime scooter users in case we don’t pick up enough of those in the representative sample.
 
The representative sample (along with the Lime user booster) will provide quantifiable robust data for each city, using standardised questions in each location.
 
Sampling Approach
 
We discussed this morning that Lime is not able to provide its email list directly to us or a research company to manage survey distribution to users.  However, if
your comms people give approval, you will probably be able to send out individual (ie. unique) survey links (list produced by research agency) which you would
mail merge with your email list.  We thought it would probably make sense to send the emails out in batches to random samples in Auckland and Christchurch as
the absolute maximum completed surveys we would need is n=500 in each city (and probably only a few hundred in each city as we will pick up a number of users
via the random sample anyway) (to sit alongside our representative sample).  We can fine tune the details re assumed response rates and number needing to be
sent out once you have got approval to go ahead.
 
Draft Questionnaire
 
We are currently in the process of agreeing the standardised questions across the cities and the attached is the draft we are currently working with.
 
The opportunity for input into this is very, very tight (ie. by  end of Monday 3 Dec at the latest) due to the deadlines for the project.
 
Christchurch Snowball Sample
 
Christchurch also intends to do a snowball sample using the same questionnaire.  We are going to open the survey up to our Life in Christchurch panel of over
9,000 people (who can then send a survey link on to other people) and will also promote the survey via the media so as many people as possible complete it.  We
will also want Lime to send the link out to all users (including those who have only supplied a mobile number) (except for the people sent the links for the

https://www.li.me/
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representative booster above) and to juicers so we get as much feedback from them as possible.
 
We will give the representative survey a one week head start on our snowballed version but intend to be infield on 13 December to allow enough time for survey
completes pre-Christmas.
 
Timelines
 
Timelines for getting this across the line are very tight!
 

·         Feedback on survey questions: Monday 3 December

·         Representative survey and Lime user booster infield: approx. Thursday 6 December

·         Christchurch snowball survey infield: Thursday 13 December

 
Looking forward to hearing back from you soon.
 
Regards, 
 
Team Leader - Monitoring and Research
Performance Management Unit
DDI　　    　　　　　　　 
Email　   　　　　 
Web　　www.ccc.govt.nz
 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73015, Christchurch, 8154
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Friday, 21 September 2018 3:12 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Christchurch Permit
 
Hi , 

The permit is nearly finalised, just looking to get sign off from the GM of city services.
 
Are you still looking at launching later next week?
 

·         Extension of the permit – At council’s discretion, we will see how things are progressing in the next couple of months but I suspect that we’ll need to
issue an extension before we provide advice to council about what the scheme looks like long term.  A three month pilot will cease ending in December
which is holiday season and Council staff are often away.

·         Narrow Footpaths – Design standard is likely 1.5m clear of obstructions, same as A frame signs and tables and chairs policy. We think the Inappropriate
locations at discretion of enforcement. We can provide some guidance around this and we may end up appending some diagrams at a later stage. For
now we’ll keep it broad.

·         Force Majeure Claue – We had a discussion internally and would be curious to know how you would propose to word this. We may not have enough time
to come up with the appropriate wording but can consider it for inclusion in looking at what happens after the pilot.  

·         Public API – Unless you’ve got anything else from your data team, I’ve changed the wording to reflect the need to have and maintain one rather than to
provide public access.

·         Updated operational area map – Can you supply a map of the geofenced operating area including any no parking zones?
 
 
 
From:   [ ] 
Sent: Friday, 21 September 2018 12:16 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Christchurch Permit
 
Hey ,
 
Wanted to quickly check in on the permit. Looks like we've ticked all the boxes at this point, with NZTA declaring our scooters not motor vehicles. 
 
Is there anything else we're waiting on to get a final permit issued?
 
Best,
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 3 September 2018 1:42 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          Re: Council meeting Deputation
 
Hi ,
 
Happy to do a 10 minute deputation on Thursday! 
 

, let me know what you need from me to make that happen.
 
Best,
 
On Mon, Sep 3, 2018 at 10:09 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , 

If you are down on Thursday you won’t be able to speak to the staff report but you may wish to make a public deputation at the meeting.
 
Speaking time is 10min including questions, although all deputations are at the discretion of the Chairperson so there is no guarantee of being able to speak.
 
If you wish to make a deputation to speak email  (cc’d) and he’ll let you know.
 
Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 2 November 2018 2:50 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Data + Heatmap
Attachments:                 image008.jpg
 
T s ! It's good to see that comparison.
 
On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 2:00 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,
 
This is probably what I’ll update the committee with.
 
I won’t include the total time or the total distance.
 
Ps. In terms of safety statistics we’ll probably use this slide for comparison.
 

 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 12:26 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Data + Heatmap
 
Hey ,
 
Here are the numbers and heat map I was referencing during our call this morning.
 

Screen Shot 2018-11-02 at 11.44.00 AM.png

 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 5 November 2018 1:57 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Data + Heatmap
 
Hey  - ready in the lobby whenever you are.
 
On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 2:49 PM  < . > wrote:

T s ! It's good to see that comparison.
 
On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 2:00 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,
 
This is probably what I’ll update the committee with.
 
I won’t include the total time or the total distance.
 
Ps. In terms of safety statistics we’ll probably use this slide for comparison.
 
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 12:26 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Data + Heatmap
 
Hey ,
 
Here are the numbers and heat map I was referencing during our call this morning.
 
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

--
 

Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 2 November 2018 11:02 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Data and reporting checkin
 
Hey ,
 
Just gave you a ring. Give me a call back whenever you’re free.
 
On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 9:59 AM ,  < > wrote:

11 is perfect, hear from you then.
 
 
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 2 November 2018 9:40 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Data and reporting checkin
 
Hey ,
 
Monday works for us. I’ll give you a call around 11 - does that work? 
 
On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 9:29 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 

 is unwell today and won’t be able to make this meeting.
 
I was looking to reschedule to Monday but still keen to have a brief call to run through a couple of questions and see what your availability is.
 
Best,
-
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: ,  
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2018 2:38 p.m.
To: , ; '  '; , 
Cc: ' . '; .
Subject: Data and reporting checkin
When: Friday, 2 November 2018 2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. (UTC+12:00) Auckland, Wellington.
Where: TBD
 
 
Hi ,
 
This is just a placeholder checking to evaluate some of the data before we report to the transport committee in early November.
 
Hopefully we’ll have access to the dashboard by then but I imagine we won’t have much to report at this point. It would be good to see if we can look at any
of the data or reporting from your CRM about Christchurch based inquiries, we can compare this with the more general comments and complaints we’ve
received through our contact centre.
 
We are also considering sending out a survey to residents and just wanting to touch base to see if you were planning anything similar.
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 11 January 2019 5:47 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                    
Subject:                          Re: Dynamic Cap
 
Hi ,
 
Good to hear from you. I hope all is well.
 
Yes, so what we're seeing is that where scooter-share is more mature in a market, City's are moving away from arbitrary fleet cap ceilings and actually toward
dynamic fleet structures. 
 
The reasons for this are predominately twofold:

1. It promotes best practice operations; and

This is because an operator can only achieve a consistent rolling average trips-per-vehicle-per-day (TVD) whilst maintaining a certain fleet size if they
are an excellent operator. Moreover, additional fleet increases are only allocated to high performing operators, which ensures the best product is being
provided to the community. 

2. It ensures a fleet size is representative of community demand rather than the desires of individual operators

A corollary of this is that a performance tiered structure also arms Governments with a response to any community pressures concerning a perception of
(over) supply. By performance tiering fleet sizes to their popularity within the community it provides Government with an easy justification for fleet
numbers - it takes the air and speculation out of external pressure or criticism concerning scooter supply.

For example, Austin's structure is based on a rolling average of 2 trips-per-vehicle-per-day (TVD) to maintain a current fleet size and a rolling average of 3 trips-
per-vehicle-per-day (TVD) to grow a current fleet size. If 3 TVD is achieved, then an additional number of scooters (e.g. 200) is allocated to the high performing
operator. 
 
This also means that in seasons where there might be a lower TVD, fleet sizes naturally decrease. Thus, fleet sizes are always reflecting community demand.  
 
We are looking to take these learnings to all new markets we launch in 2019 so as to ensure City's have a structure in place that puts further operational
accountabilities in place to reward good operators whilst very quickly communicating to underperforming operators the community's high expectations of scooter-
share service providers.
 
Do please let me know if you have any further questions.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Fri, Jan 11, 2019 at 12:09 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Having a brief discussion with  yesterday he mentioned you had been doing some work on dynamic caps. 

I’d be keen to catch up on where this thinking is heading as I haven’t really seen many examples to date (Austin, I think was mentioned as an example).
 
Best,  
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
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From:                              >
Sent:                               Wednesday, 12 December 2018 1:35 p.m.
To:                                    
Cc:                                   , ; 
Subject:                          Re: Fire and Emergency NZ - Lime Scooter feedback
 
Hi all, 
 
Lovely to e-meet you. Safety is always at the forefront for Juicers and wee encourage safe practice through an online tutorial and on-boarding sessions.
 
In saying this, I am more than happy to collaborate and provide the Juicers with more information. Christchurch has a real community feel, which is further solidified
by your proactive email. 
 
I would be more than happy to have a phone conversation or an online meeting.
 
Please let  and myself know the best time and we can send out a calendar invite.
 
T  you kindly,
 

 
On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 11:27 AM  < . > wrote:

Hi All,
 
T s  for linking me in.
 
This is great initiative. I'm keen to do what we can to raise awareness for everyone. Specific sessions sound like a good idea.
 
Perhaps, r and I link in with a respresentative over a conference call to start?
 
Cheers,

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 1:25 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,
 

, I’m sure this would be easy to facilitate as the community of Juicers in Christchurch seems to be very active within a facebook group.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1123371971163139/
 
Seems like some of the full time juicers have taken to charging the scooters when they are still in their vehicles…
 

https://www.li.me/
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Looks like there are often meetups and tips shared in the discussion. It’s a closed group but it’s a very useful way of communicating helpful information.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12 December 2018 1:14 p.m.
To:
Cc: ,  < >; chchfirerisk@fireandemergency.nz
Subject: Re: Fire and Emergency NZ - Lime Scooter feedback
 
Hi ,
 
This sounds like a great initiative.
 
Looping in our head of juicers,  , and our Christchurch POC who will be able to facilitate discussions. 
 
All the very best,
 

 
 
On Wed, Dec 12, 2018 at 10:43 AM wrote:

Hi ,
 
I have had discussions with Fire & Emergency staff who expressed they may be keen to be represented in the scooter trial discussions. Could you contact
them via the email I have cc’d and discuss participation with them?
 
I believe due to my conversation the primary concern they could address is a fire risk due to ‘Juicers’ using multiple multi boards to charge scooters. 
 

mailto:chchfirerisk@fireandemergency.nz


Since Lime doesn’t actually have representation at the meetings there may be greater benefit discussing with  (Lime) directly so I have included him as
a recipient. I believe Fire and Emergency may be keen to arrange a meet with all the juicers and hold some education sessions for them to prevent risk of
electrical fires. 
 
Regards,
 

 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone

===============================================================

WARNING

The information contained in this email message is intended for the addressee only and may contain privileged
information. It may also be subject to the provisions of section 50 of the Policing Act 2008, which creates an
offence to have unlawful possession of Police property. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or have
received this message in error, you must not peruse, use, distribute or copy this message or any of its contents.

Also note, the views expressed in this message may not necessarily reflect those of the New Zealand Police. If you
have received this message in error, please email or telephone the sender immediately

 
--

 
City Launcher

.

Your ride anytime
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ANZ Regional Juicer Conversion Manager

Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 9 November 2018 10:11 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                    ; .
Subject:                          Re: FW: E-Scooter user monitoring
 
Hi ,
 
T s for passing that on to us.
 
I'll check in with the officers on Monday to better understand this specific case.
 
Have a great weekend.
 
Best,
 

 
 
 
On Fri, Nov 9, 2018 at 12:52 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , ,
 
I’m hoping you can provide some advice/direction on the best way to connect the Police with the information they are requesting below.
 
What are the processes in place for lime assisting with law enforcement? I’m guessing that while the lime app may not track the user’s device while they’re not
riding a scooter, however if Lime were able to provide the phone number linked to the Lime user’s account, and the police may be able to be track down the
stolen credit cards that way.  There may also be other ways to provide this assistance.
 
Feel free to reach out to  or  below, I don’t need to be involved directly but we would hope that they could be connected with the right people to ensure
they can conduct their inquiry efficiently and effectively.
 
Best,
-
 
From: ,  [mailto:
Sent: Friday, 9 November 2018 12:35 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: RE: E-Scooter user monitoring
 
Hi ,  we will take a look at the Sheppard matter for you.
 

I assume all transactions have to go through a phone ap.  Therefore, is it that the cc was loaded into the phone app?  And if so, can we track the phone through
the lime scooter payment?
 
It would be good if you now something around this and if not, how we can approach Lime to get this information.
 
T s
 

 
 

===============================================================

WARNING

The information contained in this email message is intended for the addressee only and may contain privileged
information. It may also be subject to the provisions of section 50 of the Policing Act 2008, which creates an offence to
have unlawful possession of Police property. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or have received this
message in error, you must not peruse, use, distribute or copy this message or any of its contents.

Also note, the views expressed in this message may not necessarily reflect those of the New Zealand Police. If you have
received this message in error, please email or telephone the sender immediately
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Thursday, 11 October 2018 5:16 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: FW: Trafinz Conference details to pass on to Limes guys
 
T s! 
 
On Thu, Oct 11, 2018 at 5:15 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
This a link  wanted to pass on.
 
 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11 October 2018 4:25 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Trafinz Conference details to pass on to Limes guys
 
Hi , please pass on this link to the guys.  The Trafinz conference is all about people and safe and sustainable  transport.
 
https://www.trafinzconference.co.nz/
 
I know the conference organisers so would be more than happy to refer them.
 
 
 
Ngā mihi
 

Community Travel Advisor - Road Safety
Travel Demand Management, City Services

Web: www.ccc.govt.nz
Christchurch City Council
Te Hononga, (Civic Offices), 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73014, Christchurch, 8154
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 26 October 2018 7:28 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                  .
Subject:                          Re: FW: Transport Liaison Group - November 7th
 
Hi ,
 
We’d love to be a part of this. If you could send over the details, I’ll make sure we have someone there!
 
Best,
 
On Fri, Oct 26, 2018 at 12:38 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
There is a group of business owners, citizens and interest groups that meets regularly to discuss the city’s transport projects.
 
I gave the group a bit of an update on the pilot before it launched and there was quite a bit of interest.
 
Would you be interested in giving a short presentation to the group? It’s on November 7th usually at 5:30pm
 
There are usually have about 12 people in attendance.
 
Some of the members include:

·         The Automobile Association

·         Spokes (Cycling Advocacy Group)

·         ChristchurchNZ

·         Canterbury District Health Board

·         Otakaro Ltd

·         The Terrace (Anthony Gough)

·         Ballantynes (Central city dpt store)

·         The Christchurch Casino

·         Several other small business owners and local residents

 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 26 October 2018 2:13 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Transport Liaison Group - November 7th
 
Hi ,
 
Are you able to come along to the TLG in November to update on the Scooter Pilot.
 
Regards
 

Project Manager- Transport
City Services

Web: www.ccc.govt.nz
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73011, Christchurch, 8154
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 8 October 2018 3:01 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Insurance
 
Got it. T s!
 
On Mon, Oct 8, 2018 at 3:00 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
I briefly spoke to someone in our insurance team and they mentioned it may not be necessary to name CCC in the insurance policy, however if their insurer
requires it we should be listed as "Christchurch City Council”
 
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Monday, 8 October 2018 10:10 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Insurance
 
Hi ,
 
How would you like the City of Christchurch listed in our insurance policy? Please provide the exact name and address so we can endorse you. T s! 
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Thursday, 27 December 2018 9:02 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Lime - Christchurch Operations Manager -  
 
Hi 
 
How are you doing? I'm not sure if you are on holiday (might find out soon with your OOO).
 
Thought it'd be worth us having another catch up over the phone early January. Let me know a good time, or send across a calendar invite that suits. I've been
working with our product team in HQ on some localisation as we discussed, and hope to have that completed soon.
 
I hope you managed to get to where you needed regarding data sharing with . Let me know if not, and I can look to help out there.
 
Hope you are getting a nice break.
 
Cheers,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:18 PM  < . > wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope you are well. Thought I'd get in touch to let you know we have on-boarded our new Operations Manager, , over the past week. is
headed off on holiday over the festive period from this weekend until Monday 7th January.
 
During that time, we will have our Melbourne Operations Manager,  , supporting our operation the ground.
 
I think it would be worth arranging a meeting in the new year for introductions and a catch up. In the meantime, please do not hesitate getting in touch with us
should you need anything.
 
Best wishes,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Thursday, 27 December 2018 9:13 a.m.
To:                                    
Subject:                          Re: Lime - Christchurch Operations Manager -  
 
T s ,

Yes it would be good to catch up, keen to understand how the localisation work is going.

As you can see I'm back in the office on the 7th so setting up a call after then would be best. Also looking forward to meeting the new ops manager for
Christchurch.

Would be good to discuss the end of trial evaluation report and metrics as I'll probably dive into that when I'm back. We're putting a report to our transport
committee on the 12th of Feb.

We're all set with the data dashboard as  has provided me access. As we mentioned previously we can okay any mentions with you before adding it
to public reports.

Hope all is going well and look forward to speaking in the new year.

Best,

Get Outlook for Android
 

On Thu, Dec 27, 2018 at 9:00 AM +1300, "  " < . > wrote:

Hi 
 
How are you doing? I'm not sure if you are on holiday (might find out soon with your OOO).
 
Thought it'd be worth us having another catch up over the phone early January. Let me know a good time, or send across a calendar invite that suits. I've been
working with our product team in HQ on some localisation as we discussed, and hope to have that completed soon.
 
I hope you managed to get to where you needed regarding data sharing with . Let me know if not, and I can look to help out there.
 
Hope you are getting a nice break.
 
Cheers,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:18 PM  < . > wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope you are well. Thought I'd get in touch to let you know we have on-boarded our new Operations Manager, , over the past week. is
headed off on holiday over the festive period from this weekend until Monday 7th January.
 
During that time, we will have our Melbourne Operations Manager,  , supporting our operation the ground.
 
I think it would be worth arranging a meeting in the new year for introductions and a catch up. In the meantime, please do not hesitate getting in touch with us
should you need anything.
 
Best wishes,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Tuesday, 8 January 2019 2:25 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Lime - Christchurch Operations Manager -  
 
Hi , 

At this stage Thursday and Friday are pretty open so send through a time that would work for you. Would be good to meet  and get an update on how
things are going. Very curious about how the algorithm is effecting the placement of where scooters are being served.  

Also, the three month period for evaluation will end on the 14th of Jan so that’s the date we’ll use for a summary of the trial (It looks you’re on track to clear 400k
rides and 100k unique riders by next Monday). If it’s easy enough for you to provide, three are a few things we’d like for the three month report to illuminate a
few things from an operations perspective are:

-          Number of tickets and or calls to support from Christchurch (possibly a breakdown of resolved or unresolved?)
o   This would be good to contrast with the feedback we’ve received in terms of volume and or the types of feedback

-          General tone of the enquiries, technical, requests for more scooters etc. operational/parking etc or any average trip feedback ratings
o   Again to contrast this through what we’ve received via our survey and comms channels

-          Stats around how many scooters are repaired or taken in to the warehouse each day or the period, number of mechanics FTEs etc.
o   This will help illustrate what the operations looks like, how they are being monitored for wear and tear.  

-          Any rough figures on the number of scooters Missing/stolen destroyed and commentary if this is higher/lower than expected.
-          Any other figures that you think might be helpful stats from the Juicers, pickup rates etc.

 
Let me know if any of the above is looking unlikely. 

Regards,
-
 
From:   [ : . ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 January 2019 1:43 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime - Christchurch Operations Manager -  
 
Hi 
 
Hope you had a good break.
 
I'm lining up some time in Christchurch mid to late next week. Are you available then to have a catch up, and meet our new point man, ?
 
Let me know the best time for you on Thursday / Friday.
 
Cheers,

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Thu, Dec 27, 2018 at 9:24 AM  < . > wrote:

Hi 
 
Great to hear, and all sounds good.
 
I'll be in Dunedin on the week commencing 7th January, as we are launching there then. I'll make some time to come back to Christchurch the week following, and
we could have a coffee with , and discuss the report, etc.
 
By then, it would be great to understand some specific things you'd like to include, that we could help provide you. 
 
Speak soon,
 

 
City Launcher - ANZ

   
.

We're hiring!

 
 
On Thu, Dec 27, 2018 at 9:13 AM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,

Yes it would be good to catch up, keen to understand how the localisation work is going.

https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4
https://www.li.me/
https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4


As you can see I'm back in the office on the 7th so setting up a call after then would be best. Also looking forward to meeting the new ops manager for
Christchurch.

Would be good to discuss the end of trial evaluation report and metrics as I'll probably dive into that when I'm back. We're putting a report to our transport
committee on the 12th of Feb.

We're all set with the data dashboard as  has provided me access. As we mentioned previously we can okay any mentions with you before adding it to
public reports.

Hope all is going well and look forward to speaking in the new year.

Best,

Get Outlook for Android<https://aka.ms/ghei36>

On Thu, Dec 27, 2018 at 9:00 AM +1300, "  " < . <mailto: . >> wrote:

Hi 

How are you doing? I'm not sure if you are on holiday (might find out soon with your OOO).

Thought it'd be worth us having another catch up over the phone early January. Let me know a good time, or send across a calendar invite that suits. I've been
working with our product team in HQ on some localisation as we discussed, and hope to have that completed soon.

I hope you managed to get to where you needed regarding data sharing with . Let me know if not, and I can look to help out there.

Hope you are getting a nice break.

Cheers,

[https://www.dropbox.com/s/c28ak25vjb8vd1u/Lime-logo-100-01.jpg?raw=1]<https://www.li.me/>
 

City Launcher - ANZ
   
. <mailto: . >

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 11:18 PM  < . <mailto: . >> wrote:
Hi ,

I hope you are well. Thought I'd get in touch to let you know we have on-boarded our new Operations Manager, , over the past week. is
headed off on holiday over the festive period from this weekend until Monday 7th January.

During that time, we will have our Melbourne Operations Manager,  , supporting our operation the ground.

I think it would be worth arranging a meeting in the new year for introductions and a catch up. In the meantime, please do not hesitate getting in touch with us
should you need anything.

Best wishes,

[https://www.dropbox.com/s/c28ak25vjb8vd1u/Lime-logo-100-01.jpg?raw=1]<https://www.li.me/>
 

City Launcher - ANZ
   
. <mailto: . >

We're hiring!<https://jobs.lever.co/limebike?lever-via=CEsG4At0Y4>

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 27 August 2018 6:56 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Lime | Christchurch
Attachments:                 image002.jpg
 
Hi ,
 
T s so much for the detail here. 
 
It's not a problem to place a no-parking geofence over the botanic gardens - I'll get on that.
 
With the airport, we've already excluded most of the property, but will reach out to Rhys so he at least has my contact info if any incidents arise. I'll reach out to the
University as well. We generally will not deploy on any University property without a partnership, but scooters are bound to wind up there, so definitely a good idea
to start the conversation there as well. This is helpful - 
 
We don't have a huge budget for pre-launch campaigns. We'll usually do a press release a few days before launch, in addition to a launch party which all are invited
to attend. If you've had success with any similar programs in the past, I'm all ears!
 
Best,
 
On Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 5:33 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s , 

In discussing internally where some of the geo-fenced exclusion zones might be one that is likely will be the Botanic Gardens. This is one of the few places
where the riding of bicycles is prohibited so it is likely to be an exclusion zone for scooters also.
 
There are also a couple of anomalies where land might look and feel like it public right of way when it is actually private therefore not regulated by the
Council:

·         The University of Canterbury has several roads and lanes that look and feel like ordinary streets but they are not regulated by the Council.

·         Another one is the Airport, many of the roads in and around the airport are private airport land

 
It would be a worthwhile having a conversation with both parties before launching or I would recommend excluding these areas also.
 
I don’t know exactly who you need to speak to at the University,   is their Sustainability advisor so would be a good place to start. His details are on
this page.
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/life/sustainability/contact-us/
 
At the airport you could also try Rhys Boswell who works in corporate strategy and sustainability mailto:rhys.boswell@cial.co.nz 03 353 7088
 
With regards to launch, were you planning on doing any campaigns or announcements? We’ve found that the public are generally more receptive to these
types of things if they hear about it ahead of time rather than it suddenly appearing like its being foisted upon them.

Best, 
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Monday, 27 August 2018 1:31 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
 
Hi ,
 
Really appreciate your support in moving this along. I've attached the completed application here. 
 
Best,
 
On Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 8:30 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
I’m trying to move this along internally and spoke to some of the managers Friday afternoon.
 
This is the official form for a trading permit. As you’ll note much of it is NA for your type of application.
 
https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-
or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf
 
I’ve noted your intent for a Sept 13th launch.
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Thursday, 23 August 2018 8:19 p.m.

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/life/sustainability/contact-us/
mailto:rhys.boswell@cial.co.nz
https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf
https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf


To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
 
No worries, sounds good!
 
Are you free around 1pm tomorrow?
 
On Thu, Aug 23, 2018 at 8:17 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,

Was meaning to get back to you today. I forwarded your last email to a few people internally and was just gathering feedback.

I'll follow up and happy to have a call tomorrow.

From:  
Sent: Thursday, 23 August, 20:12
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
To: , 

Hi ,

Wanted to follow up, and check if you've had any questions on this? I'll give you a call tomorrow to make sure we're on the right track.

Best,

On Sun, Aug 19, 2018 at 6:24 PM  < . <mailto: . >> wrote:
Hi ,

It was great meeting with you last week, and hearing of Christchurch's transit plans.

We have solidified our strategy for the New Zealand market since then, and I'd love to continue the conversation with you and any other stakeholders.

Attached is the operational plan for Christchurch that I previously mentioned, as well as a bit of literature about Lime's culture and the numbers behind it.

If it helps to set up another meeting to discuss next steps, let me know when is convenient for you, and I will make myself available. In the meantime, please
don't hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Best,

--
 

Launch, New Market Development

        <mailto: . >
Your ride anytime.

--
 

Launch, New Market Development

612-310-9805

        <mailto: . >
Your ride anytime.

**********************************************************************



From:                              , 
Sent:                               Thursday, 23 August 2018 8:44 p.m.
To:                                    
Subject:                          Re: Lime | Christchurch
 
Anytime tomorrow afternoon is great.

Hear from you then.

On Thu, Aug 23, 2018 at 8:19 PM +1200, "  " < . > wrote:

No worries, sounds good!
 
Are you free around 1pm tomorrow?
 
On Thu, Aug 23, 2018 at 8:17 PM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,

Was meaning to get back to you today. I forwarded your last email to a few people internally and was just gathering feedback.

I'll follow up and happy to have a call tomorrow.

From:  
Sent: Thursday, 23 August, 20:12
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
To: , 

Hi ,

Wanted to follow up, and check if you've had any questions on this? I'll give you a call tomorrow to make sure we're on the right track.

Best,

On Sun, Aug 19, 2018 at 6:24 PM  < . <mailto: . >> wrote:
Hi ,

It was great meeting with you last week, and hearing of Christchurch's transit plans.

We have solidified our strategy for the New Zealand market since then, and I'd love to continue the conversation with you and any other stakeholders.

Attached is the operational plan for Christchurch that I previously mentioned, as well as a bit of literature about Lime's culture and the numbers behind it.

If it helps to set up another meeting to discuss next steps, let me know when is convenient for you, and I will make myself available. In the meantime, please
don't hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Best,

--
 

Launch, New Market Development

        <mailto: . >
Your ride anytime.

--
 

Launch, New Market Development



From:                              , 
Sent:                               Thursday, 8 November 2018 10:01 a.m.
To:                                   '  '
Cc:                                    ;  ;  
Subject:                          RE: Lime Christchurch
 

,
 
It’s been great working with you over the past couple of months.
 
All the best with your next launch, I’ll be sure to touch base with  and , and look forward to meeting the new operations manager for Christchurch
when they start in their role.

I hope you enjoy your last few days in Christchurch, be sure to check out Lyttelton and the view from the top of the post hills one last time before you head off.  
 
Best,
-
 
From:  ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7 November 2018 3:01 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc:   < . >;   < . >;  
Subject: Lime Christchurch
 
Hey ,
 
I know you've met  a few times now, but I wanted to connect the two of you via email. I will be transitioning out of the market sooner than initially expected,
so  (along with , CC'd here) will be taking the reigns on what I've been handling up to this point. 
 
Please feel free to send any scooter matters directly to . I'm happy to continue to support any data-related requests you have over the next few weeks. 
 
I also wanted to take this opportunity to re-address our scooter cap as mentioned during our meeting yesterday. We would love to have the opportunity to propose
an increase to council prior to the pilot's completion. Any assistance you could provide in pushing this through would be greatly appreciated.
 
I look forward to watching Lime grow in Christchurch! 
 
Best,

--
 

Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                < >
Sent:                               Tuesday, 27 November 2018 1:38 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Lime Christchurch
Attachments:                 image001.jpg
 
Hi ,
 
That's right, I will be down in Christchurch for the next couple of days. I believe  is setting up a meeting with us for us on Thursday. Looking forward to
meeting you.
 

 
On Tue, Nov 27, 2018 at 11:58 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
It sounds like you’ll be down in Christchurch later this week.
 
It would be good to catch up.
 
P.S. I’ve been in talks with  about the NDA, dashboard access and possible access to an API for monitoring and compliance so it would be good to catch
up on this also.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto ] 
Sent: Thursday, 15 November 2018 12:27 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Lime Christchurch
 
Hi ,
 
We haven't had a chance to meet yet but I was wondering if you were free for a call this afternoon to talk about Lime in Christchurch. Just wanted to get your
opinion on how it was going and if we can do anything more in the city.
 
Cheers and regards,
 

 
--

 
Launch, New Zealand

Your ride anytime.
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Launch, New Zealand

Your ride anytime.
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Thursday, 10 January 2019 1:55 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Cc:                                   
Subject:                          RE: Lime Meeting
 
T s , great to hear.

I’ve notified the Mayor’s office, they should be in touch to coordinate.

Regards,
-
 
From:  ] 
Sent: Thursday, 10 January 2019 1:41 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Lime Meeting
 
Hi ,
 
Good to chat earlier. 
 
I have confirmation that  will be in NZ from 17th. With that in mind can we please look to organise a meeting with the Mayor and your team on the 17th in
Christchurch. Could we look at 11am? 
 
On Wed, 9 Jan 2019 at 10:36 am, ,  < > wrote:

Hi , 

Just left you a short voicemail.
 
Happy to discuss, give me a call when you’re available. 

Best,

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 
 
 
From:   [m ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8 January 2019 10:09 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc
Subject: Lime Meeting
 
Hi ,
 
Hope you are well and rested from the holiday period.
 
I was hoping we could get together with yourself and the Mayor next Thursday 17th January to discuss Lime, our success and path forward. I am yet to confirm
100% but it looks very likely that Lime CEO Toby Sun will be joining me for the visit from San Fran. 
 
Can we chat tomorrow to confirm this?
 
T s.
--
Regards,

Director of Government Affairs and Strategy, APAC
M:     
Sent from my iPhone

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

https://maps.google.com/?q=53+Hereford+Street&entry=gmail&source=g


From:                                >
Sent:                               Thursday, 20 December 2018 10:36 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Lime Operator
 
Awesome. let me know if you need any help with data definitions or how to use the portal.
 

 
On Thu, Dec 20, 2018 at 8:19 AM ,  < > wrote:

T s , 

That seems to work. Couldn’t update the password but should be fine storing it in chrome. 

Best,
-
 
From:   [ ] 
Sent: Thursday, 20 December 2018 8:12 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime Operator
 
Hi , 
 
Try https://ops.lime.bike/admintool/insights
 
If that doesn't work, I'll ask some people. 
 

. 
 
On Thu, Dec 20, 2018, 8:06 AM ,  <  wrote:

Hi , 

looks like my account has been created.
 
Do you have a URL for the dashboard login?
 
Best,
-
 
From: Lime [mailto:no-reply@limebike.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 20 December 2018 6:31 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Lime Operator
 

 

 

https://ops.lime.bike/admintool/insights
mailto:no-reply@limebike.com


Hello  !
 

Lime Operator account created! We have set your password to a randomly
generated token. Please login with this password and change it in Settings > Edit
Profile.

Password: 

 

Lime Crew

 
 

 

 

This message was sent to you by LimeBike
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Launch, New Zealand

Your ride anytime.
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Tuesday, 11 September 2018 11:36 a.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Lime Scooters - New Zealand
 
T s ,
 
Just to be clear Council has approved the pilot in principle, on the condition NZTA can clarify the ‘motor vehicle’ issue.
 
It appears it is not as straightforward as it initially appeared.  Hopefully they can turn it around quickly.
 
From:   ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11 September 2018 11:23 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Fwd: Lime Scooters - New Zealand
 
Hey,
 
Wanted to keep you apprised of what's going on with NZTA. Any assistance you or your team could provide in pushing this through would be greatly appreciated! 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: 
Date: Tue, Sep 11, 2018 at 10:39 AM
Subject: RE: Lime Scooters - New Zealand
To:  < . >
Cc: 

 

Morning 
 
Yes, great talking to you this morning.  Your ride share model is quite exciting and I wish your team well in respect to the implementation and success.
 
This email confirms receipt and registration of your request.
 
As mentioned on the phone, your timeline is very tight; we’ll see what we can do; our hope is that we can support this within your time frame. 
 
I should be able to give you a definitive time later this week; be assured, we are working on it now though.
 
Kind regards
 
 

Manager – Operational Polices and Frameworks
NZ Transport Agency

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From:   < . > 
Sent: Tuesday, 11 September 2018 10:27 AM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Lime Scooters - New Zealand
 
Hi ,
 
T  you for taking the time to speak with me this morning. This email is to serve as our official request to begin the gazette process for re-classifying our electric
scooters as not a motor vehicle. 
 
Lime is a smart mobility company, that hires out electric scooters on a per minute basis, via a smartphone app. We intend to launch in Auckland and Christchurch by
September 20, and have received permission from both cities to operate. Urgency is requested in this matter. Please see below details on our scooter version,
Lime-S SN 2.5
 
Lime-S 2.5 Design:
 



 
Manufacturer Ninebot (Segway)

Model Name SN 2.5

Dimensions (L x W x H) 1030 x 480 x 1130 mm

Wheel Set 8” solid tires, front wheel electronic brake + rear wheel friction brake

Frame Material Aluminum alloy

Weight 12.38 kg

Max Speed 27 kph

Battery Range 32 kilometers

Max Slope 15%

Recommended Operating Temperature ~10-40 degrees celsius

Motor Front wheel drive, 300 watts FOC motor

Battery 40 Cells (2600 mA each) 10.4 Ah

 
 
Please don't hesitate to reach out with any questions!
 
Best,
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 
 
Find the latest transport news, information, and advice on our website:
www.nzta.govt.nz

This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient.  It may contain information which is confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege.  If you are not the
intended recipient you must delete this email and may not use any information contained in it.  Legal privilege is not waived because you have read this email.

 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Wednesday, 24 October 2018 2:51 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   , ;
Subject:                          Re: Lime Scooters at CHCH Hospital
 
Hi ,
 
I had a very productive meeting this morning with  ,  , and 1 other gentleman whose name I didn't catch. 
 
We're planning to introduce a preferred parking spot in one section of the hospital grounds, and with geofence other no-parking zones.
 
On Wed, Oct 24, 2018 at 2:46 PM ,  < .  wrote:

for the update  –could you let us know who you spoke with at the hospital. That’ll help the people that came to me about it connect the dots.
 

 
Team Leader -Travel Demand Management
Mobile: 027 547 2872 / DDI: 03 941 5360 / Web: www.ccc.govt.nz
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 23 October 2018 6:35 p.m.
To: ,  < .
Cc: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime Scooters at CHCH Hospital
 
Sorry - misread this. I'm meeting with the hospital you mentioned tomorrow morning. 
 
See you on November 2!
 
On Tue, Oct 23, 2018 at 3:05 PM  < . > wrote:

T s for passing along this feedback, . We’ll come prepared to discuss this during our meeting.
 
Also, I believe the meeting is set for tomorrow. I’ll be out of the country next week. 
 
On Tue, Oct 23, 2018 at 3:02 PM ,  < . > wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope all’s well.
 
Looking forward to meeting properly next week on the data side of things, but in the meantime I thought I’d pass on some more immediate feedback from
the Canterbury District Health Board. They have serious concerns about Lime scooters being parked on their property, especially because of the risk of them
blocking key access points for ambulances etc. Pedestrians area are of course at a premium for them, due to the massive foot traffic across the grounds and
the absolute need for accessibility for a wide variety of users.
 
Long story short, they don’t want the scooters parked on their property.
 
I suggested that the issue of parking on their site would presumably be driven by customers rather than your team, but did note that I’d make contact with
you to ensure that Juicers are not stationing scooters on hospital grounds.
 
Also, I suggest that the hospital is added to the “red” area in your map, to make it clear that parking isn’t allowed on their premises. They’re right by the
Botanic Gardens, so you could potentially just extend that area.
 
I’m sure some quick action on this one will help their acceptance of the scooters and, more importantly, avoid any safety issues.
 
Happy to pass your comments on, but  would be the contact to speak to on this 
 
Regards,
 

 
 

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Tuesday, 6 November 2018 6:45 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Lime user counts
 
Hi ,
 
The 34,000 number (which is now up to 36k) is our active user base - so everyone that has taken at least 1 trip in Christchurch.
 
Auckland has 53,000 riders. 
 
On Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 6:04 PM ,  < .  wrote:

Hi 

Just one question I didn't get to yesterday -
I assume that you base the user counts on the number of users who have logged a ride in a city, or is it based on the address from signing up (if that's asked for).
It'd be good to know for tomorrow as the 34,000 chch chch users you mentioned is a key stat.

Also, are you able to tell us the number of Auckland lime users? No problems if not, it'd just be an interesting comparison to the 34k in chch.

Get Outlook for iOS<https://aka.ms/o0ukef>
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Launch, New Market Development
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 26 November 2018 2:25 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: NDA - markup
Attachments:                 image001.jpg
 
Hi ,
 
Are you free for a quick call at around 3.00pm?
 
 
 
On Mon, Nov 26, 2018 at 10:35 AM ,  < > wrote:

HI ,
 
Any word on this from your end?
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Monday, 19 November 2018 11:21 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: NDA - markup
 
Hey ,
 
I've followed up with Legal and will keep you posted.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Mon, Nov 19, 2018 at 4:07 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As I mentioned here is our revision of the NDA. Essentially not being able to report on the figures to Councillors wouldn’t have worked.
 
We’ve tried to define confidential and non-confidential information in a couple of schedules. There is also an inclusion of a clause that makes reference to the
local government official information act.
 
The definitions of confidentiality point to what was provided in Lime’s initial proposal with regard to data sharing.  I’ve included a couple of screenshots of the
dashboard to try and make this clear, although it’s not great it gives a sense of the direction we are after.
 
Also, attached is a list of emails from this organisation that would require dashboard access.  
 
P.S. For the first update we gave the committee, these were the headline figures we shared.
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: " , " < >
To:  < . >
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 03:15:25 +0000
Subject: Dashboard Access
Hi ,
 
I understand NZTA have or are about to approach you separately about access. We figured that would make the most sense and to have a separate NDA for
each organisation.
 
For CCC’s access, the staff accessing it will be:
 
Myself 

  .

 
I presume we’ll get an email with login instructions?
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

 
--
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.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 26 November 2018 2:28 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: NDA - markup
 
Great - speak then
 
On Mon, Nov 26, 2018 at 2:27 PM ,  < > wrote:

Yes,
 
Free for a call at 3:00.
 
Best,

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 
 
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Monday, 26 November 2018 2:25 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: NDA - markup
 
Hi ,
 
Are you free for a quick call at around 3.00pm?
 
 
 
On Mon, Nov 26, 2018 at 10:35 AM ,  < > wrote:

HI ,
 
Any word on this from your end?
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Monday, 19 November 2018 11:21 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: NDA - markup
 
Hey ,
 
I've followed up with Legal and will keep you posted.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Mon, Nov 19, 2018 at 4:07 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As I mentioned here is our revision of the NDA. Essentially not being able to report on the figures to Councillors wouldn’t have worked.
 
We’ve tried to define confidential and non-confidential information in a couple of schedules. There is also an inclusion of a clause that makes reference to the
local government official information act.
 
The definitions of confidentiality point to what was provided in Lime’s initial proposal with regard to data sharing.  I’ve included a couple of screenshots of
the dashboard to try and make this clear, although it’s not great it gives a sense of the direction we are after.
 
Also, attached is a list of emails from this organisation that would require dashboard access.  
 
P.S. For the first update we gave the committee, these were the headline figures we shared.
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: " , " < >
To:  < . >
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 03:15:25 +0000
Subject: Dashboard Access
Hi ,
 
I understand NZTA have or are about to approach you separately about access. We figured that would make the most sense and to have a separate NDA
for each organisation.
 
For CCC’s access, the staff accessing it will be:
 
Myself 

 
I presume we’ll get an email with login instructions?
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

 
--

 
City Launcher
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Monday, 19 November 2018 11:21 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: NDA - markup
Attachments:                 image001.jpg
 
Hey ,
 
I've followed up with Legal and will keep you posted.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Mon, Nov 19, 2018 at 4:07 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As I mentioned here is our revision of the NDA. Essentially not being able to report on the figures to Councillors wouldn’t have worked.
 
We’ve tried to define confidential and non-confidential information in a couple of schedules. There is also an inclusion of a clause that makes reference to the local
government official information act.
 
The definitions of confidentiality point to what was provided in Lime’s initial proposal with regard to data sharing.  I’ve included a couple of screenshots of the
dashboard to try and make this clear, although it’s not great it gives a sense of the direction we are after.
 
Also, attached is a list of emails from this organisation that would require dashboard access.  
 
P.S. For the first update we gave the committee, these were the headline figures we shared.
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: " , " < >
To:  < . >
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2018 03:15:25 +0000
Subject: Dashboard Access
Hi ,
 
I understand NZTA have or are about to approach you separately about access. We figured that would make the most sense and to have a separate NDA for
each organisation.
 
For CCC’s access, the staff accessing it will be:
 
Myself 

 
I presume we’ll get an email with login instructions?
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

 
--

 
City Launcher

.
+61 423 167 439
Your ride anytime
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Friday, 23 November 2018 8:42 a.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Operational Request
 

,
 
I’ve contacted the residents and informed them that the location will be moved.
 
I thought that might be the case regarding the lime hub locations.  Out of curiosity, roughly how many are there in the city? (I don’t really feel like counting them
all in the app)

Regards,
-
 
From:   [ ] 
Sent: Thursday, 22 November 2018 5:52 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Operational Request
 
Hey ,
 
We are certainly able to leave notes on hotspots and have done so on many of them. Nevertheless, I don't want to impose on the good work of the Care Centre -
especially not one with such a great name as Happy Feet! I've gone ahead and shifted the hotspot elsewhere.
 
Unfortunately the file probably won't be of great use as it's not static as hotspots are optimised fairly regularly to try and determine the best locations - depending on
utilisation, community feedback, and placement of others etc.
 
Cheers,
 

 
On Thu, Nov 22, 2018 at 1:17 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
We’ve had a request through from some elderly residents that live outside a lime hub:
 
Lime Hub
Address: 32 Lake Terrace Road  
Place Name: Happy Feet Childcare Lake Terrace, school
 
The residents at 32 Lake Tce Rd are elderly, and have a non-profit organisation care for their property including the grass verge outside their home. The verge
gets mowed regularly and they are having trouble moving the scooters to allow their volunteers to mow the grass.
 
Are you able to add notes to the hub to ensure Juicers don’t place scooters on the grass verge?

Alternatively, the hub could be shifted 80m down the road to the bus stop at Late Terrace Rd near De Ville Place where there is a paved hardstand area adjacent
to the kerb.
 
PS. Have you reviewed the hubs at all to monitor placement and usage? Are you able to provide a GIS map or google map of the locations of the lime hubs?
 
 



 
Regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
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City Launcher

.
AU: +61 423 167 439
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Tuesday, 9 October 2018 1:17 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Cc:                                   Trading and Events
Subject:                          RE: Permit and Invoice
 
Hi ,
 
You can try your luck here https://my.ccc.govt.nz/bills/retrieve-bill/LEAS 

Just put in the customer number and the invoice number and it should retrieve for online payment.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   

.
To: ,  < >
Cc: Trading and Events <tradingandevents@ccc.govt.nz>
Subject: Re: Permit and Invoice
 
T s . Am I able to pay this by credit card?
 
On Mon, Oct 8, 2018 at 3:07 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Please find attached is the permit and fee for public trading.  The remittance advice for the fee is down the bottom, payable by the 20th. 

The permit is forward dated as being issued on the 15th of October and is valid for three months.
 
Best regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Wednesday, 14 November 2018 10:03 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Police Assistance
 
Hi  - sure thing. I’ll call in 10. 
 
On Wed, 14 Nov 2018 at 9:54 am, ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Just following up on the email last week about a contact at lime to assist with police inquiries.
 
Can you give me a call when you have a minute?
 
Best,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Wednesday, 14 November 2018 11:12 a.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Re:
 
Hi ,
 

also sits on that group from a tourism and economic development standpoint, I know they would be keen to
work with your media and stories team to if it involved positive promotion of the city.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [ ] 
Sent: Monday, 12 November 2018 2:05 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re:
 
T s a lot,  - really appreciate it. 
 
I’ll follow up with Lyndon today. 
 
Best,
 

 
On Mon, 12 Nov 2018 at 8:24 am, ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
This might have been  , I think he made these comments right at the end? He works in the central city and sits on the group as a central city
commuter, not as a representative for any particular organisation.
 
l
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Sunday, 11 November 2018 1:06 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject:
 
Hi ,
 
Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
 
At the transport meeting the other night a gentleman made a remark that has really stuck with me. You might recall this but he announced something along the lines
of: ‘although there are teething issues to be worked out, I haven’t seen this much activity in the city since before the quake - people are on the streets, smiling and
riding around. I rode one back home the other night and I loved it...’ By the response he got in the room, it seemed to be a shared sentiment. 
 
I’d really like to reach out to him and have a chat. He was the gentleman sitting next to the road safety guy at the end of the table. Do you by any chance know his
name / phone number / contact details?
 
T s!
 

 
--

 
City Launcher

.

Your ride anytime
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Tuesday, 18 December 2018 5:20 p.m.
To:                                    
Subject:                          Re: Ride Report
 
Hi  this sounds great, looking forward to access for the end of trial reporting.

Absolutely fine to double check before releasing. We won't be reporting back until Feb so will sit down to discuss the trial in January.

Kind regards,
-

Get Outlook for Android
 

On Tue, Dec 18, 2018 at 5:09 PM +1300, "  " > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Sorry for the delay, there has been a change of policy so that we are now able to give access to the insights data without the NDA. The NDA is required for data
outside of the portal that you might request so we will continue to work on it in the background.
 
The only conditions that we ask of you is that you speak to us before sharing the portal data outside of the council and that your login details are not shared with
anyone.
 
I am now arranging for your access to be created and once it is, I will send it through.
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
 

 
On Mon, Dec 10, 2018 at 9:58 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Have you had any progress with the API?
 
Would be good to have more ready access to the data given the three month trial period will conclude in roughly a month and we’ll need to start compiling
reports to Council soon.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:51 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc:   < . >;   <   < . >
Subject: Re: Ride Report
 
Hi ,
 
I can't see a screenshot attached. Regardless, We will loop back in with our coleagues in the US that are working with Ride Report to open the API to include
NZ as you say, the NDA is labourousand if you are happy with that solution we can make that work.
 
Sorry I couldn't make it today. I will let you know when I am in town and we can sync up for a coffee.
 

 
On Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 11:13 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , ,
 
We briefly discussed this morning the possibility of using the ride report tool to better communicate the progress of the trial.
 
We’re already using a very basic compliance dashboard to look at how many are deployed at any given time or throughout the day, this is produced by
packet capturing the data from the lime app.
 
From the screenshot below you can see there isn’t much else we can see because LIME’s API isn’t connected. I believe this is based on the Mobility Data
Specification from the LADOT.
 
I suspect if you approve the API connection to the Ride Report dashboard  we might be able to see a bit more information without the onerous process
involving lawyers for the NDA.

https://aka.ms/ghei36
https://github.com/CityOfLosAngeles/mobility-data-specification
https://github.com/CityOfLosAngeles/mobility-data-specification


 
Best,
-
 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 27 November 2018 11:49 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: M
Subject: Re: T  You and Follow Ups
 
Hi ,
 
I hope this email finds you well and that you have been able to login to the dashboard. I just got off the phone with  , Lime's lead for New Zealand
rollout. He said that you all are close to signing a data sharing agreement/NDA with them. He expressed interest in using Ride Report as a way for Lime to
meet their data sharing requirements because we would be able to use our privacy filters to protect Lime's end users from NZ's FOIA laws. Assuming there
is more than one company, we also may be able to help with some of their commercial concerns by aggregating across operators. This obviously also
reduces the amount of work for CCC staff to process data across vendors. 
 
Related to the above, for companies that may not have the engineering resources to implement the full Mobility Data Specification I mentioned in my last
email, Ride Report may be able to provide a data dashboard to help them meet their data sharing requirements with cities. He mentioned a couple of local
companies, Onzo and Beam, that may deploy in New Zealand cities fairly soon, so maybe this would be an option for them. If you have contacts at either
company and would want us to reach out to them, please pass them along.   
 
Let me know if you want to discuss any of the above further or if you have any other questions/concerns. Hope all is going well with the ongoing scooter
launch. Talk soon. -
 

Director of Transportation Planning
Ride Report

 

 
 
On Wed, Nov 14, 2018 at 4:24 PM  wrote:

Hi ,
 
T s again for talking yesterday. Sounds like Christchurch is in for the interesting scooter ride like so many US cities. As I mentioned on the phone, feel
free to use us as a resource if helpful. 
 
Per our discussion, I have created a login to our compliance dashboard. Go to scooters.ride.report and click on "Forgot My Password". Follow the
prompts to create a new password. Then go back to scooters.ride.report and login using your email address as your username. You should see
Christchurch as an option which will take you to the dashboard I showed you yesterday. Please let me know if you have any issues logging in or if you
have any other questions. 
 
I am also attaching a company overview paper and a cost estimate. You will notice that we charge a custom integration fee for vendors that don't follow
the Mobility Data Specification or emerging NACTO/SharedStreets specification (name TBD, but here is a press announcement that describes the effort
and pilot in Detroit). Since New Zealand's efforts are just getting underway, we think it makes sense to continue that standard as best as possible in the
international context unless there is a compelling reason why Christchurch (or hopefully a collective of cities) data specification needs to be different.   
 
Feel free to pass along any other email addresses at Christchurch City Council that would like access to the dashboard and/or any areas of interest that
you would like to track (e.g., neighborhoods, city limits, etc.). You can send shapefiles or hand-drawn areas. 
 
Thanks again for your time and please let us know any feedback you have on the dashboard once you have had a chance to play around with it a bit. 
 
Sincerely,
 

Director of Transportation Planning
Ride Report
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Friday, 31 August 2018 10:57 p.m.
To:                                    
Subject:                          Re: Scooter Permit
 
I'll talk to the council secretariat and see if you can get you on the agenda to answer any questions.

In the meantime, you mentioned you were working on updating the end user licence agreement for the specific New Zealand conditions if you have some
key points ready or even an updated copy that might be  helpful.

I suspect there may be some questions about those specifics such as minimum age, data privacy etc.

Happy to discuss next week.

Best,
-

On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:28 PM +1200, "  " < . > wrote:

Just read the press release - love it!
 
Anything you recommend I do prior to Thursday's meeting? I'm planning on being down there for it - so happy answer any questions the councilors may have in
person.
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 3:31 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , 

It’s a cover report so there is technically a vote but the staff recommendation is to approve a permit and there are a few key points explaining the rationale.
The agenda was published at 2:00pm the link is below.
 
http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
 
The release about the agenda item is also on the Council’s website.
 
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949 

Apologies if this was a little sooner than your intended release date but we have a policy of pre-empting agenda items that will generate enquires. 

I think  has left your contact details with the team so they will likely forward on any queries.
 

-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 31 August 2018 1:04 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
 
Hey ,
 
Thanks so much for pushing this along.
 
Will this be an informative/exploratory meeting, or will there be a vote? It's a little sooner than we plan to do our own press release, but here is our press kit if
asked. I've also attached a fact sheet about Lime. Feel free to re-direct any Lime-specific inquiries my way!
 
Thanks,
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:51 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As mentioned on the call the Councillors were keen to see this come across the table as an information item. 

We’ve fast tracked this to be on the agenda for Thursday’s meeting but this means it will be in the public session. We’ll point you to the agenda when is gets
posted online. 

The media may pick up on it and we tend to prepare a short statement to respond to, or pre-empt any questions. 

I’ve copied in  who is in our strategic communications advisor who will prepare some messages. From the communications perspective, is there
anything you had prepared at this stage and would like to share? Pictures? Key messages etc.?

Regards,

http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B2AdF39s4u4OdVVGWDV0VkFweWM
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Saturday, 1 September 2018 7:19 a.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Scooter Permit
 
Sounds good. I just sent over our latest terms and conditions. There may be a few edits from there, but it should give the council a general understanding of what it
will look like.
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 10:56 PM ,  < > wrote:

I'll talk to the council secretariat and see if you can get you on the agenda to answer any questions.

In the meantime, you mentioned you were working on updating the end user licence agreement for the specific New Zealand conditions if you have some key
points ready or even an updated copy that might be  helpful.

I suspect there may be some questions about those specifics such as minimum age, data privacy etc.

Happy to discuss next week.

Best,
-

On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:28 PM +1200, "  " < . <mailto: . >> wrote:

Just read the press release - love it!

Anything you recommend I do prior to Thursday's meeting? I'm planning on being down there for it - so happy answer any questions the councilors may have in
person.

On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 3:31 PM ,  < <mailto: >> wrote:
Hi ,

It’s a cover report so there is technically a vote but the staff recommendation is to approve a permit and there are a few key points explaining the rationale. The
agenda was published at 2:00pm the link is below.

http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF

The release about the agenda item is also on the Council’s website.

https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949

Apologies if this was a little sooner than your intended release date but we have a policy of pre-empting agenda items that will generate enquires.

I think  has left your contact details with the team so they will likely forward on any queries.

T s,
-

From:  [mailto: . <mailto: . >]
Sent: Friday, 31 August 2018 1:04 p.m.
To: ,  < <mailto: >>
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit

Hey ,

T s so much for pushing this along.

Will this be an informative/exploratory meeting, or will there be a vote? It's a little sooner than we plan to do our own press release, but here is our press
kit<https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B2AdF39s4u4OdVVGWDV0VkFweWM> if asked. I've also attached a fact sheet about Lime. Feel free to re-
direct any Lime-specific inquiries my way!

T s,

On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:51 AM ,  < <mailto: >> wrote:
Hi ,

As mentioned on the call the Councillors were keen to see this come across the table as an information item.

http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B2AdF39s4u4OdVVGWDV0VkFweWM


We’ve fast tracked this to be on the agenda for Thursday’s meeting but this means it will be in the public session. We’ll point you to the agenda when is gets
posted online.

The media may pick up on it and we tend to prepare a short statement to respond to, or pre-empt any questions.

I’ve copied in  who is in our strategic communications advisor who will prepare some messages. From the communications perspective, is there anything you
had prepared at this stage and would like to share? Pictures? Key messages etc.?

Regards,

 
Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit
DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: <mailto: >
Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.

If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

--
[Image removed by sender.]

 

Launch, New Market Development

NZ:     | US: 

Your ride anytime.<mailto: . >
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.<mailto: . >

https://maps.google.com/?q=53+Hereford+Street,+Christchurch&entry=gmail&source=g
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c28ak25vjb8vd1u/Lime-logo-100-01.jpg?raw=1


From:                              , 
Sent:                               Wednesday, 12 September 2018 5:00 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Subject:                          RE: Scooter Permit
Attachments:                 Draft Lime Trading Permit.docx
 
Hi ,
 
This is still being circulated internally for comments and changes so it is a working draft. I’ve left a few comments to point to areas I think that might change.
 
Hopefully this gives you a an idea of how it is shaping up.
 
Perhaps we can discuss next week.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:46 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Scooter Permit
 
Hi ,
 
Wanted to check in before the weekend, and ask if you could send over the finalized scooter permit (if completed)? Hoping for a chance to review the language.
 
Also, we've made contact with NZTA and should be talking with them early next week to get a signed affidavit stating where the scooter should be ridden. From that,
we will adjust our on-boarding flow to provide those instructions to riders.
 
Thanks,
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 14 September 2018 1:27 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Scooter Permit
Attachments:                 image001.jpg
 
Hey,
 
I'm working on getting more details of our API capabilities, and will send that through when I have it. 
 
What I do know, is that this is something we'd prefer to handle on a case by case basis, rather than being obliged to give out an API key due to permit requirements.
We're certainly interested in working with NZTA on their MaaS app, and have been in contact with them, however feel the details around that should be sorted out
separately. 
 
Best,
 
On Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 11:15 AM ,  < > wrote:

T s ,
 
I’m now working on the points you’ve raised.
 
In the meantime can you send through some info about the Lime API terms and conditions?
 
Perhaps publicly available isn’t the right term. The intent is that it can be integrated into 3rd party apps such as the forthcoming MaaS app from NZTA and CCC’s
smart cities dashboard.
https://smartview.ccc.govt.nz/#map/layer/bikeshare/@172.63558,-43.53412,15
 
We’d also hope that keys could be handed out to developers on request. This may not be necessary for the pilot but long term this is something we see as
integral to developing multi-modal transport networks in future.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Thursday, 13 September 2018 4:35 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
 
Hi ,
 
T s for sending this over. Our team and myself have added a few comments to the doc. Attached here.
 
Best,
 
On Wed, Sep 12, 2018 at 5:00 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
This is still being circulated internally for comments and changes so it is a working draft. I’ve left a few comments to point to areas I think that might change.
 
Hopefully this gives you a an idea of how it is shaping up.
 
Perhaps we can discuss next week.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:46 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Scooter Permit
 
Hi ,
 
Wanted to check in before the weekend, and ask if you could send over the finalized scooter permit (if completed)? Hoping for a chance to review the
language.
 
Also, we've made contact with NZTA and should be talking with them early next week to get a signed affidavit stating where the scooter should be ridden.
From that, we will adjust our on-boarding flow to provide those instructions to riders.
 
Thanks,
 
--

 

https://smartview.ccc.govt.nz/#map/layer/bikeshare/@172.63558,-43.53412,15


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 31 August 2018 9:28 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Scooter Permit
Attachments:                 image001.jpg
 
Just read the press release - love it!
 
Anything you recommend I do prior to Thursday's meeting? I'm planning on being down there for it - so happy answer any questions the councilors may have in
person.
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 3:31 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , 

It’s a cover report so there is technically a vote but the staff recommendation is to approve a permit and there are a few key points explaining the rationale.
The agenda was published at 2:00pm the link is below.
 
http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
 
The release about the agenda item is also on the Council’s website.
 
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949 

Apologies if this was a little sooner than your intended release date but we have a policy of pre-empting agenda items that will generate enquires. 

I think  has left your contact details with the team so they will likely forward on any queries.
 
Thanks,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 31 August 2018 1:04 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
 
Hey ,
 
Thanks so much for pushing this along.
 
Will this be an informative/exploratory meeting, or will there be a vote? It's a little sooner than we plan to do our own press release, but here is our press kit if
asked. I've also attached a fact sheet about Lime. Feel free to re-direct any Lime-specific inquiries my way!
 
Thanks,
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:51 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As mentioned on the call the Councillors were keen to see this come across the table as an information item. 

We’ve fast tracked this to be on the agenda for Thursday’s meeting but this means it will be in the public session. We’ll point you to the agenda when is gets
posted online. 

The media may pick up on it and we tend to prepare a short statement to respond to, or pre-empt any questions. 

I’ve copied in  who is in our strategic communications advisor who will prepare some messages. From the communications perspective, is there anything
you had prepared at this stage and would like to share? Pictures? Key messages etc.?

Regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 

http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949
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From:                              , 
Sent:                               Friday, 31 August 2018 3:31 p.m.
To:                                   '  '
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          RE: Scooter Permit
 
Hi , 

It’s a cover report so there is technically a vote but the staff recommendation is to approve a permit and there are a few key points explaining the rationale. The
agenda was published at 2:00pm the link is below.
 
http://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/RedirectToDoc.aspx?URL=Open/2018/09/CNCL_20180906_AGN_2356_AT.PDF
 
The release about the agenda item is also on the Council’s website.
 
https://ccc.govt.nz/news-and-events/newsline/show/2949 

Apologies if this was a little sooner than your intended release date but we have a policy of pre-empting agenda items that will generate enquires. 

I think  has left your contact details with the team so they will likely forward on any queries.
 
Thanks,
-
 
From:   ] 
Sent: Friday, 31 August 2018 1:04 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
 
Hey ,
 
Thanks so much for pushing this along.
 
Will this be an informative/exploratory meeting, or will there be a vote? It's a little sooner than we plan to do our own press release, but here is our press kit if asked.
I've also attached a fact sheet about Lime. Feel free to re-direct any Lime-specific inquiries my way!
 
Thanks,
 
On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:51 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
As mentioned on the call the Councillors were keen to see this come across the table as an information item. 

We’ve fast tracked this to be on the agenda for Thursday’s meeting but this means it will be in the public session. We’ll point you to the agenda when is gets
posted online. 

The media may pick up on it and we tend to prepare a short statement to respond to, or pre-empt any questions. 

I’ve copied in  who is in our strategic communications advisor who will prepare some messages. From the communications perspective, is there anything you
had prepared at this stage and would like to share? Pictures? Key messages etc.?

Regards,
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.

If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Thursday, 6 September 2018 5:23 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   J
Subject:                          Re: Scooters and fist leg last leg public transport
 
Hi Jeremy, Edward, & John,
 
Great to e-meet you. Happy to connect with you on how best Lime can compliment the Metro Network. A .kml file of existing bus stops would be greatly helpful in
our deployment plan, and if you have any numbers of how busy each stop/station is, it'd be even better. 
 
Going forward, it would be great to keep an open line of communication between us for any issues that arise. For now, I'm happy to be the point person, and we will
eventually have an operations manager based locally whose contact information will be shared. 
 
Thanks again, , for all your effort in pushing through a scooter permit so quickly!
 
Best,
 
On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 5:14 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 
Good to see you again today and thanks for answering questions for the Councillors.

I’ve copied in Jeremy who is the Manager for Business Services and Improvement and Edward who the manager for Strategy, Planning and Marketing for the
Metro Network, which is the name of our public transport system in Christchurch. 

There’re keen to connect to ensure there are good synergies between the Lime-S and Metro services. John is a planner in Edward’s team (also cc’d) and may be
able to provide you with data highlighting some of the busiest stops and busiest routes on the network are.
 
This may be useful in determining where LimeHubs are initially or working backwards from those busy locations to provide good first leg last leg connectivity.
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    
Mobile:   
Email: 
Christchurch City Council
Civic Off ices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154
 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.

If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Tuesday, 6 November 2018 3:43 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Scooters for events
 
Hey ,
 
Thanks for sending this through! I've just added it to my calendar, and we'll make sure to have some scooters available there. 
 
Best, 
 
On Tue, Nov 6, 2018 at 1:58 PM ,  < .  wrote:

Hi ,
 
Hope your day’s going well.
 
I was speaking to our events team earlier, and we were interested in whether Lime were considering stationing scooters around North Hagley Park, following the
Christmas in the Park event, which ends just after 10pm. It’s a huge annual event in CHCH, so could be a time of high demand.
 
https://www.coke.co.nz/christmas-in-the-park
 
My understanding is that this is later than your usual timing for collecting scooters. It’d of course involve reallocating them in a different way than usual (although I
suspect many people will take scooters inbound).
 
If that’s a space that Lime is interested in being in, I’d be happy to provide further detail.

Cheers,

 
Team Leader -Travel Demand Management

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
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Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Wednesday, 5 September 2018 1:48 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: Story following council meeting tomorrow
 
Thanks, . Looks good.
 
Could you edit the final quotes from me to the following:
 
Lime launch manager,  , says “Lime is eager to partner with the City of Christchurch to provide a fun, eco-friendly way to get around town.”
 
“It will cost $1 to unlock + $0.30/minute thereafter.” Swanson says.
 
“We think Christchurch is a great location for Lime, due to it’s relatively flat topography with wide footpaths, and overall need for final kilometer transit connections.”
 
On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 10:30 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,
 

 has prepared the following story for release after the Council meeting tomorrow, there may be some local reporters at the meeting as well.
 
It would be good if we could include a quote from yourself so feel free to amend anything below.
 
E-scooter share service gets green light

Christchurch City Council has agreed that an electric scooter service can be set up in the city on a trial basis.
At its meeting today the Council agreed it would give a permit to Lime Technology Limited so it can run a user pays, app-based e-scooter
share service for a three month pilot period.

Council staff will closely monitor the progress of the pilot and report back to Council with recommendations regarding longer term permits for
shared scooter operations before the end of the year.

Lime, which operates in more than 70 cities around the world, plans to initially operate about 700 scooters in Christchurch but if the pilot
proves successful it could double the size of the fleet.
The scooters have a 48-kilometre range and a top speed of 27kmh. They are fitted with front and rear lights, brakes and a bell.

Council Infrastructure, Transport and Environment Committee Chair Cr Pauline Cotter is excited about the new e-scooter scheme and hopes
people will take advantage of it.

“It’s going to provide a fun, active way for people to get around and will hopefully encourage people to look at alternative ways of commuting to
work. Having an e-scooter service that integrates with our existing public transport services could make ‘scoot and ride’ a fast and easy way
for people to get to and from work,’’ Cr Cotter says.
Lime new market development expert   says that Lime are keen to get the pilot underway as soon as possible with scooters
already on their way over.

“It will cost $1 to unlock a scooter and 30 cents a minute thereafter,” Swanson says.

“We think Christchurch is a great location for a scooter service as it is flat with wide footpaths. Scooters will make it easier to get around town
and to bus stops around the city.”
 
 
 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit
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From:                                < . >
Sent:                               Friday, 16 November 2018 8:01 p.m.
To:                                   , 
Cc:                                   , 
Subject:                          Re: survey
 
Hi ,
 
Shame to have missed you at the conference! It was an insightful few days.
 
So as to not double up, have you determined a set of shortlist / draft questions? If so, it'd be great to see them: that way I can fill in any gaps that appear from our
perspective but I'm sure they'll be sufficiently comprehensive. 
 
Thanks for checking in - appreciate it.
 
Best,
 

 
 
On Thu, Nov 15, 2018 at 9:49 AM ,  < .  wrote:

Hi ,
 
I hope you all had a good time at Trafinz –I was there at the first day and spoke with a couple of your colleagues.
 
Just on the community survey that we touched on in our meeting last week –can you let us know if there are any particular aspects of the trial that you would be
interested in capturing.
 
Our focus is of course primarily from a perspective of informing policy (and is broader than e-scooters), but if there’s anything related you would like covered (eg.
how your customers are following your user rules) etc let us know. We’ll be covering off factors on general perceptions for users and non-users, as well as specific
safety factors.
 
Regards,

 
 

Team Leader -Travel Demand Management
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City Launcher

.
+61 423 167 439
Your ride anytime

 

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
http://www.limebike.com/


From:  
To: , 
Subject: Re: Additional documentation
Date: Saturday, 6 October 2018 3:06:16 p.m.
Attachments: image001.jpg

image002.jpg
image001.jpg
Health & Safety at Work Act Documents [Christchurch].zip

Hi ,

Please find attached, a compressed folder of documents outlining our procedures that comply with the 'New Zealand Health
and Safety at Work Act'. The included documents are as follows:

Lime Risk Register Review Record
Lime WHS Risk Assessment Guidelines and Register
Lime Incident Management Guidance
Lime Incident Report Form
Lime Emergency Response Plan [ERP]
Lime Emergency Response Plan [ERP] Guidance
Lime Contractor WHS Management System
Lime Flowchart of WHS Contractor Audit Process
Lime Scooter Daily Inspection Checklist
Lime SWMS Scooter Maintenance & Charging
Lime SWMS Scooter Retrieval
Lime WHS Policy Statement
Lime WHS STD2018-2.2 WHS Inspections

On Mon, Oct 1, 2018 at 10:03 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

Had a couple of last minute requests but other than that it seemed like it was good to go.

 

One was around a private contact number, as the permit only requires a publicly accessible number which I presume will be
monitored by an international call centre.

 

The other one was around some clarity around the scooters being collected at night and some terms to define this. Happy to have
a quick call to discuss.

 

Best,

-

 

 

From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 28 September 2018 9:28 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Additional documentation

 

Hey ,

 

Just wanted to touch base on this. I haven’t forgotten about it. We’ve enlisted outside help to get formal documents drawn
up regarding those 3 ers. I wasn’t aware of the formality of that process, so Bell Gully has been advising us on how to
proceed.

 

While that happens, is there anything else you need from us?







 

Our production/shipping schedule was finalized, and we’ve officially landed on October 15th as our launch date. We will
be putting out an official statement announcing that date on October 11th. Ideally we’ll have a permit in hand long before
that, to avoid any unexpected surprises.

 

Can’t wait to get some scoots on the road! 

 

Best,

 

On Wed, Sep 26, 2018 at 1:21 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

Just and update, we’ve had a request to site the documentation below. You should have received some advice from Bell
Gully about obligations under the Health and Safety at Work Act and have some processes and procedures in place for
below.

 

In the operational plan you’ve provided it isn’t an explicit response to these requirements, so could you please provide
this documentation separately.

 

Best,

-

               

cid:image001.jpg@01D45965.FFDD7720
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From:  
To: , 
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
Date: Monday, 27 August 2018 1:31:16 p.m.
Attachments: image002.jpg

image002.jpg
Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf

Hi ,

Really appreciate your support in moving this along. I've attached the completed
application here. 

Best,

On Mon, Aug 27, 2018 at 8:30 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

I’m trying to move this along internally and spoke to some of the managers Friday afternoon.

 

This is the official form for a trading permit. As you’ll note much of it is NA for your type of
application.

 

https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-
and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf

 

I’ve noted your intent for a Sept 13th launch.

 

From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Thursday, 23 August 2018 8:19 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch

 

No worries, sounds good!

 

Are you free around 1pm tomorrow?

 

On Thu, Aug 23, 2018 at 8:17 PM ,  < > wrote:

https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf
https://cccgovtnz.cwp.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Consents-and-Licences/business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/Application-for-Permit-to-Trade-or-Perform-in-a-Public-Place.pdf





ApplicAtion for permit to trAde or perform in A 
public plAce


Christchurch City Council


public plAces bylAw 2008 & trAding And events in public plAces policy 2010


Page 1 of 2  Updated October 2017  Reference: 13/93250


to complete tHis ApplicAtion pleAse reAd And sign tHe reverse


*ApplicAnt detAils (each person must have their own individual permit)


Full Legal Name    


Trading Name (if applicable)   


Postal Address 


Contact Number                        Business Phone      


Email 


t Name                         Middle Name(s)                         Surname


Business Name/Trading Name


PO Box/Street Address                         Suburb                         City                         Postcode


Landline/Mobile Landline/Mobile


Email Address


* site And Activity detAils
Activity or services offered (e.g. selling produce/coffee, playing guitar) 


Location of activity (aerial map must be provided showing exact site(s) if Temporary Retail Stall, Street Performance or Hawkers Permit being applied for)


Proposed hours, days, weeks & months of operation 


Vehicle Registration Number (Mobile Shop & Temporary Retail Stall Permits only) 


Trailer/Caravan Registration Number (if applicable)  


Health Licence Certificate Number (if applicable) 


Activity/Services Offered (e.g. coffee, sandwiches, flowers)


Location of Activity (Street Address)


Hours, Days, Weeks, Months of Operation


Vehicle Registration Number


Caravan/Trailer Registration Number


Health Licence Certificate Number


Transport, Christchurch City Council     PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY - Sections with * are compulsory


informAtion
1. Each person must have their own permit. Permits are NOT transferable.
2. Permits apply in public places under control of the Christchurch City Council, not on private property. Contact the private land 


owner if you wish to use their land.
3. Your permit must be displayed at all times.
4. Use the appropriate section on the reverse to ensure you have included all relevant information. If the item is not applicable, 


write N/A.
5. Relevant bylaws, policy, rules, prohibited areas and other information can be found at www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/


business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces. Please ensure these have been read and understood before completing your 
application.


6. Completed applications, including additional information where applicable, should be emailed to TradingAndEvents@ccc.govt.nz 
or posted to Trading & Events, PO Box 73014, Christchurch 8154. Incomplete applications will not be processed.


7. Do not send the fee with your application. If your application is approved, you will be sent an invoice. You are not permitted to 
operate until payment is made and you have received your permit.


* permit detAils (please select appropriate) 


Mobile or Travelling Shop Permit 
Trading is not permitted for longer that 60 minutes in any 
one place, and not at all, on any road listed as prohibited in 
Attachment C of the Trading and Events in Public Places Policy 
2010.


Temporary Retail Stall Permit 
A stand, stall, tent or other set-up that is temporary, removed each 
day, and is operated for a maximum of six (6) months in any 12 
month period. One location per application.


Street Performance Permit (Buskers) 
Performers cannot perform for longer than 60 minutes in the one 
(1) location in a 12 hour period. Permits are not required for the 
areas listed in Attachment B of the Trading and Events in Public 
Places Policy 2010.


Licence to Occupy an Allocated Site (Cashmere Rd Only) 
A stand, stall or vehicle set-up that is temporary and removed each 
day. cAsHmere roAd only


Hawkers Permit 
Someone who travels about carrying wares for sale, unsolicited to 
the public, but does not include displaying wares on a table or at a 
stall. Not permitted within the Central City.
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Lime Technology Limited dba. “Lime”
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*mobile or trAvelling sHop permit cHecKlist (only complete if applying for this permit)
I have read the Bylaw, Policy, rules, prohibited areas and other information found at https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/business-
licences-and-consents/public-spaces.
I have found out about the City Plan requirements regarding hazardous substances and Health and Safety requirements.
If selling food or drink, I have contacted the Christchurch City Council’s Health Licencing Team to discuss environmental health and moveable 
food premises requirements and base facility requirements.
If selling food or drink, I have registered as a moveable food premises and arranged a final evaluation with an Environmental Health Officer.
I have completed the application form providing ALL required information.
I have provided documentation on my procedures of risk management.
I have provided documentation of my incident reporting and investigation system.
I have provided documentation that states what I will do in the event of an emergency.


*street perfOrmaNCe permit (Buskers) CHeCkList (only complete if applying for this permit)
I have read the Bylaw, Policy and General Conditions for Street Performance found at https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/business-
licences-and-consents/public-spaces/street-performers/
I have identified whether I want to perform in an area where a permit is or is not required as identified in Attachment C of the Trading and 
Events in Public Places Policy 2010. If I wish to perform on private land I will contact the land owner directly.
I have completed the application form providing ALL required information, ONLY if I wish to perform in an area where a permit is required.
I have provided documentation on my procedures of risk management.
I have provided documentation of my incident reporting and investigation system.
I have provided documentation that states what I will do in the event of an emergency.


*temporAry retAil stAll permit cHecKlist (only complete if applying for this permit)
I have read the Bylaw, Policy and General Conditions for Temporary Retail Stall found at https://www.ccc.govt.nz/consents-and-licences/
business-licences-and-consents/public-spaces/retail-stalls/
I have identified an appropriate site as per the Trading and Events in Public Places Policy 2010. If I wish to trade or operate on private land I will 
contact the land owner directly.
I have found out about the City Plan requirements regarding hazardous substances and Health and Safety requirements.
If selling food or drink, I have contacted the Christchurch City Council’s Health Licencing Team to discuss environmental health and moveable 
food premises requirements and base facility requirements.
If selling food or drink, I have registered as a moveable food premises and arranged a final evaluation with an Environmental Health Officer.
I have completed the application form providing ALL required information, ONLY if I wish to trade or operate in an area where a permit is 
required.
I have provided documentation on my procedures of risk management.
I have provided documentation of my incident reporting and investigation system.
I have provided documentation that states what I will do in the event of an emergency.


 
Signed                 Outcome:   Approved / Declined / Withdrawn                    Date  dd    /    mm    /    yy  


Date Received  dd    /    mm    /    yy         TG #          SAP BP #          Invoice #     


 Letter TRIM #             Permit #              Application TRIM #          


Office Use Only


privAcy Act 1993 - The information collected will be used to ensure the effective processing of your application. It may, therefore, be distributed to other 
Christchurch City Council departments, external agencies and for public notification as required.


* declArAtion
 I have read the Bylaw and Policy, including the information stating where trading or operating is prohibited.
 I agree to comply with any conditions listed in the Bylaw, the Policy and on the Permit.
 I have included all supporting documents as listed above, including the risk management, incident reporting and emergency 
health and safety information, for the permit I am requesting.


Signature:                                                                                                         Date: Signature dd    /    mm    /    yyyy


return completed form, including supporting documents, to tradingandevents@ccc.govt.nz or  
trading & events, pO Box 73014, CHristCHurCH 8154
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Thanks ,

Was meaning to get back to you today. I forwarded your last email to a few people
internally and was just gathering feedback.

I'll follow up and happy to have a call tomorrow.

From:  
Sent: Thursday, 23 August, 20:12
Subject: Re: Lime | Christchurch
To: , 

Hi ,

Wanted to follow up, and check if you've had any questions on this? I'll give you a call
tomorrow to make sure we're on the right track.

Best,

On Sun, Aug 19, 2018 at 6:24 PM  
< . <mailto: . >>
wrote:
Hi ,

It was great meeting with you last week, and hearing of Christchurch's transit plans.

We have solidified our strategy for the New Zealand market since then, and I'd love to
continue the conversation with you and any other stakeholders.

Attached is the operational plan for Christchurch that I previously mentioned, as well
as a bit of literature about Lime's culture and the numbers behind it.

If it helps to set up another meeting to discuss next steps, let me know when is
convenient for you, and I will make myself available. In the meantime, please don't
hesitate to reach out with any questions.

Best,

--
 

Launch, New Market Development

        <mailto: . >
Your ride anytime.



From:  
To: , 
Cc:
Subject: Re: Media Release
Date: Thursday, 11 October 2018 11:49:05 a.m.
Attachments: Media Release - Lime launch in New Zealand.docx

MEDIA ALERT Exclusive opportunity to experience latest transport innovation.pdf

On Thu, Oct 11, 2018 at 11:40 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

Just wondering if you are free for a catchup for 20mins today? Just keen to walk through
some comms stuff.

 

Happy to come to you.

 

Best,  
-

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    

Mobile:   

Email: 

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.

If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz

http://www.ccc.govt.nz/





MEDIA RELEASE

# October, 2018

New Zealand’s transport solution has arrived

A fleet of viridescent vehicles will soon be zooming around the cities of Auckland and Christchurch as global electric scooter phenomenon Lime launches its smart, dock-free scooters in New Zealand.

In a coup for kiwis, Lime will be landing on New Zealand soil prior to its launch in Australia and following the company’s incontrovertible success in markets across Europe and the United States. 

New Zealand Lime Launcher Hank Rowe said New Zealand has been a priority market for some time and is eager for the country to experience Lime’s economic and green travel solution.

“We have carefully considered how to maximise the benefit of our e-scooters in New Zealand,” Mr Rowe said.

“The advantage of our e-scooters is they work together with existing public transit by allowing increasing the accessibility of public transport so people can rely less on personal cars.”

Lime has worked closely with local authorities and the New Zealand Transport Agency to make sure all risks and safety concerns have been carefully considered and mitigated prior to launch.

Local authorities have already voiced their approval of the new transport option, praising the scooters for their innovation and interactivity.

Lime’s commitment to improving city living and urban transportation infrastructure has transformed travel across the globe.

“Since its inception Lime has seen exponential uptake of its scooters and is redefining the longstanding model for urban transport.”

Most recently, Lime has caught the attention of fashion leaders at the Paris Fashion Festival, with Vogue Japan’s Anna Dello Russo declaring her love for the bike as she glided along the streets in front of Palais Garner opera house atop a Lime e-scooter.

The New Zealand launch will see 600 scooters distributed across Auckland and 400 in Christchurch, with Lime continuing to respond to market demand ongoing until reaching its cap of 1000 scooters and 700 respectively.

Lime is improving urban mobility and development by making the first and last mile faster, cheaper and healthier for riders.

More information visit https://www.li.me/ 

ENDS











For further information, all media inquiries, high-res imagery and VNR footage please contact:

Kate Cullen, 				Kristin Devitt,

PR Consultant, KDPR			Managing Director, KDPR

P: 07 3136 2555 / 0499 770 147		P: 07 3136 2555 / 0419 787 059

E: katecullen@kdpr.com.au 		E: Kristin@kdpr.com.au 
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MEDIA ALERT 


# October, 2018 


Lime New Zealand launches fleet of e-scooters 


Media will be given an exclusive opportunity to be the first riders of New Zealand’s new fleet of e-


scooters. 


Global electric scooter phenomenon, Lime will be unleashing its e-scooters in two simultaneous 


launches in Auckland and Christchurch on Monday, October 15, 2018 at 10am. 


In the wake of reaching 11.5 million scooter and bike rides since being founded in 2017, the micro-


mobility company is expanding its services to New Zealand.  


New Zealand Lime Launcher, Hank Rowe/Cameron Swanson will unveil the first fleet of e-


scooters, with Cr / Minister xxx, and will be available to speak with media about the dual launches.  


We would like to invite you to attend: 


When: 10am, Monday 15 October 


Where: TBC 


Who: 


 Hank Rowe, Lime - Auckland 


 Cameron Swanson, Lime - Christchurch 


 XXX, Local Council 


What: The launch will provide opportunity for visuals, including local council members taking the 


e-scooters for a spin as well as opportunity for media to be among the first in New Zealand to 


become part of Lime’s rider community. 


Why: Lime works to provide more accessible, greener transportation for cities around the world. 


Lime is closing the gap left by the transport industry by creating first and last-mile solutions to 


peoples commute. 


For further Information, interviews and images please contact Kate Cullen, 


katecullen@kdpr.com.au  or 61 499 770 147, or Josh Stengert, josh@kdpr.com.au or 61 466 


831 162. 


 



mailto:katecullen@kdpr.com.au

mailto:josh@kdpr.com.au





From: , 
To: "  "
Cc:  ;  ;  
Subject: RE: Ride Report
Date: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:54:00 p.m.
Attachments: Capture.PNG

image001.jpg

Thanks ,
 
Look forward to meeting in person next time you’re down this way.
 
I’ve tried reattaching the image. Let me know if you still can’t see it.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: ] 
Sent: Thursday, 29 November 2018 1:51 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc:   < . >;   < >;  
< . >
Subject: Re: Ride Report
 
Hi ,
 
I can't see a screenshot attached. Regardless, We will loop back in with our coleagues in
the US that are working with Ride Report to open the API to include NZ as you say, the
NDA is labourousand if you are happy with that solution we can make that work.
 
Sorry I couldn't make it today. I will let you know when I am in town and we can sync up
for a coffee.
 

 
On Thu, Nov 29, 2018 at 11:13 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi , ,
 
We briefly discussed this morning the possibility of using the ride report tool to better
communicate the progress of the trial.
 
We’re already using a very basic compliance dashboard to look at how many are deployed at
any given time or throughout the day, this is produced by packet capturing the data from the
lime app.
 
From the screenshot below you can see there isn’t much else we can see because LIME’s API
isn’t connected. I believe this is based on the Mobility Data Specification from the LADOT.
 
I suspect if you approve the API connection to the Ride Report dashboard  we might be able to
see a bit more information without the onerous process involving lawyers for the NDA.
 

https://github.com/CityOfLosAngeles/mobility-data-specification




Best,
-
 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 27 November 2018 11:49 a.m.
To: ,  < >
Cc: 
Subject: Re: T  You and Follow Ups
 
Hi ,
 
I hope this email finds you well and that you have been able to login to the dashboard. I
just got off the phone with  , Lime's lead for New Zealand rollout. He said
that you all are close to signing a data sharing agreement/NDA with them. He expressed
interest in using Ride Report as a way for Lime to meet their data sharing requirements
because we would be able to use our privacy filters to protect Lime's end users from
NZ's FOIA laws. Assuming there is more than one company, we also may be able to
help with some of their commercial concerns by aggregating across operators. This
obviously also reduces the amount of work for CCC staff to process data across
vendors. 
 
Related to the above, for companies that may not have the engineering resources to
implement the full Mobility Data Specification I mentioned in my last email, Ride
Report may be able to provide a data dashboard to help them meet their data sharing
requirements with cities. He mentioned a couple of local companies, Onzo and Beam,
that may deploy in New Zealand cities fairly soon, so maybe this would be an option for
them. If you have contacts at either company and would want us to reach out to them,
please pass them along.   
 
Let me know if you want to discuss any of the above further or if you have any other
questions/concerns. Hope all is going well with the ongoing scooter launch. Talk soon. -
Michael
 

Director of Transportation Planning
Ride Report

 

 
 
On Wed, Nov 14, 2018 at 4:24 PM 
wrote:

Hi ,
 
Thanks again for talking yesterday. Sounds like Christchurch is in for the interesting
scooter ride like so many US cities. As I mentioned on the phone, feel free to use us as
a resource if helpful. 
 
Per our discussion, I have created a login to our compliance dashboard. Go to



scooters.ride.report and click on "Forgot My Password". Follow the prompts to create
a new password. Then go back to scooters.ride.report and login using your email
address as your username. You should see Christchurch as an option which will take
you to the dashboard I showed you yesterday. Please let me know if you have any
issues logging in or if you have any other questions. 
 
I am also attaching a company overview paper and a cost estimate. You will notice
that we charge a custom integration fee for vendors that don't follow the Mobility
Data Specification or emerging NACTO/SharedStreets specification (name TBD, but
here is a press announcement that describes the effort and pilot in Detroit). Since New
Zealand's efforts are just getting underway, we think it makes sense to continue that
standard as best as possible in the international context unless there is a compelling
reason why Christchurch (or hopefully a collective of cities) data specification needs
to be different.   
 
Feel free to pass along any other email addresses at Christchurch City Council that
would like access to the dashboard and/or any areas of interest that you would like to
track (e.g., neighborhoods, city limits, etc.). You can send shapefiles or hand-drawn
areas. 
 
Thanks again for your time and please let us know any feedback you have on the
dashboard once you have had a chance to play around with it a bit. 
 
Sincerely,
 

Director of Transportation Planning
Ride Report

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.
If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************
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+
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From: , 
To:
Subject: RE: Scooter Permit
Date: Wednesday, 12 September 2018 4:59:00 p.m.
Attachments:

image002.jpg

Hi ,
 
This is still being circulated internally for comments and changes so it is a working draft. I’ve left
a few comments to point to areas I think that might change.
 
Hopefully this gives you a an idea of how it is shaping up.
 
Perhaps we can discuss next week.
 
Best,
-
 
From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:46 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Scooter Permit
 
Hi ,
 
Wanted to check in before the weekend, and ask if you could send over the finalized
scooter permit (if completed)? Hoping for a chance to review the language.
 
Also, we've made contact with NZTA and should be talking with them early next week to
get a signed affidavit stating where the scooter should be ridden. From that, we will adjust
our on-boarding flow to provide those instructions to riders.
 
T s,
 
--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me



PERMIT TO TRADE IN A PUBLIC PLACE

OPERATOR NAME: LIME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

Trading as “Lime”

c/- Claymore Partners Limited, Level 2, Claymore House, 63 Fort Street, Auckland 1010, NZ

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 AND THE CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008.

[Lime Technology Limited], NZBN 9429046973979, IS LICENSED AS AN OPERATOR (“OPERATOR”) OF SHARED PUBLIC E-SCOOTERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRADING IN A PUBLIC PLACE:

§ Selling, hiring, and or displaying no more than [700] electrically assisted kick scooters (“E-Scooters”) (“Operation”).

AND MUST COMPLY WITH THE CONDITIONS SET OUT IN APPENDIX A.

ACTIVITY AREA: Defined public places as set out in Appendix B

HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours per day 7 days per week

NOTE:  Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 Clause 11 provides in part that:

11. PERMIT MAY BE ALTERED, SUSPENDED OR CANCELLED
(1) The Council, on giving reasonable notice to the permit holder, may alter the terms and conditions of the permit in the event of a change to any circumstances of the permit holder, or the public place.
(2) The Council may suspend or cancel any permit given under clause 6 or 7 in the following cases:

(a) without notice if:
(i) urgent action is required to protect the public from unhygienic, unsafe or hazardous conditions in the public place where the permit applies;
(ii) urgent works are required in the public place where the permit applies;
(iii) any terms and conditions of the permit are breached, where the period covered by the permit is 3 days or less.

DATE OF ISSUE: [13 SEPTEMBER 2018] EXPIRY DATE: [13 December 2018]

This certificate is issued to the operator named hereon and is non-transferable subject to condition 34 of Appendix A.



APPENDIX A: TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRADING IN PUBLIC PLACES PERMIT

CHRISTCHURCH CITY PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008
TRADING AND EVENTS IN PUBLIC PLACES POLICY 2010

Purpose and intent
1. The purpose and intent of these terms and conditions are to ensure the management of public places and to provide reasonable controls to protect the health and safety, the general public from nuisance, while meeting customer expectations

and supporting the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch Area.

Permit Fee

2. The permit fee of X is payable on Y

Duration of the Permit

3. This Permit shall commence on the Date of Issue and, unless terminated sooner in accordance with the terms of this Permit, shall continue until the Expiry Date.

4. Immediately following expiry or the earlier termination of this Permit, the Operator will immediately remove all E-Scooters and any ancillary signage and equipment from Council land.

5. As per Clause 11(2) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008, the Council may suspend or cancel this Permit on the basis of a breach of these terms and conditions.

6. If the Operator breaches any of the conditions within this Permit and fails to remedy the breach within 10 working days after receipt of written notice requesting remedy of the breach, the Council may in its sole discretion and by providing 10
working days written notice to the Operator terminate this Permit.  For the avoidance of doubt, 10 working days is accepted as being “reasonable notice” for the purposes of clause 11(1) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw
2008.

7. If the Operator wishes to cease trading within the Christchurch area it will provide 30 days written notice of its intention to cease trading and remove all E-Scooters and any ancillary signage and equipment from Council land within this
timeframe or any timeframe agreed between the Council and the Operator.

General

8. This Permit is valid for a maximum of 700 E-Scooters at any one time during the Term.

9. The Council may review and amend these terms and conditions at any time as necessary as per clause 11(1) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 (or any subsequent bylaw in amendment of, or in substitution to, this
bylaw).

10. The Operation shall only be operated within the area defined in Appendix B.

11. Any specific infrastructure requirements such as signage, demarcated parking locations or parking corrals shall require a site licence and must be approved by the Council and are subject to any specific conditions for the respective site.

Location and placement of E-Scooters

12. For the purposes of this Permit, E-Scooters must not be parked or allowed to remain on or in inappropriate locations including, without limitation:

a. on footpaths that are narrow;

b. where they could pose a safety hazard;

c. where they could interfere with pedestrian access generally or access to amenities; or

d. any other areas identified by a Council enforcement officer, in its discretion, to be an inappropriate location.

13. Mistreatment of E-Scooters through vandalism will not be considered as an inappropriate location (under clause 12 of this Permit) for the purposes of reporting under the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in Appendix C requirements.
However, the Operator will seek to address any issues raised under this clause 13 by the Council within the required timeframes.

14. To deliver on the expectations of the Council to ensure the management of public places and the delivery of the expected support for the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch Area, the Operator will target the Operation and
Parking KPIs set out in Appendix C.

15. The Operator must ensure E-Scooters are effectively redistributed to avoid excessive build up in any one area and provide Council with a rebalancing, relocation and redistribution plan to meet the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in
Appendix C.

Use of E-Scooters
16. The Operator will educate customers about safety checks, responsible riding and correct parking, including the impacts of poor placement to the general public.

17. The Operator will also make best efforts to inform riders that they can incur penalties for breaching any law, regulation, standard or applicable rule including, by way of example, unauthorised use of special vehicle lanes, or operating a
vehicle inconsiderately.

18. When used in parks and reserves, E-Scooters must not be used or ridden in a manner that is or might be dangerous to the public or to any person.

Commented [GR1]: Does Council want to insert consequences
of a failure to do so which could include giving the Council the right
to store and dispose of the items at the Operator's expense?

Commented [GR2]: Consider inclusion of a general Force
Majeure clause which would apply to both parties.

Commented [LN3]: Condition about appropriate parking and
placement.

Commented [LN4]: Condition to remind users about NZ rules
and Regs essentially the Road User Rule 2004
See also clause 19 This is essentially RUR 11.1

Commented [LN5]: Condition about using on paths in parks (not
technically a road) covered under CCC Parks and Reserves Bylaw



19. The Operator will procure that E-Scooter users ride safely and carefully and be considerate of all other road and footpath users, ensuring that:

a. when on the road, users must keep as close as possible to the edge of the roadway; and

b. when on the footpath, users must:

i. not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk; and

ii. always give way to pedestrians and drivers of mobility vehicles.

Safety and maintenance
20. The Operator must ensure that:

a. each E-Scooter is legal and approved under standards or definitions set out by the New Zealand Transport Agency as a wheeled recreational device;

b. each E-Scooters has:

i. a working bell;

ii. A steady or flashing rear-facing red light(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 200 metres; and

iii. a white or yellow headlight(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 200 metres;

c. the design, performance and assembly of each E-Scooter complies with appropriate standards; and

d. each E-Scooter is regularly inspected and maintained to ensure it is compliant.

21. The Operator must provide the ability for users as well as the general public to report safety and maintenance issues with the E-Scooters.  This must include a publicly displayed New Zealand contact phone number and email address on each
E-Scooter.

22. The Operator commits to meeting the Safety and Maintenance KPIs set out in Appendix D.

Reporting

23. To enable better integration with public and shared modes of transportation across the city, the permit holder must maintain a documented Application Program Interface (API) that can be made open and available to the public and third
party developers.

24. The Operator will provide raw non-identifiable information to the Council on a monthly basis subject to Council introducing measures agreeable to the Operator to protect its commercially sensitive information.

Privacy

25. All personal information must be collected, processed and stored in accordance with the requirements of the Privacy Act 1993.

26. The Operator must respect the general public’s right to privacy and must maintain a policy of strict confidence concerning all personal and company information.

27. All information and data collected must be for the purpose of providing the Operation.

28. The Operator must not sell, lease, rent, loan or trade lists of its users’ data to a third party.

29. All user information and data must be kept in a secure environment and encrypted via secure socket layers and data bases, protected by firewalls.

30. The Operator acknowledges that, under the Privacy Act 1993, individuals have rights of access to and correction of their personal information.

31. Any policy developed by the Operator may be superseded by requirements or obligations imposed by statute, regulation or legal process.

Miscellaneous

32. This Permit is non-transferable.  Within 14 days of any change in the Operator or the Operation, the Operator must apply to the Council to have the change noted and pay any required fee.  A new permit may then be issued  with the updated
information.

33. The Operator shall carry adequate, sufficient and suitable public liability and professional indemnity insurance for an amount not less than $1,000,000 and will provide evidence of this to the Council if requested.

34. The Operator shall comply with:

a. all acts, regulations, bylaws, standards, policies and ordinances applicable to the Operation; and

b. any agreement entered into between the Operator and the Council in relation to the Operation including, without limitation, any site licence.

Commented [LN6]: Condition relating to NZTA sanctioning
scooters, as Non-Motor Vehicels

Commented [LN7]: These are requirements for Bikes in NZ
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APPENDIX B: DEFINED ACTIVITY AREA FOR SERVICE

Geofenced operational area

Note that the defined area for service does not include any private land or land not administered or operated by Council such as land owned and operated by Christchurch International airport limited (CIAL) or the University of Canterbury.

The defined activity area for service also does not include any area defined as schedule 2 of the Parks and Reserves Bylaw 2016 – Christchurch Botanic Gardens.

Commented [LN9]: Updated with latest area, including no-go
zones.



APPENDIX C: OPERATION AND PARKING KPIS

Operations and Parking KPIs

Condition Minimum
Response

Reporting
Measure

Target Stretch
goal

Incorrectly parked or
nuisance
(i.e. where an E-
Scooter is parked in
an inappropriate
location, but where it
is not causing an
unreasonable
hazard).

Resolved within
1 day of being
notified.

Number of
incorrect parking or
nuisance issues
reported per month.

85% of all
incidents

responded
to  within

timeframe.

100% of all
incidents

responded
to  within

timeframe.

Outside defined
activity area in
Appendix B.

Relocated
within 1 day of
being notified.

Number of E-
Scooters parked in
out of service area.

85% of all
incidents

responded
to within
agreed

timeframe.

100% of all
incidents

responded
to within
agreed

timeframe.

Commented [LN10]: Tracking the number of minor complaints
or observed parking issues. Serious issues or genuine hazards to be
tracked in safety and maintenance KPIs



APPENDIX D: SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE KPIS

Safety and Maintenance KPIs

Condition Minimum
Response

Reporting
measure

Base
Expectation

Stretch
Goal

Dangerous or
hazardously
placed E-
Scooters (e.g.
on a roadway,
up a tree, in a
river, etc.).

Resolved within 5
hours of being
notified.

Number of
reported
hazardously or
dangerously
placed E-
Scooters per
month.

80% of all
incidents

responded to
within

timeframe.

100% of all
incidents

responded to
within

timeframe.

Unsafe or faulty
E-Scooters
(e.g. brake fault,
light out, etc.).

Deactivated
immediately (upon
verification)
Recovered 1-5
days (depending
on severity).

Number of
reported unsafe
or faulty E-
Scooters per
month.

80% of all
incidents

responded to
within

timeframe.

100% of all
incidents

responded to
within

timeframe.

Safety
inspections.

Must be inspected
daily.

Number of E-
Scooters
inspected per
month.

80% of fleet
inspected

daily.

100% of fleet
inspected

daily.
Commented [LN11]: Could also be a KPI about how many
scooters are left out overnight. Ideally 0% but would be something
we are interested in tracking for safety and performance purposes.



APPENDIX E: REPORTING INFORMATION

Reporting measure Format Description

Number of registered
users.

Dashboard

Total number of rides per
month.

Dashboard

Average distance covered
per trip.

Dashboard

Average time of trip; Dashboard

Start and end trip location
data.

Dashboard

Overlay of deployment
locations with demand
“hot spots”.

Dashboard

Heat map of use, e.g.
routes.

Dashboard

Number of faults reported
per month.

Dashboard and/or manual
report Commented [LN12]: We would be able to track the number of

calls coming into the call centre but would be good to know what that
is as a percentage of all reported issues.



From:  
To: , 
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
Date: Thursday, 13 September 2018 4:35:14 p.m.
Attachments: image002.jpg

image002.jpg

Hi ,

Thanks for sending this over. Our team and myself have added a few comments to the doc.
Attached here.

Best,

On Wed, Sep 12, 2018 at 5:00 PM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

This is still being circulated internally for comments and changes so it is a working draft. I’ve
left a few comments to point to areas I think that might change.

 

Hopefully this gives you a an idea of how it is shaping up.

 

Perhaps we can discuss next week.

 

Best,

-

 

From:   [mailto: . ] 
Sent: Friday, 7 September 2018 12:46 p.m.
To: ,  < >
Subject: Scooter Permit

 

Hi ,

 

Wanted to check in before the weekend, and ask if you could send over the finalized
scooter permit (if completed)? Hoping for a chance to review the language.

 




Also, we've made contact with NZTA and should be talking with them early next week
to get a signed affidavit stating where the scooter should be ridden. From that, we will
adjust our on-boarding flow to provide those instructions to riders.

 

Thanks,

 

--

 
Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

 

**********************************************************************
This electronic email and any files transmitted with it are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed.

The views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender
and may not necessarily reflect the views of the Christchurch City Council.

If you are not the correct recipient of this email please advise the
sender and delete.

Christchurch City Council
http://www.ccc.govt.nz
**********************************************************************

-- 
 

Launch, New Market Development
NZ:     | US: 
Your ride anytime.

mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me
http://www.ccc.govt.nz/
mailto:cameron.swanson@li.me


From:  
To: , 
Cc:
Subject: Re: Scooter Permit
Date: Friday, 31 August 2018 1:03:59 p.m.
Attachments: Lime Fact Sheet.pdf

Hey ,

Thanks so much for pushing this along.

Will this be an informative/exploratory meeting, or will there be a vote? It's a little sooner
than we plan to do our own press release, but here is our press kit if asked. I've also
attached a fact sheet about Lime. Feel free to re-direct any Lime-specific inquiries my
way!

Thanks,

On Fri, Aug 31, 2018 at 9:51 AM ,  < > wrote:

Hi ,

 

As mentioned on the call the Councillors were keen to see this come across the table as
an information item. 

We’ve fast tracked this to be on the agenda for Thursday’s meeting but this means it will
be in the public session. We’ll point you to the agenda when is gets posted online. 

The media may pick up on it and we tend to prepare a short statement to respond to, or
pre-empt any questions. 

I’ve copied in  who is in our strategic communications advisor who will prepare
some messages. From the communications perspective, is there anything you had
prepared at this stage and would like to share? Pictures? Key messages etc.?

Regards,

 

 

Policy Planner - Transport Team
Planning & Strategic Transport Unit

DDI:    

Mobile:   

Email: 

Christchurch City Council
Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch
PO Box 73012, Christchurch, 8154

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B2AdF39s4u4OdVVGWDV0VkFweWM



 


ABOUT LIME: 
Lime is the first and only shared smart mobility solution provider that has a multimodal fleet, 
which includes Lime-Classic (1, 3 and 8 speed); Lime-E (electric-assist bike), and Lime-S 
(electric scooters).  
 
Lime can be found in major cities like: Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, San Diego, 
Berlin, Paris, and many others. Lime is currently in over 70 markets.  
 
Lime is revolutionizing mobility in cities and campuses by empowering residents with a 
greener, more efficient, and affordable transportation option that also improves urban 
sustainability. By partnering with local key stakeholders and systematically deploying a fleet 
of  smart-bikes and scooters that are enabled with GPS, wireless technology, and 
self-activating locks, Lime is changing urban mobility by making the first and last mile faster, 
cheaper, and healthier for riders.  
 
Funded by Silicon Valley’s leading firms, Lime is based in San Francisco, CA and Amsterdam.. 
Learn more at www.limebike.com. 
 
ABOUT THE COMPANY 


● Executives include: 
○ Toby Sun. CEO, Co-founder 
○ Brad Bao. Co-founder & Executive Chairman 
○ Li Fan. VP of Engineering 
○ Scott Kubly. Chief Programs Officer 
○ Caen Contee. VP of Marketing, Business Development, and Int’l Expansion 
○ Andrew Savage. VP of Government Relations 
○ DJ Wei. VP of Operations 
○ Rosemarie Carbone. Head of People 
○ Scot Mollot. Head of Finance 


 
● Headquartered in California: office is currently located at One Sansome in San 


Francisco.  
● $12 million in first funding round led by A16z  
● $50 million in second funding round led by U.S.-based Coatue Management. Other 


new investors joining this round include GGV Capital, Franklin Templeton 
Investments, Section 32 (led by Bill Maris, founder and ex-CEO of Google Ventures), 
AME Cloud Ventures (led by Jerry Yang Co-Founder of Yahoo!), and Stanford-StartX 
Fund. Previous investors, including Andreessen Horowitz and DCM Ventures, also 
participated in the round. 


● $70 million in Series B+ funding. Previous investors, including Andreessen Horowitz 
and NGP Capital, and Decent Capital also participated in this round. U.S.-based Fifth 
Wall closed the round, along with Rainbow Technology Co., Ltd. 


● $335 million in Series C funding. New investors include Alphabet, IVP, Atomico, Uber, 
GV, and Fidelity Management and Research Company. Our existing investors, 
Andreessen Horowitz, Coatue, Fifth Wall and GIC, Singapore Sovereign Wealth Fund 
also participated in the round. 
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http://www.limebike.com/





 


 
NUMBERS AT A GLANCE: 


● $467M funding to date 
● 250+ Employees  
● 80+ US and European Markets 
● Over 6M rides achieved 
● All of the above, done in about 13 months.  


 
LIME NEWS: 


Bloomberg | July 9, 2018 
Uber Will Rent Scooters Through Its App in Partnership With Lime 
 
Business Insider | July 9, 2018 
Uber, Alphabet, and top VCs just poured $335 million into scooter startup Lime — here's 
why one investor thinks it's the future of commuting 
 
New York Times | June 6, 2018 
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Electric Scooters 
 
TechCrunch | May 1, 2018 
Lime partners with Segway to build electric scooters 
 
Smart Cities Dive | May 16, 2018 
From new name to new services, Lime makes a splash in May 
 
Fast Company | May 18, 2018 
Lime is the first bike share to reach a Native American community 
 
Conde Nast Traveler | April 11, 2018 
Scooter Sharing Is the Unlikely Trend That'll Reshape the Way We Travel 
 
Dallas News | May 17, 2018 
How can those bike shares make money? This LimeBike investor explains it to you 
 
Cheddar | April 19, 2018 
LimeBike Wants You to Scoot to Work 
 
Bloomberg | May 24, 2018 
Scooter Startups Have Launched a Revolution. Can They Control It? 


 
Silicon Valley Business Journal | June 6, 2018 
Dockless scooter 'unicorn' hires Lyft veteran to smooth relations with regulators 


 
Bloomberg | May 24, 2018 
Lime, a scooter-sharing company, is racing to stay ahead of competitors and critics. 
 
Bloomberg | May 10, 2018 
Lime is developing low-speed, small electric vehicles 
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-09/uber-will-rent-scooters-through-its-app-in-partnership-with-lime

http://www.businessinsider.com/scooter-startup-lime-raises-335-million-funding-alphabet-uber-2018-7

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/06/technology/how-i-learned-to-stop-worrying-and-love-electric-scooters.html

https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/01/lime-partners-with-segway-to-build-electric-scooters/

https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/lime-new-name-services-bike-scooter-segway-2018/523656/

https://www.fastcompany.com/40574748/lime-is-the-first-bikeshare-to-reach-a-native-american-community

https://www.cntraveler.com/story/scooter-sharing-is-the-unlikely-trend-that-will-reshape-the-way-we-travel

https://www.dallasnews.com/business/business/2018/05/17/limebike-investor-says-company-impressive-growth-trajectory

https://cheddar.com/videos/limebike-wants-you-to-scoot-to-work

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-24/startups-have-started-a-scooter-revolution-can-they-control-it

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2018/06/06/lime-hires-lyft-emily-warren-regulatory-relations.html

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-24/startups-have-started-a-scooter-revolution-can-they-control-it

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-10/this-scooter-sharing-company-wants-to-fill-the-streets-with-transit-pods





 


 
Washington Post | March 13, 2018 
First the dockless bikes, now scooters. 
 
Austin360 | March 13, 2018 
What’s the trendiest way to get around SXSW? An electric scooter 
 
CNN Headline News | April 20, 2018 
Call it a scooter revolution 
 
CityLab | March 16, 2018 
I Have Seen the Future of Urbanism and It's a Scooter 
 
CNN Tech | June 21, 2018 
Thousands of electric scooters to hit Paris streets 
 
Financial Times | June 20, 2018 
Lime picks Paris for European e-scooter sharing launch 


 
 


Major announcements: 
Emily Warren Lifts Lime’s Policy Game To The Next Level 
 
With PayNearMe, Lime Takes Industry Lead On Transportation Equity 
 
LA Scooters: Lime Brings Multimodal Fleet to Santa Monica 
 
Lime's Next Chapter In Smart Mobility Backed By GV And Uber 
 
Lime In NYC: Dock-Free Bikes Bring Smart Mobility To The Rockaways 
 


### 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dr-gridlock/wp/2018/03/13/first-the-dockless-bikes-now-you-can-hop-on-a-scooter-at-a-sidewalk-near-you/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.c219e42510eb

http://fitness.blog.austin360.com/2018/03/13/whats-the-trendiest-way-to-get-around-austin-an-electric-scooter/

https://twitter.com/Michaela/status/987429668633497601

https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/03/scoot-scoot/555746/

http://money.cnn.com/2018/06/21/technology/electric-scooter-share-paris-lime/index.html

https://www.ft.com/content/64a06ae8-74b2-11e8-aa31-31da4279a601

https://www.limebike.com/blog/emily-warren-lifts-lime-policy-to-next-level

https://www.limebike.com/blog/paynearme-lime-takes-industry-lead-on-transportation-equity

https://www.limebike.com/blog/la-scooters-lime-brings-multimodal-fleet-santa-monica

https://www.limebike.com/blog/lime-smart-mobility-backed-by-gv-uber

https://www.limebike.com/blog/lime-in-nyc-dock-free-bikes-smart-mobility-rockaways





 

 

 
 
 

 

PERMIT TO TRADE IN A PUBLIC PLACE 
 
 
 
 
OPERATOR NAME: LIME TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 

 
Trading as “Lime” 
 

  c/- Claymore Partners Limited, Level 2, Claymore House, 63 Fort Street, Auckland 1010, NZ 

 
 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 AND THE CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008.  
 
[Lime Technology Limited], NZBN 9429046973979, IS LICENSED AS AN OPERATOR (“OPERATOR”) OF SHARED PUBLIC E-SCOOTERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRADING IN A PUBLIC PLACE: 
 
 Selling, hiring, and or displaying no more than [700] electrically assisted kick scooters (“E-Scooters”) (“Operation”). 

 
AND MUST COMPLY WITH THE CONDITIONS SET OUT IN APPENDIX A. 
 
ACTIVITY AREA: Defined public places as set out in Appendix B 
 
HOURS OF OPERATION: 24 hours per day 7 days per week 
 
NOTE:  Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 Clause 11 provides in part that:  
 

11. PERMIT MAY BE ALTERED, SUSPENDED OR CANCELLED  
(1) The Council, on giving reasonable notice to the permit holder, may alter the terms and conditions of the permit in the event of a change to any circumstances of the permit holder, or the public place.  
(2) The Council may suspend or cancel any permit given under clause 6 or 7 in the following cases:  

(a) without notice if:  
(i) urgent action is required to protect the public from unhygienic, unsafe or hazardous conditions in the public place where the permit applies;  
(ii) urgent works are required in the public place where the permit applies;  
(iii) any terms and conditions of the permit are breached, where the period covered by the permit is 3 days or less. 

 
DATE OF ISSUE:   [13 SEPTEMBER 2018] EXPIRY DATE: [13 December 2018] 

 
This certificate is issued to the operator named hereon and is non-transferable subject to condition 34 of Appendix A. 

Commented [CS1]: Is it possible to include a clause or statement 
about what continuation of the pilot will look like? 



 

 

APPENDIX A: TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRADING IN PUBLIC PLACES PERMIT 
 

CHRISTCHURCH CITY PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW 2008 
TRADING AND EVENTS IN PUBLIC PLACES POLICY 2010 

 

Purpose and intent 

1. The purpose and intent of these terms and conditions are to ensure the management of public places and to provide reasonable controls to protect the health and safety, the general public from nuisance, while meeting customer expectations 
and supporting the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch Area. 

Permit Fee 
2. The permit fee of X is payable on Y 

Duration of the Permit 

3. This Permit shall commence on the Date of Issue and, unless terminated sooner in accordance with the terms of this Permit, shall continue until the Expiry Date. 

4. Immediately following expiry or the earlier termination of this Permit, the Operator will immediately remove all E-Scooters and any ancillary signage and equipment from Council land. 

5. As per Clause 11(2) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008, the Council may suspend or cancel this Permit on the basis of a breach of these terms and conditions. 

6. If the Operator breaches any of the conditions within this Permit and fails to remedy the breach within 10 working days after receipt of written notice requesting remedy of the breach, the Council may in its sole discretion and by providing 10 
working days written notice to the Operator terminate this Permit.  For the avoidance of doubt, 10 working days is accepted as being “reasonable notice” for the purposes of clause 11(1) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 
2008. 

7. If the Operator wishes to cease trading within the Christchurch area it will provide 30 days written notice of its intention to cease trading and remove all E-Scooters and any ancillary signage and equipment from Council land within this 
timeframe or any timeframe agreed between the Council and the Operator. 

General 

8. This Permit is valid for a maximum of 700 E-Scooters at any one time during the Term.  

9. The Council may review and amend these terms and conditions at any time as necessary as per clause 11(1) of the Christchurch City Council Public Places Bylaw 2008 (or any subsequent bylaw in amendment of, or in substitution to, this 
bylaw). 

10. The Operation shall only be operated within the area defined in Appendix B. 

11. Any specific infrastructure requirements such as signage, demarcated parking locations or parking corrals shall require a site licence and must be approved by the Council and are subject to any specific conditions for the respective site. 

Location and placement of E-Scooters 
12. For the purposes of this Permit, E-Scooters must not be parked or allowed to remain on or in inappropriate locations including, without limitation: 

a. on footpaths that are narrow; 

b. where they could pose a safety hazard;  

c. where they could interfere with pedestrian access generally or access to amenities; or 

d. any other areas identified by a Council enforcement officer, in its discretion, to be an inappropriate location.  

13. Mistreatment of E-Scooters through vandalism will not be considered as an inappropriate location (under clause 12 of this Permit) for the purposes of reporting under the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in Appendix C requirements. 
However, the Operator will seek to address any issues raised under this clause 13 by the Council within the required timeframes. 

14. To deliver on the expectations of the Council to ensure the management of public places and the delivery of the expected support for the wider transport objectives for the Greater Christchurch Area, the Operator will target the Operation and 
Parking KPIs set out in Appendix C. 

15. The Operator must ensure E-Scooters are effectively redistributed to avoid excessive build up in any one area and provide Council with a rebalancing, relocation and redistribution plan to meet the Operation and Parking KPIs set out in 
Appendix C. 

Use of E-Scooters  
16. The Operator will educate customers about safety checks, responsible riding and correct parking, including the impacts of using inappropriate locations to the general public. 

17. The Operator will also make best efforts to inform riders that they can incur penalties for breaching any law, regulation, standard or applicable rule including, by way of example, unauthorised use of special vehicle lanes, or operating a 
vehicle inconsiderately. 

18. When used in parks and reserves, E-Scooters must not be used or ridden in a manner that is or might be dangerous to the public or to any person. 

Commented [GR2]: Does Council want to insert consequences 
of a failure to do so which could include giving the Council the right 
to store and dispose of the items at the Operator's expense? 

Commented [BG3]: This is a reasonably subjective term that 
would be open to an enforcement officers discretion, may be useful to 
say “less than 1 metre wide”.  

Commented [BG4]: Suggest this is deleted, it provides no 
certainty for Lime.   

Commented [GR5]: Consider inclusion of a general Force 
Majeure clause which would apply to both parties. 

Commented [BG6R5]: Agree, you should include a Force 
Majeure clause, to cover situations like high winds, earthquakes and 
occasionally we get small tornados in NZ.  

Commented [BG7]: Is it clear to Lime what this plan is, when it 
is required to be provided?  

Commented [CS8R7]: If our operational plan that has already 
been submitted complies with this, I fine with it. If not, we may need 
more clarity on exactly what the council is asking for. 

Commented [BG9]: Is it agreed that this will be through the on-
boarding process?  Otherwise do you know what education means?  

Commented [CS10R9]: This is acceptable to Lime. We have 
forms of education: in-app onboarding, on the scooter, or safety 
demonstrations in the field. 

Deleted: poor placement 

Commented [LN12]: Condition about appropriate parking and 
placement.  

Commented [LN13]: Condition to remind users about NZ rules 
and Regs essentially the Road User Rule 2004 
See also clause 19 This is essentially RUR 11.1 

Commented [LN14]: Condition about using on paths in parks 
(not technically a road) covered under CCC Parks and Reserves 
Bylaw 



 

 

19. The Operator will procure that E-Scooter users ride safely and carefully and be considerate of all other road and footpath users, ensuring that: 

a. when on the road, users must keep as close as possible to the edge of the roadway; and 

b. when on the footpath, users must: 

i. not ride at speeds that put other footpath users at risk; and 

ii. always give way to pedestrians and drivers of mobility vehicles. 

Safety and maintenance  
20. The Operator must ensure that: 

a. each E-Scooter is legal and approved under standards or definitions set out by the New Zealand Transport Agency as a wheeled recreational device; 

b. each E-Scooters has: 

i. a working bell; 

ii. A steady or flashing rear-facing red light(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 200 metres; and 

iii. a white or yellow headlight(s) that can be seen at night from a distance of 200 metres; 

c. the design, performance and assembly of each E-Scooter complies with appropriate standards; and 

d. each E-Scooter is regularly inspected and maintained to ensure it is compliant.  

21. The Operator must provide the ability for users as well as the general public to report safety and maintenance issues with the E-Scooters.  This must include a publicly displayed New Zealand contact phone number and email address on each 
E-Scooter.   

22. The Operator commits to meeting the Safety and Maintenance KPIs set out in Appendix D. 

Reporting 

23. To enable better integration with public and shared modes of transportation across the city, the permit holder must maintain a documented Application Program Interface (API) that can be made open and available to the public and third 
party developers.  

24. The Operator will provide raw non-identifiable information to the Council on a monthly basis subject to Council introducing measures agreeable to the Operator to protect its commercially sensitive information. 

Privacy 
25. All personal information must be collected, processed and stored in accordance with the requirements of the Privacy Act 1993. 

26. The Operator must respect the general public’s right to privacy and must maintain a policy of strict confidence concerning all personal and company information. 

27. All information and data collected must be for the purpose of providing the Operation.  

28. The Operator must not sell, lease, rent, loan or trade lists of its users’ data to a third party. 

29. All user information and data must be kept in a secure environment and encrypted via secure socket layers and data bases, protected by firewalls. 

30. The Operator acknowledges that, under the Privacy Act 1993, individuals have rights of access to and correction of their personal information. 

31. Any policy developed by the Operator may be superseded by requirements or obligations imposed by statute, regulation or legal process. 

Miscellaneous 
32. This Permit is non-transferable.  Within 14 days of any change in the Operator or the Operation, the Operator must apply to the Council to have the change noted and pay any required fee.  A new permit may then be issued with the updated 

information. 

33. The Operator shall carry adequate, sufficient and suitable public liability and professional indemnity insurance for an amount not less than $1,000,000 and will provide evidence of this to the Council if requested. 

34. The Operator shall comply with: 

a. all acts, regulations, bylaws, standards, policies and ordinances applicable to the Operation; and 

b. any agreement entered into between the Operator and the Council in relation to the Operation including, without limitation, any site licence. 

 

Commented [LN15]: Condition relating to NZTA sanctioning 
scooters, as Non-Motor Vehicels  

Commented [LN16]: These are requirements for Bikes in NZ 
Looks like Lime-S will comply 

Commented [LN17]: As discussed 

Commented [CS18]: While we’re working on our API 
capabilities, not sure we have a publicly available API. I will check 
with our data team, but not sure if Lime would be compliant with 
this.  

Deleted:  



 

 

APPENDIX B: DEFINED ACTIVITY AREA FOR SERVICE 
 
 
Geofenced operational area 
 
 

 
 
Note that the defined area for service does not include any private land or land not administered or operated by Council such as land owned and operated by Christchurch International airport limited (CIAL) or the University of Canterbury.  
 
The defined activity area for service also does not include any area defined as schedule 2 of the Parks and Reserves Bylaw 2016 – Christchurch Botanic Gardens.  
  

Commented [LN19]: Updated with latest area, including no-go 
zones. 



 

 

APPENDIX C: OPERATION AND PARKING KPIS 
 
 

Operations and Parking KPIs 

Condition Minimum 
Response 

Reporting 
Measure 

Target Stretch 
goal 

Incorrectly parked or 
nuisance 
(i.e. where an E-
Scooter is parked in 
an inappropriate 
location, but where it 
is not causing an 
unreasonable 
hazard). 

Resolved within 
1 day of being 
notified. 
 

 

Number of 
incorrect parking or 
nuisance issues 
reported per month. 
 

85% of all 
incidents 
responded 
to  within 

timeframe.

100% of all 
incidents 

responded 
to  within 

timeframe.

Outside defined 
activity area in 
Appendix B. 

Relocated 
within 1 day of 
being notified. 

Number of E-
Scooters parked in 
out of service area. 
 

85% of all 
incidents 
responded 
to within 
agreed 

timeframe.

100% of all
incidents 

responded 
to within 
agreed 

timeframe.

 
  

Commented [LN20]: Tracking the number of minor complaints 
or observed parking issues. Serious issues or genuine hazards to be 
tracked in safety and maintenance KPIs   



 

 

APPENDIX D: SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE KPIS 
 
 

Safety and Maintenance KPIs 

Condition Minimum 
Response 

Reporting 
measure 

Base 
Expectation

Stretch 
Goal 

Dangerous or 
hazardously 
placed E-
Scooters (e.g. 
on a roadway, 
up a tree, in a 
river, etc.). 

Resolved within 5 
hours of being 
notified. 

Number of 
reported 
hazardously or 
dangerously 
placed E-
Scooters per 
month. 

80% of all 
incidents 

responded to  
within 

timeframe. 

100% of all 
incidents 

responded to  
within 

timeframe. 

Unsafe or faulty 
E-Scooters  
(e.g. brake fault, 
light out, etc.). 

Deactivated 
immediately (upon 
verification) 
Recovered 1-5 
days (depending 
on severity). 
 

Number of 
reported unsafe 
or faulty E-
Scooters per 
month.  

80% of all 
incidents 

responded to  
within 

timeframe. 

100% of all 
incidents 

responded to  
within 

timeframe. 

Safety 
inspections. 

Must be inspected 
daily.  

Number of E-
Scooters 
inspected per 
month. 

80% of fleet 
inspected 

daily. 

100% of fleet
inspected 

daily. 

 
  

Commented [CS21]: Would feel more comfortable if this said 
“within 5 hours of being notified, during normal business hours”. i.e. 
if an issue is reported at 3am, but we don’t dispatch the team until the 
morning. 

Commented [CS23R22]: Scooters will be retrieved and 
deployed on a rolling basis throughout the night, so while we would 
collect every single scooter, they may not all be collect at the exact 
same time.  

Commented [LN22]: Could also be a KPI about how many 
scooters are left out overnight. Ideally 0% but would be something 
we are interested in tracking for safety and performance purposes.  

Commented [CS24]: How will council enforce these metrics? 
Will Lime be obligated to provide regular repair/inspection reports?  



 

 

APPENDIX E: REPORTING INFORMATION 
 
 

Reporting measure Format Description 

Number of registered 
users. 

Dashboard  

Total number of rides per 
month. 

Dashboard  

Average distance covered 
per trip.  

Dashboard  

Average time of trip; Dashboard  

Start and end trip location 
data. 

Dashboard  

Overlay of deployment 
locations with demand 
“hot spots”.  

Dashboard  

Heat map of use, e.g. 
routes. 

Dashboard  

Number of faults reported 
per month. 

Dashboard and/or manual 
report 

 

 
 

 

Commented [LN25]: We would be able to track the number of 
calls coming into the call centre but would be good to know what that 
is as a percentage of all reported issues.  
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________________________________________ 
From: Johanson, Yani 
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2018 2:50 p.m. 
To:     
Subject: Re: Thanks from Lime! 
 
Hi   
Thanks for the email. Sorry for the delayed response. 
Just wanted to check how the uptake has gone? Seen a lot of scooters around, and looks to be a lot of 
people enjoying them which is great. 
Kind regards 
Yani 
 
Get Outlook for iOS<https://aka.ms/o0ukef> ________________________________ 
From:     <
Sent: Friday, September 7, 2018 3:35 PM 
To: Johanson, Yani 
Subject: Thanks from Lime! 
 
Councillor Johanson, 
 
I wanted to send you a quick note thanking you for your support of Lime in Christchurch at yesterday's 
council meeting. It did not go unnoticed and was much appreciated. 
 
I'm glad to see Christchurch has come a long way since that 1997 bylaw! It truly is a great city for this type 
of product and can't wait to see scooters there. 
 
If you have any further questions, or issues arise, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly. 
 
Best, 
 
‐‐ 

Launch, New Market Development 
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